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Gotz Ludwig Hauser, Communion with Christ and Christian Community in 

. 1 Corinthians. A Study of Paul's Concept of KO/NONIA, submitted to the 

University of Durham, Faculty of Arts, for the qualification for the degree of 

M.Theol., 1992 

ABSTRACf 

Although the concept of XO~\lW\I(Cl occurs only twice in 1 Corinthians (1:9 and 

10:16), each of these two occurrences appears to be highly significant not only 

for the context in each case but also generally with reference to the character of 

the Apostle's argumentation in this epistle. In the first passage, which has almost 

entirely been neglected so far in the many scholarly contributions to the subject 

of XO~\lW\I[Cl, the term occurs in the summarizing climax of the letter-opening (1 

Cor 1:1-9) which is remarkably packed with theological and christological 

statements and which is structured by a laudatory description of God's 

wonderful works in the Corinthians' lives in past (vvA-6) present (v.7a) and 

future (vv.7b-8). The basic message which Paul wants his addressees to 

comrehend right from the beginning and which - according to the epistolary I P 

function of these nine verses - reveals his approach to their many serious 

problems, culminates in the concept of xo~ \lW\ltCl, in the salvific communion with 

Christ crucified, God's Son, their risen Lord, a communion into which they had 

been called once-for-alI and where God's faithfulness continually preserved 

them until the end. Th~ other instance in 1 Cor 10:16 is not a Pauline 

formulation but a presumably catechetical tradition on the Lord's Supper which 

the Apostle quoted and employed as an argument in the course of his lengthy 

discussion of the problem of idol-meat (1 Cor 8:1-11:1). Because of the 

communion (xO~\lW\ltCl) with the body and blood of Christ, i.e. the inclusive 

involvement into Christ's death and resurrection as it is tangibly expressed in the 

celebration of the Eucharist, any other competing relationships and meal 

fellowships with idols are necessarily excluded. So, in both cases of xO~\lWViCl in 

1 Corinthians the concept is not an ecclesiological term but rather emphasizes 

the communion with Christ as the constant constitutive condition of the 

Christians' individual and community life. 
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Preface 

A year's study in Durham has been a most enjoyable and valuable experience. 

And among the many traces which this period has left the piece of work which 

is presented here is not necessarily the most important, although it swallowed so 

many - at times fairly tiring but in the main surely exciting - hours even after I 

had come back to "Europe". Yet I am most grateful not only that as a guest and 

foreign observer I had the opportunity to catch some glimpses of the theological 

research and teaching at Durham University, but that, thanks to a joint study 

programme with its German partner university in Tiibingen, it was possible to 

participate in all aspects of the department's scholarly and social life as a 

postgraduate student. 

I want to express my warmest thanks therefore to Prof. Otfried Hofius who 

inspired and supported my stay in Durham and in one of whose seminars, on 

the Liturgy of the Lord's Supper in the early church and in the NT, lie the roots 

of my interest in the meaning and significance of the concept of xotvwvicx. in 1 

Cor 10:16 and further in 1 Cor 1:9. I also owe to him some basic stimulus and 

introduction into NT research in general and in particular into the excitement 

of reading Paul. I am also most grateful to Dr. A. 1. M. Wedderburn in whom 

I found a superb supervisor for my project not only as a highly attentive and 

instructive critic of my exegetical, theological and linguistical "output", but also 

as a good E:7tLO'X01to<; of his academic flock even in the distant pastures of 

Erlangen. Further, I thank Friedemann Biittel for his being such a good friend 

and cruYXOt vwvo<; during the Durham year and in the process of this study's 

growth. My final debt of gratitude, however, is to my parents who supported my 

long period of study and to whom I cordially dedicate this work. 

A personal result of the long and intensive consideration of just a few verses 

in one of Paul's letters is a deeper understanding - as we hope - of the Apostle's 

highly explosive though strangely "unattractive" gospel of Christ crucified - the 
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one and only message which he had decided to "know" among the Corinthians 

(1 Cor 2:2). Another rather general discovery, however, which is connected to 

the depth and complexity which we found in Paul's thought, is a deeper 

understanding of the value and the necessity of a detailed text analysis for the 

business of interpreting biblical (and any other) texts. A high degree of scholarly 

attentiveness and a careful observation of the exeg~tical subject therefore 

describe the essential task and duty as well as the justification of a scientific 

approach to the NT and to Holy Scripture as a whole. We would like to refer to 

1. B. Lightfoot therefore, the great NT scholar and nineteenth-century Bishop of 

Durham, who was at home in both in the ancient Norman cathedral and in the 

Faculty of Theology next door: 

"The timidity, which shrinks from the application of modem science or 

criticism to the interpretation of Holy Scripture, evinces a very unworthy view 

of its character. If the Scriptures are indeed true, they must be in accordance 

with every principle of whatever kind. It is against the wrong application of such 

principles, and against the presumption which pushes them too far, that we must 

protest. It is not much knowledge, but little knowledge that is the dangerous 

thing here as elsewhere. From the full light of science in criticism we have 

nothing to fear: the glimmering light - which rather deserves the name of 

darkness visible - hides and distorts the truth"l . 

So we hope to have shed some light on the concept of KOl'llW'IILCX ill 1 

Corinthians and on its significance for the issue of communion with Christ and 

Christian community. 

Erlangen, April 1992 Gatz Hauser 

I Quoted in M. Hengel's recent article, "Bischof Lightfoot und die Tiibinger Schule", TBei 23 
(1992),5-33,28. Hengel got the quotation from another article by G. R. Treloar (see ibid., DD. 81 
and 5). The article is based on a lecture which Hengel gave in December 1989 in Durham in 
memory of the hundredth anniversary of Lightfoot's death. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Survey and Critique of Previous Research on KOtWs)"t<1 in Paul 

Since Camp bell's and Seesemann's basic and influental studies on the concept 

of )(O''oIW'oI(<1 in the New Testament in 1932/331 there has been quite an 

extensive debate among NT scholars on that subjecf. The many publications 

which appeared in the following decades cover a wide variety of different 

approaches and interpretations picking up, and building on, Seesemann's and 

Campbell's suggestions or reacting to and opposing their ideas strongly, as does 

the most recent larger contribution, Hainz's Koinonia. ''Kirche'' a/s Gemeinschaft 

bei Paulus from 19823
• Seesemann's and Hainz's monographs do not only 

1 J . Y. Campbell, "Koinonia and Its Cognates in the New Testament", IBL 51 (1932), 352-380; 
H . Seesemann, Der Begriff KOINDNlA im Nellell Testament, BZNW 14, GieBen 1933. See also E. 
P. Groenewald's PhD. Thesis KOL\ICJ\/Ux (gemeellskap) bij Pau/us, (in Afrikaans) for the Vrije 
Universiteit te Amsterdam, 1932. 

2 Before 1932/33 there were only the relevant passages in the NT dictionaries (such as 
Liddell/Scott, Moulton/Milligan, Cremer /Kogel, and Bauer) and some articles dealing mainly with 
the interpretation of XOL\lW\lLct in Acts 2:42 (so A. Carr, "The 'Fellowship' of Acts 242 and Cognate 
Words" in Expositor 8. Ser. 5 (1913),458-564; C. A. A. Scott, "What Happened at Pentecost", in 
The Spirit, ed. B. H . Street er, 1919, 117-158; cf. id., "The 'Fellowship', or XOL\IW\lLct", in ET 35 
(1923/24), 567; and cr. id., Christianity according to Paul, Cambridge, 1927). A reaction to Scott's 
position on Acts 2:42, but yet covering also the Pauline evidence, is W. S. Wood, "Fellowship", in 
Expositor 8. Ser. 21 (1921), 32-40. 

3 The relevant articles and monographs since 1932/33 are: P. J. T. Endenburg, Koinoonia. En 
Gemeellschap vall Zakell bij de Griekell ill dell Klassiekell Tijd, Amsterdam, 1937 (though it is 
merely a philological study of XOL\lW\lLct in classical Greek it is yet helpful for the tradition
historical background of the NT phrase and refers to, and discusses, Seesemann and Campbell); 
F. Hauck, 7WNT III (1938),798-810; G. V. Jourdan, "KOINONlA in 1 Corinthians 1016", inJBL 
67 (1948), 111-124; A. R . George, Commullioll with God ill tire New Testamellt, London, 1953; S. 
M uiioz-lglesi as, "Concepte Biblico de KOL\lW\lLct", in XlII Semaiia Biblica Espaiiola. El 
Movimie1lto ECllme1listico, Madrid, 1953, 195-223; S. D. Currie. Koinonia ill Christian Literature to 
200 A.D., Emory University, 1962; J . Schattenmann, "Gemeinsch~t/XOL\lW\lLct", in TBLNT I 
(Studienausgabe), Wuppertal, 1971, 495-499; P. C. Bori, KOINONIA, Videa della communione 
nell' ecclesiologia rec~1lte e lIel Nuovo TeSlamelltO, Brescia, 1972; J. M. McDermott, "The Biblical 
Doctrine of KOINONlA", in BZ New Series 19 (1975), 64-77219-233; S. Brown, "Koinonia as the 
Basis of New Testament Ecclesiology?", in OiC 12 (1976), 157-167; G. Paniculam, Koin6nia in the 
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provide the most extensive and detailed investigations on KOL'IIW'IILcx., but one can 

also regard their positions as the two opposite poles of the debate, which in 

general focuses mainly on the Pauline occurrences of KOL'IIW'IILCX and its cognates, 

for Paul uses the concept most of all the NT authors'. On the whole Seesemann 

clearly favors a "vertical" and theological interpretation of KOL'IIW'IILcx., especially 

in those instances where the phrase is related to highly significant terms of 

Pauline theology such as "Christ" or his "body" and "blood", "Pneuma", "faith", 

"gospel", etc., and he therefore generally translates Teilhabes
. Hainz on the 

other hand appears to be the strongest advocate of a "horizontal" understanding 

of KOL 'IIW'IILCX stressing the fundamental ecclesiological implications of the concept 

and promoting Gemeinsclzaft (durch Teilhabe) as the adequate translation6
• 

In the following passage we will now give a brief chronological and critical 

survey of the previous research on KO L'IIW'II LCX. Yet we restrict ourselves here to 

the major works and positions?, as there will be opportunity to pick up and 

comment on others later. 

New Testamellt. A Dyllamic Expressioll of Life, AnBib 85, Rome, 1979; A. di Marco, "KOINONIA 
- COMMUNIO: FLP 2,1", in Laurelltialllllll 3 (1980), 376-403; J. P. Sampley, Pauline Partnership 
ill Christ. Christiall Commullity alld Commitment ill Light of Romall Law, Philadelphia, 1980; K. 
Kertelge, "Kerygma und Koinonia. Zur theologischen Bestimmung der Kirche des Urchristentums· 
in Kontilluitiit Ulld Eillheit, FS fUr F. Mu!3ner, ed. P.-G. Muller et al., Freiburg/BaselfWien, 1981; 
J . Hainz, " XOtVWVLCl. XT).." , in EWNT lI, Stuttgart/Berlin/Koln/ Mainz, 1981,749-755; id, Koillonia. 
"Kirche" als Gemeillsc/lajt bei Paulus , BU 16, Regensburg, 1982. Besides the relevant passages in 
the commentaries it is further necessarY to mention the countless works on the Eucharist as far 
as they deal with 1 Cor 10:16-17; see' for instance the different contributions in KOINONIA. 
Arbeitell des Oekumellischell Aussc/wsses der Vereilligten Evallgelisch-Lutherischen Kirche 
Deutschlallds zur Frage der Kirc/zell- ulld Abelldma/z/sgemeillschaft, Berlin, 1957; or in F. Hahn/ K. 
Kertelge/ R. Schnackenburg, Eillheit der Kirche. Gnmd/egwlg im Neuefl Testament, OD 84, 
Freiburg/BaselfWien, 1979. 

4 Paul has 26 occurrences of (avy)xotVWV- words (in Rom, 1/2 Cor, Gal, Phil and Phlm) 
compared with only 17 in the other books of the NT altogether. 

5 cr. Koiflollia , 99. 

6 Cf. Kirclze, 173. 

? The works of Groenewald, Muiios-Iglesias, Bori and di Marco are left out because of 
language problems, although they might have been interesting, especially Bori's monograph. 
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When J. Y. Campbell wrote his article on "KOtV(L)'\ILcx. and Its Cognates in the 

New Testament" he was the first who extensively investigated the evidence of 

the concept in non-biblical Greek authors and in the LXX and who approached 

the meaning of XOtVW\lLcx. in the NT literature in this way. The result of his 

review of classical literature is that "the primary idea expressed by xo,~ and 

its cognates is not that of association with another perspn or other persons, but 

that of participation in something in which others also participate'l9. Yet, 

although he admits that associative aspects are principally possible in the 

Pauline and other NT instances of XOtVWVLcx., his conclusion is very similar to his 

earlier results on the classical usage. This might hint at a lack of a more 

thorough examination and differentiation, for otherwise Campbell could hardly 

have promoted such a uniform scheme of interpretation and be so convinced 

that even in a passage like 1 Cor 1:9 "XOtVW\lLcx. retains its primary, and only 

common, meaning" which is the idea of participation in a common thinglO! 

Very similar in its conclusions, yet a much more expanded and detailed 

investigation of the subject, is H. Seesemann's monograph Der Begriff 

KOINDNIA im Neuen Testament, which was published almost at the same time 

as Campbell's study. His starting point is also an examination of the non

Christian usage of XOtVWV£w, XOtVWVLcx. and XOtvwv6~, covering, though, many 

more sources and dealing with the evidence in a more systematic way, according 

to different grammatical constructions. In the second and major part Seesemann 

then studies the particular passages in the NT - especially in Paul - which 

employ XOt\lWVLcx. (and other XOtvwv-words). In comparison to CampbeU he, at 

least in principle, proposes a much greater variety of different meanings for 

8 Roughly the first third of the article is a survey of the usage in classical Greek, where 
Campbell checked about 600 occurrences in 20 authors, and of the 24 LXX passages employing 
XO~\I(')\I- words. The second third then deals with XOI\l(.)\lO<; and XO~\I(')\lEt\l in the NT and the last 
10 pages are spent on XO~\I(')\I[a. in the NT, with a certain emphasis on 1 Cor 10:16. The order of 
the NT passages discussed, however, appears to be somewhat unstructured and confusing. 

9 "Cognates", 353; cf. also 363 and see how Campbell draws close parallels to the concept of 
~oxo<; (ibid., 354f; cf. 376 on 1 Cor 10:16-17) which for him expresses in principal the same 
meaning. 

10 "Cognates", 380. 
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KOt'llW'IILCX in different contexts l1
• And it is therefore somewhat surprising that 

his interpretation of the various non-biblical as well as of the biblical instances 

is so much dominated by the single idea of Teilnahme and Anteilhaben l2
• The 

only Pauline instance where Seesemann translates Gemeinschaftis Gal 2:913
, 

but besides that he is very cautious with any associative understanding of 

KOLVW'IILCX in Paul and rather strongly rejects any ecclesiological connotations of 

the terml4
• Yet, although Seesemann describes the idea of participation as the 

general underlying principle of the semantics of KOtVW'IItCX in Classical, 

Hellenistic and NT usage - that it is so exclusively is open to doubt - be still 

describes a certain peculiarity of the Pauline concept in his conclusion: Paul 

does not use KOt'llW'IItCX in a social, juridical, economic or other profane sense, 

but KOt'llWVtCX appears only as a particularly religious term with religious 

implicationsl5
• And so Seesemann suggests that the most likely derivation of 

that usage would be from a cultic background such as sacrificial meals and that 

11 See Koillollia, 13: " Die Mannigfaltigkeit dieser Bedeutungen ist so groB, daB alle iiberhaupt 
vorhandenen M6glichkeiten nicht aufgezahIt werden k6nnen." 

12 See the translations throughout "Teil I: KOLVWVLOC im nichtchristlichen Sprachgebrauch" 
(KoilJolJia, 3-23; §§1-3); but see also "Teil II : KOLVWVLOC im Neuen Testament" (ibid., 24-99), where 
the longest chapter of the entire book deals with a usage which is supposed to be unique to Paul 
in the NT (ibid., 31): "KOLVWVLOC in der Bedeutung 'die Teilnahme, das Anteilhaben'", (ibid., 31-86; 
§5). The concept of !J.£TE):ELV is generally regarded as synonymous ("teilhaben"), except that 
XOLVWVELV has a wider spectrum of meanings (ibid., 43). Yet even in the long and thorough 
discussion of 1 Cor 10:16-22 (ibid., 34-56), where !J.£TEXELV also appears, Seesemann does not 
distinguish the semantics of the two concepts, but concludes that the "urspriingliche Bedeutung des 
Wortes XOLVWVLOC" is "Teilhabe, das Anteilhaben" (ibid., 47; cf. 41, 48), although he finally notes 
that XOLVWVLOC in v.16 "eine besonders enge Beziehung zum Ausdruck bringen will ... und in die 
Bedeutung 'Einswerden' hiniiberspielt" (ibid., 56). 

13 But in the final conclusion he then paraphrases the "Gemeinschaft" of Gal 2:9 as "Einheit, 
gemeinsames Anteilhaben" (Koillollia, 99). 

14 "Der Begriff XOLVWVLOC laBt sich daher zu dem Begriffe ExXAl')crLOC nicht in Parallele stellen 
und die Kirchenidee des Paulus ist von ihm aus nicht zu beleuchten, wie es immer wieder versucht 
worden ist." (Koillollia, 99). 

1.5 So the usage of XOLVWVLOC in the NT and in Classical/Hellenistic Greek does not differ in 
the basic underlying meaning of "Teilnahme, Anteilhaben", but it differs, at least for Paul, in its 
employing this meaning exclusively in religious contexts and purposes (KoilJonia, 99f). Dubious is 
therefore Hainz's critique of Seesemann, when he objects that the concept of Teilhabe could not 
have any religious quality (Kirche, 162), but does not really say why not. 
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XOL vwv[a. therefore originally might have been employed in the Eucharist, where 

Paul picked it up and then introduced it also into other contextsl6
• 

An impressive feature of F. Hauck's article on XOLVWV[a. in Kittel's TWNT is 

the density with which the author gave such an amount of information and 

consideration on merely about twelve pages17
• Not only does he present a 

comparatively thorough survey of the concept in non-biblical Greek and in the 

LXX, but he also goes beyond his predecessors in drawing attention to the use 

of XOLVWV[a. in Rabbinic and Hellenistic Judaism as welP8
• The second half of 

the article then deals with the NT evidence. Generally Hauck seems to be much 

more flexible than Campbell and Seesemann in his introductory notes on the 

semantics and the different grammatical constructions of xOLvwvicx., as he 

explains the meaning as "Teilhabe, Gemeinschaft ... bes . . im Sinn der engen 

Verbindung" and as he points to the two possible sides of the concept as a 

passive Anteilhaben or an active Anteilgeben l9
• But on the other hand he is not 

always very precise, as it seems, in the particular interpretation of the relevant 

XOLvwv-passages in the NT, especially in Paul21l. For he plays with various 

concepts at the same time, explaining 1 Cor 1:9 for instance as referring to 

"Genossen Christi", to "Gemeinschaft mit dem Erh6hten" and to 'Teilhaben am 

Sohne ... [as the] Heilsbesitz des Christen"21. Yet concerning possible 

sociological or ecclesiological implications of XOL vwvia. he is more or less in line 

16 See Koillollia, 100-103. 

17 The limit of space might have been the reason why Hauck hardly discusses Seesemann's 
book and does not even mention Campbell's study. 

18 See TWNT Ill, 799f: "B. lCOLV(,)V- im Profangriechischen"; and 800-804: "e. lCOLV(,)V- im 
israelisch-jiidischen Gebiet". 

19 See TWNT I1, 798. 

21l Like Seeseman and Campbell he also pays most attention to 1 Cor 10:16-20. 

21 TWNT, 804f; cf. also the comments on 1 Cor 10:16 where he speaks of "Teilhaben an 
Christus", "Genossen Christi", "ZusammenschluB (Anteilschaft) mit dem himmlischen Christus' and 
"innige Verbindung" (8031). Interesting, however, is Hauck's interpretation of the "Gemeinschaft 
mit Christus· in pointing to the parallel Pauline feature of the GUV-(XPLGT(j» verbs in order to 
elucidate the completeness of the Christ -Christian relationship that reaches from GUIl1tcXGX£L v to 
OUYlCAl)pOVOIlELV (Rom 8:17). 
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with Seesemann and Campbell and describes the "Christengemeinschaft" as a 

secondary result of the "Christusgemeinschaft"22. 

According to the title of G. V. Jourdan's brief article on "KOINONIA in 1 

Corinthians 1016" one might expect a stronger focus on this particular passage. 

Yet the author approaches 1 Cor 10:16 on the traditional path and broadly 

considers KOtVW\/LCl. in its context in non-Christian Greek and in Paul's letters in 

general before he turns to the passage mentioned as wellZl
• He emphasizes the 

distinctness of the Pauline usage from the pagan ideas - also in the case of 1 

Cor 10:16-22 where he points out that Paul was in "strict accord with Hebrew 

thought"1A, although he had been aware of the Hellenistic concepts too. 

Jourdan's further conclusions, though, are rather confusing as he claims, for 

instance, that KOt\/W\/LCl. "can mean at the same time the 'having a share', the 

'receiving of a share' and the 'granting of a share'''25. And he does not really 

make clear how he relates the ecclesiological aspects of his understanding of 1 

Cor 10: 16-17 - the "Christian unity of association" - to "the entire field of the 

believer's relation to Jesus Christ"26. His final rendering, "sharing together in 

Christ"17, does not solve the problem, however. 

A more profound study is A. R. George's extensive monograph on 

Communion with God in the New Testament. After investigating the Synoptics at 

some length, he turns to the Primitive Church (Acts) and to Paul in particul~, 

examining also their use of KOt \/WVLCl, before he briefly comments on the 

Johannine and the other NT writings. George finally concludes that the idea of 

the communion with God is "the heart of the Christian faith,,29 and that all the 

22 TWNT I1, 807; cf. "Cognates", 376; and Koinonia, 47 and 99. 

Zl KOINONIA, 111-119; the actual study of 1 Cor 10:16 covers 119-124. 

]A "KOINONIA", 112; see also the considerations on the difference of XOL'IIW'IILa. in 1 Cor 10:16 
and the sense of XOL\lW'IIOC; in vv.18 and 20 (ibid., 12U). 

25 KOINONIA, 119. 

26 "KOINONIA", 120 and 119. 

17 See KOINONIA, 120f,124. 

28 The section on Paul covers more than fifty pages, two chapters of the monograph 
(Communion, 140-195) and is George's second main focus after the Synoptics. 

29 Communion, 262. 
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relevant NT passages "breathe the spirit of the Jewish rather than the Greek or 

Oriental piety"3O, for they do not promote any kind of deification or absorption 

into God. But the terminology of the NT (including XOL'II<.t>'IILa.), on the other 

hand, is regarded as closer to ordinary Greek than to the LX)(3\ although the 

NT concepts finally still pass beyond both the Jewish "spirit" and the Greek 

terminology. The crucial event for Paul, however, and for his preaching and 

teaching on this subject, is supposed to be his Damascus experience and his 

recognition of the crucified and resurrected Son of God as Christ and Lord and 

furthermore as the ultimate condition and determination of his and any 

Christian's whole life band c:nJ'II Xptcr't'(f>32. Yet, according to George, such a 

close I-Thou relationship with Christ and thus the communion with God could 

appropriately be expressed only in metaphors such as x.o t'll<.t>'II La.33
, in itself "a 

colourless word which derives warmth and intimacy from its contexts"34. But the 

concept "has a certain reli~us flavour in Pau}35, though it does not always refer 
/I. 

to participation in Persons of the Godhead"36, as it does for instance in 1 Cor 

1:9 and indirectly also in 10:1637
• Still, a weakness in George's far-reaching and 

30 Communion, 237; see generally 233-242 and for Paul also 14Of. George's main argument 
here is the very un-Jewish and very un-Christian tendency in Hellenistic mysticism towards an 
absorption into the deity, and that the OT already has a certain tradition of prayer and prophetic 
literature reflecting the experience of a communion with God. 

31 See Communioll, 185-187, 236. 

32 According to George the t'll XptC1Tij) phrase rather than )(Ot'llW'IILOt is the keyword for Paul's 
theology (Commullion, 187; cf. 239) and can eventually be regarded as an equivalent to the use of 
XOt'llW'IILOt (for instance in the case of 1 Cor 1:9, cf. ibid., 176). He also stresses the importance of 
the au'II phrases and verbs (ibid., 150-155). But his conclusion that £'11 XptC1T4> might describe the 
Christian's "here and now" whereas C1U'II XpLC1T<f) refers more to their "will be hereafter" (ibid., 155; 
cf. 240) can hardly be accepted. It is not enough just to look at the statistical record of the tenses 
used with C1U'II. 

33 Communioll, 243. 

34 Communion, 244. 

35 George follows Seesemann here and also in his general rejection of an ecclesiological 
meaning. But he does not stress the distinction between the Pauline and the ordinary Greek usage 
of the concept so much, for Paul could have used the term in a secular sense also (Communion, 
186f). 

36 Communion, 185. 

37 Communion, 171-177. In the case of 1 Cor 1:9 George regards the XOL'IIW'IILOt construction 
as corresponding to, or even identical with, £'11 (and C1U'II) XpLC1-r<f), speaking here of "participation" 
in Christ (ibid., 175f) and he interprets 1 Cor 10:16 as "participation in his Body and Blood" (ibid., 
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valuable considerations is surely the confusion of his terminology, using in the 

body of his study the same kind of "participation" (and "fellowship") language for 

)(OLVWVLcx. which he finally rejects in his conclusion in favour of the rendering of 

"communion'l38. Further, George's general emphasis on the sacramental 

transmission of the communion with God39 reveals a certain exegetical 

inaccuracy, at least for Paul who nowhere calls Baptism the origin of that 

communion (rather in 1 Cor 1:9 it is clearly God's gospel-call) or the Eucharist 

a "means of grace" where "we receive Him in another mode't40. 

KOLVWVLcx., not in Paul or the NT, but Koinonia in Christian Literature to 200 

A.D. is the topic of S. D. Currie's doctoral dissertation which was submitted a 

decade after George's book41. The title, however, is slightly misleading, as 

Currie's intention is to support Seesemann's thesis, that Paul's "religious" 

concept of )(OLVWVLcx. was singular and distinct from that of Greek writers before 

him, and, as Currie now wants to demonstrate, from the Christian writers of the 

Early Church as well. Currie further complains that his predecessor did . not 

really go "behind Paul's use't42 to investigate the inner meaning which "this 

Greek-speaking Jew't43 had imported into )(OLVWVLcx.. Therefore in a first part of 

his study Currie investigates )(OLVWVLcx. in and "behind" Paul44 before he deals 

with the "other Christian writers before 200 AD." (including the other NT 

scriptures!) in the other part45 and finally confirms Seesemann's thesis in a brief 

173; cf. 176f). 

38 Communion, 244. 

39 See Communion 152, 163f, 189f, 195,240,249,261. Like Seesemann George considers the 
Eucharist as possibly "the whole origin of the distinctively Pauline usage" of XOL VW'IIL(x' (ibid., 190) 
and b XpLC!-rij) (ibid., 163f). 

40 Communion, 177; bold type by G.H. 

.1 One wonders, though, why Currie does not even mention George's monograph. 

42 Currie, Literature, IV . 

• 3 Literature, 14. 

44 Literature, 1-58. 

45 Literature, 59-239; Currie unfortunately does not explain what he really means by ·Christian 
Literature" or how he relates ·Christian writers before 200 A.D." ·to the actual process of 
canonization and use of what became the NT. Some methodological or hermeneutical 
conside.rations might have been appropriate here. 
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conclusion46
• For Currie "koinonia means primarily ... a standing relationship of 

interdependence or common concern, a social nexus·147 and the particular 

religious significance which the term has in Paul is therefore due to the context 

in which it is used48
• The four topic groups and notions of Pauline usage that 

Currie proposes are more or less in accord with previous research49
• But his 

new observations on "the rationale of Paul's use of koinonia"so which form the 

special contribution of his work are more than speculative and questionable and 

consequently also his exegetical survey of the relevant Pauline passages. Currie 

fails to convincingly explain why on earth Paul should have been led by "a sense 

of inadequacy of the Septuagint's rendering of l,lesed [sic! i19Q not i1'J1::JIJ as one 

might expect] ... to adopt koinonia and its cognates as vehicles suitable for 

expressing the claims of the alliance in Christ"51. 

J. M. McDermott's article on "The Biblical Doctrine of KOINONlA", one of 

the many publications of the seventies on our topi22, is also concerned mainly 

with Pauline uses of the concept. After approaching the subject on the usual 

historical linguistic path via OT usage, Greek thought and Early Judaism53
, the 

author finds an underlying unity of meaning in the various Pauline instances of 

46 Literature, 239-245. 

47 Literature, 7. 

48 In a very UDsystematic review of various texts in Classical, Hellenistic and biblical Greek 
(Literature, 1-14) Currie follows, as it seems, Campbell and Seesemann, although he actually does 
not share their general rendering of "participation". He rather strongly promotes an associative and 
"horizontal" meaning also for Paul, even in passages like 1 Cor 1:9 and 10:16 (translating in both 
cases "alliance" of the brothers in Christ; see ibid., 4Of, 45). 

~ Literature, 2-4 - )(OLVWV£cx. occurs in connection with: partnership/common enterprise; the 
collection; the Lord's supper; and with other terms of religious significance (gospel, faith, spirit, 
Christ, ... ). This order, however, is quite revealing. 

so Literature, 14-29; they are seemingly supposed to be the "behind of Paul's use" (see above). 

51 Literature, 29; cf. 14, 16,20,24,36,42,57. Cf. also Hainz's critique of Currie in Kirche, 178-
182, especially 18H. 

52 See Schaltenmann (1971), Bori (1972), McDermott (1975), Brown (1976), Sampley (1977) 
andPanicularn (1979); see the bibliography in n. 3. 

53 "Doctrine", 64-69. See also 232, where McDermott concludes that "the Pauline doctrine of 
)(OLVWV£cx." was not influenced by Jewish or pagan thought and (with P.C.Bori) assumes that the 
word may have been used in the pre-Pauline church already where it perhaps had designated "the 
union attained by the reception of the Eucharist", before it was uniquely shaped by Paul (cf. 
Seesemann, Koi1Jo1Jia, 100-103). 
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XOL\lW\lLcx. and its cognates54
• In the second part he then wants to show, for the 

first time, a certain development of thought within the chronological order of 

the Pauline XOL\lw\I-passages55
• For McDermott, Paul's adaptation and 

transformation of XOL \lW\lLcx. to Christianity brought out a concept which 

describes "not just a given state, but also a state of community which must be 

actively realized by contributions from the participants ... because of the 

previous reception of XOL\lW\lLcx.,,56. We agree with McDermott that such 

considerations on a single underlying meaning of XOL\lW\lLcx. are , as he himself 

puts it, "somewhat more speculative reflections"57, but we cannot find the 

exegetical test-run through a chronology of Pauline letters a much more 

convincing proof for his thesis either. For he concludes by describing XOL\lW\lLcx. 

as the central Christian mystery of "the union in love of God and man through 

Jesus Christ", uniting the Christians and commissioning them "to contribute to 

their own salvation and the world's"58. Further it must be said that a Pauline 

epistle-chronology is still a matter of scholarly debate and that the instances of 

XOL\lw\I-words are far too few and different to allow the description of a 

development. 

A committed advocate of the "vertical" interpretation of XOL\lW\lLcx. is S. Brown 

as he in his brief article questions "Koinonia as the Basis of New Testament 

Ecc1esiology?" and deals with the common tendency to read the patristic 

"elaboration of koin6nia ekkIesiastike"~ back into the NT phrase. In accordance 

54 "Doctrine", 69-77; 

55 "Doctrine", 219-233. 

56 "Doctrine", 72; McDermott comments here on the collection passage of Rom 15:26-27. But 
he generally discovers such a correlation of passive and active, static and dynamic notions in all 
the occurrences, with more or less emphasis on either side. On Phlm 6, for instance, he notes that 
"the XOt\lW\lLCX of Philemon can become active" (ibid., 72; cf. 228), and for 1 Cor 1:9 he states that 
the Christians are initiated "into the body of Christ" not only "through the call of faith" and 
baptism (ibid., 70f), but that this "XOt\lW\lLCX ••• is based on the free choice before the authoritative 
preaching of the gospel" as the Christian's active contribution also (ibid., 77). 

57 "Doctrine", 219. 

58 "Doctrine", 232f. Such semi-Pelagian sounding synergism is a feature of the entire article. 
Yet it is apparently more according to McDermott than to Paul, that salvation is not "given 
suddenly once for all" or that "God's free love [is] calling for our response" (ibid., 227f). 

~ "Ecclesiology", 165. 
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with Campbell and Seesemann he finds the primary meaning of the XOt"w,,

words in the idea of participation not association6C
\ and thus rejects "a direct 

identification between koinonia and ekklesia" as "impossible"61. Ecclesiological 

or other religious connotations might be found in the context of XOt"w,,[cx. and 

its cognates, but not in the concept itselF. Yet, although we agree with Brown's 

objections, at least as far as concerns the occurrences in 1 Corinthians, it seems 

rather extreme to us to generally state that Xot"w,,[cx. "is used by Paul in an 

exclusively 'vertical' sense"63, in the light of passages such as Gal 2:9 (cf. 2 Cor 

2:23; Gal 6:6; etc.). 

Quite different in its intention is G. Panikulam's monograph on Koinonia in 

the New Testament, which is not only looking for "theological implications of the 

NT koinonia", but also for "guidelines to a new Ecclesiology, resulting from an 

enriched Christology"61. That the ideas of participation and association are both 

more or less present in XOt"w,,[cx. is essential in Panikulam's "philological 

considerations"65, criticizing Seesemann for excluding too much the idea of 

community in his classification of the concept66
• He rather upholds "a strict 

communitarian sense" also for the Pauline occurrences67 and defines XOt"w,,[cx. 

generally as the keyword "for the religious fellowship of the believer in Christ 

and Christian blessings and for the mutual fellowship of the believers"68. As the 

60 "Ecclesiology", 158. 

61 "Ecclesiology", 159; cf. 164: "Paul does not use koillonia to express the 'horizontal' 
relationship existing between men". 

62 "Ecclesiology", 159f. See his comment on 1 Cor 10:17 for instance (164). 

4J "Ecclesiology", 165; bold type by G.H. 

64 Koillonia ill the NT, Foreword. Quite revealing is also the subtitle of his study, where he 
calls XOL'IIWVLa. "A Dynamic Expression of Christian Life". 

65 After his philological introduction Panikulam investigates the relevant Pauline passages in 
the major part of his book (Koillonia ill the NT, 8-108) and then turns to the other NT instances 
before drawing some general conclusions (ibid., 140-142). 

66 Koillollia in tite NT, 1-4. 

67 Koinollia ill the NT, 5. 

68 Koillollia ill the NT, 5. Such ambiguity in Panikulam's XO~'IIW'IILa. interpretation runs through 
his entire study, see ibid., 70-73, 75, 78, 90, etc. or cf. his comment on 1 Cor 10:16: "Pauline 
koillollia is at the same time Christocentric and communitarian". Yet both of these assumed typical 
features of Paul's use of XO~'IIW'II(a. which Panikulam cla~s to have detected (cf. ibid., 5) are 
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governing principle of Paul's idea of )(OL'IIW'IILCX Panikulam further finds a pattern 

of call and response throughout the instances, where the basic divine "call to 

koinonia with the Son", as it is described in 1 Cor 1:9, corresponds to the human 

"response through koinonia from our part"~. This pattern is further described 

as the basic condition of the Christian life in general which shall be determined 

by a constant growth of )(OL'IIW'IILCX towards "a full realisation of this koinonia in 

the glory"70. However, as much as Paniculam's basically exegetical approach and 

his emphasis of the context of Pauline theology seem to us to point in the right 

direction, his results can still hardly convince and appear to have been too 

preoccupied by the idea of reconciling the "vertical" and "horizontal", the 

Christological and ecclesiological understanding into one unified scheme of 

)(OL'IIW'IILCX in Paul. But neither such a general uniformity of the concept nor the 

theologically doubtful thesis of an ongoing soteriological "koinonia process"71 

will stand a more thorough exegetical examination. 

In his article "Die Einheit der Kirche unter dem Koinonia-Gedanken" 

R. Schnackenburg did not intend to deal in particular with the concept of 

)(OL'IIW'IILCX but to survey more generally the "Gedankenkreis" of Christian unity 

in the Nr. In the section on Paul he investigates three examples which, for 

him, are typical for the Apostle's idea of, and contribution to, that topic: 1 Cor 

1:9; 10:16; and 2 Cor 13:1373
• His results on Paul are more or less in accord 

dubious: a) a Christocentric stress can hardly be found in passages like Gal 2:9 or Rom 15:26; and 
b) that Paul never uses XOL'IIW'IILa. for the individual sharing of someone in Christ is not true in the 
case of Phil 3:10 or Phlrn 6. 

~ Koinonia ill the NT, 108; cf. 5: all other XOL'IIW'IILa. instances (besides 1 Cor 1:9) "would serve 
as concrete modes of responding to this call to koillonia with the Son". Cf. especially the 
"Exegetical Analysis" of 1 Cor 1:9 (ibid., 11-16) and then in the discussion of the other passages 
especially the conclusion sections. 

70 Koinollia in the NT, 108. Cf. 9: "koilloll;a produces a deeper koillollia" and "proceeds to a 
total koillonia with the glorified Lord". Paruculam calls that the "already-and-not-yet"-aspect of 
XOL'IIW'IILa. (ibid., 15, cc. 108) and accordingly interprets XOL'IIW'IILa. in 1 Cor 1:9 as a belonging to 
Christ until the parousia (ibid., 14). 

71 Koinollia in the NT, 78. 

72 "Koinonia-Gedanken", 52-54. He also mentions Hainz's Habi/itationsschri!t, but did not 
actually use it for his article as it had not yet been published (ibid., 56). 

73 "Koinonia-Gedanke", 61-72. 
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with his general final conclusions and emphasize that "die christliche Koinonia" 

always includes and combines both, a theological and an ecclesiological 

dimension74
• We suspect, however, whether such presumably more dogmatic 

considerations on the unity of the Church really find an appropriate basis in the 

variously used concept of XOtVC.)'VLcx. which is still the focus of Schnackenburg's 

study. 

The most recent and so far most extensive study of the Pauline concept of 

XOLVWVLcx. is 1. Hainz's book on KOINONIA. ''Kirche'' als Gemeinschaft bei 

Pau/us, largely based on his Habilitationsschrift of 1972 and then slightly worked 

over and expanded for its publication in 1982. Unlike Panikulam he covers all 

the various xOLvwv-derivatives75 and he also adds a chapter on the further 

development of the concept in the Early Church and another one on XOLVWVLcx. 

in today's understanding of the church76
• As those appendices indicate, and as 

the subtitle actually already reveals, the major interest of Hainz's study is to 

relate XOL VWVLcx. to Pauline ecclesiology and thus to refute "Seesemanns 

Behauptung von der Zusammenhanglosigkeit zwischen ExxAJ)aicx. und 

XOL'IIW'IILcx."77. Such an approach and offensive starting point might explain the 

highly polemical tone of his discussion of Seesemann's and other scholars' works 

throughout his book78
• The other object of his monograph, however, is "die 

Verwendung des Begriffsfeldes im Neuen Testament gemaB dem jeweiligen 

74 "Koinonia-Gedanke", 63, 65f, 68f; cf. 9Of. 

75 KOL\lW\lOC;, XOL\lW\lEi"\I and OUYXOL\lW\lOC;/OUYXOL\lW\lEL\I are dealt with in Kirclte, 102-122; and 
partly also 123-152, where Hainz treats the XOL\lw\I-passages related to the collect for Jerusalem. 
Panikulam only investigated the noun XOL\lW\I~a.. 

76 Kirche, 206-231 and 232-272. Hainz does nol deal with the question whence Paul derived the 
phrase XOL\lW\I~a. and does not offer an alternative for Seesemann's position of a Pauline use as 
generally equal to the ordinary Classical and Hellenistic Greek except for Paul's religious 
application of the term, although he criticizes Seesemann for that (ibid., 162). 

77 Kirclte , 12. Hainz begins his "Einleitung" (ibid., 11-13) with the quotation of Seesemann's 
final thesis which he wants to challenge and disprove through his own study, that: "der Begriff 
XOL\lW\lLa. laBt sich ... zu dem Begriff EXXAljoia. nicht in Parallele stellen und die Kirchenidee des 
Paulus von ihm aus nicht beleuchten" (Koinollia, 99) . 

78 See especially the fifth chapter (KirclJe, 162-204) where Hainz not only presents his own 
summary, but also a critical review of the other relevant literature. 
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Kontext zu priifen und daraus Folgerungen theologischer Art abzuleiten"79. Yet 

his exegetical work cannot at all be called sufficient or convincing, for it largely 

remains a presentation and discussion of previous research and many of his 

objections and his own interpretations are actually not supported by C con-) 

textual, grammatical or semantical evidence, but have the appearance of being 

mere assertions8l
• Further, the structure of the study and the sequence of the 

Pauline instances which he examines we not clearly explained and one wonders 

why "das Paulinische Prinzip >CO LVc...lV lcx.", deduced from Gal 6:6 - a >COLVc...lVELV 

passage Cl), is not introduced at the beginning, but after the discussion of 1 Cor 

1:9; 10:16; 2 Cor 13:13 and Phil 2:1 81
• On such an unstable basis the results of 

Hainz's investigation could not be expected to be so much more trustworthy as 

his conclusion is that all >COL vc...lv-words have an in principle uniform 

"Grundmuster 'Gemeinschaft durch Teilhabe~'82 and finds the most important 

and fundamental case of such Gemeinschaft in the Eucharist. For "aus der 

Abendmahlsgeme~chaft durch Teilhabe am Leib Christi entsteht die 'Kirchen'

gemeinschaft des gemeinsamen Anteilhabens im Leib Christi, der Gemeinde"83. 

KOLVc...lVlcx. is therefore "ein Schlusselbegriff fur die paulinische Christologie wie 

79 Hainz is here referring to and quoting R. Schnackenburg's "Koinonia-Gedanke", 55 
(Kirche, 9). 

8l The interpretation of 1 Cor 1:9 for instance (Kire/le, 15-17; the later interpretation of this 
verse again on 33-35 on the basis of his conclusions on 10:16 is rather eisegesis than exegesis) 
covers not more than three pages and hardly takes the context and structure of the prescript and 
the thanksgiving into account. So the results of his considerations on v.9 are accordingly 
unsatisfactory - he understands XOLVWVLa. as a colourless '''Gemeinschaft mit Christus', auch wenn 
an dieser Stelle nicht angedeutet ist, wodurch sie entsteht und worin sie besteht" (ibid., 17; cf. 18). 
The origin, however, as well as the content of XOLVWVLa. are far more than "angedeutet" and fairly 
clear, as we intend to show. Another symptomatic and rather serious example of Hainz's disregard 
of grammar and structure is the way that he treats the on in 1 Cor 10:17 in his lengthy discussion 
of 1 Cor 10:16-21 (17-46). He mentions this conjunction, which is so decisive for the understanding 
of this passage and for the relation of the Eucharist and ecclesiology, just briefly and generally in 
a footnote at the end of his concluding considerations of "Abendmahls- und Kirchengemeinschaft" . 
(ibid., 45, n. 172). 

81 Bold type by G.H.; after the deduction of the Pauline principle of XOLVWVLa. from Gal 6:6 
(ibid., 62-89), the entire third chapter (ibid., 62-122) deals with all the other (ouy-)XOLVwv-passages 
in Paul. 

82 Kirclie, 173; cf. id., EWNT 1I, 751 

83 Kirclie, 174; cf. id., EWNT II, 753f. 
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fur die paulinische Ekklesiologie - und fur die Beziehung beider zueinander"84 -

quod erat demonstrandum! But although Hainz vigorously fought for his new 

interpretation of XOLVWVLcx. as "Gemeinschaft durch Teilhabe" we doubt whether 

he convincingly fulfilled his exegetical task, and believe that he rather failed to 

explain the Pauline understanding of the concept in all its various instances. 

84 Kirclte, 175. Hainz further states that: "FUr Paulus sind die christologischen und die 
ekklesiologischen Aussagen zwei Seiten ein und der selben Sache" (ibid., 175f). He even regards 
the temporal precedence of the proclamation of the gospel as "logisch-theologisch aufgehoben" 
(ibid., 176) and claims the sacramental precedence of the Body of Christ . in which the members 
are incorporated. Yet we cannot find any Pauline evidence for such a - however "logical" -
secondary position of the gospel! 
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1.2 The Task and Method of This Study 

Reviewing the varIOUS attempts to achieve a proper interpretation of the 

(Pauline) concept of )(OL'IIW'II£a. and examining the different and partly 

contradictory scholarly contributions to the subject, we discovered a main and 

more or less common feature: The tendency to subsume all the instances of 

)(OL'IIW'II£a. under a uniform pattern of explanation, be it Campbell's, Brown's 

(and Seesemann's) rendering of )(OL'IIW'II£a. as "participation", Currie's idea that 

Paul used the term equivalent to i~m, McDermott's notion of a development, 

Paniculam's call-and-response scheme or finally Hainz's Gemeinschaft dUTch 

Teillzabe. Such uniformity could hint at a certain preoccupation of each of these 

authors with a special new idea for interpreting )(OL'IIW'IILa. - or with the objection 

to another idea - which the text then had to be made to prove and which had 

thus shaped and sometimes forced the argument, as it seems. 

And so, apart from our suspicion of such uniform patterns of interpreting 

)(OL'IIW'IILa., the tendentious results of these studies surveyed make us also aware 

of a general danger of any kind of reading and interpreting any kind of texts: 

the temptation to adapt the exegesis to a certain interest of the exegete, a 

temptation, however, which we should try to resist. Although in the end of the 

day no commentator can completely avoid being trapped in his own 

preoccupations, he should at least be aware of that problem and should then try 

to minimize it, first of all by reflecting upon, and clearly explaining, his methods. 

And after all, the "tools" of modern exegesis are designed not only to open up 

the understanding of the examined text, but also to keep the examiner "out of 

the text" as much as possible and to prevent him from asking questions which do 

not derive from the text itself but from outside and which finally tell more about 

the person asking them than they help to elucidate the actual meaning of the 

subject. Yet the text itself and not its surroundin~ area (including the 

commentator!) must be the key and guide to its own interpretation and any 

attempt to understand and to explain its meaning must therefore start right in 
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the text itself, in a thorough observation and detailed analysis of the grammar 

and semantics of the particular word, verse and passage in its particular context. 

Otherwise, a sta~ng point "outside", say in the religio- and traditio-historical 

setting, could be misleading and might too easily push the exegetical 

considerations in a direction which might match well with certain ideas of the 

scholar rather th~ reveal the actual intention of the author. Yet any further 

steps beyond the "borders" of the text into the wider scriptural and theological 

context and into the social, traditio-historical and further framework require a 

basis and reason in the text itself. Such second steps "beyond", however, will be 

found to be necessary and required in any case, for the setting of the text is 

never a remote sphere somewhere out of space and time, but a complex system 

of various interrelated factors among which the text plays its important part, too. 

Yet it seems essential to us to emphasize the primacy of the text as the ultimate 

basis, the subject and the purpose of NT research, and a detailed analysis of our 

passages will therefore be our main task. Such an approach might then also 

allow a better and more adequate notion of possible innovations and unique 

ideas in the work of the author (Paul in our case), so as to recognize where he 

is not merely responding to, or picking up, previous ideas, but" introduces a new 

message himself. 

So, in our examination we will try to avoid the importation of alien ideas into 

the relevant passages at which we are going to look, and by means of a careful 

observation we will try to understand and explain the texts, even more so as 

many of the questionable theses and positions of the commentators and of the 

contributors to the xOL,\/U),\/ia. debate are based, it seems, on a rather inadequate 

exegesis. We will also have to be as clear and as precise as possible with our 

renderings and our terminology. For many of the previous attempts to explain 

Paul's concept of xOL,\/U),\/ia. give the impression of actually having derived from 

linguistic developments which are earlier than Paul and which were then read 

back into his letters. "Holy Communion" for instance as a technical term for the 

Eucharist has strong ecclesiological connotations only since the days of the post

Pauline church and must not be mixed up with the concept of the sanctorum 
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communio of the Apostolic Creed l
• So we have to say exactly what we mean 

when we use such expressions2. 

The following study of Paul's concept of XOLVhlVLcx. is restricted to the instances 

in 1 Corinthians. KOLVhlVicx. appears there only twice, but each time in a 

significant context and with certain consequences for Paul's argument with this 

troubled community. 

KOL'VhlVicx. occurs first in 1 Cor 1:9, in the last and to some extent 

summanzmg verse of the letter-opening (1:1-9), where Paul is greeting his 

Corinthian audience and reports on his thanksgiving-prayer for the congregation. 

According to the epistolary function of that passage, the mention of God's call 

de; XOL'VhlVicx.'V TOU ULOU cx.UTOU 'I Tjoou XPLOTOU TOU xupiou iJ~(;)'V is not only the 

final climax of the letter-opening, but also forms the perspective from which all 

the following argument of the entire letter requires to be heard and seen. 

However, because of this position and because of the function of XOL'VhlVicx. in 

v.9 as the culmination point of this passage, an approach via the examination of 

the eight preceding verses is highly necessary, all the more so as this passage in 

particular has largely been neglected so far in the works on XO LVhl'V icx.. Among 

the monographs it is only Panikulam who spent about ten pages on 1 Cor 1:1-9 

and who did not more or less subsume it under the interpretation of 1 Cor 

10: 16, although his still too fragmentary considerations remain speculative and 

disregard important text elements in the interest of his presupposed idea of a 

1 See here especially Elert's fundamental study Abelldmahl Ulld Kirchengemeinschaft in der 
Alten Kirche hauptsiichlich des Ostells , and his interesting thesis that for the Church of the early 
centuries the credal phrase of the sallClOrnm commullio/"rw"Y ci.yLW"Y )(OL"YW"YLa. could also have 
strong sacramental connotations referring to the two eucharistic elements of the Lord's Supper 
and only in the second place to an ecdesiological communion deriving from that 
(Kirchengemeillschaft, 5-16, 166-181). 

2 As another example of an inadequate use of the term, one might refer to E. A. Judge's little 
monograph on 17le Social Pattem of the Christian Groups in the First Century, where the fourth 
chapter is titled "Unofficial associations: KOINONlA" (Groups , 40-48). The author does not say 
whence he derived that expression and does not deal at all with the hellenistic or NT concept of 
)(OLVW"YLa. there. Apart from the title the phrase does not even occur in the chapter again. Judge 
rather generally comments on the structure of all kinds of religious and other interest groups. In 
particular "the constitutional and legal situation of the Christian associations" (ibid., 47) is labelled 
by Judge with the term )(OLVWVLa., for what ever reason. 
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call-and-response pattern. We will therefore, maybe for the first time try to 

understand the concept of XOLVWVLCX in 1 Cor 1:9 in its particular context within 

the structure of the letter-opening. 

In the second passage (1 Cor 10:16) the concept of XOLVWVLCX occurs ill 

connection with the Eucharist, not only as a keyword for the understanding of 

the Lord's Supper but also, as it seems, for Paul's dealing with the problem of 

idolatry in 1 Cor 10:1-22. Pointing to the XOLVWVLCX with Christ's blood and body 

appears to be an integral part of the Apostle's answer to a question which had 

caused a deep schism in Corinth, the question whether a Christian may still 

consume meat which was offered in pagan cults or not. Our exegetical approach 

to the meaning of XOLVWVLCX in this passage must, however, differ from the first 

instance. For 1 Cor 10: 16 apparently depicts the basis of a parenetical argument 

(10:1-22) which is itself only part of a lengthy discussion of a problem covering 

three entire chapters of the letter (8:1-11:1). Further, the verse in which 

XOLVWVLCX is found is most likely not a Pauline formulation but depicts an earlier 

tradition about the Eucharist which the Apostle employed for his argument. We 

will therefore in the second passage proceed in a different, more or less 

diachronical way, dealing first with the background and origin of the tradition 

and of the concept of XOL VWVLCX therein, before we can try to understand why 

and how Paul used it in his parenesis against idolatry. We will also in particular 

have to deal with the relation of 1 Cor 10:16 and 17, which has been an 

important and vigorously debated subject in the countless works about this 

passage, and which has frequently been regarded not only as a key to Pauline 

ecclesiology, but even to the understanding of XOLVWVLCX. 

The following study will start with a short historical-geographical and 

sociological introduction to the community in Corinth3
• The interpretation of 1 

3 After our hermeneutical considerations above one might wonder about this starting point in 
the "surrounding area" of the XOtvwVtcx. passages which are, after all, the subject of this study. The 
same could be held against the entire introductory chapter. But the presentation of the results of 
a work need not necessarily display its actual development and its methodological principles. An 
introduction to the church which Paul addressed in 1 Corinthians is helpful at this point, in order 
to grasp the full significance of the Apostle's words. 
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Cor 1:9 and 10:16 will then mainly focus on a detailed structural, grammatical 

and semantic exegesis of these two passages in their particular context, in order 

to elucidate the specific meaning and significant function of KOt"W"LCl. "mu 

Xptcr"t'ou and KOt "W"LCl. "t'ou Cl. r!-,-Cl."t'oc;,/ crw!-,-Cl."t'oc;, "t'ou Xptcr"t'ou in 1 Corinthians. 

But we will also briefly survey related concepts appearing in the context, such as 

the frequent £" Xptcr"t'<t> phrase or Paul's use of a corporate crw!-'-Cl. in 1 

Corinthians, and will further consider the meaning of KOt"W"LCl. "t'ou a.yLOU 

1tVEU!-'-Cl."t'Oc;, in the postscript of 2 Cor 13:13 (and Phil 2:1). The last chapter, 

finally, will summarize the results of our examination and will draw some 

conclusions of Paul's concept of KOt"WVLCl. in 1 Corinthians. 
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2 KotVCs)VtC1 in 1 Corinthians 

2.1 The Community in Corinth 

Corinth, the Greek city at the Isthmus, had always been an eventful and 

turbulent place as it was located at the main land route between the east and 

west Mediterranean and was in control of two harbours - Lechaeum on the Gulf 

of Corinth, a gateway for travel to, and trade with, Italy and Spain, and 

Cenchreae on the Saronian Gulf for the connection to Asia l
• After Corinth had 

been destroyed in 146 BC and had lain in desolation for a hundred years the 

strategically so well located city quickly regained its old strength when Caesar 

founded it again in 44 BC, and soon after in 27 BC Augustus even made it the 

capital of the province of Achaia. In the time of Paul the city was a prosperous 

metropolis which was famous for its banking and its crafts and for its 

cosmopolitan and pan-religious population, but also for its vice2
• Besides the 

various religious groups and Graeco-Roman cults, above all at the ancient 

temples of Apollo and Aphrodite, there was a relatively large Jewish community 

in Corinth as welP. And when the Apostle came to the city in 49 AD on his 

second missionary journel he even found some Jewish Christians there already 

who had escaped from Rome because of Claudius' edict (cf. Acts 18:2). But 

Paul's first converts in Corinth also most probably came from a Jewish 

1 On Corinth cf. generally Murphy-O'Connor's most helpful and scholarly book about St. 
Paul's Corinth which gives the ancient texts referring to the city or elucidating the background of 
Paul's letters, with a commentary, and gives some information and conclusions about the relevant 
archaeological discoveries in and around Corinth; see also Riesner's article "Korinth", 815-819. 

2 That XOpL "lhcX.~EC1&a.L was a Greek expression for match-making or fornication speaks for 
itself; see Murphy-O'Connor, Corinth, 55-57; and Riesner, "Korinth",818. 

3 See Murphy-O'Connor, Corinth, 78-80, 134-139. 

4 For this chronology see Murphy-O'Connor, Corinth, 140; Kfunme~ Einleitung, 234; Riesner, 
"Korinth", 816; and RoIoff, Neues Testament, 49; cf. Guthrie, Introduction, 421. 
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background, for the Apostle used to preach in the synagogues first. However, 

when Paul moved on to Ephesus and Palestine about one and a half years later 

(Acts 18:11), the majority of the - not many more than fiftf - members of the 

young Corinthian church were, it seems, Gentile Christians (1 Cor 6:9-11; 

12:2)6. 

Although it was a comparatively small group there was an enormous potential 

for social conflicts, moral and dogmatic problems which became the subject of 

a quite extensive and partly most passionate correspondence between the 

"father" of this church (1 Cor 4:14-15) and his disobedient "children". And the 

two letters which are contained in the NT today are merely the remains of a 

fairly complex process of communication between the Apostle and the 

Corinthian community, as some references in 1 and 2 Corinthians hint at: there 

were other letters, messengers and delegations and Paul's own visit, and 

presumably quite a bit of unofficial information and rumours flowing between 

both sides. 

1 Corinthians, which Paul perhaps wrote sometime in spring 54 or 55 AD on 

his third missionary journey while in Ephesus (1 Cor 5:7; 16:5, 8), was already 

at least his second letter to the Corinthians (1 Cor 5:9f. It was designed as an 

5 Cf. Rom 16:23; 1 Cor 16:15 and 14:23; and see Murphy-O'Connor's considerations on the 
possible size of the Corinthian congregation (Corinth, 153-161); see also Riesner, "Korinth", 819. 

6 Yet one has to consider that the term "Gentile Christians" includes at least the so-called 
Godfearers, if not the proselytes as well, and that most likely a great number of the Christians in 
Corinth might have come from the ranks of these. The many references and allusions in the letter, 
most obviously a passage like 1 Cor 10:1-11 where Paul mentions ancient Israel as oL 7ta.T£p£~ 
~~\I (!) (10:1), hint at such a Jewish-influenced majority. 

7 The different older (WeiG) and later revived attempts (Klauck, Kult ; and Sellin, "Vorbrief") 
to trace at least two originally independent sources of 1 Corinthians of which one i$ the letter 
mentioned in 1 Cor 5:9, are not convincing (see most of the commentaries and introductions 
[Kiimmel, Einleitung, 238-241; Lohse, Efltstehung, 4Of; Schweizer, 771eologische Einleitung, 60; and 
Guthrie, Introduction, 47-62, 62-64]; and see Willis, Idol Meat, 286-275; and Hurd, Origins, 43-47, 
131-142). Sellin's recent article is interesting in so far as his compilation theory does not rely on 
inconsistencies usually assumed in the argument of chapters 8-10 (so Weill, 212f; Klauck, Kult, 
283-285, cf. 241). Instead he finds the major reason in an inconsistent structure of chapters 5-6 
(Sellin, "Vorbrief", 540-549, 557). The further Teilungshypothesen for the other chapters of the 
letter are then no more than a necessary consequence of these observations and are regarded even 
by himself as hypothetical and questionable ("Vorbrief", 557); here we agree, although we cannot 
find his conclusions for 1 Cor 5-6 (and 7) so much more convincing. These chapters can very well 
be explained as a compelling thematic unit (see for instance Meek's considerations in Christians, 
l28f). And compilation theories must always remain the last option of literary criticism when all 
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answer to several particular questions which the young church had raised in a 

letter (1 Cor 7:1, 25; 8:1; 12:1; 16:1, 12) but includes his comments on various 

issues which they had not mentioned but of which he had heard as well (1:11; 

5:1; 11:18; 15:12). Besides the immoral behaviour of individual members (5:1-13; 

6: 12-20) and the general topic of marriage and sexual purity (7: 1-39) Paul also 

reacts to some heretical tendencies (15:1-58). But mainly he deals with different 

occasions of disunity among the Corinthian Christians. They were split into 

competing parties (1:10-4:21) and were accusing each other in public trials (6:1-

11); they were divided into groups of those who liberally consumed idol-meat 

and claimed the victory of their Christian yvwcn<; over idolatry and of others 

who anxiously refused such food related to the pagan rite (8:1-11:1); they 

spoiled the Lord's Supper through a selfish behaviour (11:17-34) and their 

common worship resembled more an arena for everyone's self-realization than 

it displayed the self-denying love of God and his Spirit distributing gifts for each 

other's OL)(OOOll~ (11:2-16; 12:1-14:40)8. The reconstruction of this particular 

church's social scenery has lately been a prominent object of scholarly 

investigation and, as much as it can be guessed from our sources, might prove 

a helpful tool to understand the conflicts which had made this letter necessary. 

Paul's mission was a city mission. As far as we know he never founded 

churches in the countryside but only in some of the bigger and strategic cities of 

the Roman Empire which then became bases for a further spread of the gospel 

in the surrounding area (cf. 2 Cor l:lt So the clientele of his evangelization 

were generally people from the wide social spectrum of the urban society which 

in Corinth was even more than usually colourful and ranged between various 

extremes of status criteria, according to the particular grades of power, prestige, 

wealth, education, religious and ritual purity, family and ethnic group position, 

attempts to explain a text as consistent havt: failed. Such methodological precautions will protect 
a text from conclusions drawn too quickly by the reader who tries to explain it and who should be 
aware always of the limits of his hermeneutical position. 

8 For a good and brief theological outline of 1 Corinthians cf. Friedrich's exciting article 
"Christus, Einheit und Norm der Christen". 

9 See Meeks, Christians, 9-50; and Hengel, Olristianity, 185. 
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etc. 10. Yet, because this city was much younger than most and because its 

inhabitants could therefore not as easily be pigeonholed into the set patterns of 

a traditional class structure as in the other Graeco-Roman cities of the 

Empire ll
, one has to expect general and individual status inconsistencies among 

the population12. A sufficient classification of the Corinthian church's social 

status structure might therefore be a much more complex task than our sources 

allow and we have to be cautious not to form too quickly an image of the 

congregation and jump to conclusions from the comparatively scanty information 

about some of the members. About the personal conditions of the majority of 

the believers there we do not know very much. 

Most of the people who are mentioned by name were probably fairly wealthy 

and might have had a certain influence in the church (and in the secular 

society)13: Crispus the former head of the synagogue (Acts 18:8; 1 Cor 1:14), 

Erastus a higher official who had probably been quaestor or later even aedile 

(Rom 16:23), Stephanas a house-owner who served the congregation as a host 

and is mentioned travelling with Fortunatus and Achaicus (Cor 1:16; 16:15-18), 

Gaius whose house also served as a meeting place and who accommodated Paul 

when he wrote Romans (Rom 16:23; 1 Cor 1:14), and a few othersl~. Maybe 

they were the people Paul was thinking of in 1 Cor 1 :26 as the "not many ... wise 

... powerful ... of noble birth"IS and probably some of them belonged to the 

10 cr. Meeks, Christians, 53-54. 

11 Cf. Riesner, "Korinth", 818; and Theillen, "Schichtung", 260-263; but see especially Meeks' 
considerations in Christians, 73, 79, 120, 19l. 

12 Meeks convincingly criticizes Thei13en's description of the urban society as too static and 
emphasizes that not only the whole Corinthian society and likewise the church represented a 
mixture of social levels, but that accordingly also each individual could belong to "different 
dimensions of status" (Christians, 73) and that the "dominant characteristic" of those people ·was 
status inconsistency or social mobility" (ibid., 191). 

13·See here especially TheiBen's thorough and extensive survey ("Schichtung", 232-260). 

I~ Priscilla and Aquila (Acts 18:2, 3, 18), Sosthenes (Acts 18:17; 1 Cor 1:1 ?), Phoebe (Rom · 
16:1), Titius Justus (ACts 18:7), Lucius, Jason and Sosipater (Rom 16:21), Tertius (Rom 16:22), 
Quartus (Rom 16:23), and Chloe's people (1 Cor 1:11). At least for a certain period of time these 
people were members of the church in Corinth. 

15 Although tbe scope of this passage, frequently quoted concerning the Corinthian community 
structure is actually a theological one: God's election of the weak and the poor turning worldly 
standards and social boundaries upside down. It is not a sociological statement but must be seen 
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y'olWCH~-claiming Christians. On the other hand, and more anonymously, slaves 

are mentioned (1 Cor 7:21-24) and a group of !.l~ EXO'olT£C; (1 Cor 11:22). But 

one must not therefore construct a polarized image of the Corinthian church 

where a small wealthy and powerful upper class patr9pi~li ~ over the 

majority of the other members who are on the other end of the social hierarchy. 

More likely than the picture of two opposite groups is the assumption that also 

in Corinth "the majority of early Christians will have belonged to the 'middle 

class' of antiquity"16. And although there are good reasons to presume the 

"weak" being recruited mostly from people of a lower wealth and status17
, one 

must also consider that some members of the congregation who were wealthy 

still might have had an unstable status in society and/or the church community; 

and there is no reason why there should not have been a "weak" conscience also 

among the leaders of the congregation18
• It is at least questionable therefore to 

suggest that Paul solved the conflicts in Corinth, the problem of idol-meat for 

instance, with some sort of a social integration-model such as the 

Liebespatriarchalismus19 - "ein menschlicher Versuch, soziale Beziehungen zu 

from a tradition-historical point of view (cf. Isa 53; Ps 22; etc. and 1 Cor 9:22). 

16 Henge~ Christianity, 185; 

17 See TheiBen, "Die Starken", 279-2B6. 

18 See Meeks (Christians , 51-73) who agrees with TheiBen that social levels played an 
important part in the conflict of idol-meat but who also further points out that a high status in 
some respects does not necessarily mean a high status in all dimensions or a high level of 
integration in society. So, people belonging to lower classes probably were much more integrated 
in society (ibid., 70) and were thus in a "strong" position although they were not very wealthy. See 
also Hurd, who convincingly argues against the theory of two opposing groups of the "weak" and 
the "strong" (Origins, 123-125); Willis' observation is also important here that Paul never mentions 
a group of the "strong" (Idol Meal , 89) . 

19 See TheiBen, "Die Starken", 288; id., "Schichtung", 268-271; und id., "Integration", 315. 
TheiBen obviously chose this concept in allusion to the so-called "urchristlicher 
Liebeskommunismus" of Acts 2:44-47 (cf. Troeltsch, Soziallehren, 49-51) and probably also derived 
it from Troeltsch who describes Paul's social concept as "Typus des urchristlichen 
Patriarchalismus" (ibid., 67). Yet such a classification and likewise such a distinction between the 
socially "revolutionary" Jesus movement and the "conservative" Pauline concept are more than 
problematic, for the modern social and political terminology does not necessarily fit the ancient 
models. Paul was not at all less radical and should not be called less revolutionary only because 
he does not promote a life-form such as that described in Acts 2:42. Cf. Dobbeler's critique of 
TheiBen (Teilltabe, 43), although we cannot agree with his own conclusions either, when he for 
instance claims social ethics among the members of the Christian community to be not a 
consequence, "sondern vielmehr konstitutiv fiir die ZugehOrigkeit zur christlichen Gemeinde und 
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gestalten"2!l where the differences were accepted and religiously legitimized and 

where the deal was that the dominating patrons cared for poorer members who 

accepted a subordinate role in retum21
• Not only did the social structure of the 

congregation in Corinth probably not really fulfill the conditions for such a 

concept, but it must be noted too that Paul does not treat the problems from a 

sociological point of view. Apparently he does not so much give practical 

instructions on how to ease the social tensions between rich and poor, "strong" 

and "weak", as combat a general lack of spiritual maturity (3:1-4) and the 

disobedience of the "puffed up" Corinthians (4:6,18f; 5:2; 13:4). According to his 

analysis of the conflicts and according to his answers and admonitions, he 

regarded the problems in Corinth mainly as resulting from his addressees' 

unawareness of their soteriological status. And accordingly Paul's solutions are 

actually not based on social grounds, but remind the Corinthians of what they 

themselves have received from God, which involves social consequences, of 

course22
• So, although attention must be given to the social background of the 

conflicts in Corinth and to the social consequences of the Pauline paraclesis, one 

has to take care not to make modem sociological analysis the basis for 

understanding the Pauline argument which had a different perspective. 

damit fur das Christsein" (ibid., 240; bold type by G.H.). 

2!l Theillen, "Schichtung", 27l. 

21 The idea that Paul "mit seinem temperierten sozialen Konservativismus" may have prepared 
Christianity for receiving the masses in the coming decades (Theillen, "Schichtung", 269) has hardly 
any evidence in Paul's letters which - no less than the "ethische RadikaIismus der 
Jesusiiberlieferung" (268) - rather seem to be characterized by strong expectation of the end of the 
world. 

22 Similarly Paul does not regard the "complete abolition of differences in means" as a 
necessity, for the "concern for property and possessions had become a quite secondary matter" in 
the light of the XUpLO~ who was expected to come soon and who had already overcome the 
separation imposed by social boundaries (1 Cor 7:15-24, 29-32); Hengel, Christianity, 187, 189. 
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2.2 Kot"t.l"ta. in 1 Cor 1:1-9 

Since Paul Schubert's influential study on the Fonn and Function of the Pauline 

Thanksgivings\ it is no longer open to question that the proemium passages in 

Paul's letter-openings2 are much more than "mere formal, meaningless devices, 

but [are] an essential element within each letter"3. The same must be said for 

the prescript passages, where a similar variety in the different letters can be 

observed, according to the various topics which the Apostle is addressing in 

each. In our case we further find that the two parts of the letter-opening are 

closely connected and that the prescript (1:1-3) is not related to the following 

proemium (1:4-9) in a purely formal way, as our exegesis shall show·. The end 

of that letter-opening unit is marked clearly after v.9 with the beginning of the 

letter-body in v.10, where Paul begins with a longer section of paraclesis 

concerning the Corinthian parties (1:10-4:21) in a rather different and not at all 

laudatory tone. Yet the gulf between the letter-opening and the actual business 

of the letter is not as big as this surprising change from an overall thankful 

introduction to the following admonitions and fundamental corrections might 

suggest. Rather Paul seems to recapitulate the basis of, and to prepare the 

ground for, the lengthy treatment of the many problems in Corinth in this short 

prescript and thanksgiving passage. In using the common epistolary form with 

respect to the actual addressees and their particular situation Paul already 

touches on some of the major topics of the letter, as the plentiful allusions and 

1 BZNW 20, Berlin 1939. 

2 A proemium is only missing in Galatians; in 2 Corinthians we have a eulogy instead of the 
thanksgiving. As the basic source material for this study on Paul we took into account only those 
of his letters that, according to the communis opinio among NT scholars, are regarded as Pauline · 
(Rom, 1/2 Cor, Gal, Phil, 1 Thess, Phlm). 

3 Schubert, FOn1t , 25. 

4 Neither Schubert nor O'Brien (Introductory 771anksgivings in tlte Letters of Paul) in their 
fundamental and detailed investigations on Paul's thanksgivings have sufficiently taken account of 
these relations between prescript and proemium, which together form the unit of the letter
opening. 
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keywords in these verses demonstrate. It was the actual function of the opening

passage of each letter to be an introduction to the letter-body and the influence 

of what was going to be said later on the letter-opening is therefore not 

accidental. One must emphasize, however, that Paul was not manipulating the 

customary phrases of the thanksgiving in order to impress or even indirectly 

criticize his audiences, but that behind these words "lay actual prayers of the 

ApostIe"6. There is no irony and no hidden message in his words? and it might 

be for that reason that these few verses of the Corinthian prescript and 

thanksgiving bear such a evocative power, presenting so much theology and 

Christologt. In all his thanksgivings Paul more or less refers to the 

congregation's status of salvation based on the apostolic gospel ministrY, but 

the remarkable way in which this letter-opening in 1 Corinthians points again 

and again to Christ the Lord and saving Son of God is unique and most 

significant in relation to its epistolary function as an introduction to the letter. 

And therefore it can be said, that if "the Corinthians had read, marked, learned 

and inwardly digested this report of their Apostle's thanksgiving; then many of 

their errors and problems might have been speedily put right"lo. 

Because of the importance of the letter-opening passage for the 

interpretation of the entire letter and because v.9 functions as the conclusion 

S Contra Conzelmann, 40f concerning v.4; see also Edwards, 6; Weill, 10. 

6 Q'Brien, 17lonksgivillgs, 113. See also O'Brien, "Gospel", 146; and cf. Schnider /Stenger who 
emphasize that the thanksgivings are prayer reports and that they have an epistolary function as 
they are addressed to the Corinthians not to God (Brieffon1wlar, 47) . .-.....---

? See Godet, 50; O'Brien, 17wllksgivillgs, 112f, 134, but cf. 136 (!); Fee, 36f; Robert
son/Plummer, 4; Schlatter, 6l. 

8 At least statistically 1 Cor 1:1-9 must be counted as one of the most ChristologicaI passages 
in Paul's writings. Christ is mentioned 10 times (including Ev a.UTij) in v.5) and we find the full 
range-:of cbristologicaI titles. God is mentioned 8 times (including OC; in v.8 and ~L ' ov in v.9). Cf. 
passages with a similar christological density like 1 Cor 15:12-28; 2 Cor 5:10-21; Gal 2:15-21, but 
also the whole first chapters of 1 Cor and Phi!. 

9 See Schnider /Stenger, Brieffon1lUlar, 47f. 

10 Q'Brien, 17lonksgivings, 137. But we doubt whether, besides the customary epistolary form 
and function of introducing the letter, Paul intended any didactic or parenetic function for the 
thanksgiving as O'Brien thinks (ibid., 13f, 135-137). Although the thanksgiving surely mirrors 
Paul's concern for the- Corinthians, these verses should be taken seriously as reporting a real 
thanksgiving prayer. The didactic and parenetic aspects are therefore more consequences than 
intended functions. 
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and to some extent as the summary of this paragraph, a detailed exegesis is 

required to understand the meaning and significance of XOLV(.)VLCl. in that verse. 

2.2.1 The Prescript (1 Cor 1:1-3) 

As in all his letters Paul also in 1 Corinthians follows the Hebrew oriental 

pattern of the prescripe l which consists basically of three elements in two 

sentences: the superscription in the nominative (v.l), the adscription in the 

dative (v.2) and in the second sentence the salutation (v.3) addressing directly 

the recipient with a wish or blessing of peace (Oi~W)12. On the basis of this 

pattern Paul was free to expand its elements according to the special purpose of 

the letter. And as he could make the superscription six verses long in Romans, 

writing to a congregation that he did not know personally (Rom 1:1-6), and as 

he emphasized the salutation in his letter to the backsliding Galatians by adding 

a pointed summary of the basic gospel (Gal 1:3-5), so he filled up the 

adscription in 1 Corinthians with a number of attributes to describe the state of 

his addressees in a most challenging wayl3. 

VERSES 1 and 2: Only in Romans and 1 Corinthians Paul added the verbal 

adjective XAY)'t"O' when he introduced himself as Christ's Apostle (Rom 1:1; 1 

Cor l:lt. And only in these two letter prescripts one finds a corresponding 

11 See Lang, 15; Kiimmel, Einieitullg, 213; and Schnider jStenger, Brieffomlular, 3. The Greek 
prescript formula has only one sentence including the salutation; see Acts 15:23; 23:26; James 1:l. 

12 Cf. Rom 1:1-7; 2 Cor 1:1; Gal 1:1-5; Phil1:1-2; 1 Thess 1:1; Pbilem 1-3; in the OT see Dan 
3:3l. 

13 See Fee, 28:"Even as he formally addresses the church in the salutation [=the prescript], 
Paul's mind is already at work on the critical behavioural and theological issues at hand"; see also 
Schrage, 97; and Wickert, "Einheit", 77f. . 

14 According to Kramer ci.1t6aTOAO~ XptaTOU 1l)aou is a unique Pauline formulation (Christ, 
60; [13e]); but see Fee, 29f. WeiB deletes XAl)T6~ with A and D, because it would overload the 
sentence (1). But his argument is not convincing as Fascher shows (72). 
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KA'l't'Oi'C; a.yLOL~ in the adscription (Rom 1:7; 1 Cor 1:2)15, indicating that the 

Apostle is related to his addressees by virtue that they have alike been called by 

God. But as much as Paul and the Corinthians are united in that they are called 

by God, who is in both instances the source and subject of that callingl6
, some 

important differences are found here too: Paul is more than a called saint, he is 

Christ's ApostIe17 and did not hear the saving and sanctifying gospel from a 

human witness, but he received it in the revelation on the Damascus road from 

Christ himself (cf. 1 Cor 9:1; 15:8; Gal 1:11-12, 17), who then commissioned him 

to proclaim the gospel h 't'oi'~ e:9-vEcrLV (Gal 1:16) - including the Corinthians 

(v.6r8. Paul, the called and not selfmade Apostle does therefore not only claim 

divine authority for his earlier missionary work in Corinth, but also makes it 

clear right from the beginning that this epistle is an integral part of the same 

apostolic ministry also and is written ~hcX. 9-EA~ILcx.'t'o~ 9-EOU "as the word of Jesus 

Likewise KA'l't'oi'~ a.yLOL~ in v.2 contains more than merely a reference to the 

past, to this fundamental event when the Corinthians first heard and followed 

and were overcome by the apostolic proclamation of the gospel, which was 

God's call in fact happening h XpLcr't'ct> (v.2) and transposing them into the 

KOLvwvicx. with Christ (v.9)2ll. But the KA'l't'6~ phrase describes the Corinthians' 

IS Rom 1:6 has in addition XAl'jTOt 1l'j(jQu XptOTOU. 

16 See Lightfoot, Notes, 142; and Fee, 32. The phrase ~hcX. &£A~fLcx.TO~ &£ou in v.1 confirms that 
it is God who is calling through Christ, not Christ himself. The QUl. with the genitive construction 
in v.l, like the ~L' ov in v.9, does not describe a mediating action, but expresses God as the auctor 
and origin of the action; see BDR §223\ and Coenen, TBLNT I, 89f. See also Fee, 29; and cf. 
Gal 1:1, 6, 15. 

17 ncx.UAO~ XAl'jTO~ 0:7t60TOAO~ XptOTOU 1l'jOOU is a gellitivus possessoris and bears an 
interesting chiasm which underlines the close relation of the Apostle to Christ: in the centre are 
Paul's and Christ's title and office (Apostle/Christ) and at the edges there are the names 
(Paul/Jesus). The added adjective XAl'jT6~ breaks up this order and thus emphasizes and interprets 
it. 

18 Tou XptOTOU is an objective genitive in v.6; see below. 

19 Grosheide, 21. Cf. Fee, 28-30; Schnider/Stenger, Brieffonllular, 10; and Lang, 15. 

2ll That XAl'jTOC; refers to the preaching of the gospel and that v.2a is parallel to v.9b is also 
observed by Grosheide, 23; Lietzmann, 4; Robertson/Plummer, 2; Weill, 2; and Wendland, 11; cf. 
also Schlatter, 57. 
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present state as well21
• And so, addressing his audience as X)"'rroL~ cX.yiOL~ Paul 

reminds them what they have become when they were saved and who they truly 

are now; he identifies them as being called into a new existence of holiness, 

created by God's dynamic call (Rom 4:17; 2 Cor 5:17)22 and even as elected 

before all time and sustained until the end of time (cf. Rom 8:28-34; 9:11-12, 

24-29; 11:29; 1 Cor 1:9, 24-26)23. The fact of this first call, its content (the 

gospel of Christ) and its effect (the sanctity in Christ) are also major topics of 

the thanksgiving and then of the entire letter too, not only in such passages 

where Xcx.AE:W and its derivatives expressly appear, as for instance in 1:17-2:5 and 

7:15, 17-2424. That the sanctity which the Corinthians had once gained by God's 

calI25 is the present condition of Paul's addressees, however, is further indicated 

by the other attribute of the adscription26
, the perfect participle ilYLcx.allE:'VOLC;, 

a divine passive27
• And it seems as if it had been most essential for Paul to 

describe God's £xxA'laicx. il ouacx. £'V Kopi 'V9-~ in terms of soteriology as God's 

holy institution and as consisting of sanctified saints. Such a start of his letter 

21 See Conzelmann, who points out that the address of Ciywc; is rooted in cultic language (cf. 
W7P toe,,?/? in Ex 12:16), but he also assumes ethical implications. CL Barrett, 32; Fee, 32; 
RobertsonjPlummer, 2; and Grosheide, 23f. 

22 Concerning this creative aspect of God's word and calling see Isa 40:26; Ps 105:16; Jer 32:29; 
and Hofius, "Wort Gottes", 160-163. See also Coenen, TBLNT I, 87f, 90 on the meaning of xo.I.£t\l 
in the OT (from toeij" in the LXX). 

23 For the connection of the concepts of Xo.I.EW and npoYL\lwcrxwjnpoopi1:w and EXI.EyW see 
also Rom 11:2, 5-6; 1 Cor 2:7f; and Eph 1:11; cf. Rom 1:1 (a.<pWPLcrIJ-E\lOC;); Gal 1:15; Isa 49:1; Jer 
1:5. See also Calvin, 215. The idea of the irrevocability of God's call is also expressed in 1 Cor 
10:13; 2 Cor 1:21; 7:9-10; 1 Thess 5:23f. 

24 For Paul's recalling the fundamentals of the gospel see also passages like chap. 9, dealing 
with the Apostle's evangelizing ministry, and chap. 15, where the basic gospel-tradition is repeated 
and is followed by an explanation and confirmation of the resurrection message, which was 
doubted in Corinth. But see also 3:16, 21-23; 5:7; 6:11, 19-20; 7:15; 8:6; 10:13; U:2-3; etc. 

2S The adjective Xl.YrrOc; in vv.1 and 2 should not be translated as "caUed to be saints· , which 
implies a future aspect, sounding like an invitation (so the RSV and the NIV) and also suggests 
a temporal distinction of the act of call and the somehow following act of sanctification. Therefore 
"called saints" or "saints by caU" is more adequate and less misunderstandable. See Barrett, 32; 
Lightfoot, Notes , 142; and Grosheide, 21. . 

26 The change of the order of the words in v.2a that some exegetes together with some textual 
witnesses (p46 B D' F G et al) propose (Godet, 41; Lightfoot, Notes, 144) is not convincing. See 
Bengel, Gllomoll, 200 ; and Lietzmann, 5. 

27 See RobertsonjPlummer, 2. 
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clearly indicates the attitude of the Apostle and must be considered in the light 

of his further argument with a congregation which obviously not behaved in a 

holy way at all. It is interesting to note that the concept of OL clyLO~ 'is often used 

as an equivalent for EKKAl]O"icx, most frequently in the Corinthian correspondence 

and most obviously in 1 Cor 14:3328
• And just as the motif of God's initial call 

recurs in the body of the letter, so these concepts of sanctification and sanctity 

in v.2 with their strong soteriological connotations29 have a basic significance for 

Paul's argument in the whole of 1 Corinthians as well. In 1 Cor 6:11, for 

instance, we find the passive indicative ~yLcX.O"S-l]Te:, in a parenetic context among 

other aorist forms, pointing out the sharp contrast of the Corinthians' old 

depraved existence and their new life which they received when they were once 

for all saved in the name of Christ and the Spirit of God. And likewise 1 Cor 

1:30 demonstrates the exclusive soteriological use of cXYLcX.~W and its derivatives 

in 1 Corinthians, as even cXYLcxO"!l6~ - elsewhere in Paul used in an ethical sense 

onl~ - has to be taken here among the terms O"o<picx, OLKcxLOcruVl] and 

cX.7tOAUTPWo"L~ as a soteriological reference to the benefits of Christ which the 

Corinthians, being Ev XPLO"T<t>, received from God31
• It can further be observed, 

in v.2a as in the whole letter, that the Corinthians' holiness is never understood 

to be their own property and quality, because cXyLcX.~W and its derivatives never 

appear absolutely, but they are always and constantly determined through Christ 

28 See 1 Cor 6:1; 16:1, 15; 2 Cor 1:1; 8:4; 9:1, 12; 13:12; see also Rom 1:7; 8:27; 12:13; 15:25-26, 
31; 16:2, 12; Phil 1:1; 4:21-22; 1 Thess 3:13; 5:27; Phlm 5:7. 

29 Both concepts are not meant ethically as )(A1')TOi"~ clearly indicates. Cr. in the OT Deut 7:6; 
and Dan 7:17-28. For the correlation of &ytO~ and ~YLa.aIJ.E\lO~ in the OT cL Lev 16:4; 21:12; 20:3 
(LXX). 

30 See Rom 6:19, 22; 1 Thess 4:3, 4, 7. 

31 To some extent 7:14 is an exception in the general concept of sanctity in 1 Corinthians. But 
the forms of a.YLCX.CW and &ytO~ there are also not used in an ethical sense, claiming an 
improvement of Christian behaviour, but they seem to describe in a more cuI tic sense the relation 
of a believer to his unbelieving partner and to his unbelieving children. That these closest family 
members are yet "sanctified" does not mean their salvation through any magical, biological or any 
other mysterious ways besides faith in Christ, but it describes the nature of these unequal 
relationships in relation to the believer, whose sanctity cannot be disturbed or harmed through 
these family bonds. See Delling's detailed and convincing studies on this passage in his articles 
"Nun aber sind sie heilig" and "Zur Exegese von l.Kor 7,14". 
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and thus through his holiness or through the Holy Spirit32. Holiness and 

salvation can therefore be gained and held only in communion with the Holy, in 

a relation which is here described through b XpLa-rCl> (v.2) and occurs elsewhere 

in the letter-opening (w. 4-5; cf. v.9) and throughout the letter3. 

In none of Paul's other letters does the concept of EXXATlaicx. occur so often 

(22 timest and nowhere else does the Apostle talk about the church as God's 

EXXATlaicx. so much (see 10:32; 11:16, 22; 15:9; cf. 3:9, 23)35. The concept of 

EXXATlaicx. in the LXX is mostly a rendering for '?O~ and as such refers to a 

congregation called together out of the people of the covenant. '?Oi?/ExXAT)aicx. 

10 •• umfaBt nur diejenigen, die einen Ruf vernommen haben und ihm folgen't37, 

and that fits well our previous observations about the concept of Xcx.AEW. Paul is 

confronting the Corinthians in their self-centredness in focussing on God who 

called and thus created his church38
• 

But after reminding his addressees of the origin and the "owner" and also of 

the true character of the church community in Corinth, Paul tu Ill) his attention 

to the ecumenical shape of the EXXAT)aicx. in the second half of the adscription. 

With the preposition aU'\I he adds this second part to the actual address and 

thus, in an interesting parallelism to the first part, transposes the local 

32 See 1:30; 3:17 in relation to 6:19; 6:11; 7:34; cf: 12:3. 

33 Cr. other letter-openings, Phil 1:1; and 1 Thess 1:1. SchniderjStenger point to the 
christological emphasis which Paul laid on the chur<;l1~ttributes (Brieffomtular, 2It). For a 
further investigation of the EV XPLOT(f) phrase see the excursus below. 

34 Cf. Rom, 5; 2 Cor, 9; Gal, 3; Phil, 2; 1 Thess, 2; Philem, 1. 

35 See also 2 Cor 1:1; Gal1:13; 1 Thess 2:14 and Rom 16:16 (TOU XPLOTOU !). Most of the 
commentators take TOU &t:ou in v.2 as a genitivus possessoris. Schlatter further points out that the 
reference to the church as God's property already implies its holiness and that ijYLa.O~VOLC; and 
a.yiOLC; are therefore no more than logically consistent (57). See also the parallel to CbtOOTOAOC; 
XPLOTOU in the previous verse: the Apostle of Christ through God's wiU writes to the church of 
God which is in Christ. 

36 As parallels to 1 Cor 1:2 cf. Deut 23:2-9; Mi 2:5; and also Deut 4:10; and Judg 20:2. The 
concept of ovva.ywyij in the LXX is mostly a translation of iT:t~ and in Judaism normally described 
the local Jewish community and their building. Cf. here SchniderjStenger who see in the early 
church's choice of ExXAYjoia. instead of ovva.ywyij also a certain critique of the cultic-ritual 
Judaism and its close ties with the law and the temple (BrieffomlUlar, WC). 

37 L. Rost, Die Vorstufen VOIl Kirche ulld Syllagoge im AT, 1939, 103; quoted in Coenen's article 
on "KirchejExxAYjoia." 'in TBLNT I1, 786 . 

. 38 Cf. Chrysostom, Homilies 011 Corillthialls , 3: " .. he puts down their swelling pride"! 
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Corinthian congregation into the context of the universal church. After telling 

them who they are, he now shows them where they are. Yet v.2b is not connec

ted to )(ATJ-rOt~ cX.yiOL~ only, as some commentators propose39
, which would raise 

some problems of grammar and style40
, but to the whole of v.2a41

• That does 

not mean that Paul is writing a catholic letter - the body of the letter is indeed 

too specifically related to the Corinthian situation. And Paul is therefore not 

including all Christians everywhere in the address, but he is including the 

Corinthians in the community of all believers everywhere. The synthetic 

parallelism in v.2a and b reveals this correlation: The dative -r1j EXXATJcrL~ -rou 

9-Eou (-r1j oucrn £V Kop{\I 9-cp ) (2a) corresponds to the dative (1tCicrL\I) -rOt~ 

E1tLXCXAOUIlE\lOLC; -ro o\lollCX -rou xupiou ~IlW\l 'lrlcrou XPLcr-rOU (2b) and indicates 

that the Corinthian congregation, called into existence and called together by 

God, is part of an even greater number of believers who are calling upon the 

name of the Lord Jesus Christ42 (cf. Acts 9:14, 21; 2 Tim 2:22). In Rom 10:12-

15 (cf. Acts 2:21) we find this "invocation of the Lord", a quotation from Joel 

3:5, at the end of Paul's description of the ordo salutis which starts with God's 

commissioning his apostles (Rom 10: 15; cf. cX.7tocr-rOAOC; in v.1 in our context!). 

The participle E7tLXCl.AOUIlE\lOLC; might therefore first of all have a soteriological 

meaning, although in our verse we should also take into account the aspects 

relating to the regular daily church life, in prayer, worship, baptism and 

everything else which happened in the name of the Lord (cf. 1:10, 13, 15; 5:4; cf. 

39 So Bengel, Gnomon, 201; Godet, 43ff; Grosheide, 24; RobertsonjPlummer, 3. Fascher (81); 
Schnider jStenger (Brieffomlular, 23); and WeiB (3) even take v.2b as a redactional phrase of a 
later editor with catholizing tendencies. 

40 Lightfoot (Notes, 145f) points out that linking v.2b to )cAlJTOt~ cX.)'LO~~ only would require a 
participial construction or a different word order. See also Barren, 33; Conzelmann, 37; Schrage, 
100f; and WeiB, 3. The present participle £m)Ccx.AoujJ.£VO~~ (v.2b) goes well as an extension of the 
whole address, in parallel to the present participle, -rii ouem (v.2a), whereas the perfect participle 
~)'~cx.O"jJ.£vo~~ and the verbal adjective )CAlJTOt~ indicate another kind of action, which makes a 
connection of v.2b to them in particular rather unlikely. 

41 So Barrett, 33; Chrysostom, Homilies on Corilltlzians, 3; Fee, 33; Lang, 16f; Lietzmann, 5. Cf. 
also Paul's use of the preposition in other letter prescripts (2 Cor 1:1; Phil 1:1; cf. also the 
superscription in Gal 1:2). 

42 It looks as if Paul plays on the concept of Xcx.A£LV in v.2. 
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12:3y3. The other corresponding elements of v.2a and b, the attributive phrases 

£'11 Kopi'll9-cp and £.'11 1tCX:V't"L 't"cmcp cxu't"W'II XCXL 7)I-'-W'II are pointing out the union of 

the Corinthian Church with all the other non-Pauline (cxu't"W'II) and Pauline 

(7)I-'-W'II) congregations44
, but £'11 1tCX'll't"L 't"01tcp may also refer to Paul's missionary 

claim and purpose (cf. Rom 15:8-12; and 2 Cor 2:14-15y5. This ecumenical 

perspective is another motif which appears frequently elsewhere in the letter 

(see 4:17; 7:17; 10:32; 11:16,22; 14:33; 15:9; cf. 6:4; 12:28; 14:4-5, 12, 19,23,28, 

34; 16:1, 19y6. 

VERSE 3: In the salutation Paul follows the Oriental prescript pattern ill 

greeting and blessing his addressees with c:d,W / dp~vYj. But with regard to the 

additional XcX.PL~, which is in the first position, it also looks as if he modified the 

salutation in allusion to the Greek custom which uses XCX ipe: LV47. Exactly the 

same formula appears in all the other Pauline prescripts (Rom 1:7; 2 Cor 1:2; 

Gal1:3; Phil 1:2; Phlm 3; cf. 1 Thess 1:1; Rom 15:13) and similar formulae can 

be found in the postscripts as well (Rom 16:20, 24; 1 Cor 16:23; 2 Cor 13:13; 

43 See Conzelmann, 37; Schlatter, 60. For the use of e:rmccx.A£ollcx.L TO QVOJlQ. in the OT see 
further Gen 4:26; 13:4; 21:33; Ps 99:6; etc. 

44 According to Baumann, Mille, 27; Grosheide, 24; Kling, 12; Lang, 17; Meyer, 13; Schlatter, 
59; Schrage, 105; Weill, 3; and especially Wickert's thorough study on 1 Cor 1:2 ("Einheit", 81), the 
disjunctive phrase cx.UTWV iCcx.L lJllWV belongs to £V 7tcx.VTL T07ttt> and does not refer back to iCUPLOU 
lJllwV ll)c1QU XpLC1TOU. This is, however, what many other commentators suggest (see Calvin, 215f; 
Chrysostom, Homilies on Corintilians, 3f; Lietzmann, 5; Lightfoot, Notes, 146; Orr fWalther, 143; 
and RobertsonjPlummer, 3), because the connection to T07tCt> would very awkward in Greek. A 
decision is not easy to make here, but as the phrase cx.UTWV iCcx.L lJllWV could be understood as 
paratactical (something like an exclamation mark) and would further underline the universal scope 
of the verse, the first option seems to be the more likely to us. Wickert also points out that Paul, 
relating himself and the Corinthians (lJllwv) and all the other Christians (cx.UTWV), already 
anticipates ill lIuce a major topic of the following admonitions, the unity of the church ("Einheit", 
76-81). Further, TOU iCUPLOU lJllWV ll'jC1ou XpLC1TO~ is a rather fixed phrase where one would not 
expect such an addition. 

45 See Conzelmann, 37; and Fascher, 81. 

46 Besides the ecumenical meaning one has to distinguish between: the local meaning of 
£)()(Al)C1Lcx. in 1:2; 11:18 (Corinth) and 16:1, 19 (other churches) and on the other hand the more 
general. theological sense in passages like 6:4; 12:28; 14:4-5, 12, 19, 23, 28, 34-35. Concerning the 
idea of the (universal) church see especially Wickert's article "Einheit". 

47 See OrrjWalther, 143; RobertsonjPlummer, 3; and Conzelmann, 37. But there are examples 
of a combination of XcX.pLC; and ELP~Vl'j in pre-Pauline scriptures too (Apoc. Bar. 78:2 and 2 Mace 
1:1) as Barrett notes (34). 
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Gal 6:18; Phil 4:23; 1 Thess 5:28; Phlm 25), emphasizing especially the XciPL~ of 

Christ. This framework of XcipL~ which Paul gave his letters seems to be more 

than just a formality. It might indicate that he wanted God's XcipL~ to be the 

first and the last word on all the subjects he was dealing with in the letters, the 

constant basis and norm for all the matters on the actual agenda. Fo-r Paul 

XciPL~ presumably already in the customary greeting .of the salu1alion had a 

much deeper meaning than merely pointing to "the Divine good will'l48, as it 

was the central concept of his theology and teaching on justification and 

reconciliation (cf. Rom 3:24; 4:2-25; 5:2, 15-21; 6: 14-23t9. The nominal 

sentence in v.3 therefore is not just a "wish" and should be understood in the 

indicative or to some extend even in the imperative mode of a blessing, rather 

than in an optative mode onl~; it expresses reality, not imagination. 

Similarly the concept of dp~'IITJ contains a much deeper meaning and should 

be considered with respect to its theological and soteriological connotations as 

referring to the end of all enmity towards God (cf. Rom 5:10; 8:7; 2 Cor 5:18) 

and to the "peace with God" (cf. Rom 5:12; 8:6) to which the Corinthians were 

called (1 Cor 7:15) when they heard the gospel of Christ. 

Calling God "our Father" and calling Jesus Christ "Lord" (cf. vv.2, 7-9) is a 

consequence of, and an obvious sign for, the fact of reconciliation and the new 

existence of "life and peace" (Rom 8:6), guided by the spirit of God, who leads 

us to call out "cX.~~cx. 0 7tcx.TIjp" (Rom 8: 15) as well as to confess "iCUPLO~ 'ITJaou~" 

(1 Cor 12:3). Regarding these theological and christological titles of v.3, it could 

very well be that the language of liturgy and worship, which according to 

O'Brien had influenced the thanksgiving passages (cf. especially V.9)5\ left its 

48 Godet, 48. 

49 Or, as EBer (TBLNT I, 593) puts it: "Daher ist die Verwendung von XcX.pL~ ... in den 
Briefanfangen und -schliissen des Apostels und seiner Schule weit mehr als bloGe Hoflichkeits
floskel: 'Gnade' ist nicht nur Heilswunsch, sie ist dadurch qualifiziert, daG sie Gnade Christi 15t"; 
see also Lang (17): "An den Anfang stellt Paul us regelmaGig den Hauptbegriff seiner Theologie 
'Gnade'"; and Schrage, 106. 

so Contra Fascher, 82; cf. also SchniderjStenger's terminology (Brieffomlular, 25-41). But see 
Schlaller, 60; and Lang, 17f. 

51 O'Brien, "Gospel", 147; and O'Brien, ThaJlksgivings, 131ff. 
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traces here in the prescript als052
• One can also observe a close relation 

between the concluding verses of the prescript and the proemium: God, our 

Father according to v.3, is in v.9 presented as the Father of Jesus Christ, who is 

there called our Lord. 

2.2.2 The Thanksgiving (1 Cor 1 :4-9) 

According to Schubert's thorough investigation one can classify the proemium 

in 1 Cor 1:4-9, as in Rom 1:8-17 (?) and 1 Thess 2:13 (not a proemium but yet 

a thanksgiving prayer), into a second category of thanksgivings, different from 

the first and more frequent type which is found in Phi I 1:3-11; 1 Thess 1:2-5; 

and Phlm 4-6 (cf. Col 1:3-14)53. O'Brien, whom we follow here, slightly 

modified Schubert's classification and differentiates three categories: a) 

thanksgivings with petitionary prayers (Phil, Phlm and Col); b) thanksgiving 

prayers alone (1 Cor); and c) mixed categories (1 Thess, Rom and 2 Thesst. 

1 Cor 1:4-9, the only example of its category, is characterized by the following 

structure: An EUlcx.ptcr't"w-clause (a common feature in all the categories), which 

introduces the addressees, the object and the reason of the thanksgiving (v.4), is 

followed by a subordinate causal clause Uht, vv.5-6), so that vv.4-6 form the 

52 It is furthermore christologically most significant that grace and peace come from (a.lto) 
Christ too (cf. 16:23; 2 Cor 13:13; etc.) even if he is mentioned second; see Kling, 13; and cf. the 
homology in 8:6, which has the same titles and the same order (although God is there more 
generally called "the Father" not "our Father"); and cc. 11:3; 15:26-28. Differentiated as two 
persons, our Father and the Lord are still one in their act and the xupw:; is true God like the 
Father (cf. U:4-6; 1 Thess 3:11). SchniderjStenger who in accordance with W. Schrenk's 
considerations on Phil 1:2 object to God's and Christ's common authorship of grace and peace in 
the salutation and take a.1t() as referring to God only (Brieffonllular, 29-32) do not take postscript
passages such as 1 Cor 16:23,2 Cor 13:13, etc. into account which explicitly speak of the "grace of 
Christ". 

53 See Schubert, Fonn, 10-39. 

S4 See Q'Brien, T7laJlksgivillgs, 3,107, 259f, see also the index of his book and the introductions 
to the particular chapters. Cc. also Schnider jStenger, Brieffomlular, 46f. 
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basic EUXa.PLeJ-rW periodss. In v.7 we then have a result clause (WeJ-rE), which is 

subordinate to the previous O-rL clause and finally leads into a relative clause in 

v.S (oc;). V.9 is a separate sentence consisting of two cola56 and functions as a 

conclusion and confirming climax of the thanksgiving, after the so-called 

eschatological climax in w.7-857
• V.6 has a certain exceptional role in this 

complex structure: it is subordinate to v.S and therefore contributes to the on 
clause, yet a paratactic aspect of the xa.9-wc clause must be noted too58

, so that 

it slightly retards the subsequent flow of the passage and marks a certain break 

between w.4-6 and w.7-8, which is also indicated and confirmed by the change 

of tenses. 

Before we move deeper into the exegesis of the passage, we suggest a 

substructure of the sentences, in order to make its complexity more easily 

accessible: 

V.4: can be divided into two sections; the first presents the conventional 

beginning of Paul's thanksgivings (v.4a) and the second, from E7d -rTj 

XcX.PL-rL on, giving the particular reason for giving thanks in 1 Corinthians 

(v.4b ). 

V.S: also consists of two parts and states first generally the Corinthans' 

enrichment in everything (v.Sa) and comes then with the repetition of the b 

7ta.V-rL phrase to a more detailed specification (v.5b). 

V.6: has no subdivision. 

V.7: is clearly marked by two verb constructions, an accusative with infinitive 

stressing the actual giftedness of the congregation (v.7a) and a present 

participle clause starting with cX.7tEXOEXO~EVOUC; (v.7b). 

ss See Schubert, Foml, 31; cf. SchniderjStenger, Briejfonllular, 46. But actually the whole 
section of w.4-8( + 9) is dominated by the EUXcx.pLC1Tw-clause. 

56 Schubert, Foml, 30: a) mC1Ta~ 0 &Ea~; and b) ~L' QV KT". 

57 See O'Brien, 17lallksgivjllgs, 107f. 

58 Schubert is wrong when he takes v.6 as a paratactic clause (Foml, 31), because )((X.&W~ is 
clearly a hypotactical conjunction (see Robertson, 429, 968; Turner, 320), and subordinates a 
sentence. But on the other hand the link of a comparative conjunction like Kcx.&W~ to its principal 
clause is much weaker than the link of a consecutive, causal, or final clause (Robertson, 429). And 
therefore v.6, indicating a comparison, is indeed comparable to a paratactic clause. 
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V.8: does not require any subdivision either. 

V.9: as we already mentioned, has a short nominal sentence (v.9a) which is 

followed by a relative clause, Ot' ou X't'A (v.9b). 

VERSE 4: XcX.PLC;, the first word and major concept of the preceding salutation 

(v.3), and according to vAb also the reason for the thanksgiving, seems to be 

mirrored in the principal verb EUXCXptC1't'W (vAa). It is a pattern similar to the 

£XXA!JC1icx/ XA!J't'ot-£1tLXCXAEW correlation which we observed in V.25;, and gives 

the impression that EuXCXetC1't'W was meant to appear as the appropriate answer 

to the ~ of God and Christ given Ev XptC1't'i;>. And thus Xciptc; seems to 

connect the prescript and the thanksgiving in a significant way, so that in the 

light of vA the blessing of v.3 even more appears as a confirming word of 

blessing rather than a wish. For the Corinthians had received God's grace 

already. And Paul has good reason to thank his God6O all the time, because this 

grace, given b XptC1't'i;> has not been taken away since. It is rather the constant 

condition of the Corinthians' existence, as has been similarly pointed out already 

in the foregoing adscription in v.2a (~YLCXC1IlE'IIOLC; £v Xptcr't'<t> XAll't'oL'C; ci:yiotC;)6\ 

and as the temporal adverb 7tcX. no't'E boldly underlines62
: the constancy of the 

Apostle's thanksgiving prayer for the Corinthians (7tEpi ullw'II6.1) corresponds to 

the constancy and validity of their being saved once for all. 

5; cc. O'Brien, Thanksgivings, 109. 

60 The addressee of the thanksgiving (Tij) ~h:ij) is also a stereotype element in all of Paul's 
proemium passages. The possessive pronoun j.LOU must not be deleted (so Weill, 6; and O'Brien, 
17lanksgivings, 108), not only because it corresponds very well to "ci.1tOcrTOAOC; Xp'OTOU" and 
"EXXAljcrLcx. TOU 9-EOu" in w.1-2, but also because it mirrors the Psalms' style of prayer (for instance 
Ps 3:8; 5:3; 7:2; etc.) which presumably influenced Paul's own way of praying; see O'Brien, 
17lanksgivings, 20C. And finally it has good manuscript support and parallels in Rom 1:8; Phil 1:3; 
and Phlm 4. 

61 The aspect of constancy is there indicated by the perfect participle and is also an implication 
of the verbal adjective. 

62 This phrase is common in all the other thanksgivings too (see Rom 1:10; Phil1:4-5; 1 Thess 
1:2; Philem 4); cf. also ci.~Lcx.Ad1tTWC; in Rom 1:9; 1 Thess 1:2-3; 2:13; 5:17. See Schrage, 113. 

6.1 Ilt:pL with genitive introduces the object of the thanksgiving, E1tL with dative the reason; see 
BDR §235,2; and Conzelmann, 39. 
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But 7tcX.v't'o't'e: also counts as another example of the frequent occurrence of 

7ta.v-phrases in the prescript and proemium passage (see: v.2b: eNV 7ta.CHV ... £V 

mx.v't'L, v.5: b 7tex.V't'L ... b 7tex.V'tL ... Xex.L 7tcX.on, v.7: !.l~ uo'te:pe:i"o9-ex.t b !.lTloe:v~), 

which actually reflect the divine character and origin of the subjects to which 

they the relate, for God is the origin and giver of the absolute and of the 

ultimately sufficient. Similarly such divine exclusiveness is expressed by the 

genitive 't'ou 9-e:ou which describes the reason for the thanksgiving as God's 

XcX.pt~6S, and makes clear that Paul does not ground his praise on any qualities 

or capacities of the Corinthians66 
- "what have you that you did not receive" (1 

Cor 4:7)! Such a focus on God's works and doings can certainly be observed in 

all the Apostle's thanksgivings, yet it is most obvious in 1 Corinthians. "In no 

other introductory thanksgiving is the grace of God found to be the basis or 

ground for the giving of thanks"67 and is "the work of J esus"68 emphasized so 

much. 

After the description of the origin of grace the second qualification of XcX.pt~ 

by the attributive participle 't'n aoS-don is also quite significant. It presents the 

intrinsic nature of God's grace as given grace. But this phrase ~ XcX.Pt~ ~ aoS-e:i"oex. 

provides another interesting feature too, because it is "almost a technical term 

... [of the] ministry of the Gospel to the Gentiles, i.e. of Paul as an apostle to 

them (so Rom 12:3; 15:15-16; 1 Cor 3:10; Gal 2:9)"1iI. So even though OLOW!.lt 

~ These absolute phrases are another feature of Paul's letter-openings, cf. Rom 1:5, 7, 8, 10, 
16; Phil 1:2, 3, 4, 8, 9; 1 Thess 1:2; Philm 4, 5, 6. 

~ 

6S Cf. XOtpLC; •• TOU &£OU in v.3 and similar constructions and determinations in vv.1-9. 

66 Fascher's statement, that Paul's thanksgiving is based "letztlich auf dem guten Zustand der 
... Gemeinde" (83), can hardly be accepted. 

67 O'Brien, Thanksgivings, 111. 

68 O'Brien, 77lallksgivillgs, 110. See also Godet, 51; and Schlatter, 61. But cf. Fee, who does not 
take XOtpLC; so much in a soteriologica1 sense, but understands it from XCXflt0f.Lcx.Tcx. (v.7) as 
"concrete expressions of God's gracious activity" (37; similarly Grosheide, 26; Lang, 18; and WeiB, 
6). He does not take the conjunction WOT£ in v.7 into account enough which clearly distinguishes 
XOtpLC; from Xa.PLO""cx. in this context and puts both terms in a certain order, where the "graces" are 
subsequent to the "grace". See our argument on this below. 

IiI O'Brien, 77lOnksgivings, 111. Cr. AUo, 4: "lorsqu' ils ont ete constitues 'dans le Christ', par 
l'intermediaire de Paul'~ Cf. also Lightfoot, who understands the phrase as pointing back to the 
admission to the privileges of the gospel (Notes, 147). 
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in connection with Xa.PL<; appears in all its Pauline instances as a divine passive 

(God as the giver), it yet refers to the preaching activity of the Apostle among 

the nations and also in Corinth. That means, however, that Paul, under God's 
/"...---

authority (cf. 1 Cor 15:10) and fulfilling God's commission, is 9~y .of 

c~. Through Paul God sanctifies his chosen people and creates his EX

XA:flaia.. And the "grace given to you" implies the "grace given to Paul" first7O
• 

Such connotations must be heard here in v.471. That Paul thinks in terms of 

soteriology, and is reminding his audience of the proclamation of his gospel, is 

further indicated by the aorist form of the phrase, which indicates a punctiliar 

kind of action (Aktionsart) and refers to an event which happened once in the 

past72
• In this respect it is essential to observe that the other aorist passive 

forms in the thanksgiving seem to refer to this same past event too, for all these 

verbs provide a certain connection to the apostolic gospel ministry: In vv.5-6, 

which form the unit of the explicative causal clause and are thus closely 

attached to vAb anyway, Paul talks about the "being made rich in all word and 

knowledge" (E:1tAou'ria9-Y)'t"£) and, most obvious, mentions the "consolidation of 

the testimony of Christ" (E:~£~Cx.Lw9-Y); and in v.9 Paul emphasizes "God's call 

into the communion with Christ" (£XA~9-Y)'t"£). So we get the impression that the 

Apostle's mind in the thanksgiving is occupied still with the matters which 

concerned him already in the prescript and which appear to be - with regard to 

the epistolary function of the letter-opening - relevant for the entire epistle: the 

salvation of the Corinthians which happened once for all, when the gospel was 

powerfully announced to them, and which is the valid basis and norm of their 

Ijves ever since. 

It is something fairly striking in vv.1-9, that all the passive verbs, having the 

Corinthians as their lagical abject, are nat .only divine passives, but are 

cannected ta Christ alsa, mastly through the prepasitianal phrase £v XpLa't"(f> 

70 See Rom U:3 and 6; and 2 Cor 8:1. . -----------
71 On this whole topic of XcX.pL~ and the gospel see especially O'Brien, 17wnksgivings, 110-112, 

following here A. Robinson. 

72 The only exception is 2 Cor 8:1, where XcJ.pL~ is not connected with an aorist, but with a 
perfect passive participle of M~W!J.L . 
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'IYJaou in vv.2, 4 and 573
• The question, whether this phrase in v.4 is linked 

either to coS-dan (adverbial) or to u!J.t'ol (adjectival), does not really pose 

alternatives. Because of the following verse a connection with U!J.L'oI might be 

more likely74 and in the light of the parallel constructions with £'01 XpLa-riil the 

preference for coS-dan makes sense7S. But there is actually no giving without a 

receiving object anyway, so that coS-dan and U!-,-L'oI cannot be separated "and it 

is doubtful whether Paul intended to exclude either one or the other"76. Much 

more important is how the phrase b XpLa-riil 'IYJaou itself should be understood, 

a question which the following excursus might answer, at least concerning its use 

in our thanksgiving passage. 

EXCURSUS: The £"11 XpLa-r&'> Phrase 

Apart from the prescript and proernium passage of 1 Corinthians the £"11 XpLa-riil 

or b XpLa-r<t> 'IYJaou phrase appears throughout the whole letter again (see 1:30; 

3:1; 4:10, 15, 17; 15:18, 19, 22, 31) and is even generally the last word of this 
- ----

letter (16:24)77. But one finds it frequently throughout the other Pauline letters 

and, as it rarely occurs elsewhere in the Nr, a Pauline authorship for this 

73 See v.2: i)y~a.a~'Jo~<:; £'J Xe~aTW lnaou; v.4: (-rii Xa.p~T~) Tn ~oS-dcrn UJ!L'J £'J XptaTW ll)aou; 
v.5: £'J 1ta.'JTL £1tAUOTLa&TjT£ £'J a.UTW; see also v.6: "t"o J!a.p"t"up~o'J "t"ou XpLa"t"ou £~£~a.tw&Tj EV UJ!LV; 
and v.9: Ex).~&Tj"t"£ £1<:; XOL'JW'JLa.V "t"ou UtOU a.u"t"ou l!)aou XpLaTou X.A. 

74 So Barrett, 36; and ABo, 4. 

7S SO Conzelmann, 40; cf. WeiB, 6f. 

76 O'Brien, 17lonksgivings, 115. 

77 Cf. £V XUpLCf) in 1:31; 7:22, 39; 9:1-2; 11:11; 15:58. Neugebauer's distinction between (1Tjaou<:;) 
XpLa"t"o<:; and XUpLO<:;, assuming a more personal meaning for the first and a more titular function 
for the latter ("In Christo", 127f, 133), is highly questionable. Further his descriptions of the two. 
concepts in terms of indicative and imperative, soteriology and ethics seem to follow a certain 
(existentialist) understanding of Paul and might to some extent hint at Neugebauer's theological 
presuppositions. See Wedderburn's critique, pointing to Rom 16:7-13, where the two terms (E'J 
Xp~a"t"(j) and E'J XUpLCf) are used without any difference ("Observations", 83, cf. 87f); cf. also 1 Cor 

15:3l. 

78 Wedderburn convincingly rejects any religio-historical sources or parallels for the phrase; it 
is an expression sui generis ("Observations", 89). 
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characteristic "formulaic expression" becomes very likely79. Therefore an 

investigation on the meaning of £V XpLCJ't"(f> must go further than surveying the 

various grammatical options of E'lI with dative constructions, because the Pauline 

could possibly go beyond the conventional usage. If the phrase actually is Paul's 

inventionl!O, another approach to its meaning is required which must carefully 

consider the phrase in the context of Paul's language and theology!. 

Turning to grammar first, it can be recorded that Paul uses £V in adverbial 

and adjectival phrases which define "the circumstances in which something is or 

happens"&2. Concerning the various circumstances which E'lI can describe, there 

are two main proposals how to explain the use of the preposition in connection 

with Christ, the local and the instrumental sense of £V XpLCJ't"ct>, although some 

commentators actually combine both options83
• But the local sense is very 

doubtful, at least when understood literally, mystically or ecclesiologically (E'lI 

79 See Wedderburn who describes it as "Paul's own coinage" ("Body", 87). Neugebauer thinks 
it is a "formelhafte Wendung", not a fIXed formula, as the variations (£\1 ll')oou XPLOTii'>; £\1 Tii'> 
XPLOTii'>; £\1 cx.UTii'» demonstrate ("In Christo", 126). Neugebauer there also presents detailed 
statistics of Paul's use of £\1 XPLOTii'> (25 times) and £\1 XPLOTii'> ll')oou (27 times). 

I!O Cr. Wedderburn's remarks about an OT background of the idea of a representative £\1 
("Body", 86-90). Yet George's suggestion to trace the b XPLOTii'> phrase back to the Jewish 
Passover-liturgy and understanding of the Exodus-event which incorporated all the following 
generations (Communion , 163f) is not fully convincing. For neither do the OT-passages which he 
refers to (Amos 3:2; Deut 26:5-10; Jos 24) contain an equivalent b phrase, nor are these 
traditions really a parallel to Paul's idea of O\J\I and £\1 XPLOTii'>: the Jewish wor:shippers believed 
that they were saved from the angel of death by the blood of a lamb whic~ was slaughte~ 
instead of their frrstborn son and that they were led out of Egypt with (ou\ljb) their forefathers, 
whereas Paul speaks about the believers themselves dying and rising with and in XPLOTii'> (the 
"lamb"). Problematic is also a link to baptism and the Eucharist (cf. also 189f), for Paul employs 
the £\ljou\I terminology also and much more in passages which do not obviously refer to these 
rites. 

81 We agree here with Neugebauer's claim, that £\1 XPLOTii'> must be examined in the light of 
Paul's Christology and not so much from the grammar of the preposition £\1 ("In Christo", 128). 
Cf. also Wedderburn who notes that the ancient writers and readers did not follow the precise 
distinctions of modern grammarians ("Observations", 86), which should not mean, though, that 
Paul did not have a clear concept when using that phrase. 

&2 Wedderburn, "Observations", 84. Cf. Neugebauer's "bestimmt von" as a paraphrase for £\1 
with dative constructions ("In Christo", 129), though he rejects any ontological understanding of £\1 

XPLOTii'> ("In Christo", 131f). 

83 See for instance Oepke, TDNT IT, 542; O'Brien, 17IQJlksgivings, 115; Fascher, 80; Schrage, 
103, 114; and Betz, who draws very interesting parallels to Isa 53, an OT passage which could have 
influenced Paul's understanding of £\1 XPLOT(j) ("Jes 53", 212). 
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Xptcr"t'(i> = "EV crw!-,-cx."t't Xptcr"t'ou" as the church)84. And it is not at all adequate 

to speak of Christ in terms of a "sphere"ss or Iscope"86
, because it 

depersonalizes Christ too much, in a very un-Pauline way, and takes sufficient 

account neither of Paul's Christology in general, nor of the relation of EV 

XPLcr"t'(i> to the many other phrases connected with Christ (ota. Xptcr"t'ou for 

instance87
) which surely give no hint of a local meaning. 

The instrumental use is a much more promising explanation, because the EV 

Xptcr"t'(i> phrase in far more than half of the passages where it occurs is 

connected with verb structures which have God as their grammatical or at least 

logical subject - clearly so in our prescript and proernium passage (vv.2, 4-5)88. 

In such a context the phrase reveals its full Christological - and thus according 

to Paul its full soteriological - impact89
: God is here acting as the saviour, 

sanctifier, giver of love and life - EV Xptcr"t'i;> 'Il')crou; that means that he is acting 

in a way which is completely determined and indissolubly connected with Jesus 

the Christ, who is the divine crucified and risen King. 

However, that Christ is more than just an instrument, a mediating tool in 

God's hand, which he used to give out his grace, must be said too and can, for 

instance, be observed in the context of our thanksgiving passage. For Christ here 

is not only i.ndirectly involved in God's donation of grace (v.4), describing the 

84 Cf. George, Communioll, 160-162, but also 188f. 

ss Oepke refers to the AdamjChrist-typology, speaking of the old and the new "Sphiire" 
(TDNT n, 542). But £'J XPLcrT(f) does not appear in Rom 5:12-21 (Paul ~«I' the preposition ~LcX. 
instead!) and only once in 1 Cor 15 in such a connection. Cf. O'Brien, Thanksgivings, 115. 

86 BAGD, 259. See also Schrnitz, who, like his teacher Deillmann (Die neutestamentliche 
Fon1le/ 'ill Clzristo Jesu ', Marburg 1892), understands £'J XpLOT(f) in a mystical way and speaks of 
a "pneumatische Sphiire" (Christus-Gemeinschaft, 238 e.g.). That is also the basis of his 
interpretation of constructions with the genitive 'of Christ' and the sphere where he wants to 
locate the communion with Christ. Deillmann, however, in his later book on Paul does not 
emphasize a local understanding of the phrase anymore but interprets it flfSt of all from his 
concept of Paul's Christ-mysticism which is for him matter of a personal and spiritual "Christ
intimacy"j"Christ-Innigkeit" (Paul, 135; d. generally 135-157). 

87 Deillmann even regards ~La. XPLcrTou as probably identical with £'J XPLcrT(f) (Paul, 142). 

88 See Conzelmann, 34; Fee, 32; Weill, 6f; and also Chrysostom, who takes the £'J with dative 
as an equivalent to a ~LcX. with genitive phrase (Homilies on Corinthlans, 6). 

89 See Rom 3:24; 6:11, 23; 8:1-2, 39; 1 Cor 1:30; 15:22; 2 Cor 1:19-20; 3:14; 5:17, 19, 21; Gal 
2:17; 3:14, 26; 5:6; Phil 1:1; 2:1, 5; 3:14; 4:4, 19, 21; cf. Rom 12:5; 1 Cor 4:15; 2 Cor 2 :17; 12:19; 
13:4; Gal 2:4; 3:28; 1 Thess 5:18. 
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condition of God's act of giving, but he himself is honoured as the giver and the 

source of grace too (v.3, cf. 16:23; 2 Cor 5:19; 13:13; etc.). And in the light of 

the often closely corresponding reverse phrase XPL~'t'O<; £V £1l0L/ £V UlltV (Rom 

8:10; 2 Cor 13:5; Gal 2:20; cf. Gal 4:19)90 he could actually be regarded even 

as the gift himself. 

These many further aspects of the £v XpL~'t'<il phrase which indicate such a 

close relation and communion of the divine giver, his act of giving, the gift and 

the gifted, are not covered under the label of an "instrumental" usage. To 

explain the use of £v here as modal might therefore be the more appropriate 

way, because it is flexible enough to include instrumental aspects and to go 

beyond them for "a sense of togetherness, association (aUv )'191 of Christ with 

those who were sanctified and were given grace £v XpL~'t'<il ·I1J~ou92. Or, as 

Neugebauer puts it: £v XpL~'t'<il stands for "ein Bestimmtsein vom 

Christusgeschehen und ein Einbezogensein in dieses'093, which means for him 

cross and resurrection. Yet it is not only where £v XpL~'t'<il occurs explicitly in a 

context of God's justifying and sanctifying work that we find the modal 

understanding of the phrase to be the most adequate94
• The same can be said 

also for those instances where the Apostle uses £v XpL~'t'<il as an attribute of his 

90 Some of these phrases occur very dose to E'oI XpLnCil phrases (Rom 8:1-2; Gal 2:17); cf. also 
Rom 8:9 (EaTE ... E'oI It'olEU!J4TL) and 8:11 (TO It'olEU!J4 ... OLXEL E'oI UJ.LL'oI). 

91 Wedderburn, "Observations", 90. 

92 For the modal explanation see also BDR §219,4; and Wedderburn, though he pleads mainly 
for the instrumental sense of E'oI XpLaTCil, in equivalence to ~LCX XpLaTou ("Observations", 85f). But 
he also shows the differences between E'oI and ~LcX. and points to Paul's usage of au'oI phrases which 
is partly related to, and sheds light on, the Apostle's understanding of the E'oI phrases (see his 
considerations on Gal 8:8-9 (90f)) . See also passages like Gal 2:19 (next to vv.20 and 17!); Phil3:9-
10; and 2 Cor 4:10-11. 

93 Neugebauer, "In Christo", 132. 

\l4 Neugebauer's three categories for Paul's usage of the £'01 XpLaTCil phrase (connected either 
with soteriological terms, ecdesiological terms or with the Apostle) are more confusing than really 
helpful, when he for instance takes passages like 1 Cor 1:2, 30; 2 Cor 5:17; or Phill:l; and 4:21 
as referring primarily to the church and not to soteriology ("In Christo", 131-138). A distinction 
according to the particular grammatical or logical subject of the state or the action described by 
£V XpLO"TCil might be more appropriate. 
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own actions or of a congregation's condition9s
• Most of these passages would 

not fit the instrumental usage anyway (e.g. 1 Cor 3:1; 4:17: Gal 1:22; Rom 16:7). 

And thus it seems to make much more sense if we understand £V Xpta-rii) as 

describing not only the mode and basic condition of the conversion of Paul's 

addressees, when they received God's saving grace in the past, but to take £V 

Xpta-rii) even more generally as describing the mode and the constant 

constitutive condition of believers' entire life in all their being and doing since 

then. Therefore all the E"IJ Xpta-rii) phrases - in whichever context and also in our 

case (vv.2.4-5) - provide a fundamental soteriological meaning, because the 

salvation which happened once for all is a constant determining factor ever 

since. And the c.Q!!!!!!!lnion with Christ which E"IJ x,e.ta-r4) describes is the mode 

of grace and actually the gift of grace itself dwelling in the Christian's life in the 

Christian community (see for instance 1 Cor 3:1)96. 

VERSE 5: According to the formal structure of a thanksgiving prayer . the 

conjunction o-rt introduces a causal clause97
• Yet this clause in 1 Cor 1:5 mainly 

depends on the second part of this verse, E1d -rn Xcipt't'L -rou 9-EOU -rn 809-dan 

U~L"IJ £V Xpta-r<!> 'Il'laou, which is already a causal phrase itself. The o-rt clause 

therefore does not add another reason for the thanksgiving, but further explains 

what was said about God's gift of grace in Christ Jesus98
• The parallel verb 

forms (aorist passive) and the repetition of the h Xpta-r<!> 'Il'laou phrase (h 

9S See Rom 9:1; 12:5; 15:17; 16:3, 7, 9, 10; 1 Cor 3:1; 4:10, 15, 17; 15:18-19, 31; 2 Cor 2:17; 
12:2, 19; 13:4; Gal 1:22; 2:4; 3:28; 1 Thess 2:14; 4:16; Phlm 8, 20, 23. The relation to the 
(passover-) liturgy which George (in accordance with W. D. Davies) assumes for E'tI XpLaTij) 
(Communion, 163f) is rather doubtful in view of such widespread attestation in different contexts. 

96 Kramer points in the same direction, when he states in his summary on the title of "Christ" 
and all the connected phrases (E'tI, alJ'tl, ~LcX., .. ): "As a result of Paul's interpretation of the 
significance of Christ for salvation, we can understand how Christ comes to be employed in 
ecclesiological statements also" (Chn·st, 149 [41]). Neugebauer's contrasting statement seems to be 
questionable therefore: "Das Reil ... wird eschatologische Gegenwart in der Ekklesia" ("In 
Christo", 134), because he thus makes the church prior to salvation, which is actually the other way 
round to Paul, for in his eyes salvation is die foundation for the church (cC 1 Cor 3:10-11). (Bold 
type in both quotations by G.H.) . 

97 Schubert, Fonn, 31. 

98 See Baumann, Mitte, 32; O'Brien, Thanksgivings, 116; Fee, 38; Conzelmann, 38; Grosheide, 
27; Schrage, 113f; Weif3, 7; and Calvin, who understands the clause as a specification (216f). 
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cx.UT<;l) confirm this epexegetic function of the OTL clause for the preceding 

words. And vv.S-6 should therefore be understood as an elucidation of v.4b, 

which refers to the Corinthians' conversion, before v.7 then turns to the actual 

consequences (WCJTE) and leads further to the prospect of the parousia of the 

XUPLOC; 'IllCJOUC;, who is expected to come soon as the final judge (vv.7b and 8). 

Thus we have a past-present-future structure in vv.4b-8 which is indicated by the 

different tenses of the verb-forms (vv.4b-6: aorist; v.7: present; v.B: future)99. 

And so this passage covers the whole of a Christian life, from its starting point -

the grace of Christ's cross and resurrection which was received £\1 XpLCJT<;l 

through the Apostle's gospel - to its finale - the day of the Lord Jesus Christ 100. 

And in a certain way Paul seems to come back to the idea of the "greater 

context" on which he had touched in the prescript already, transcending now 

again, though in a different way, the apparently much too narrow horizon of the 

Corinthians as they were so much preoccupied with their present community 

affairs. Had he addressed them before as part of God's worldwide church "in 

every place", he reminds them now how firmly fixed their present situation is in 

God's great eschatological framework of time. And the verbs before and after 

v.7a, which marks the present point of time, are therefore most significant in 

their functioning as links to the past and the future, not grammatically but 

semantically. For the past confirmation and consolidation (v.6: £~E~cx.Lw9-ll) of 

the gospel implies that the gospel still is and remains the firm and solid 

foundation "b ullt\l". And in v.7b the present participle cX.1tEXOEXOIlE\lOUC; bridges 

the present and the future in pointing forward to the second coming of the 

Lordlol
• 

99 Something similar occurs also in Phil 1:5-6. 

100 Note the different kinds of action (AktiollsaTtell): the punctiliar aorist marking an initial 
point, and the linear present and future tenses denoting continuation. 

101 Wendland also detects a past-present-future structure in the thanksgiving (12; cf. Lang, 18), 
but he understands v.5 already as a reference to the present riches of spiritual gifts, which 
confuses the whole structure; Wendland, like the majority of commentators, does not take 
sufficient account of the significance of the aorist in v.5 and the wrrr£ in v.7, not to mention the 
dubious interpretation of v.5 as referring to spiritual gifts; see our discussion below. 
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This basic structure and subsequent line of thought is summed up in v.9 and 

has important consequences for Paul's argument in the epistle and for how he 

wanted the Corinthians to understand him in his paraclesis. For the words of the 

letter-opening were the very first words which they heard and which determined 

the audience's further attitude in listening to Paul's argument on the many 

problems on the community's agenda concerning unity and purity. It is thus in 

the light of the introductory passage that the letter's topics reveal their 

dimensions, in the time and space coordinates of a faithful God's lordship over 

his ecumenical and eschatological church. A thorough examination of these 

verses is therefore important also for our understanding of the letter, and even 

more because of some major problems which arise from most of the previous 

interpretations, mainly on v.5. 

When we understand on as explicative in relation to v.4b, it is not surprising 

that the passive aorist E1tAou't"ia9-l)'t"E correlates so well to the foregoing aorist 

participle oo9-e:ian (UILLVt2. For the other side of God's act of giving in Christ 

is naturally the recipient's being made rich in Christ, although the former 

focusses more on the gracious giver and the latter on the abundantly gifted. We 

might therefore also expect a corresponding meaning of the two verbs and 

presume 1tAou'd~£LV in connection with EV 1tcx.v't"i and Ev XpLa't"ct> 'Il)aou to be a 

similar reference to the Corinthians' conversion under the apostolic gospel 

ministry such as we recorded for the phrase in v.4b. As a matter of fact the 

concept of 1tAOU't"L~£LV is restricted to the Corinthian correspondence and occurs 

only twice again, in 2 Cor 6:10 and 9:11, yet on both occasions with helpful hints 

for the understanding of our passage: 

In 2 Cor 6:10 Paul powerfully describes himself and his fellow workers as the 

paupers who possess ltci v't'Cl. and make rich (ltAOU't"t~ov't"£<;) the many (1tOAAOU~). 

In such poverty as well as in such enriching of many from the supplies of the 

1tciv't"cx.-property Paul appears as a true follower of Christ (cf. 2 Cor 8:9; 4:5-18; 

1 Cor 2:1-5; 4:9-13; etc.Y03. And the "making rich" with "everything" must thus 

102 Cf. WeiB, 7. 

103 See also 1 Cor 9:23, where Paul describes himself as (JUYXOLVc.>VO<; of the £Ua.yy£ALOV. 
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be understood in terms of Christology and soteriology and is happening accor

ding to Christ's commission "durch die Verkiindigung des Evangeliums"I04. 

Likewise the phrase in 2 Cor 9: 11, .. £v lta.v'rL ltAOUTtC~t de; 7tiicra.v 

cX.7tAOnl'ra., in the context of chapters 8 and 9 and especially in the light of 8:1-2 

(XcipLv MoC&)!-u!) and 8:9 reveals the soteriological meaning of 7tAOU'nCe:Lv and 

confirms the close connection of the verb with the apostolic gospel ministry (2 

Cor 9:13). For the generous attitude of the Corinthians towards their fellow 

Christians is a consequence of, or, as Paul puts it, a 6~OAOyta. to, the saving 

message of the £\)a.yyEAWV, by which the Corinthians had received Christ's 

riches and had first experienced his generosi~os. 

This evidence fits very well the parallel statements in 1 Cor 1:4 and 6 and we 

can now conclude that 7tAOU't"LCe:LV also points to the preaching of the gospel 

which was God's sanctifying call £'11 XPLcr't"<t> 'ITlcrou (cf. vv.2 and 9y06. Such a 

meaning of E:7tAou't"La9-T)'t"£ then sheds further light on the attributive £V 7ta.V't"L 

phrase (cf. also 2 Cor 6:10 and 9:11), which is put here at the start of the 

sentence and is thus emphasized. It interprets the riches gained £v XPLcr't"<t> 

'Iljcrou in an absolute way and it is by no means "limited by the words which 

follow"I07. Rather v.S could be paraphrased as : you received the whole gospel 

104 Wolff, 2 KOT, 143. 

IOS O'Brien considers also 1 Cor 4:8 as a parallel passage to v5 (Thanksgivings, 117), but he 
does not take note of the differences. For the verb there is actually TtAOU.W which describes more 
a state (being rich) and not TtAou.i~w which indicates an event (making rich). llAOU.£W also 
occurs in Rom 10:12 and in 2 Cor 8:9, where it is dearly soteriologically referring to Christ's 
riches and to the wealth of salvation which he donates to those calling upon his name (£TtLl<.a.;.w). 
But in 1 Cor 4:8, Paul uses the verb absolutely without any soteriological or other specification 
and speaks about the Corinthians' riches, which must not be understood positively. In a dialectical 
and sharply ironic way the Apostle rather confronts his own truly Christlike behaviour (becoming 
poor for others' sake, cf. 4:9-13; 2:1-5) with the Corinthians' self-sufficient conduct. Paul does not 
deny that they had received Christ's riches, but he is accusing them of an inadequate handling of, 
and responding to, these gifts, so that they lacked the true and constitutive character of the grace 
they had received, which flows out into the readiness to give freely for others' sake. 

106 See Schlatter, who notes the parallelism of the statements in vv.2, 4 and 5 because of the 
common £'11 XPLOT(j) 11100v (62). 

107 O'Brien, 17tonksgiviJlgs, 117; see also Conzelmann, 40; Grosheide, 27; Schrage, 114f; and 
Fee 38. Such limitations become necessary only, when £TtAou.io9-lIT£ is understood as referring to 
spiritual gifts, and £'11 Tta.'IITi then collides with Paul's mentioning only the two gifts of AOYO, and 
yvOOL,. But OIice one realizes the gospel reference and the soteriological tone of TtAOUTL~£t'll, 
there is Donced anymore to restrict the sense of this absolute adjective Tt61'll. Paul did Dot use this 
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which truly sanctified you as you heard and believed it, and the saving grace 

which God gave you is not just something, but encloses everything - a xcx.t v~ 

x'date; £V Xpta-rC\l (2 Cor 5:17; cf. 1 Cor 3:21-23)108. 

This sense of £V 1tcx.V-rL becomes even more obvious in the second half of v.5 

which explicates the phrase and gives it a more precise meaning. Yet the 

understanding of the two concepts of ,-oyoe; and yvwate;, which were introduced 

by Paul apparently to elucidate v.Sa have led more or less all previous 

commentators to an interpretation which raises serious problems for the logical 

structure and a proper comprehension of the thanksgiving. We must therefore 

deal with the common exegesis of 1 Cor 1:5 first lO9
• 

Since Chrysostom or even before him ,-oyoe; and yvwate; were understood in 

the sense of special gifts (Xcx.piallcx.-rcx.) which God had bestowed on the 

Corinthians, and the two concepts were not taken as as a reference to the single 

gift of God's saving grace (xcipte;) which he had supplied through the gospel 

ministry of his Apostle. There are two major suggestions: .a) Many exegetes 

regard ).oyoe; and yvwate; as charisms (cf. v.7) - somehow similar to ).oyoe; 

ao<picx.e; and ,-oyoe; yvwa£we; in 1 Cor 12:8 - which were given to be used within 

the congregation for the purpose of OLKOOO!l£LV (cf. 1 Cor 14:4). These 

commentators further think that the two terms covered gifts like speaking in 

tongues, prophecy, discerning spirits, interpreting tongues, etcl1o
• b) A slightly 

different view of the matter is held by some scholars who understand ,-oyoe; and 

yvwate; also as divine gifts, yet not as the kind of charisms referred to later in 

phrase and repeat it again and again in this short verse and then not really mean it (cf. Schlatter, 
62). On the contrary he strongly emphasized it, seemingly to make plain the absolute newness that 
God had given and the Corinthians had received £\1 XpLITrij>. 

108 The £\1 (X.u'tij> thus determines the preceding and the following £\1 1t(X.\I'tL. 

109 We checked all the commentaries available to us, but none of them supported our own 
observations and conclusions, which are therefore presented here in a more. expanded and detailed 
argument. 

110 Advocates of this interpretation or something like it are Barrett, 36f; Baumann, Mitte, 33; 
Butler, 13; Conzelmann, 4Of; Craig, 19; Fee, 39f; Godet, 5lf; Klauck, 19; Lang, 18; Lightfoot, 
Notes, 147f; O'Brien, 171anksgivillgs, 118; Photius of Constantinople, Pauluskommentare, 545; 
Robertson/Plummer, Sf; Schrage, 114f; Severian of Gabala, Pauluskommentare, 226; Talbert, 3; 
Waiter, 26; Weill~ 7; Wendland, 12; cf. also Bachmann, 44f; Barth, Resurrection, 15f; and Benge~ 

Gnomon, 20. 
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the epistle, but more or less as the Corinthians' capability to understand their 

faith deeply (y\lwcn~) and to consequently express and explain it in an eloquent 

way (A6yo~)11l. We will now give a brief survey of the various problems and 

inconsistencies of these interpretations befor we come to explain our own posi

tion. 

a) The second type of interpretation especially, which takes A6yo~ as 

"speech", as "utterance of christian truth"ll2 or even as the "ability to discuss the 

faith", and which accordingly understands y\lwcn~ as the "knowledge of its 

deeper meaning"ll3, has to deal with the problem of the order of these gifts, 

because knowledge should naturally come first before it can be communicated 

and outwardly expressedl14
• b) Another inconsistency which is seldom realized 

arises from the conjunctions which Paul employed and which subsequently 

structure the thanksgiving: the main sentence (vA) followed by an explicative 

causal clause (oon; v.5-6) and leading into a result clause (wcr-re:; v.7). In the 

traditional interpretations, however, the logical line of thought is seriously 

neglected and confused when the same spiritual gifts (Xcx.pLcr!J.cx.-rcx.) must on the 

one hand in v.5 provide a deeper explanation of the cause of thanksgiving, that 

is the one and unique soteriological gift (vAb - XcX.PL~)IlS, and then on the other 

hand must be the consequence of this cause as well (v.7), so that spiritual gifts 

III See AlIo, 4; Bruce, 31; Burger, 7; Edwards, 6; GUljahr, 6f; Henrici, 17; KuB, 119; Moffatt, 
6; OrrfWalther, 149; Senfl, 29; Sickenberger, 8; Strobel, 3Of; cf. also Calvin, 217; Grosheide, 28; 
Hainz, Kirche, 17; Panikulam, Koillollia ill the NT, 10; and Schlatter, 62. O'Brien also has some 
elements of type b) ; 71zallksgivillgs, 118f; see also Chrysoslom, Homilies 011 Corillthians, 6. A more 
cautious or somehow undecided position is held by Fascher, 85; Hering, 16; Lietzmann, Sf; and 
Meyer,15. 

112 Edwards, 6; cf. Bruce, 31. 

113 Both quotations from Moffatt, 6. CL Grosheide who renders yvwcn~ as "the fruit of 

intutionfl (28). 

114 This problem is noted, but not really solved by the scholars concerned, see Chrysostom, 
Homilies on CorilllhiallS, 6; O'Brien, 171anksgivings, 119; cL Schlatter, who also has yvWl1L~ as 
"Erkenntnis ... , die jetzt das Handeln ermoglicht" (62). 

liS XcXp LI1Wx. can certainly be used soteriologically in the same sense as XcXpL~ (Rom 5:15-16; 
6:23; 11:29), although it normally stands for spiritual gifts (Rom 12:6; 1 Cor 1:7; 7:7; 12:4, 9, 28, 
30-31). But on the other hand ~ never has this second meaning of a charism and further, here 
in v.4b, the term is clearly soteriologically determined and distinguished from X<X.pLI1IJ4Tcx. in v.7. 

Contra Schrage, 114. 
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would at the same time be their own cause and consequence.116 That does not 

make much sense and the explicative character of (S"n would have to be 

questioned. For charisms can hardly explain God's gift of grace in Christ, even 

less since they occur as a consequence of this event in v.7. c) A further problem 

emerges when AOYOC is regarded as denoting the special gift of eloquence and 

yVWO'LC is taken as "the intellectual apprehension ... of Christian truth". For it 

would then indeed be "remarkable that the apostle should give thanks for those 

gifts ... which were misused in such a way as to create serious problems within 

the Corinthian congregation"ll7. And such amazement would be heightened all 

the more if one considered the attitude of Paul's own speaking and preaching 

which the following verses of the first and second chapter of 1 Corinthians 

describe. For he did not at all regard himself as eloquent, nor did he want to be 

such, but he rather claimed that his speech was meagre and poor for the sake 

of the gospel and in accordance with Christ's lowliness and humility (1:17- 2:5). 

These tensions between 1 Cor 1:5 and the argument some verses below in the 

same chapter are in fact a problem for the traditional interpretations, which try 

to find a solution in presuming a certain critical overtone in the thanksgiving

passage liB, or even in supposing that Paul "looses sight for a moment of the 

irregularities which had disfigured the church at Corinth"119. But a hidden 

critique is very unlikely for the report of a thanksgiving prayer which was 

originally directed to God, and that Paul "looses sight for a moment" contradicts 

not only his 1tcX.V't'O't'E (v.4) but also the many distinct epistolary allusions and 

peculiarities of the 1 Corinthians letter-opening. Apparently Paul knew very well 

what he was talking about and did not refer to the gifts of eloquence and 

"intellectual apprehension". d) Finally the often stressed "parallel" to 1 Cor 1:5 

116 Conzelmann, although he takes the o'n as explicative (38), yet understands v.5 as an 
illustration of the XcX.pLC; of v.4 by the Xcx.ptOlLa:rcx. of v.7 (40); cf. also Lang, 18; Schrage, 114; and 
O'Brien, Thanksgivings, 118, 121. The wcrr£ cannot be connected with the xcx.&wC; clause, but must 
be related to the o'n clause; see below. 

117 Both quotations from O'Brien, TIlanksgivings, 119. 

liB See Conzelmann, 40; Edwards, 6; Fee, 40; Lietzmann, 6; .WeiB, 7; cf. Robertson/ 

Plummer,5. 

119 Lightfoot, Notes, 148; cf. O'Brien, Thanksgivings, 119. 
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in 12:8 must be questioned too. For in the latter passage A6yo~ and y'\lwO't~ do 

not occur as two separate, coordinate entities, but the one qualifies the other in 

the phrase A6yo~ y'\lWO'EW~. In 1 Cor 12:8 it is without doubt that Paul speaks 

about charisms, gifts which are given "ota. TOU 7t'\lEUIlcx.TO~". But A6yo~ y'\lWO'EW~ 

is actually not the same as ltcX.~ A6yo~ and ltcX.O'cx. 'Y"oo~, and there is no other 

instance in Paul or in the NT where (7tcX.~) A6yo~ would denote a charismllO
, 

whereas there are in 1 Corinthians alone several occasions where A6yo~ is used 

in the sense of EUcx.yyEAto\l (1 Cor 1:18; 2:4; 14:36; 15:2!)121, which seems to be 

the more likely rendering in 1 Cor 1:5 too. But also the concept of y'\lwO't~ might 

similarly have a basic soteriological meaning and significance in our thanksgiving 

passage, although in general it can, of course, denote a charism too (cf. 1 Cor 

13:2, 8; 14:6r22
• In 1 Cor 2:7-8, for instance, one finds the concept of yt'\lwO')(W 

referring to the salvific recognition of Christ and appearing as an effect of the 

preaching of the gospel (cf. lluO''t''ijpto\l in 1 Cor 2: 1, 7)123, an idea which Paul 

uses elsewhere in the Corinthian correspondence too. Above all 2 Cor 4:4-6 

could shed some light on our particular verse, because y'\lwO't~ there is used of 

the recognition of Christ (cf. 2 Cor 5:16; Phil 3:8, 10124
) and is linked to God's 

creative word (cf. 2 Cor 5: 17) in a parallelism with EUcx.yyEAtO'\l (v.4 Y25, which 

llO There is also no other charism with the attribute mx.~. 

121 Cf. 2 Cor 1:18-19; 2:17; 4:2; 1 Thess 1:6; 2:13. 

122 In 8:1,7,10-11 yVW(H~ is used in picking up a presumably Corinthian slogan (see Wolff, 4) 
and Paul concludes that only those who are known by God can know and love him, which recalls 
the structure of 3:21-23 and the Hebrew verb =''', which always implies a bilateral relation. Cf. 
also George, Communion, 165-168. 

123 Cf. also 1 Cor 2:16: "~J.L£rC; ~E '\IOU" XptaTOu EX0J.L£V" as a parallel to 1:5; and see Rom 
15:13-14: " ... ~&~AlJPW~VOt mx.O"IJ~ Y"wa&<.)~ .. ." (cf. 11:33) in comparison to 1 Cor 1:3-6. 

124 See Tannehill, who argues that yVWat~ XptaTOu in Phil 3:8 and 10 does not mean a 
"theor,etical knowledge about Christ, nor simply an existential acknowledgement of Christ as Lord, 
but involves participation in Christ", which means his death and resurrection (Dying and Rising, 
118). Such connotations of Y"wat~ are important for the understanding of XOtVWVta. in the 
concluding verse of the thanksgiving (v.9); see below. 

125 The light-creating word of God which illuminates the hearts ~pO~ rp<»TtqJJ.OV tic XVWa£wc, 
tic ME!)c TOU &&OU £V Jtpoaw~Cj) ll}aou XptaTOU (2 Cor 4:6) appears previously as the9?wTtqJJ.oV 
TOU &ua.mALou Ilk ME.!)e. TOU XptaTOu OC; EaTtV dxwv TOU &&OU (v.4). 
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recalls the structure of 1 Cor 1:5b and the connection of AOyO~ and yVWcrLC;I26. 

Another good parallel is 2 Cor 2: 14, where YVWcrL~ appears - also in a 

thanksgiving prayer - as the essence and the effect of the gospel as it is spread 

EV XpLcr't"~ and Ev 1tCXV't"L 't'01tCt> (cf. 1 Cor 1:2). And likewise 2 Cor 11:6-7 refers 

to the same event, when the Apostle preached as an t8L~TIl~ 't"~ AOy~ a..AA' ou 

't'fj yv~cr£L, i.e. when he proclaimed the humble "word of the cross" (1 Cor 1:17-

2:5) in a correspondingly humble way. Yet not only the humility of Paul's 

speech, and thus its true gospel character, is stressed in this verse, but also the 

abundance of the yVWcrLC; was revealed (aorist) EV 1tcxv't"i and Ev 1ta.crLV!127. 

On the basis of all these considerations one must finally conclude that v.5 

should no longer be interpreted as referring to God's giving of certain (spiritual) 

gifts. According to the evidence of grammar (see the - aorist forms) and 

semantics (see the keywords 1tAou't"i~£LV, Aoyoe; and yvwcrLC;) and according to 

the structure of the thanksgiving (see the conjunctions) and of the wider context 

within the Corinthian letters, the most natural interpretation of v.5 is rather to 

understand it as another reference to the event of the Corinthians' salvation. 

The verse is designed to explain God's gift of XOCPLC; Ev XPLcr't"~ (v Ab ), by 

pointing to the recipients of the gospel as the abundantly gifted EV XpLcr't"~ and 

thus endowed with all word (the gospel) and knowledge (the recognition of 

Christ)l28, although in the case of yvwcrL~ the significance of this concept for 

126 See on this passage and on the soteriological sense of YVWCH<; especially Hofius, "Wort 
Gottes", 161- 163 (cf. 155f). And Paul is talking here not only of his own conversion when he 
actually saw and encountered Christ (cf. 1 Cor 9:1; 15:8; Gal 1:16), but he is also saying, "daB 
durch die Christusverkiindigung ... den Horern des Wortes Gottes die gleiche Erkenntnis 
geschenkt wird wie er sie empfangen hat" (Hofius, ibid., 162). 

127 Cf. also 2 Cor 8:7, where "oyoe; and yvwcn<; are mentioned together with 1ttO"ne;. In the 
light of 8:1-2 (yvwptl;:olL£v ~~ Uf.LLV ••. T~V XcX.pLV TOV lh:ov) and 8:9 (YLVWOX£T£ ycX.p ~v XcX.pLV TOV 
XUptOU l)f.LWV 1TjO"ov XpLO"TOV) this verse should also be understood as a reference to the 
proclamation of the gospel and to the Corinthians' conversion. Here lies the reason for their 
overflowing £V 1ta.VTt (the riches of the xcX.pLe; of Christ) and therefore they are supposed to 
accordingly (1'va.) overflow E:V Ta.UTTl Tij XcX.pLTL, which means here not "grace", but the financial 
support, the collection for the poor fellow Christians in Jerusalem (for this meaning of xcX.pLe; see 
also w. 4, 6 and 19). See Wolff on this passage (2 Kor, 165-174). 

128 Luther seems to be the only commentator who understood vS as soteriological in the sense 
"that God gives us the kind of power through which all our sins are remitted and eradicated" 
(Sennons on 2 Peter, 154). He took this passage as referring to the preaching and teaching of the 
word of God which provides all the riches of God - his grace, his Son, the recognition of God and 
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the Corinthians might have had some influence on the Apostle's choicel29
• 

Verse 6: As if Paul could not emphasize enough his reference back to the 

Corinthians' first hearing and believing the gospel, he adds another clause in v.6, 

which confirms and further explains this constant cause of his giving thanks to 

God. The comparative conjunction )(cx.9-w~ which links the statement to v.5, 

should therefore not be understood as causaP3O
, because v.5 does not refer to 

~ 

endowment with spiritual giftsl3l, and even if it were so, the structure 

presupposed (a reason [v.6] for an explanation [v.5] of the same reason [v.4b]) 

would be rather confusing and would disturb the clear structure of the 

thanksgiving. Godet's suggestion of a modal )(cx.9-w~132 is not convincing either, 

at least not in the traditional framework of his interpretation of v.5, because it 

would make the consolidation of the testimony of Christ (indicative aorist) the 

mode of God's distributing spiritual gifts. That conflicts with passages such as 1 

Cor 12:31; 14:1, 12 and 39, where the Corinthians are called to seek (present 

imperative) certain gifts, which are given freely and personally by the Spirit (1 

eternal life (see Luther's sermons on 1 Cor 1:4-9 in Korilltherbriefe, 13-25, and cf. Lectures on 
Psalms, 214f; and Lectures on Galarians, 24). See also Kling, 13f, although he interpretes yvwcnc; 
as the understanding of Christian doctrine and not as the recognition of Christ. 

129 16 of the 20 occurrences of y\lwcnc; in Paul are in 1 and 2 Corinthians (cf. also yt\lWoxw). 
And it could be that Paul picked up the phrase from the Corinthians, who might have used it for 
some kind of speculation on higher and deeper knowledge about God and the world (cf. 2:8-16; 
8; 13:2, 8-12; cf. 2 Cor). But Paul also filled this term in his special way and thus corrected their 
concept (1:5; cf. 2:6-16: y\lwcnc; as the recognition of God's aocpia. which is XPtCfTOC; £CfTa.upwJU;\lOC; 
[2:1J; 8:2-3, 11!). 

130 Contra BDR §453,2; HoffmannjSiebenthal, 541; Allo, 4 (he translates xa.9-i>c; as "en raison 
de"); Conzelmann, 41 ("da jalO); Hering, 16; O'Brien, 17lanksgivings, 120 ("even as"). O'Brien refers 
also to the grammars of Turner and Robertson. But Turner takes xa.&WC; in 1 Cor 1:6 as 
"quandoquidem = even so as" (Turner, 320), which is not necessarily causal; and Robertson, 
although he mentions the general possibility of a causal sense of xa.9-i>c;, does not assume it for 
1 Cor 1:6. 

131 The doubtful interpretation of v.5 necessarily led to the conclusion of a causal xa.9-i>c;, if 
one did not want to put the supposed "charisms" of v.5 and the gospel of v.6 on the same level, but 
wanted to somehow uphold the order which v.7 reveals, that the charisms are consequent upon the 
gospel grace (waorE). 

132 Godet, 53; cf. Barrett, 37. 
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Cor 12:11r13
• The best solution, therefore, is to give x.cx.&w~ an explicative and 

comparative meaning, similar to the meaning of the previous o"'n conjunctionl34
• 

V.6 is specially related to the btAOU'rLC1&T/'t'£ phrase in v.5 and paraphrases it by 

pointing again to God's part in the preaching of the gospel, which recalls v.4b. 

The comparison introduced by the conjunction is therefore not between two 

different actions but between two aspects of the very same action, with God as 

the logical subject of both verbs. The other components of the comparison, the 

Corinthians and the preached gospel with all its effects, are only changing 

positions as the (grammatical) subject of v.5 becomes the object in v.6 and vice 

The term 't'O ttcx.p-rupLOV 't'ou XPLC1't'OU is the most explicit indicator in vv.4b-6 

for the main reason and the major topic of Paul's giving thanks: God's work 

through the gospel word. The genitive attribute 't'OU XpLC1't'OU, however, is 

objective and indicates the content of the testimonyl36, whiCh in its essence is 

actually a person (cf. 1 Cor 1:23; 2:1; 15:12)137. The subjective solution is not 

as likely, for Paul later explicitly refers to his giving testimony to Christ among 

the Corinthians (1 Cor 15:15)138, which is his proclamation of the gospel 

according to Christ's commission (cf. 1 Cor 1:1-2; 3:6, 10; 4:15; 9:1-2, 16; 15:11). 

The message of this testimony was clearly fixed and based on a well preserved 

133 For the same reason Schrage's suggestion that we understand )(a.S-w~ as "proportional" 
(117) is also problematic in the framework of his interpretation of v.5. He wants to detect an 
implicit critique here of any charismatic exuberance. 

134 See Fee, 40; Kling, 14 ("indem"); Lightfoot, Notes, 148; Robertson/Plummer, 6; Schlatter, 
63. See also Winer who notes: .)(a.S-~ und ~ in angefiigten Siitzen drucken mehr Erliiuterung 
als eig. Begriindung aus· (Winer, 397). In the light of the new interpretation of vS, Godet's and 
Schrage's proposals would now make sense too. 

IlS For this reason b UJLLV can hardly be understood as a reference to an inner process of 
confirmation (Calvin, 217; Lightfoot, Notes, 148; Meyer, 15). The preposition simply marks the 
objective dative (cf. BDR §220,1 and the parallel in Gal 1:16) - so that the best translation might 
be "among you". 

136 Cf. TO £Ua.yy£AtOV TOU XptOTOU in Rom 15:19; 1 Cor 9:12; 2 Cor 2:12; 9:13; 10:14; Gal 1:7; 
Phil1:27. 

137 Cf. also Gal 1:16; 2 Cor 1:19; 4:5; Pliill:15, 17-18 and see on this matter especially Hofius, 
"Wort Gottes", 152; and O'Brien, "Gospel", 153. 

138 Only in 1 Cor 1:6 and 15:15 does Paul use this normally more juridical terminology in 
conn.ection with the gospel. Probably he wanted to underline its undoubted truth and objective 
va1idi~. The variant JLcx.pTuptOV in 1 Cor 2:1 is uncertain. . 
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and carefully passed on tradition (1 Cor 15:1-3) and its fundamentals are further 

recalled and reflected on various occasions all over the letter (see for instance 

and most obviously 1 Cor 1:17-2:5; 6:11, 19-20; 15; etc.). And so TO ~a.p-ruptOV 

here means Paul's testimony through which God himself spoke, his creative and 

dynamic word139. The feature of the Apostle's first mission preaching appears 

in other thanksgivings too, although it particularly dominates the 1 Corinthians 

letter-opening. Q'Brien calls it "another source of words and motifs in these 

prayers"I40, besides the OT language and prayer tradition and besides the 

influence of formulations from early Christian worship. Different "terms such as 

£Ucx.yyEALOV, ~cx.p-rupLOV, 6 AOyOc,. TOU 9-EOu, Xciptc,., ... recall the first preaching and 

its effects,,14\ which is most obvious in our verses. Paul apparently wanted his 

audience to realize that "not only was the word of God active when they first 

believed, [but that] even now their continued Christian existence is dependent 

The aorist passive E(3e:~cx.tw9-Yj seems at first not to belong to the customary 

gospel languagel43, but in the Philippians' thanksgiving the concept (~e:~cx.LWCHc,.) 

occurs in connection with £Ucx.yyEALOV (Phil 1:7). And in a passage like Rom 

4:16-17 (~£~cx.LOC.), which employs some other vocabulary of our thanksgiving as 

well (XciPtc,., Xcx.A£W), the concept refers to God's absolute reliability concerning 

his promise of salvation. From such a point of view the juridical overtones of 

the verb fit those of ~cx.p-rupLOV very well and emphasize the firm foundation 

which the gospel providesl44
, though one should not attach too much 

139 See 1 Cor 1:18, 24; 2:4; and Rom 1:16. 

140 a'Brien, "Gospel", 147. 

141 a'Brien, "Gospel", 147f. He further mentions XOL\lW\lLa., oi CiYWL and 7tAlJPOW. Next to 1 
Corinthians it is especially Philippians where this feature is emphasized: in Phil1:5 the XOL\lW\lLa. 
d<; TO £Va.:yy£AW\I is even the reason for the giving thanks. 

142 a'Brien, "Gospel", 153. 

143 B£~a.LOU" XTA. does not appear very often in Paul; see Rom 4:16; 15:8; 1 Cor 1:6,8; 2 Cor 
1:7, 21; Phil 1:7. 

144 The usual rendering of ~£~a.LOU" as "conflfDlation" should not be understood in the sense 
of "providing evidence for the truth of the gospel", what many commentators do according to their 
interpretation of v.5. Therefore the idea of "consolidation" might be less misleading. 
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importance to the juridical languagel4s
• 

Verse 7: In v.7 Paul's thanksgiving reaches another stage of its unfolding 

structure, which covers the whole spectrum of a Christian life from conversion 

to the coming of the Lord. The change to the present stage is clearly indicated 

by the conjunction WC1T£, which introduces the topic of XCXp(C1!-LCXTCX after the 

basic topic of XCx.PL~ in vv.3 and 4-6, and further by the switch from aorist and 

passive verbs to present tense and active verbs, and finally by the future 

prospect in the second half of v.7. Among the three periods of time in the 

thanksgiving the present covers by far the smallest space, actually just v.7a, a 

striking feature in view of the fact that right there in the actual present time lay 

the serious problems of the Corinthian community which after all had made this 

letter necessary. 

The conjunction WC1T£ introduces a consequence of Paul's reason for giving 

thanks in vv.4b-6 and grammatically mainly depends on the OTt clause in vv.5-6, 

according to the pattern of this thanksgiving type l46
• Attaching WC1T£ to v.6 only, 

as some commentators suggese47
, is a logically and theologically necessary 

result of their false interpretations of v.5, which regard ~.5 and 7 as parallel 

statements and therefore certainly cannot subordinate v.7 to VS48. Yet on the 

other hand those scholars who correctly relate v.7 as hypotactical to vv.5_6149 

get into the very troubles which the others obviously wanted to avoid: they make 

the actual charisms Cv.7) a consequence of what they have interpreted as 

charisms given in the past (v.5), so that one would finally have to speak of 

charisms resulting from charisms, which is certainly very odd. But with v.5 as a 

reference to God's gospel work among the Corinthians the relation between v.5 

145 See O'Brien, Thallksgivillgs, 122; and Baumann, Mine, 34. 

146 See Schubert, Foml 31; O'Brien, 77Iallksgi~'illgs, 107. 

147 O 'Brien, 77lallksgivillgs, 124; Lightfoot, Notes, 148; Schrage, 113, 115, 119; and Fee, 41. 

'148 See our argument above. 

149 So Bengel, Gnomon, 201; Conzelmann, 41; Godet, 54; WeiB, 8. 
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(EV 1tcx. v't'i E1tAOU't'LO'&'l't'E) and v. 7 (WO''t'E ulLii~ lL~ uO''t'EpdO'&cx.t 1.50 EV lL'l~EVi 

X,cx.PLO'lLcx.'t't) is no longer problematic. For it is not a repetition where the same 

thing is expressed first in positive and then in negative terms l5l
• But it is a 

relation of consequence according to which all the x,cx.piO'lLcx.'t'cx. are included in, 

and derived from, God's X,a.pt~ 00&&1'acx. EV XptO''t'(t> 'I'lO'oii All the giftedness of 

the actual Christian existence has its origin and norm in the gift of salvation 

which God gave once for all by means of the preached gospel. And in this way 

"£V 1tcx.V't'L" and "lL~ .. £V lL'lOEVi" and also the two verbs truly correspond, for the 

fullness of salvation flows over into the abundance of the Christian life. The 

particular formulation of v.7a emphasizes that quite strongly: "lL~ ... lLVOEVi" 

intensifies the negation ("surely not")152 and the whole phrase is seemingly a 

litotes, so that "you are surely not lacking any charism" could be paraphrased as: 

"you have plenty and more than enough"153! 

The term X,a.PLO'lLcx. need not refer to spiritual gifts, for Paul occasionally used 

it in a soteriological sense as welp51. But mostly, and especially in 1 

Corinthians, the X,cx.ptO'lLcx.'t'cx. denote special or spiritual gifts of God155 which 

might be the case here also in v.7. And according to the epistolary function of 

the thanksgiving, this reference could be an allusion to a major Corinthian 

problem which Paul addresses in 1 Cor 12-14 and which had disturbed the unity 

of the Christian-community in Corinth so much. 

In the second half of v.7 the present participle cX.1tEXOEX,OlLEVOU~ refers to 

1.50 "Ya-rEpEi'a9-a.L is an infinitive of consequenre, see BDR §391 (cf. also §§406,2 and 408,2). 

151 Contra Baumann, Mitte, 35; and Panikulam, Koinollia in the NT, 10. 

ill See BDR §431,2; and HoffmannjSiebenthal, 429. 

153 The interpretation of ua-r£PEi'a9-a.L as "coming short" in comparison to the wealth of other 
churches (Barrett, 38; Calvin, 217; Godet, 54; O'Brien, Thanksgivings, 123; Schlatter, 64) is not 
convincing (Grosheide, 30; WeiB, 9), because the Corinthians' problem does not so much seem to 
have been an inferiority complex but rather their pride and boasting (cf. for imstance 4:8-10; 8:1-
3). -

154 See Rom 5:15; 6:23; 11:29; and 2 Cor 1:11. Cf also Rom 1:11, where Xa.pLafUl presumably 
means Paul's preaching. 

155 See 1 Cor 7:7; 12:4, 9, 28, 30, 31; see also Rom 12:3-8, a passage where a similar relation 
of Xa.pLC; ~o9-£iaa. (vv.3 and 6) and XC1piafUl-ra. (v.6) as in 1 Cor 1:4-7 can be observed. The 
preposition Xa.-rCL in v.6 clearly forbids US to confuse the two concepts in the way of the traditional 
interpretation of 1 Cor 1:4-7. 
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another present condition, but the phrase is also already pointing beyond the 

present state to the a.7tOXciAUlIJL~ of the xUpto~ 'ITl(Joij~, whom the Christians are 

expecting to come156. Such an eschatological prospect is an element in other 

letter-openings too (cf. Phi I 1:6, 10), yet Paul apparently onsidered it as specially 

significant for the Corinthians, for he concluded his letter with the same 

prospect on the Lord's coming in 16:22: ~cx.pcX.\I a.9-ci157. 

Verse 8: The following verse can be understood as a further development of that 

final perspective, although it introduces a new aspect and provides an important 

change of the verb-subject again. After v.7, the only passage of the prescript and 

proemium that actually mentions an activity of the Corinthians, the following 

relative clause in v.8 appears like a necessary amendment to, and comment on, 

the preceding words: It is actually not so much the Corinthians bridging and 

filling the period until their Lord's coming, but it is God himself who continually 

provides the basis, the driving force and the final success of all their being and 

doing, all their spiritual overflowing and waiting, and it is he who cares for them 

as their constant consolidator and protector £W~ TE:AOU~I58. 

Hardly by accident the concept of ~E~cx.toij\l appears ~ce in the last part of 

the thanksgiving in vv.6 and 8, as the xcx.t before ~E~cx.tW(JEt in v.8 might further 

hineSJJ
• Rather it seems to be a common feature of a thanksgiving that terms 

156 The verb (btEX~£XEO&a.L has always an eschatological meaning; see Rom 8:19, 23, 25; Phil 
3:20; and Gal 5:5. 

157 Conzelmann, 42, and Fascher, 86 note this inclusio. 

158 The relative particle OC; seems at frrst sight to refer to Christ who is mentioned last in the 
previous verse. And neither the repetition of XPLO,OC; after OC; nor the fact that he would then 
preserve the Corinthians from judgement while being himself their judge rules out a possible 
interpretation of oC; as Christ. So most of the commentators follow this view (Alio, 5; Barrett, 39; 
Godet, 58; Lightfoot, Notes, 148; Meyer, 17; Orr/Walther, 145; Panikulam, Koinonia in the NT, 10; 
Robertson/Plummer, 7; Schlatter, 65; Weill, 11; Wendland, 12). But because God is the logical 
subject of all the divine passive constructions in the letter-opening, especially in the correlating 
£~E~CUW9-Yj in v.6, in the parallel "mo,oc; 0 9-£0C;" X,A. in v.9 and also in other parallel passages 
elsewhere in Paul (2 Cor 1:21; Phil 1:6-7; 1 Thess 5:23-24), we tend more to take oC; as referring 
to God (see also Baumann, Mitte, 39f; Bengel, Gllomon, 202; Calvin, 217; ConzeImann, 42; 
Fascher, 86; Fee, 44; Grosheide, 31; O'Brien, Thanksgivings, U7; and Severian of Gabala, 
Pau/uskommelltare, 226). A definite solution is not possible and ultimately both options could be 
true as God the Father and the Lord Jesus distribute grace and peace (v.3). O. Schrage, Ulf. 

ISJJ See O'Brien, "Gospel", 154. 
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which were used in connection with the gospel are then employed for the belie

vers themselves too (cf. 1 Thess 1:5-6; Col 1:5-6r60. In our case the repetition 

indicates that v.8 is more than a wish or hope. For God who provided the 

continually solid foundation of his XcX.PL~ when he frrst gave and anchored the 

testimony of Christ among the Corinthians is yet the same God who then 

implements what he began in consolidating the lives of his called saints. 

Another striking parallel in vv.6 and 8 is the juridical terminology, which 

further stresses the past and future reliability of God's ~£~Cx.LOUV - God's 

acquittal which happened in anticipation of the final judgement is incontestable. 

The term a.VE:YKAlJ't"O~, a hapax legomenon in Paul, should therefore not be 

understood in a moral sensel61. 

For the same reason the lectio of J>46, reading 't"£Adou~ for 't"E:AOU~, is 

dubiousl62, for Paul gives attention not so much to the Corinthians' perfection 

as to God's perfect caring for his called saints l63. Further, the concept of 't"E:AO~ 

occurs elsewhere in Paul in connection with the final judgement too (Rom 6:21; 

1 Cor 15:24; 2 Cor 11:15; Phil 3~19; 1 Thess 2:16) and in general in the context 

of eschatology (1 Cor 10:11; 2 Cor 1:13). The description of that "end" as "the 

day of our Lord Jesus Christ" is christologically very signi~cant, because it relies 

on a fixed OT phrase (cf. JoeI2:1; 3:4; Amos 5:18-20) which had probably even 

before Paul already been adapted to Christian usagel64 and which declared the 

divinity of Christ. In 1 Corinthians the term appears again only twice (3:13; 5:5; 

cf. 4:3-5r65
, but actually the theme of eschatology and judgement runs like a 

thread through the whole letter and greatly influences the argument of Paul's 

paraclesisl66. And so the 't"E:AO~, which Paul believed to be so close (1 Cor 7:29, 

160 See O'Brien, "Gospel", 154f. 

161 See Conzelmann, who calls it "forensischer Stil" (43); Fee, 43; O'Brien, 77lanksgivings, 129. 

162 See O'Brien, 771QJlksgivillgs, 129; cf. also 1 Cor 2:6; and PhiI 3:15! 

1~ Cf. Fee, 44. 

164 Cf.Kramer, Christ, 157f. 

165 Cf. Rom 2:5, 16; 13:12; 2 Cor 1:14 ; Phil1:6, 10; 2:16; 1 Thess 5:2. 

166 See passages like 3:13-15; 4:3-5; 5:5; 6:2-3, 9-10; 7:28-31; 9:24-27; 10:11-13; 11:26, 32; 13:8-
13; 15:22-28, 35-58; 16:22. 
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31; 10:11) not only formed; the prospect at the end of Paul's thanksgiving prayer 

as the essential counterpart to his retrospective view of God's XciPLC; oos.£,tCJa., 

but throughout the body of the letter Paul keeps to this pattern of drawing the 

Corinthians' attention to their past salvation and to the final jUdgementl67
• 

Verse 9: The last verse of the letter-opening is the "coqfirming climax"l68 of the 

whole passage of 1 Cor 1:1-9, not only of the thanksgiving period (vv.4-9). The 

parallel concepts and allusions to the prescript which are reflected in v.9 and all 

the relations and correspondences between the prescript and the proemium that 

we described already, require us to take both parts of the letter-opening as a 

single unit and thus to enlarge the "catchment area" of the summary in v.91
@ . 

Yet not only the inner coherence, but also the formal structure give us some 

hints of the unity of the letter-opening. And before we observe the particular 

function and meaning of v.9, a brief look at some formal aspects in prescript 

and proemium is necessary. In particular vv' 3 and 9 reveal some interesting 

formal parallels and correlations: Both verses contain a comparatively short 

sentence and asyndetically follow another much longer and much more broadly 

developed sentence, which forms the first part of the pr~script (vv.1-2) and of 

the thanksgiving respectively (vv.4-8). Further, both v.3 and v.9 show a striking 

accumulation of titles for God and Christ and a particularly formal kind of 

language, which presumably has its source in early Christian worshipl70 and 

recalls the style of a benedictionl71. An interesting feature here is the statement 

of the close relation of God and Christ, calling God the 1tCX,TIJP in v.3 and calling 

"our Lord Jesus Christ" UL~~ CX,UTOU in v.9. The switch to these full divine titles 

167 Even the letter as a whole - although presumably not on purpose - resembles that pattern, 
with the proclamation of the word of the cross in the ftrst chapter and the assurance of the 
coming resurrection at the end. 

168 Schubert, Fonll , 4; O'Brien, 77zallksgivillgs, 130. 

I@ See the concept of X<XAEW in vv.I-2 and 9 and the gospel topic in vv.4-6; see ~LcX. &EA~~<XTQ<; 
in v.l and 8( QV in v.9; see "all places" in v.2b and "all time" in vv.4·8; see XcX.pL<; in v.3 and v.4 
(5 + 6); and (;ompare generally the expanded adscriplion in v.2 and the conversion-theme of vv.4-6. 

170 See Kramer, Christ, 153; O'Brien, 77UllIksgivillgs, 132f. 

171 Schubert, Fonn, 31. 
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strengthens the two concluding statements of w.3 and 9 and gives full weight 

especially to the "confIrming climax" in v.9, which picks up the language of v.3 

and presumably is much more a unique and carefully designed formulation of 

Paul than the rather stereotype salutation in v.3. 

V.9 can thus very well be understood as the conclusion of the whole unit of 

the letter-opening172
, which marks something like an entrance hall and a 

threshold which Paul wanted his audience to pass and which determined their 

further listening. Unfortunately the importance of this verse for understanding 

1 Corinthians has largely been underestimated among scholars up to now, 

although in respect to its position at the end of the proemium it takes the same 

place as Rom 1:16-17. Our comparatively long path to v.9, which is our main 

interest because of the ><.oL\lw\licx. phrase, is justified therefore, because the high 

density of this verse can be understood and explained only in the light of a 

detailed analysis of the previous verses. 

Looking at the grammar and at the temporal structure of v.9 one has to 

distinguish two sentences, a short nominal sentence (v.9a) and a longer relative 

clause depending on the former (v.9b). The subject of the first part is obviously 

God, yet the relative connection ~w ou makes him the logical subject of the 

aorist passive £><'A~~hl't'£ in v.9b as well, which therefore appears explicitly as a 

divine passive. And in the light of the concluding and summarizing function of 

v.9 we may count that as a confirmation of our previous interpretation of the 

other passive and aorist passive verb-forms of the letter-opening as divine 

passives too (w. 2 and 4-6)173. And so v.9b recalls the past event of the 

Corinthians' conversion, which came about through God's sanctifying call (cf. 

><.cx.A£L\I in w. 1-2 and 9) by means of Paul's apostolic gospel ministry. On the 

other hand the statement about God's faithfulness in v.9a seems to cover all the 

time since that starting point of God's call and in respect to w.7 and 8 the 

affirmation "1tLcr't'O~ (; &£6~" is especially important for the present and future· 

172 cr. Seesemann, Koillollia, 49; and Hainz, Kirche, 16; who both regard v.9 as summarizing 
vv.4-8. 

173 See ~YLcx.crlL£"oLC; in v.2; ~O&ELcrn in v.4; btAOU'dcr&l)TE in v.5; &~E~cx.LW&l) in v.6; and cf. also 
)CAl)TOC;/)cAl)TOLC; in vv.1-2. 
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timen.. So the two sentences of the thanksgiving passage (vv.4-8 and v.9) re

semble something like a chiastic structure of past (vv.4b-6) - present/future 

(vv.7f) - present/future (v.9a) - past (v.9b). And the temporal stages of a 

Christian existence which we observed in vv.4-8 appear again in the last verse in 

a reverse order. That this is not merely an overemphasizing of the use of tenses 

in the proemium it will be our task to show in our further review of the 

meaning and the context relations of v.9m
. We will explore the verse as we 

subsequently deal with its particular elements. 

"n~crTOC. (; &£Oc." is not a fixed fo rmul a 176, but still an important topic and 

phrase for Paul, especially in the Corinthian correspondence ( see 1 Cor 10:13; 

2 Cor 1:18; cf. 1 Thess 5:24)In. And just as in 2 Cor 1:18 and in 1 Thess 5:23-

24 the concept is closely related to God's Xcx.A£LV and to the preaching of the 

gospel. The strong eschatological significance of this phrase further fits the 

eschatological outlook in the immediately preceding verses very well, most of all 

God's constant activity of ~£~cx.wuv (v.8), which seems to be summed up in these 

three words at the beginning of v.9. Actually the intention and momentum of 

the brief statement of God's faithfulness at the beginning of this letter cannot 

fully be understood before one passes on to the body. of the letter, to the 

174 O'Brien denotes that ltLO"TOe; 0 &EOe; is normally used in conjunction with verbs in the 
present and future tense (Thanksgivings, 131). 

115 Paniculam's suggestions on the context relations of vv.4-8 and v.9, however, are somewhat 
confusing and must be seriously questioned (Koinollia ill the NT, 10f). He notes a parallelism 
between vv.4-8 and v.9, where X<X.ptTL TOV &EOV ~O&E(01l is parallel to 0 &Eoe; ~L' oli £)(A~&lltt 
(past), £ltAOUT(O&lltt to mC-Toe; (present), and [mally T£AOUe; to )(OL'IIW'II(CX TOV utOV (future). But 
that he has to rearrange v.9 in order to match it to the past-present-future structure which he 
supposes for vv.4-B reveals already the problems of his conclusions. They are again due to a false 
interpretation of v.5, which he takes as a reference to the present distribution of gifts and to "the 
continuation of God's activity in the community" (10). Yet Paniculam completely ignores the aorist 
in v.5 which expounds v.4b and is surely no parallel to God's ongoing faithfulness (v.9a), not to 
mention the false view of )..oyoe; and y'llWOLe;. Further, a parallel between the T£)..Oe; of Christ's 
judgement day (!) and (as he takes it) a future )(OL'IIW'II(CX with Christ is more than problematic and 
would requiI:e a more detailed explanation, especially concerning his idea of a "growing fellowship" 
with Christ (12) and concerning hip presumption that "the koillonia with the Son proceeds to a 
total koinollia with the glorified Lord" (11). It is much more natural and comprehensible to 
describe the structure of vv.4-8 and v.9 as a chiasm and not to separate God's calling from the 
purpose of the calling or to multiply )(OL'IIW'II(CXL. 

"- --
176 See O'Brien, Thanksgivings, 131. Lang classifies it form-historifally as "Treuespruch" (19). 

- _J ___ 

In Fee points to OT parallels (44): Deut 7:9; Ps 144:13 (LXX). 
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discussion of the many and severe Corinthian problems. They reveal the sharp 

profile and the significance of these remarkable words: God's faithfulness 

confronts human ignorance. 

The relative connection to v.9b &L' ou does not so _!lluch show God as the 

mediator, through whom the Corinthians were called. But &Ux. with a genitive 

denotes here, as already in v.l (&LeX. S-EA~~cx."t'Oe;), rather the principal cause, the 

agent and origin of this actionl78
• 

The parallel construction in vv. 1 and 9 further indicates that the Xcx.AEt" 

which met the Corinthlans was basically the same kind of calling which Paul 

received from God, although the circumstances were different of course and 

Paul's call uniquely included his apostleship (v.l) through which the gospel was 

brought also to the Corinthians (vv.2 and 9). But as regards the salvific power 

of that call and in its efficacy £V XpLeJ"t't;> (v.2) and de; XOL"W"LCl." XpLeJ"t'OU 

(V.9Y19 it was just the same creative word of God (cf. Rom 4:17; 1 Cor 1:18, 

24; 2 Cor 5:17), who called the Corinthians and the Apostle alike irrevocably 

(v.9a; cf. Rom 11:29) OLeX. TIje; xcipL"t'Oe; cx.,hou (Gal 1:15) and £V XciPL"t'L XPLeJ"t'OU 

(Gal 1:6; cf. vv.3 and 4 in our passage). And here again we find God's grace (cf. 

vv.3-4) and God's call (cf. vv.l, 2 and 9) to be inseparab!y connected with one 

another and with the proclamation of the gospel, a triple connection which we 

already detected as implicit in the phrase xcipLe; ooS-d"eJcx. in VAIMl. VvA-6 in the 

thanksgiving can therefore indeed be described as parallel to £XA~S-Tl"t'E de; 

178 The imb which CD' and G have instead of OU1 shows such a causal understanding too; see 
Robertson who denotes eta. as a common substitute for imb (Grammar, 636). The translation 
"through whom" which some scholars suggest (see Barrett, 39; Fee, 45; Lightfoot, Notes, 150; 
O'Brien, Thanksgivings, 130) must be questioned therefore and "by whom" is to be preferred (see 
Conzelmann, 43; Grosheide, 32; Lietzmann, 6; Robertson/Plummer, 8). That God is the calling 
subject is further confIrmed by passages such as 1 Cor 7:15-24; Rom 8:30; 9:12, 24; 11:29; Gal 5:8; 
Phil3:14; 1 Thess 2:12; 4:17; and 5:24; and for the use of eta. denoting a cause cf. also 2 Cor 1:1; 
8:5; Gal 1:1; and 4:7! 

179 The parallel between the vv.2 and 9 is noted by Lietzmann, 5; Weill, 2; Wendland, 11; and 
by Seesemann, Koillonia, 49. 

IMl But there is surely no evidence for McDermoU's strong empha~ that "the Corinthians were 
called by baptism" ("Doctrine", 219; cf. Schnackenburg, "Koinonia-Gedanke", 63) as an "initiation 
into the body of Christ" (71). Paul does not mention the sacraments here and ExA~9-1'l"t£ is a clear 
reference to the gospel preaching and,gives no hint of ecclesiological connotations (that is how 
McDermoU understands "the body of Christ", cf. 219) or of a "sacramental union" (219). 
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KOLVWVLCX V TOU uiou CXUTOU 'I Y]O"OU XPLO"TOU KT}.. in v.9b, a parallel which is 

formally most obvious in v.5: £7tAOUTLO"9-y]T£ £V XpLo"T(f> (£V CXUT(f» in respect of 

the aorist passive in the second person plural and of the determination of the 

verb through a christological phrasel81
• And so, 'being called (in-)to communion 

with Christ' means basically nothing else than 'being given God's grace in Christ' 

(vA), 'being made rich in Christ in all word and recognition (of Christ)' (v.5) 

and 'being the object of God's firmly rooting the testimony of Christ' (v.6r82
• 

Due to this correlation of the verbs we can now also expect to receive helpful 

hints for the interpretation of de KOLVWVLCXV KTA. from the other, corresponding 

christological determinations (£V XPLO"Tii> and TO flCXP-rupLOV TOU XPLO"TOU) which 

characterize the event described in wA-6. But we should briefly look at the 

preposition d<; first. The verb KCXA£LV occurs in a construction with d<; only once 

again, in 1 Thess 2: 12, where it denotes God's calling (KCXAOUVTO<; - a present 

participle) d<; TIjv ECXUTOU ~cxO"LAdcx V KCXL o6!;cxv. The context is the Apostle's 

report about his previous gospel preaching and teaching in ThessaloJric~ _and has 

clearly eschat910gical and parenetical overtonesl
&3. But such an eschatological 

------and future use of the concept of KCXA£LV cannot be found in 1 Cor 1:9184
• 

181 OIl the parallel of w.4b-6 and v.9 cf. L~~g, 18. Chrysostom denotes a parallel between v.5 
and v.9 t oo (Homilies 011 Corilllhia;(;, -gr ~ -

182 We cannot agree therefore with Panikulam, who understands v.9 as "an appeal made to the 
Corinthians to respond to the demands of the call faithfully" (Koinonia in the NT, 9, cf. also 108), 
nor with his assumption that Paul wanted to challenge the Corinthians' reaction to God's calling 
to >COL 'oIW'oILa. by an ongoing process and progress of >COL 'oIc.>'oILa. responses (ibid., 12-16). The Apostle 
is not dealing with tbe Corinlhians' but with God's faithfulness and with his call in the past. 

1&3 Cf. ~a.(nAda. in Rom 14:17; 1 Cor 4:20; 6:9-10; 15:24, 50; and Gal 5:21. Some of these 
passages have also a parenetical context. 

184 Highly questionable is Currie's interpretation regarding 1 Cor 1:9 as a close parallel to 1 
Thess 2:12 and therefore referring to the same "kingdom" in which the Christians were "brought 
by faitb and baptism, appropriate to that alliance [his translation for >COL 'oIW'oILa.] which is theirs in 
Christ ... until they are with Christ in the end" (Literature, 41). He not only neglects the 
eschatological meaning of the passage in 1 Thessalonians and strangely relates av'oI XpLa-r(j) to the 
=riAO, of the Christian life exclusively (ibid., 41), but also fails completely to examine the grammar 
and context structure of v.9. Otherwise he would hardly call leO L'oIW'oI La. TOU ULOU leTA. a SUbjective 

. genitive designating the "covenant relationship of brothers in Christ" (ibid., 40) or paraphrase an 
assumed close relation of w . 9 and 10 as "God has called us into the alliance in Christ: therefore 
let us be of one mind" (ibid., 40). Besides the obvious differences of these verses in topic and 
tense the formulaic lta.pcx.>ca.AW ~E (not on!) clearly indicates the introduction of the letter-body 
(cf. SchniderjStenger, Studiell, 42-45). 
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Despite the immediately preceding verses, v.9b is not an eschatological 

statement and the "communion with God's Son Jesus Christ our Lord" is not 

meant as a future prospect referring to the 't"EAOC; of Christian existence (cf. 

vv.7b-8r&5. The aorist (£xA#hrt"E ELC; xOLvwvicx.v), the parallels with vv.2 and 4-6 

and the chiastic structure which we observed in the thanksgiving rather mdicate 

that v.9b is a reference to the past and once-for-all event of the Corinthians' 

conversion, which was initiated by the gospel and which transposed those who 

were called into a relationship with God's Son which has existed ever since. The 

aorist plus de; is used to clearly emphasize that starting point of the 

xOLvwviq:I86, and Paul is writing to a congregation which actually is £V xOLvwvicx. 

with Christ (cf. £V XpLa't"i;> in vv.2 an<l 4-5 and our excursus above r87. He used 

an de; with accusative construction, which indicates a certain direction and a 

movement from one point to another, presumably in order to stress the radical 

change of the Corinthians' position, when they were removed from former 

existence in idolatry and immorality (cf. 1 Cor 6:11; 12:2-3) and were bro~ght 

into the communion with Christ, into the new life £V XpLa't"i;>. And so 'xoLvwvicx.' 

- the communion with Christ - describes, no less than 'EV XpLa't"i;>', the mode of 

the Corinthians' salvation and ' of their new existence . since then; it is the 

constantly constitutive condition of their life since God had called theml 88
• 

1&5 Contra Chrysostom, Homilies 011 Corinthians, 8; Kling, 16; Meyer, 19; Strobel, 31; cf. 
Fascher, 86; Schnackenburg, "Koinonia-Gedanken", 62; and WeiB, 11; they all understand the 
"communion with Christ" here as something only partly fulfilled yet. See also Lightfoot, who takes 
XOL"W"La. as an equivalent to ~a.cnAda. TOU &Eou (Notes , 150). Eschatological aspects are recorded 
by Bachmann, 50; Hainz, Kirche, 17; O'Brien, 17lOlIksgivillgs, 132: "Such participation does not 
refer to the future alone"; Seesemann, Koillonia, 50; Robertson/Plummer, 8; and Wendland, 13, 
pointing to 1 Thess 2: 12. 

186 Cf. the punctiliar kind of action (Aktiollsart) that the aorist is denoting. 

187 Note Paul's use of £,,-construclions with Xa.AEL,,: 1 Cor 7:15 (E£P~"l)); Phil3:14 (xA~(nc; £" 
XpLaTij)!) ; 1 Thess 4:7 (£" a.YLa.a.,.ij); cf. Gal 5:13 ( £It' £AEIJ9-EpLq. £XA~9-l)TE!) . O. also George, 
Communion, 176, 239. 

188 See Seesemann, who notes that XOL"W"La. means the "El",a.L £" XpLC"Tij), das der GUiubige 
hier schon auf Erden erlebt" (Koillollia , 49). He also points to the aspect of ail" XpLC"Tij) in v.9 
(50). The soteriological interpretation of the XOL"W"ta. phrase, referring to a past event which 
determines the actual present state, is also advocated by Baumann, Mitte, 42; Conzelmann, 43; 
Fee, 45; Grosbeide, 31f, who speaks about the audible vocation to salvation through the gospel; 
Lang, 1;; Schlatter, 66; Wendland, 13; and Photius of Constantinople, Pauluskommentare, 545 
("XOL"W"'a. aWTl)ptOIJ"); cf. also Calvin, 218f; Lightfoot, Notes, 150; Moffatt, 9; O'Brien, 
Thanksgivings, 131f; and Robertson/Plummer, 8. 
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A very interesting parallel, elucidating especially the soteriological meaning 

of our passage, is Rom 8:28-39, where Paul deals in principal with a similar 

topic and uses partly the same phrases, although in a much broader and much 

more explicit waill'}. In Rom 8:28 the Apostle describes God's work of 

salvation in the Romans when they became Christians (Rom 8: 1 - ol £V 

XPHJT<t'». They were predestined by God to be <rutJ-tJ-opcpou<; TIi<; ELxovo<; -rou ulou 

a.UTOU and to become ~rothers of Christ the firstborn (Rom 8:29; cf. 8:14-17) 

and were thus elected, called (£XcX.A£cr£V!), justified and glorified (Rom 8:30; all 

aorist). And according to Phil 3: 10190 the concept of <rutJ-tJ-opcpi1;;£crlta.L means 

xOLvwvia. with Christ's suffering and dying on the crossl91
• So, according to 

these passages, the purpose of God's calling the unbelievers is their being 

Ill'} Besides our focus on the meaning of XOL\lW\lLa. in this instance it is interesting to note the 
paraUel between Rom 8:33-34 and v.8-9 of our thanksgiving. The passage in Romans raises also 
the question of accusation (Ti~ Eyxa.AEcn;L - also a hapax legomenon in Paul like the parallel 
cX.\lEyxA~TO<; in 1 Cor 1:8) in the context of looking ahead to the fmal judgement and switches 
then to Christ's justifying death and resurrection and exaltation. Cr. Schlatter's mention of Rom 
8:29 as a parallel to 1 Cor 1:9 (66). 

190 See here von der Osten-Sacken's "Exkurs II: Rom 8,14-30 im Spiegel paulinischer 
Leidenstexte aul3erhalb des Romerbriefs" in his Romer 8 a/s Beispie/ pau/inischer Soteri%gie, 287-
309, especially 300-304 on Phil 3:2-14. Yet we doubt whether Paul recilly understood suffering as 
constitutive for soteriology ("im Leiden voUzieht sich die Rechtfertigung", 304); very questionable 
is similarly McDermott's position on this matter when he points out that Christians "must also 
suffer to work salvation for themselves and others" ("Doctrine", 77, cf. 75-77, 227, 233). It rather 
seems to us that Christian suffering according to Paul happens in consequence and in conformity 
to Christ's saving 1ta.&~f.LCx.Ta., death and resurrection, rather than in order to achieve salvation. 
The causal overtones of the ELm:p conjunction in Rom 8:17 do not make suffering the condition 
of future glorification (cf. the paraUel in v.30 and the aorist there). Note also the switch from EL 
in the previous verses and statements; Paul summarizes the preceding passage in v.l7b in a 
general emphatic statement about the ftrm basis of Christian hope; see BDR §454,2 who translate 
"so gewill". 

191 Cf. Phil 3:21 which speaks of O"uf.Lf.L0PCPO\l Tif) O"Wf.La.TL Tlj~ M~."c; a.UTOU, which means 
Christ's bodily transformation or glorification (cL Rom 8:17), not necessarily his resurrection 
(cX.\la.o"TcX.O"LC;) which was mentioned already in 3:10. It remains interesting, however, that Paul can 
describe the glorification with Christ as an event of the 'p,<lst (Rom 8:30) and as an event which is 
still expected to come (Rom 8:17; Phil 3:21). 

Very significant are some other phrases in the context of Phil 3:10, which draw our attention . 
to the parallel between v.5 and v.9 in the thanksgiving of 1 Corinthians. Paul speaks about his own 
conversion in terms of y\lWo"LC; XPLO"TOU (cr. 3:8, 10; and 1 Cor 1:5) which means recognizing 
Christ, i.e. recognizing the power of his resurrection and the XOL\lW\lLa. JYitlt ~his suffering by 
becoming like him in his death. Cf. von der Osten-Sacken, Romer 8, 302f, who notes that y\lwo"tC; 
means the recognition of Christ in faith and happens "in der Leidensgemeinschaft, in der 
Gleichgestaltung mit dem Tode Christi"(303). And note also Paul's mention of God's upward call 
(XA~CH') €v XptO"Tif) ll')O"ov (3:14). -
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shaped into the image of his Son, Christ crucified, who is the risen Lord. And 

as such God's call means justification, sanctification and even glorification once 

for all. And the transposition d~ KOLVWVLcx.V with God's Son is thus the 

transformation into his dKWV (Rom 8:29) - an allusion to the motif of (new) 

creation (cf. Gen 1:26-27, LXX) €v XPL<J-r<t> 'IYj<Jou (2 Cor 5:17; Gal 6:15)192. So 

the kind of relation between Christ and the Christian which KOLvwvicx. in 1 Cor 

1:9 describes is clearly soteriological and must be interpreted on the basis of 

Paul's proclamation of Christ's atoning death and resurrection in which the 

ungodly had been included and had thus been reconciled to God. KOLVWVLcx. 

means a relation of "one for all" (2 Cor 5:14) which is valid "once for all" (Rom 

6: 10), so that all who were called iWeI"e tied into an ultimate communion with 

the firstborn Son of God. 

In the light of such an understanding many of the proposed explanations and 

translations of KOLVWVLcx. in 1 Cor 1:9 appear to be rather dubious and might be 

due to a questionable interpretation or even disregard of the context and thus 

of the strong soteriological implications of the phrase. The choice of a rendering 

is always revealing and particularly in this case it requires careful consideration. 

KOL VWVLcx. is more than "fellowship"l93, which always implies a kind of social 

192 Cf. Tannehill on Rom 8:29 (Dying alld Rising, 110ff) and his conclusion that "the motif of 
dying and rising with Christ and the motif of being conformed to Christ or taking on his image are 
closely related in Paul's thought" (ibid., 111). 

193 So Barren, 39; Fee, 45; Panik ulam , Koinonia in the NT, 5, and generally 8-16; 
RobertsonjPlummer, 4, 8; cf. Wood, "Fellowship", 35. Among the German commentators see 
Fascher, 87; Lang, 19; Meyer, 19; Weill, 11; and Cremer jKogel, 613; who all translate 
Gemeinschaft. Hauck, TWNT rn, 804f, is somehow undecided, speaking also of "Anteilschaft"(804) 
and "Teilhabe am Sohn"(805), but he generally tends more to understand XOtVWVLOC in the way of 
a mystical societas, paraphrasing 1 Cor 1:9 as saying that the Christians were "zu Genossen Christi 
erhoben"(804), and emphasizing the importance of the aVv-verbs for XOLVWVtOC. Hainz clearly 
promotes the associative interpretation (Kirche, 15-17), although throughout his monograph on 
XOLVWVtOC he compromises, at least linguistically, with Teilhabejparticipation and proposes as the 
general rendering: "GemeinsChaft (m it jemand) durCh Teilhabe (an etwas)" (ibid., 34). But 
"Teilhabe" is for him only "als gedankliches Zwischenglied bedeutsam" (ibid., 48). Yet Hainz has 
to admit that 1 Cor 1:9 alone does not reveal such a sense of Gemeinschaft duTCh Teilhabe and 
therefore he reads it into this text (which he calls a "zuniichst 'offene' Kurzformel", ibid., 33) from 
1 Cor 10:16. But neither is it true that in 1 Cor 1:9 "nicht angedeutet ist, wodurch sie [XOtVWVtoc] 
entsteht" (ibid., 17), as the origin (God) and the way of its creation (God's call, i.e. the gospel) are 
clearly stated,. nor is it for any reason justified to suppose for 1 Cor 1:9 a sacramental mediation 
of the xOLvwvioc with Christ as a result of his (questionable) exegesis of 10:16, a passage with a 
-completely different context and scope and probably not even of Pauline origin (see below); cf. 
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grouping of a pair or group of several equal and somehow independent 

individuals. This term therefore cannot adequately express the dying gY1 XptOT4> 

(cf. Rom 6:4-6; Gal 2:20; 6:14), where the idea of the one for all (not all 
~- ~-

together) is important (cf. Rom 5:8-10, 15-21; 2 Cor 5:14-15). So XOtVWVLa. must 

describe another kind of togetherness. 

But also the other major suggestion, to translate XOtVWVta. as "partaking" or 

"participation"l9-1 is not really appropriate or could at least be easily 

misunderstood. Such renderings include the notion of a share of one or more 

persons in a common matter or event and do not adequately cover the personal 

aspects of that kind of interrelation (£v, aUv) which XOtVWVta. describes and 

which go beyond the idea of a common sharing. The consequences of such a 

quantifying interpretation are problematic, because the "participation in God's 

Son"195 makes Christ the object-matter of others' sharing and Campbell in his 

fundamental article could even conclude that TOU UtOU XTA. in 1 Cor 1:9 was a 

genitive of the thing shared and that Paul would speak here "in a curiously 

impersonal way" about Chrise96
• Further, if one takes the concept in its very 

literal meaning - how would it then be possible only to "participate in Christ", 

did not all of his death and life become the death and life of each of us all? 

also Hainz's considerations in EWNT II, 753. 

1114 So BAGD, 439, although they hold "fellowship" as a linguistically possible translation also; 
Moffatt, 9; Campbell, "Cognates", 380; Brown, "Ecclesiology", 159, d. 163 ("sharing in Christ" and 
also "spiritual communion with Christ"); and O'Brien, 17tanksgivings, 131. The German (An-) 
Teilliabe/-naltme can be found in Baumann, Mitte, 42f; Seesemann, Koinonia, 48; Kertelge, 
"Kerygma", 336; Schattenmann, TBLNT 1, 497f; Schlatter, 65f; Schnackenburg, "Koinonia
Gedanke", 61; Schrage, 123; and Wendland, 13. Cc. also Jourdan, who takes "giving of a share" as 
the basic meaning ("KOINONlA", 118); George uses mainly the participation terminology for 1 
Cor 1:9, although he can also speak of "fellowship" or "communion" (Communion, 175-177), but 
in his conclusion he then generally rejects "fellowship" and "participation" as inadequate 
translations for )COL VWVLC1 and pleads for "communion" (ibid., 245f). 

J9S O'Brien, Thanksgivings, 131 (bold type by G.H.); d. Seesemann, Koinonia: "Anteilhaben an 
seinem Sohn"(48), "im Sinn von 'in engster Beriihrung stehen'"(51). He does not generally want to 
exclude associative aspects and points to the auv and £V XpLaT(j) phrases (ibid., 49f), but at the 
same time he strongly rejects the meaning of societas/Gemeinschaft because of its rare occurrence 
and because the idea of Gemeinscltaft with Christ would be "v6llig unpaulinisch" (ibid., 48). 

196 Campbell, "Cognates", 380, d. 358, 353. 1 Cor 1:9 is fmally paraphrased as "Participation in 
the spiritual blessings made available in his person" (ibid., 380). See here McDermott who rightly 
notes that Christian salvation "is not the sharing of a thing, but the relationship with the divine 
person" ("Dootrine", 70). 
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Both proposals miss the soteriological aspects of KOtVWVtcx. in 1 Cor 1:9, which 

include Paul's one-for-all and all-in-one concept of atonement and his ideas of 

cruv and £v XptC1-rij> which were found to be so relevant for the understanding of 

the call into the KOt VWVtcx. with Christ from observing the context and parallel 

passagesl97
• Neither the associative translation (fellowship) nor the more 

objective interpretation (participation) take such soteriological connotations of 

the Kotvwvicx. phrase in this last and summarizing verse of the thanksgiving 

sufficiently into account. "Kotvwvicx. with the Son of God our Lord Jesus Christ" 

must be understood rather in terms of identification and inclusion (cf. Rom 

8:29-30 and Phil 3: 10): The Son of God was identified with the sinners198
, who 

were correspondingly identified with him, and when he died and rose they died 

and rose "with him" and "in him" (2 Cor 5:21; Gal 3:13; 1 Cor 1:30; Rom 6:4-11; 

8:3; etc.) so that they were consequently themselves counted as sons of God 

(Rom 8:14-15, 29; Gal 4:6-7) once they were called by God and thus received all 

these benefitsl99
• In the light of these aspects of KOt vwvicx. in 1 Cor 1:9 the 

concept of "communion"200 is a more appropriate translation and rendering 

197 Other proposals by other scholars are not really satifying eit~er: Conzelmann translates 
xo~ 'JW'JLa. as "Zugehorigkeit zum Herrn bis zur Parusie" (43); Grosheide calls it simply a "relation" 
with Christ (32); McDermott similarly speaks about "a relationship with Jesus Christ, the Son" 
("Doctrine", 75, cf. 70 and 219), although he can also use "share in Christ" (70) or "participation 
in Christ" (71); the worst and theologically most questionable translation, in regard of the 
soteriological connotations, is "partnership" by Orr jWalther, 143, 146. 

198 Christ was even identified with sin when God btoLllcr£'J him tJ1tEp ~~'J cX.fUXPTta.'J (2 Cor 
5:21), and when he became tJ1tEp ~!J-w'J Xa.TcXpa., to free us EX TIJ~ xa.TCtpa.~ TOU 'Jo!J-ou (Gal 3:13). 

199 See on this matter Hofius' article, "Siihne und Vers6hnung. Zum paulinischen Verstandnis 
des Kreuzestodes Jesu"; and id., "Wort Gottes", 148f. But see also Tannehill, who emphasizes in 
his study of Paul's understanding of the Dying and Rising with Christ that Paul regarded "the death 
of Christ as an inclusive event" (70) and speaks about "the believer's inclusion in this movement 
from the old world to the new" which "has been created with the death and the resurrection of 
Christ" (71). Tannehill's talking of a "movement" fits very well our previous observations on the 
use of the preposition EL~. 

200 Among the few who suggest this rendering cf.: LSJ, 970; Allo's par~phrase of XO~'JW'JLa. in 
1 Cor 1:9: "la communaute de vie avec le Christ" (5), apparently does not include the 
soteriological and christological notions and the French "communion" appears to be understood 
here in the sense of association. And xo~ 'Jw'Jta. with Christ in v.9 does not only mean a 
communion of life, but also and primarily a communion of death, in respect to Christ's cross; 
Lightfoot understands xo~ 'JW'JLa. only as the "spiritual communion with Christ in the present life 
and participation in his glory hereafter" (Notes, 150), but he also misses the soteriological aspects 
and emphasizes eschatology too much. 

Deissmann is interesting here too, for he translates 1 Cor 1:9 as ·communion with Christ" 
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than "fellowship" and "participation". For it describes the relation between Christ 

and the called believers in terms of a cornrn-union and so covers the ideas of 

identification and inclusion, of the soteriological crUv (cum/comm-) and of £v 

XPLcrTi;>, which describes the constant constitutive condition of the Christians' 

new existence2{lI. 

The special nature of the KOL VWVta. relationship .as a relation with the 

crucified and risen Son of God and the closeness of this kind of communion 

which the phrase signifies, is further emphasized by the construction of KOLVWVta. 

with the genitive of the person (TOU U LOu a.UTOU T!Jcrou XPLcrTOU TOU KUPLOU 

n!!Wv), which is certainly not a subjective genitive and does not denote "the 

person by whom the sharing is effected" as it has been suggested202
, because it 

(Paul, 144; "fellowship" on pp. 135 and 139 apparently means the same) and regards Paul as "a 
communio-mystic" (ibid., 152) experiencing the "most intimate possible fellowship of the Christian 
with the living spiritual Christ" (ibid., 140). According to Deissmann's classification Paul's 
mysticism is not "anabatic" but "catabatic" and initiated by God and it is fellowship/communio not 
oneness/UT/io with God (ibid., 149-152). But besides such helpful terminological hints· and 
considerations about Paul's relation to Christ, Deissmann fails to say how this relation with Christ 
is initiated by God as he regards Paul's Christ-mysticism as an "inner experience without the 
mediation of reasoning" (ibid., 149). He neither mentions the function of the gospel nor relates the 
origin and the character of the communion with Christ to its soteriological basis of dying and 
rising with Christ. And where he actually deals with this topic in another chapter of his study he 
describes the dying and rising with Christ as a consequence, not as the reason of the "mystical" 
relationship with Christ (ibid., 181f). 

201 See George, who also in the end rejects the ideas and renderings of "participation" and 
"fellowship" as inadequate and argues for a translation of XOL'IIW'IILCX as "communion" (Communion, 
244f). Yet, it seems problematic to us that he speaks about the "communion with God", but hardly 
about "communion with Christ" and that he regards baptism as the initiation event of "our sharing 
the experiences of Christ, our dying and rising with him" (ibid., 240, cf. 152, 176f, 189f, 195, 249f) 
whereas Paul apparently talks about God's calling, i.e. the gospel-preaching, as the event of 
conversion and transposition into XOL'IIW'IILCX with Christ. Paul's concept of God's creative and 
converting XCXAEL'II also makes it clear that he does not understand salvation as a "sharing of 
experiences", or reconciliation as "God's offer" (258, bold type by G.H.), which the sinner then 
could accept. Further, although George might be right in rejecting any connotations of union, 
identity or absorption for XOL'IIW'IILCX (245-249; cL Deissmann's classification, see the previous note), 
one may not exclude the ideas of Christ's identification (not identity) with sinners and of our 
inclusion in his death and resurrection; and also "union" might be appropriate if understood as 
analogous to a marriage relationship, where two become one flesh (cf. for instance 1 Cor 6:12-20), 
rather than in terms of a mystical fusion. 

202 Jourdan, "KOINONIA", 118. Jourdan's starting-point for this interpretation is not the 
context of 1 Cor 1:1-9, but his understanding of passages like 2 Cor 13:12 and Phil 2:1. Yet he 
disregards the soteriological meaning of God's XCXAEL'II and of XOL'IIW'IILCX and confuses it with a 
"horizontal" and ecclesiological meaning, so that he fmally suggests even "an objective and 
subjective force" of the phrase "at the same time" (ibid., 119). Similarly confusing is Currie's 
subjective interpretation of the XOL'IIWVLCX with genitive phrase as "alliance" or "covenant 
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is here quite obviously God who is the origin of KOtVWVtcx. (8t' ou) not Christ. 

That sort of construction of KOtVwvtcx. with an objective genitive of the person is 

generally not very frequent2lJ3
, and in non-Christian hellenistic usage it mostly 

denotes very close connections of persons, such as marriage . and sexual 

intercourse, parenthood and other blood relationships204. And here probably 

lies the reason for Paul's choice of this special phrase and construction for the 

Christ-Christian relationship. He had regarded it as a most appropriate 

expression for the most intimate kind of relationship and communion, which in 

a way is comparable to marriage where "the two shall become one flesh" (cf. 

Gen 2:24; I_Cor 6:15-20; 2 Cor 11:2; and Eph 5:30-32), a union though, which 

does not overrule an I-and-Thou relation and which does not mean a mystic 

fusion (cf. Gal 2:19-20)1 Those thus united are completely inseparable yet 

distinguishable205
• 

Quite interesting, however, is the genitive itself which occupies about half of 

the space of v.9 and which covers the full range of christological titles2DC5. Such 

an expanded and weighty attribute further emphasizes the significance of the 

KOLVWVLcx. phrase, as if the position in the summarizing and "confirming climax" 

of the thanksgiving would not make it important enqugh. After the many 

relationship of brothers in Christ" (Literature, 40). Cf. also George, Communion, 175; and Willis, 
Idol Meat, 21Of; and see Cremer /Kogel, who do not want to press too sharply the distinction 
between subjective and objective genitives (613). They call )(OL\lW\lLCl with an objective genitive 
"eine entschiedene Verschlechterung des Sprachgebr[auch).s." (ibid., 613) and in disregard of the 
divine passive emphasize that it is actually the Son who set up "d. Gemeinschaft" (ibid., 613). But 
cf. already Wood's strong objections against the subjective interpretation of )(OL\lW\lLCl with genitive 
("Fellowship", 34-39). 

2lJ3 See Seesemann, Koinonia, 47. In view of aU the evidence that Seesemann, Hauck and 
others present (see the next note), the statements of Cremer /Kogel (613) and Schnackenburg 
("Koinonia-Gedanken", 56f) that the genitive of the person would be completely alien in non
biblical Greek cannot be upheld. 

204 See here especially Endenburg'S detailed survey (Koilloollia, 106-108; cf. 27f, 62-65); but 
also Seesemann, Koillollia, 15f; and Hauck, TWNT Ill, 799-803; cf. also CampbeU, "Cognates", 356-
358; and BAGD, 439. According to Endenburg )(OL\lW\lLCl in classical Greek is used next frequently . 
for political associations and then for participation in religious cults (see 108-116). 

205 See here Deissmann's classification of mysticism again (Paul, 149-152) as he stresses that 
Paul "was not deified nor was he transformed into spirit by this communion, nor did he become 
Christ" (152). 

2DC5 Cf.Kramer, Christ, 19lf (57d); and see O'Brien who notes that theses titles (cf. v3) reflect 
the language of benediction and worship (17lallksgivillgs, 132f). 
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repeated references in the thanksgiving to Xpto-roc;, to Xpto-r~c; 'Il1oouC; and to 

the xUpwc; Paul fmally concentrates all these titles at the end of the passage and 

adds the christologically most relevant title uLAc; &EOU which occurs only fifteen 

times in his letters altogethefO? Mostly it marks a climax of Paul's argument 

and has special soteriological implications. For it describes the relation between 

God and Christ in terms of a father-son relationship (cf. Gal 4:4; 1 Cor 15:28) 

which according to Paul is the basis for salvation in general (cf. Rom 5:10; 8:3, 

32; 1 Thess 1:10) and for our calling God our Father in particular (v.3!; see 

Rom 8:29 14-30; Gal 4:6)208. And even the order in this accumulation of titles 

might therefore be not accidental, for Christ's being God's Son is always and 

essentially prior to our recognizing and confessing him as our Lord (cf. v.3; 

12:3). 

And so the last words of the thanksgiving resemble again a basic principle of 

Paul's theology and ethics which we found indicated to some extent also in the 

(ht-WO-rE structure of the thanksgiving: the Christians' individual and communal 

existence in present and future times (vv.7-8/v.9a) is ultimately based on the 

fundamental event of salvation in the past (vv.4-6/v.9b). In other words, 

Christology and soteriology are essentially prior to ecclesiolo~, although this 

is not so much a temporal as a material and compellingly theological order. An 

ecclesiological interpretation of XOt"W"LCX in v.9 therefore becomes even more 

questionable, as when Barrett for instance paraphrases, "that God has called you 

into the community - that is the church - of Jesus Christ"21o. Yet, God's call was 

not a call into a Christian community, but it was a call into the communion with 

2IJ7 See Rom 1:3-4, 9; 5:10; 8:3, 29, 32; 1 Cor 1:9; 15:28; 2 Cor 1:19; Gal 1:16; 2:20; 4:4, 6; 1 
Thess 1:10; Cf. )(UPW'; which occurs 184 times altogether. 

208 That the title 'Son of God' is occasionally used in close connection with, or even 
substitution for, the message of the gospel (2 Cor 1:19; Gal 1:16) also fits our context very well. 

~ Cf. here George as he notes that although for Paul communion with Christ and church
membership are inseparable, the church is not prior to the individual and not the mediator of 
lCOLVwVta. with Christ (Communion, 160). KOLVwVta. is therefore not a synonym for £)()(AljC1La. 

(188). 

210 Barren, 40. Cf. also Currie, Literature, 40; Senft, 29; Schrage,123f; Willis, Idol Meat, 21Of; 
and Calvin who emphasizes the membership of the Christians in Christ (219). But see Severian of 
Gabala who rightly emphasizes that the Corinthians were called into communion with Christ "OUlC 
Ei<; cX.v9-pWrtou lCOLvwVta.V" (Pauluskommentare, 226). 
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his Son, and so with his Son's death and resurrection. Or, to put it as its 

sharpest: God's bCK.ATl<lLcx. £V Kop{v9-ci and anywhere else was not created by, 

and does not exist because of, God's call which Paul could also describe as a 

very individual experience (1 Cor 7:17-24 [£K.cx.<lTO~!], cf. Rom 1:1; 1 Cor 1:1; 

Gal 1:15). But the church was created by, and exists because of, God's will and 

purpose to call the many (cf. the plural bCA~9-TlTE)! His call leads strictly into the 

saving and sanctifying communion with Christ, according to which, however, the 

many are consequently united and immediately integrated into the community 

of the K.ATlTOL~ a.yiOL~, which is the £K.K.ATl<lLcx. TOU 9-EOU (v.2). And only in this 

respect the church must indeed be described as a creatura verbi divini. 

2.2.3 Conclusion 

The concept of K.OLVWVLcx. in 1 Cor 1:9 occurs in a verse which depicts the 

summarizing and focal point of the letter-opening of 1 Corinthians and at the 

same time marks the bold headline of the following chapters of paraclesis and 

admonition. It contains a fundamental and highly significant message which Paul 

wanted the badly shaken and disturbed Christian community in Corinth to listen 

to, to comprehend and ultimately to digest: You were called into communion 

with Christ! - and even as you display such a poor condition of disunity and 

impurity and are in danger of loosing the truth of the resurrection, your 

communion with Christ, your communion with the crucified and resurrected Son 

of God, our Lord, remains the constant constitutive condition of your individual 

and community life. And so K.OLVWVLcx. is a distinctly soteriological term in this 

passage. Yet it refers not merely to an initial event in the past, but because of 

the faithfulness of the one who has once called so efficaciously, describes the 

ultimate determination of the actual situation of those who were called as well: 
~-

they are still in communion with Christ as they are Ev XpL<lTij>, for Christ's sake. 

Schlatter paraphrased v.9 very well: that K.OLVWVLcx. TOU utou &£OU 'ITl<loU 
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XPLOTOU TOU KUptOU lJ!J.WV "verleiht das Mitgekreuzigt- und das 

Mitauferwecktsein mit ihm und macht es zum Ziel, das Gottes 

Vorherbestimrnung feststellte, 'gleich geformt mit der Gestalt seines Sohnes zu 

sein' Rom 8.29. Das macht aus seinem Ruf die Gnadentat, zu der sich Gott in 

unwandelbarer Treue bekennen wird."2l1 

Excursus: KOLvwVtcx. in 2 Cor 13:13 and Phil 2:1 

There are only two more instances in the NT where KOLVWVtcx. in a construction 

with a genitive probably describes a relation to a divine person, in 2 Cor 13:13 

and in Phil 2: 1212. Both of these instances are very difficult to understand and 

have been the object of many scholarly investigations and debates. We cannot 

possibly pick up all the various arguments and positions and discuss them 

sufficiently in the framework of this study. And so some brief considerations 

must be enough. 

Above all the interpretation of 2 Cor 13:13, the last verse of the letter, 

contains many exegetical problems and theological qu~stions: Is the genitive 

construction lJ KOLVWVtcx. TOU <X.ytou 1tV€U!J.cx.TO<; to be understood as objective 

(KOLVWVtcx. with the Spirit) or is it a genitive of the same kind as in the 

seemingly parallel preceding constructions lJ XcX.pL<; TOU KuptOU 'ITjoOU XPLOTOU 

and lJ Cx.ycX.1tTj TOU &£OU which are subjective genitives or genitives of origin 

(KOLVWVta. of the Spirit)213? For us, however, the latter seems to be the most 

natural reading and the more apparent understanding of the phrase, although on 

the other hand the objective option cannot be excluded, but requires the 

211 Schlatter, 66. See similarly Schattenmann's conclusion on lCOL"W"(a. in Paul, TBLNT 1,498, 
although he generally pleads for "Anteilnahme". 

212 Although the question, whether Paul regards the spirit as a person (of the godhead) or 
merely as a kind of power, is still a matter of debate, one must at least recognize, however, that 
Paul frequently relates attributes of an individual person to God's (Ciyto,,) 7t"£u~a. (cf. 1 Cor 2:10-
11; 12:11; Rom 15:30). 

213 For the subjective understanding of the genitive see Currie, Literature, 39; Hainz, Kirche, 50; 
von Dobbeler, Teilllabe, 62; but also Wolff, 2 Kor, 269; and Hughes,2 Cor, 489f, cf. Lang, 360; and 
Schlatter, 66. 
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explanation why PauFI
4 had switched to another genitive in the last element of 

the triadic benediction21S
• 

Yet although some uncertainty remains on this grammatical question, one can 

be much more confident concerning the other relevant question, what Kotvwvia. 

TOU cX.yiou 1tV£U!la.TOC; means. Here again one meets two options: a "vertical" 

interpretation of Kot vwvia. mostly by those commentators who take the genitive 

to be objective, emphasizing the relationship with the Spirit as a "participation 

in the Holy Spirit"216. Others understand the phrase in a "horizontal" way, with 

basically ecclesiological implications, referring to the "fellowship" of the 

Christians in Corinth which is understood as a gift of the Spirit217 or as a 

consequence of their "participation in the Spirit,,2lB. Yet in the light of the 

context of this phrase and of the language and the function of the benediction, 

an ecclesiological meaning becomes very unlikely. For the parallel concepts of 

XcX.ptC; and a.ycX.1tYj are clearly soteriological (i.e. "vertical") and belong to the 

special kind of benedictory language which Paul uses in his letter-openings . and 

214 The unusual expansion of the postscript benediction in 2 Cor 13:13 (cf. Rom 16:20; 1 Cor 
16:23; Gal 6:18; Phi! 4:23; 1 Thess 5:28; Phlm 25) must not be regarded as redactional and there 
is indeed "no reason why Paul himself could not have expanded his own more usual form, just as 
he expanded the peace-blessing in v. lIb." (Furnish, 2 Cor, 587). 

215 Advocates of the objective interpretation are LSJ, 970; Wood, "Fellowship", 36; Campbell, 
"Cognates", 379f; Seesemann, Koinonia, 56f, 62-70; Hauck, 7WNT Ill, 807 ("Gen. obj. der Sache); 
Furnish, 2 Cor, 584; Brown, "Ecclesiology", 158 (a partitive genitive); Dunn, "Instruments", 206; 
Kertelge, "Kerygma", 337; Schattenmann, TBLNT 1,597; Schnackenburg, "Koinonia-Gedanke", 68f. 
McDermott pleads for both the subjective and the objective meaning at the same time: "One need 
not limit Paul's grammar too narrowly" ("Doctrine", 2231). See also Panikulam, Koinonia in the 
NT, 66-70; and Jourdan, "KOINONlA", 119. But one should be careful with such a liberal 
approach to Paul's grammar; presumably he knew quite well what he wanted to say and expressed 
it adequately. If there are aspects of the implications of both grammatical options here together 
it is more likely due to the semantics of the words which Paul used here. 

216 Furnish, 2 Cor, 581; cf. Hauck, 7WNT III, 807: "Teilnahme am Geist". 

217 So especially those who take the construction as subjective; see Currie: "the alliance of the 
spirit, those gifts by which members of the body render those mutual ministries which 
acknowledge and fulfill the fraternal claims of ~Iesed in the New Covenant" (Literature, 39); Hainz: 
"Gemeinschaft [der Christen], vermittelt dur;ch den heiligen Geist" (Kirche, 50); and von Dobbeler, 
Teilhabe, 62. 

218 Among those who hold the objective genitive see for instance Dunn, "Instruments", 206: 
XOL'IIW'II(a. "denotes 'participation in the Spirit', that is the shared 'experience of the Spirit. 
Fellowship arises out of the koinOl1ia pneumatos"; see also Kertelge "Kerygma", 336f; and 
Paniculam, Koillollia ill the NT, 70. 
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letter-postscripts, a certain terminology from which he may have derived the 

concept of X.OLVWVLCX as well. And indeed the term is comparatively frequent in 

Paul's proemia, not only in 1 Cor 1:9, where we observed another correlation of 

X.OLVWVLCX and the XcX.PL~ of God and Christ (vv.3-4), but also in Phil 1:5 

(X.OLVWVLCX d~ -ro £UCXYYEALDV) and Phlm 6 (X.OLVWVLCX TIi~ 7tLcr-r£w~yI9. In all 

these three instances X.OLVWVtCX signifies soteriological reasons for Paul's 

thanksgivings: the Corinthians' communion with Christ; the Philippians' 

communion with the gospel - that is with Christ22O
, and Philemon's faith221

• 

Another relevant factor for the interpretation of the passage is Paul's 

flexibility in switching his attribution of the concepts of love and grace to the 

(three) persons of God222
, so that he could accordingly have described 

X.OLVWVtCX also as originating from God (cL 1 Cor 1:9) or Christ223
• And 

although it is not very frequent that Paul describes the Spirit, not as an 

instrument of God, but as taking himself an individual and active part, these 

statements still display an important feature of Paul's pneumatolo~. And so 

219 But in 1 Cor 1:9 and Phlm 6 we have an objective genitive of course and also the 
prepositional phrase in Phil 1:5 has such an objective meaning; see Seesemann, Koinonia, 74-76; 
CampbeU, Communioll, 182; and also Hainz, Kirche, 93f. 

220 Christ himself as the gospel is the object of the apostolic preaching (cf. Gal 1:16; 1 Cor 
1:18-24; 15:12; Phil 1:14-18; etc.); see Hofius, "Wort Gottes", 152 (especially n. 29); and Brown, 
"Ecdesiology", 163. Also Seesemann (Koillollia, 74-79) and George (Communion, 182) point in this 
direction and regard the whole phrase as an equivalent for "faith"; cf. Hauck, TWNT Ill, 805. 
Hainz (Kirche, 89-95) and Paniculam (Koil1ollia in the NT, 80-85) are much too complicated in 
their interpretations, which, however, seem to be strongly governed by their general presumption 
on XOL\lW\lLa.. Cf. also Sampley, Partllership, 70-72. 

221 This passage should also be understood in line with the other proemium occurrences of 
XOL \lW\lLa. (cf. Seesemann, Koillollia, 79-83; Brown, "Ecclesiology", 163; and Schattenmann, TBLNT 
I, 498). Paul does not praise Philemon's fellowship with his fellow Christians and Paul (so Hainz, 
Kirche, 107f; cf. Paniculam, Koillollia ill the NT, 86-90), but his faith which goes along with 
£1tLy'tI<a)(J~ .•. &L~ XpLCn"O\l (Phlm 6; cf. 1 Cor 1:5)! 

222 See for instance a.ya.7Ul XPLOTOV in 2 Cor 5:14 and Rom 8:35 next to 8:39, or a.ya.7Uj 
1t\lcill.La.TO~ in Rom 15:30. In 1 Cor 1:3-4 we have one of the many examples of how XcX.pL~ derives 
from Christ and God (the Father). Cf. Chrysostom, Homilies on COrillthians, 419; and cf. also 
Smalley's conclusions in "Relationship", %-99, especially 98. 

223 It is an interesting feature of ancient liturgical texts which use 2 Cor 13:13 that they actiilly 
made such alterations, although presumably for dogmatic reasons; see for instance the praefatio 
of the Gallican Liturgy. 

2201 Cf. passages like Rom 8:9, 14; Gal 5:18; 1 Cor 3:16; 12:3,4-6, 11, 13; 2 Cor 3:6, 17! The 
~{J\la.J.Lt~ of the Spirit is also an integral part of God's calling and converting through the gospel 
(cf. 1 Cor 2:4-5; 2 Cor 3:6; 4:13). See also Lang, 361. 
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the Holy Spirit in 2 Cor 13:13 can be understood as the inititator of a 

sanctifying XOLVWVLcx., which can mean the communion with himself and thus 

with Christ dwelling in the believers (cf. Rom 8:9-11; Gal 2:19fy25. 

The second instance ofaxoLvwvL<X. 't"OU 1tVEU!l<X.'t"O~ in Phil 2:1 is different 

from the benedictory postscript passage and occurs in a parenetic setting. The 

genitive is not subjective here (a "fellowship" created by the Spirit)22h, but 

should be taken as objective (communion with the Spirit)227. Yet the meaning 

does not differ very much from 2 Cor 13:13. According to the context and in 

parallel to the first of the four conditions (EL) in 2:1 which is determined by an 

£V XPLCJ't"i!) phrase, the XOLVWVLCl. phrase can probably be understood as 

equivalent to EV 1tVEU!lCl.'t"L. And thus XOLVWVL<X. 't"OU 1tVEU!l<X.'t"O~ could be 

paraphrased in allusion to Rom 8:9-11: "if you are in the Spirit", that is "if the 

Spirit and thus Christ is dwelling in you ... ". 

225 See Wolff, 2 Kor, 269: "Freilicb wird man, entsprechend den voranstebenden Genitiven, 
auch den letzten so zu versteben baben, daB von einer Teilhabe am Pneuma die Rede ist, die der 
Geist selbst schenkt." 

226 So Hainz, Kirche, 53. But be hardly takes the context into account. Cr. also Paniculam, 
Koillollia in tile NT, 74-79; and McDermott, "Doctrine", 227. 

227 So Wood, "Fellowship", 35; Seesemann, Koinonia, 60; Hauck, TWNT rn, 807; George, 
Communion, 178; Brown, "Ecclesiology", 158f; Campbell, "Cognates", 378. 
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2.3 KOLVt.)VtC1 in 1 Cor 10:16 

After we have discussed the first passage which employs the · concept of 

XOLVWVLC1 in 1 Corinthians, the introductory passage (1 Cor 1:9), we will now 

examine the second instance of the phrase. In 1 Cor 10: 16 it occurs twice in a 

parallel statement concerning the Lord's Supper in the context of an argument 

against idolatry (10:14-22), which is again only a subsection of a rather lengthy 

discussion of the problem of idol-meat in Corinth (S:1-11:1t There are 

basically two reasons why we do not investigate the meaning and the function of 

XotVt.)VLCl. starting from the "outskirts" - so to say, from the context of the 

relevant verse as we did in the other instance, but start with an analysis of 10:16: 

The verse and the concept therein are not placed at the end of a passage, for 

instance as a summarizing climax, but v.16 is made the basis of an argument, so 

that it appears to be a priority to understand its intention first in order to 

sufficiently examine its significance for the context. Yet the other reason is far 

more important. For it seems very likely that the phrases in v.16, probably 

including the concept of XOtVWVLcx., are not originally Pauline, but are picking up, 

and building on, an earlier tradition2
• If this is the case, as we intend to show, 

we must first try to reconstruct as far as possible the original shape and Sitz im 

Leben of the tradition and its initial meaning and function in such a pre-Pauline 

I In the course of investigating this second instance of KOLvwvicx. in 1 Corinthians we do not 
only have to deal with quite a lot of literature - besides the commentaries on 1 Corinthians and 
the studies on KOL vwvicx. there is the vast number of works concerned with the Eucharist. But we 
will further find our passage involving and touching on several important topics of NT or Pauline 
theology, such as the relation of Paganism and Christianity, Paul's use and understanding of the 
OT tradition, the Eucharist (and its tradition) and generally the understanding of the Christian 
rites ("sacraments"), questions of ethics and ecclesiology, etc. We will not be able to comment on 
all these issues in a sufficient way, of course, but we will try to find our way through this thicket, 
stepping aside now and then when it is helpful for the explanation of the meaning and function of ' 
KOLvwvicx. in this passage. 

2 Hardly any of the studies of the concept of KOL vwvicx. in Paul which we surveyed at the 
beginning of our thesis even mention the possibility that 1 Cor 10:16 might not depict a uniquely 
Pauline formulation and that this occurrence of KOLvwvicx. might therefore not necessarily count 
as an authentically Pauline interpretation of the Eucharist or as highly typical for his concept of 
XOL "w"Loc. Only Panikulam and Hainz consider such questions. 
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context, III order to understand its selection and employment here and the 

Apostle's intention in quoting exactly this tradition in the context of an 

argument against idolatrf. The occurrence of a quotation within a text always 

raises the question of its original meaning and requires an independent 

exploration therefore, on the basis of which one might then ask why and how 

the author connected it to a new context. This is even more important in our 

case where we have a (catechetical) tradition, which, as it seems, was already 

known to both the author and his readers as a commonly accepted authority. 

And one gets the impression that not so much the tradition was meant to be 

reinterpreted by the new context, but that the context, the issue of idol-meat, 

was "interpreted" by the tradition, which, we presume Paul and the Corinthians 

understood more or less as we will outline below. So, although on the other 

hand it is also true that the new context certainly sheds some new light on the 

tradition of the Lord's Supper and highlights some of its aspects more than 

others, the key for the interpretation of the tradition and thus of the concept of 

KOL'IIW'IILcx. remains v.16 itself'. With the task of analysing the tradition first 

individually we tread on hypothetical ground of course, for the textual basis is 

fairly narrow, even if we take into account the other traditions concerning the 

Lord's Supper in both the following chapter (11:23b-25) and in the Synoptics, 

and we will therefore have to be careful of not getting lost in speculations. 

3 See Neuenzeit who calls 1 Cor 10:16 "eine eigenstandige, vorpaulinische Formel" which 
should be interpreted at flfst neither in the light of Pauline theology nor from its actual context 
in Corinthians (EllcllaristieallffassLIIlg, 60). See also Wolffs excursus on the pre-Pauline tradition 
in 1 Cor 10:16 before he begins to comment on the verse in its actual context (50-52). 

• Willis' way of reaching an interpretation of XOL\lW\lLa. in v.16, which for him is a central and 
decisive issue for the argument of his entire thesis and important for his defence of the integrity 
of 1 Cor 8:1-11:1 (cf. for instance Idol Meat, 281-286), must be questioned, however. Although also 
for him v.16 is "a piece of pre-Pauline Christian tradition in content and in wording as well" (193), 
his investigation starts with an analysis of the other XOL \lw\I-relations as they are described in 1 Cor 
10:18-20 (182-192). Thus he makes Paul's actual parenetical argument the key for understanding 
a phrase which is older than, and as such originally had nothing to do with, the Corinthian 
problem of idolatry which is here at stake. To understand the meaning and the function of v.16 
one cannot start by considering the context, if it depicts a tradition which both sides previously 
knew in another context and with another function. Beginning with the "less controversial" 
passages and then turning to the important part (192) is further no methodologically reasonable 
argument and the order in which Willis examines the relevant verses (w.l4-15, 18,19-20, 17, 16, 
and fmally 21-22) is rather confusing and misleading (182-222). 
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However, we will follow the Apostle's appeal (v.lS: XpiVIX.TE U~EL~ 0 CPlJ~t!) and 

carefully consider the origin and meaning of the words in v.16 before we 

proceed to ask concerning their contextual integration into the argument against 

idolatry. 

2.3.1 The Shape and Origin of the Tradition in 1 Cor 10:16 

There are a few signals in the context of v.16 which may hint at an originally 

independent existence of the verse or of parts of it. In the preceding verse (15) 

Paul addresses the Corinthians as cppovL~oi, as people who are in a position to 

judge for themselves - note the emphasized U~EL~ - and who are thus expected 

to draw their own conclusions from what the Apostle is going to say next. 

Apparently Paul is convinced that this following argument will not fail but even 

more bring the desired result, that his endangered and yet "beloveds children" 

(cf. 1 Cor 4:14) should come to their senses and flee from idolatry (10:14). So 

the Apostle obviously expected a particular positive reaction and did not with ~ 

sudden notion of democr 9j intend to involve their ind~pendent judgement on 
---~ 

the issue, but they should rather "judge for themselves that Paul is right'l6. It 

might have some probability therefore that both sides - the writer of the letter 

and its receivers - already had some knowledge of what Paul came up with in 

the course of his argument in 10: 167
• 

S According to Wischmeyer's article ("ArAllHTOL"), the adjective generally is a "jiidische, 
speziflsch theologisch gefiillte Diktion ... , die Gottes Erwahlung aussagt" (478) and thus a very 
honorillc form of address. In 1 Cor 10:14 it is further a call for special attention and might imply 
certain expectations. 

6 Fee, 465. 

7 It is further striking that the parallel constructions to v.16, in vv.18 and 20, especially 
concerning the XOL "w,,- with genitive phrases, do not really match: the difference between the 
plural forms of the nominalized adjective "XOL"W"O~" in vv. 18 and 20 and on the other hand the 
abstract form of XOL"W"La. in the singular in v.16 should not too easily be neglected. Either Paul 
did not consider the differences - which does not seem very likely t<? us, for the XOL "w,,- phrases 
are obviously meant to be the tertium comparationis in these verses, or he wanted to do precisely 
the opposite and point to a certain difference and quality of the xOL"wv-relations. But a third 
option is alsoposssible which could go with the second, that Paul was bound in the case of 
XOL\IW"ta. to a fixed formulation and for certain reasons did not want to make the other two 
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The way in which the actual statement is then presented in v.16 seems to 

confirm our supposition. For the particle Otry"i, right in the middle of each of the 

two parallel halves of the verse, indicates that the two sentences are formulated 

as questions to which an affirmative answer is expected - "isn't it? - of course it 

is!"8. The parallelism is another striking formal indication, although it 

presumably derives from the traditional form of the Lord's Supper9. But the 

parallel structure could further display a typical feature often found in 

traditional phraseslO, for it helps one to memorize not only the content but the 

exact words of a formula as well (cf. 1 Cor 8:6; 11:24-25; Rom 1:3-4; 4:25)11. 

The only breaking of the parallelism in our case is the additional genitive 

attribute of the subject of the first sentence (TIj<; £UAOY[a.~) and the position of 

the verb £cr-r£ v which in the fust sentence immediately follows the predicate 

nominative KOL VCUVLa. and in the second is placed at the end after the genitive 

attribute of KOLVCUVLa., -mu crw~a."'ro<; "'rOU XPLcr"'rOU. But on the whole we have the 

same structure: a subject (the cup of benediction/the bread) which is closely 

completely parallel. 

8 See BDR §427,2; cf. Ellis, "Tradition", 487; Grosheide, 231; Panikulam, Koin6nia in the NT, 
19; Weill, 256; Willis; Idol Meal, 194; Wolff, 52. 

9 The parallel of bread and cup, body and (new covenant in the) blood is fundamental in 
Mark 14:22-24; Matt 26:26-29; Luke 22:19-20; 1 Cor U:23b-25; and even John 6:53-56 displays this 
parallel. 

10 The criteria of formal and structural peculiarities should be added to the criteria which Ellis 
denotes for traditional pieces ("Traditions", 485). 

11 That parallelism was an important and fairly frequent technique for memorization in 
antiquity and especially in semitic poetry has lately been considered by Riesner in his Jesus a/s 
Lehrer which deals with the question of the origin of the Synoptic traditions; see for our purpose 
especially his §15 "Bewahrende Formung" (392-404), according to which parallelisms played a 
prominent part (398f); cf. also BDR §489f. Whether this technique and generally such parallel 
forms in supposed traditions in the Synoptics, however, indicate originality and age or rather a 
certain process of reflection in worship and catechism of the early church remains to us an open 
question. Yet, in the case of Paul's letters and the pre-Pauline traditions therein, the second option 
is the more likely one, and the Apostle surely did not share in the modem idea that older 
traditions are the more authentic and valuable ones. Concerning the two Eucharistic traditions in 
1 Corinthians, though, if we may already count 10:16 as such, it seems likely that the parallelism 
of the paradosis (l1:23b-25) with its formal inconsistencies depicts the older formulation -
reflecting a different Sitz in! Lebell - than the much more smoothly arranged phrases which are in 
the background of 10:16. 
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connected with a following brief relative clause also by inverse ~ttraction12 
- ---- - -- --

(which we bless/break), and in the second part the verb of the main clause (is) 

with a rather lengthy complement with a double genitive attribute which is 

nearly identical in the two sentences save one word (XOLVWVLCX of the blood/body 

of Christ). The inverse attraction, w?ich ~ttaches the hypotactic relati~e Clause 

~ven clos~the main sentence "by agreement of the .relative and antecedent 

not only in number and gender but even in case'1I3, is a very rare construction 

and occurs probably only once more in Paup4. Such a grammatical rarity 

further strengthens our impression that v.16 is a pre-Pauline Eucharist tradition 

which preserved fixed phrases. And it makes it rather unlikely that v.16 is an "ad 

hoc construction"15 by Paul where he would merely use, or allude to, earlier 

languagel6
, at least concerning the first parts of the two sentences. But also for 

the other halves of the parallelism, where especially the (pre-Pauline) 

combination of XOL VWVLCX with oWIlCX XpLO-rOU and cxrllcx XpLO-rOU is debated, one 

has to note the position of ouXL The interrogative particle is placed immediately 

12 That TO 7tOTl)pWV ••. 0 £UAOyOU~£v depicts an inverse attraction as well and that the subject 
is thus an accusative form is not obvious, for the nominative and the-accusative singular forms in 
the neuter do not differ, but it is most likely, because of the parallelism; so BDR §295; Henric~ 
261; Meyer, 237; Neuenzeit, EucliaristieauffassulIg, 58; RobertsonjPlummer, 213; and Panikulam, 
Koinollia in the NT, 21 (although he is wrong to call the phenomenon a "relative attraction"). 

13 Robertson, 429; cf. 488,717. 

14 Rom 6:17; see HoffmannjSiebenthal, 569. But this instance has a much more complicated 
structure than 1 Cor 10:16 and it could also be just an ordinary relative attraction; see BDR 
§294,6. In the NT the only other instances of an inverse attraction are Matt 21:42 = Mark 12:10 
= Luke 20:17 (and some MSS of 1 Pet 2:7) - a quotation from Ps 117:22 (LXX); and probably 
Luke 12:48 - a metrically structured antithetic parallelism which is reminiscent of a proverb, maybe 
a tradition (cf. Jeremias, 17/eologie, 35); Acts 10:36 and Luke 1:73 are doubtful; see BDR §195. 
The ordinary relative attraction, where the relative particle adapts to the antecedent in the main 
clause, not to its function in the relative clause, is far more frequent (for instance 1 Cor 6:19); cf. 
BDR §294; and HoffmannjSiebenthal, 569. 

15 Fee, 468, n.28. 

16 Many commentators hold such a position, that v.16 is a mixture of traditional language and 
Pauline interpretation, especially concerning the concept of XOLVWVLa.; among the investigators of 
the XOL VWVLa. phrase see Hainz, although he gives no reason for his assumption (Kirche, 22); but 
see also Hahn, who understands the second parts of v.16a and b as Pauline ("Gefahr", 165f); see 
Seesemann, who understands XOLVWVLa. in v.16 not really as a Pauline invention in that context, but 
as Paul's deliberate allusion to the sacrificial terminology of the Greek cults (Koinonia, 102f). See 
further Bornkamm, "Herrenmahl", 143; Burchard, "Importance", 125, 130; Conzelmann, 2Olf; Fee, 
468, who is undecided concerning the origin of XOLVWVLa.; Strobel, 158; and cf. Grosheide, 231f. 
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before xOLvwvicx. and it is thus emphasizing the expected positive answer to the 

questions even more for these debated second parts of the parallel sentences17
• 

The particle ouXi and thus the form of the question are presumably not 

original. But besides this apparently Pauline ado.ption of the statements for the 

particular use in 1 Corinthians, the two grammatically not related but still 

parallel clauses seem to be phrases of a formerly independent and well known 

tradition. That the two sentences originally belonged together is undoubted, yet 

the order - the cup before the bread - is striking. It has no real parallel which 

could confirm the possibility of another practice of the celebration of the 

Eucharistl8
, even more so as the paradosis in the following chapter clearly 

points to the regular order (11:24-25). Most likely Paul himself altered the 

order; for what reason he did so the context analysis must reveal. 

So, to summarize; from considering merely the formal aspects in and around 

1 Cor 10: 16 we might already well conclude that Paul quoted "a previous 

tradition which was already known to the Corinthians"19, not only "in content" 

but "in wording as well"20. And we can reconsruct the original shape of the 

17 If Paul had formulated those phrases himself one might wonder why he constructed them 
with such different positions of the verb Ea·dv. That he took it over from the tradition might be 
the better explanation of that astonishing feature, which some of the MSS already attempted to 
correct and altered the position of the first EaTLv according to the second (I< C D F G 'f M and 
lat). Cf. Klauck, who describes v.16 as "parallel er Aufbau bei chiastisch verschrankter 
SchluBstellung" (Kutt, 258). But with respect to the parallelism and to the position of the verbs in 
the depending statements in w. 17,18 and 20, the MSS could also have correctly reconstructed the 
original form which had been corrupted at some stage of the tradition process. 

18 The £uXC1pLaTLa. in Did. 9:1-5 and the order of cup and bread there do not refer to the 
Lord's Supper but probably to a kind of Agape Meal as 10:1 hints. According to HofIus 
("Paradosis", 222f, n. 144) the 1tOTIJPLOV in 9:2 and similarly in Luke 22:17-18 points to the QidduS 
cup which in the Jewish paschal rite had its special function for a pre-supper prayer and was then 
followed by the usual meal, beginning with an eulogy and breaking of the bread and concluding 
with an eulogy over the 1tO't"ijpLOV Tli<; £uAoyLa.<; (cL Luke 22:19-20); see the references to the 
relevant rabbinic sources in Hofius, ibid. 

19 PanikuJam, Koillollia ill the NT, 19 ; Waiter, "Christusglaube", 432, calls 10:16 "eine ihm 
[Paul] iiberkommene Deuteformel zum Herrenmahl ... , die er auch bei den Korinthern aIs bekannt .. 
und anerkannt voraussetzt"; see also Barrett, 231, 234; Delling, "Mahlverstandnis", 54; id., 
"Abendmahlsgeschehen", 323; ElIis, "Traditions", 487; Friedrich, "Christus", 162; Goppelt, Theologie, 
476f; Kasemann, "AnIiegen", 12; Klauck, Kull, 262f; and id., "Eucharistie", 332f; Lang, 127, 157; 
Murphy O'Connor, "Community", 63; Neuenzeit, EuclJaristieauffassung, 59f; Weill, 256; Willis, Idol 
Meat, 193-195; and Wolff, 50-52; cf. Meeks, Christial1S, 159. 

20 Willis, Idol Meal, 193. 
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tradition as followS21
: 

a) TOV CiPTOV 

QV XAW!-lEV 

XOtVWVtcx. 

b) TO 7toTiJpwv Tii~ EUAOyLcx.~ 

Q EUAOYOU!-lEV 

XOtVWVtcx. EO"TLV 

TOU cx.r!-lcx.TO~ TOU XPtO"TOU 

(EO"Tt v) 

86 

That this tradition must have been of a different kind and quality than the 

ones which Paul argues with in chapter eleven (11:23-25) and fifteen (15:3b-5) -

two further examples for the Apostle's frequent argumentative use of accepted 

traditional materiaF2 
- is clear from how they are introduced thereZl

• These 

two traditions are apparently not of Pauline origin and most likely they are not 

even interpreted by Pauline insertions:1A, but are preserved as fixed and 

somehow "holy" formulae which the Apostle had received once from others and 

which had then been transmitted also to the converts of the newly founded 

21 The position of £0'.( v at the end of each of the sentences could be the original as some MSS 
might have preserved or correctly reconstructed; cf. n. 17. 

22 On this important feature of Paul's letters see generally Eichholz's observations and 
considerations in his UmrifJ, 7-13, 101-154, 202-214; and cf. Guthrie, Introduction, 658-66l. 
Concerning 1 Corinthians see especially E!lis' artiCle 'Traditions". 

Zl See for instance the ClTL recitativum in 11:23. 

lA Especially in the case of 1 Cor l1:23b-25, that it was entirely a pre-Pauline tradition was 
long debated. The attribute to TO OW!-L<X in v.24, TO U7tEp up.wv, was commonly regarded as a 
grecism which could not be translated back into a semitic language; so for instance Jeremias, 
Abendmahlsworte, 99, 160; Weill, 285; and Klauck, /wIt, 304, 308. But that Paul should have 
changed or amplified the wording of such a text is rather unlikely, for he always differentiated 
between his own and the Lord's words (cf. e.g. 1 Cor 7:10, 12, 25; 9:14; and see Schlatter, 
17leologie, 40, 351), so that it is likely that he quoted the tradition precisely as he himself had 
received it from others and as it had been transmitted to the Corinthians; see Neuenzeit, 
Eucharistieau/fassulIg, 82-89; Hofius, "Paradosis", 204; and Wolff, 83. And that the attribute TO 
U7tEp up.wv can very well have a semitic original and that the Pauline tradition could thus depict 
an even older version of the paradosis than Mk 14:22-24 (the U7tEp 7tOAAWV in Mark 14:24 could 
be a later interpretation alluding to Isa 53:11-12), has been convincingly shown by Hofius in his 
recent article, 'To OWJlCX TO U7tEp up.wv 1 Kor 11,24", with a large number of Hebrew, Aramaic and 
Syriac references. ef. Delling, "MahlversUindnis", 51; Goppelt, 17leologie, 265, n. 10. On the 
integrity and originality of 1 Cor 15:3b-5 see Wolft's excursus, 153-158. 
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church in Corinth~. The existence of another tradition of the Lord's Supper, 

not only in the Pauline Corpus in general but even in the same letter and only 

some verses below, is striking and of great importance for our investigation of 

1 Cor 10: 16. And we will have to deal with the relation of these two traditional 

references to the Eucharist further in the course of our studies. For the moment 

it is enough to register that the quotation of the paradosis in chapter 11 had not 

been altered by Paul whereas we found the formula in 10: 16 transformed into 

a question and presented in an altered order. We may therefore conclude that 

the paradosis was a more important tradition, an aetiolo~ of the Lord's 

Supper which explained the establishment of this Christian rite and provided the 

norm for its continuous practice. Whether it was ever used in the worship and 

"liturgy" of the early church in Corinth is not clea~. Yet it narrows the options 

for the origin and function of the other tradition in Corinth for which it seems 

fair to say that it might have been used for some kind of catechetical purpose 

for the new believers who were thus introduced into the understanding of the 

2S IIa.pcx.Acx.I.L~cX.'oIEL'oI (~ ';!;JP) and similarly 7tcx.pcx.OLOO'olcx.L (7 "i~) are technical terms in 
rabbinical literature for the transmission of traditions; see Jeremias, Abendmahlsworte, 95-98, 195; 
Ellis, "Traditions", 481£; Hofius, "Paradosis", 203, nn. 2f; and see the references in Str-B Ill, 444. 
Dunn's suggestion, however, that we should understand 11:23 as a reference to the visionary 
reception of the paradosis and thus to "the direct authority of the exalted one" is rather doubtful 
(Unity, 67). Not really "much more satisfactory", but rather more fantastic is Murphy O'Connor's 
solution, that Paul in his reference to the "Lord" actually meant the Christian community, for -
according to Murphy O'Connor - "Christ ... in a real sense ... is the community (6:15; 12:12)" 
("Community", 56f). 

26 See Hofius, "Paradosis", 203; Roloff, Neues Testament, 213; Neuenzeit, Eucharistieauffassung, 
%-98; Lang, 150; and Wolff, 84. 

TT In favour of the use of the aetiology in the celebration of the Lord's Supper are Jeremias, 
Abendmahlsworte, 100; Wolff, 84; and Neuenzeit, Eucharistieauffassung, 98. However, Barrett, 264; 
WeiB, 284,293; Burchard, "Importance", 125f; and Hofius, "Paradosis·, 229, n. 148, doubt that. 
Although we agree that neither xa:ra:YY£AAE"t"£ in 11:26 nor the "t"ou"t"o d, "t"~'oI £1.L~'oI (X'IIcX.I.L'oIl)CH'oI in 
11:24 and 25 allow us to reach conclusions about the use of the paradosis in the "liturgy" of the 
Eucharist, Neuenzeit's suggestion that the formula (or parts of it) could have been included in the 
eucharistic prayers (98) has some probability. Maybe the words appeared there in the course of 
an anamnesis of the events of salvation history, which was a prominent part also in the Jewish 
EUX<X.pLC7"t"Lcx., for instance in the celebration of the Passover. Similarly the verba testamenti were 
included in the anamnesis of the Eucharistic prayers of most of the Christian liturgies of the 
Ancient Church. That the prayer of the bread and the prayer of the wine were originally separated 
by a meal need not be a problem for this thesis, but could even more explain the differences 
between these basically parallel parts of the paradosis. 
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actual celebration of the Lord's Supper in their church2B
• The appeal to the 

XPLV£LV of the CPpoVLlloL in the preceeding verse (10:15) and Paul's insertion of 

OUXL fit very well such an assumption of the original Sitz im Leben of the 

tradition in 1 Cor 10:16. The subject of the relative clauses in the first person 

plural and the present tense of those two verbs, pointing to a durative and 

iterative action29
, could further count as tyPical features of catechism, which 

reflected and explained the actual ritual customs of the early church. 

Far more difficult to answer, however, is the question of the traditio-historical 

origin of 1 Cor 10: 16. In principal it -could be either a fairly recent creation by 

Paul (or his fellow workers) when they stayed with the Corinthians or even 

before in the course of the mission to the Gentiles; and then, if so, one must ask 

where he took the "ingredients" from3O
• The other option is that the Apostle 

himself had received it at some point of his Christian life, maybe in Antioch or 

in Damascus, when he himself had been introduced into the tradition of the 

Christian faith and practice as a new believef l
, and that he had used it ~~ 

likewise for the catechism of his converts32
• The important point of such 

considerations is, of course, the question of the amount of the possible influence 

2B So Delling, "Mahlverstandnis", 54; Klauck, Kult, 262 ("in der Katechese der hellenistischen 
Gemeinde beheimatet"); id., "Eucharistie", 232f; Lang, 127; Wolff, 51 ("vielleicht aus der 
Abendmahlsunterweisung"). Ellis' suggestion, however, of categorizing v.16 and similarly the 
paradosis in l1:23b-25 as "Jesus-Traditions" or as "teachings of the earthly Jesus" ("Traditions", 
485-487) is not very convincing. For both traditions do not seem to be very much concerned with 
events in the life of 'Jesus' and speak either of the 'xupWC; 1TjO"ouc;' or of 'Christ'. It is further not 
really clear what Goppelt means with his description of v.16 as a "Formel fUr die Segnung und 
Spendung der Elemente" ("Abendmahlsgemeinschaft", 25). 

29 Robertson calls the tense of these verbs an "iterative or customary present" (880). 

30 That the tradition should have come to the Corinthians from some other source in the time 
after Paul's departure, and that he might have heard about it in a letter, is in principle possible, 
but quite improbable. One would have to explain why the Corinthians did not have some 
catechetical instruction on this issue before, although they already celebrated the Lord's Supper 
and had received the paradosis from the Apostle as well (11:23!). 

31 That would be Damascus (or Arabia, Gal 1:17; cf. Acts 9:1-25). We also doubt that Paul 
received the paradosis of the Lord's Supper to which he refers in 1 Corinthians, in Antioch (so 
Jeremias, A,belldmahisworte, 181). At least it leaves open the question how Paul then celebrated 
the Eucharist before he came to Antioch and what made him take over another tradition (if it 
differed anyhow). Presumably he received both Eucharist traditions already in Damascus; cf. 
Goppelt, Theoiogie, 261; and Lang, 157, 160. 

32 See Ellis who also notes these two possibilities for the origin of a tradition, the formulation 
by Paul oT.his co-workers or the transmission of antecedent material ("Traditions", 485). 
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of Jewish or Greek ideas and words on the tradition, especially concerning the 

concept of XOLVWVtcx.. A more Jewish (-Hellenistic) background would have to be 

expected in case of the second option - which seems the more likely to us, 

although one need not exclude Jewish influence either if one decided that the 

tradition had been created particularly for the Greek Gentile Christian 

churches. 

However, to find out whether this first impression proves to be right or not, 

we must now investigate more closely the particular phrases of the tradition in 

v.16 and ask the question from where they possibly derived. 

2.3.2 The Meaning of the Tradition in 1 Cor 10:16 

When we now try to shed some light on the meaning of the presumably 

catechetical tradition, we begin with considering the subjects of the qlain 

clauses, the bread and the cup and their being broken and blessed, to continue 

then with their equivalents in the predicate, the body and the blood of Christ, 

before we finally deal with XOLVWVLcx. (EO"'C'LV) as the concept which in both cases 

relates the two corresponding elements33
• 

2.3.2.1 The Bread and the Cup 

In all the paradosis traditions which we find in the Synoptics and in Paul, the 

custom of breaking the bread and the prayer of benediction over the cup are 

integral parts. From the traditions themselves, which once existed independently 

as 1 Cor 11:23-25 shows, a derivation of the Lord's Supper is possible neither 

33 A brief look at the other Eucharist traditions, especially at 1 Cor 11:23b-25, confirms this 
approach of considering XOLvwvta.last. For we fmd all the other elements of 1 Cor 10:16 in these 
traditions as wel~ so tbat XOLvwVta. is the proprium here and must have been introduced for 
certain reasons, which an examination of the other, apparently constitutive elements of the 
Eucharist might help us to understand. 
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from the Jewish Passove~ or the Toda meal35 nor from the table fellowship 

after Easter with the risen Lord36 or before, of Jesus with the tax collectors and 

sinners37. As far as the history of the tradition is concerned the only elements 

in the paradosis formula of the Lord's Supper which allow us to infer anything 

about the Last Supper, apart from the mention of the night before the xupwc; (!) 

'I'lcrouC; was crucified (1 Cor 11:23), are the prayers over the bread and the 

wine, which were elements of any Jewish meal marking its beginning and its 

end38
• 

"The bread which we break"39 refers to an act which in Judaism ritually 

opened a meal and which was normally performed by the pater jamilias, the host 

or the head of the relevant party40. It was always connected to a prayer of 

thanksgiving and blessint1 and was followed by the distribution and 

consumption of the XAcX.crflcx:rcx.. Yet, the XAcX.V -rov Cip-rov could also, as pars pro 

34 Jeremias, Abendmahlsworte, 35-82; cf. OrrjWalther, 250-252. But see already Schlatter's 
objections to this thesis (324); cf. Bornkamm, "Herrenmahl", 149. 

35 See for instance H.Gese, "Die Herkunft des Herrenmahls", in id., Zur Biblischen Theologie. 
Alttestamentliche Vortriige, BEvT 78, Tiibingen 21983, 107-127. 

36 Hahn, ''Thesen'', 233. 

37 Cf. Roloff, "Heil", 180-186; id., Neues Testament, 217-219; Goppelt, Theologie, 263f; Hahn, 
"Thesen", 233f. 

It must be also noted that a derivation of the Lord's Supper from the Hellenistic cults (so for 
for instance H. Lietzmann, Messe und Herrellmahl, Berlin, 31955) can be surely excluded; see 
Delling, "Mahlverstandnis", 48; Roloff, Neues Testament, 213f; Bornkamm, "Herrenmahl", 149. Cf. 
Kasemann, "Anliegen", 11f, who assumes some Hellenistic innuence only; and similarly Klauck, for 
instance concerning the anamnesis in 1 Cor 11:24-25 (Kult, 317) or in 10:16 the concept of 
XOL vwvia. (260-262). 

38 See the large number of references in Hofius, "Paradosis", 211-216, who objects to the 
frequent thesis that wine was used only in the Jewish banquets or at the Passover feast, not in the 
daily meals as well, if it was available (213); see also Jeremias, Abendmahlsworte, 166-170; 
Goppelt, Theologie, 262, 477; Roloff, Neues Testament, 217; Banks, Community, 84f; Weill, 257; 
and Str-B IV, 611-639. 

39 In the NT XA(iV is only used for the breaking of the bread (cf. Jer 16:7; Lam 4:4 LXX). 

40 See Jeremias, Abendmahlsworte, 166, 168; and Hofius, "Paradosis", 211, with a number of 
references in n. 48; cf. also Str-B I1, 619f; and IV, 621£. 

41 The semitic root ,,:1 includes both, a notion of blessing and a notion of praising and 
thanksgiving. The most appropriate rendering might be the concept of benediction, from the Latin 
equivalent to £UAOyLa.. Apart from the paradosis formula in Matt 26:26; Mark 14:22 (both 
£uAoyi)aa., £xAa.a£v); Luke 22: 19 and 1 Cor 11:24 (both £uxa.ptarijaa., . £xAa.a£v) we find this 
connection also in Matt 15:36; Mark 8:6 (both £uxa.ptarijaa., £xAa.a£v); Matt 14:18; Mark 6:41; 
Luke 9:16; and 24:30; cf. John 6:11. 
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toto, describe this whole rite, and so the QV XAW~£V in our case apparently 

includes an £UAOYOU~£v which appears in the parallel sentence and also the 

distribution and consumption of the pieces of bread42
• That the two verbs of the 

relative clauses stand for the whole ritual act which is connected to them, is also 

clear from their form in the first person plural43
• For neither, of course, was the 

bread broken nor were the prayers spoken by the whole congregation ("we"), so 

that one may conclude that the active parts of those members who did not 

themselves pray or break and distribute the bread but who merely received and 

consumed the eucharistic gifts, are also included and meant in these verbs44
• If 

we now compare 1 Cor 10:16 to what is said about the breaking of the bread in 

the other "Corinthian" tradition of the Eucharist, we do not find a great 

difference, at first glance. That 1 Cor 11:23b-25 employs the concept of 

£uxcx.pLa't'Ei'v instead of EtJAOYEi'v is not really a problem. The ritual which is 

described there in greater detail (e:Acx.~E:V lip't'ov xcx.i £uxcx.pLaTIjacx.<; ExAcx.a£v) is 

exactly the same, for £uxcx.pLa't'E:LV and £UAOY£i'V could be used synonymously for 

the benediction prayers which marked the beginning and the end of each meal 

(cf. in Paul also 10:30; Rom 14:6t5
• What this verbal difference might hint at, 

42 See Hofius, "Paradosis", 224; Klauck, Ku/t, 259f; Meyer, 240; Neuenzeit, 
Eucharistieauffassung, 56; Robertson/Plummer, 213; Weill, 257; and Wolff, 53. But cf. also how 
XAa.V TOV cX.pTOV later might have become a technical term for the whole celebration of the Lord's 
Supper, in Luke Acts 2:46; W:7, 11; Did. 14:1; d. the XAcX.Q'LC; TOU cXpTOU in Luke 24:35 and Acts 
2:42. A look at the Synoptic traditions is also helpful here, where the distribution of the 
XAcX.C1fUXTa., their reception (only Matt and Mark) and even their consumption (only Matt) are 
mentioned. 

43 The subject of the relative clauses ("we") implies more than just a general reference to the 
customs of the Christian church (in Corinth). It also seems to depict more precisely the subject of 
the concrete congregation as it is gathered to celebrate the Eucharist; the close association of the 
verbs with the elements of bread and wine by inverse attraction shows that it is more than a 
general statement. So one could render it as "we as we are gathered to celebrate the Lord's 
Supper", 

44 But on the other hand EUAOYOU!l£V and XAW!l£V further reveal that the majority of the mere 
recipients were understood, though as being more than passive spectators in some parts of the 
ritual, but rather as participants who were actually involved in the whole act. 

4S These two further instances where Paul mentions prayer before a meal are not enough, 
though, to allow us to -conclude that EUXcx.pLC1TELV would be the word which is more typical for the 
Apostle (contra Willis, Idol Meat, 194). And neither is EUAOYELV a semitism nor EUXcx.ptaTELV ~ 
~,~onnection _wjth the Eucharist particularly Christian, p"hr~(so Jeremias, 
Abendmalz/sworte, 167,178). Cf. passages such as Mark 8:6-7/Matt 15: 36 and Mark 14:22-23/Matt 
26:26 where the two concepts are both used side by side without any recognizable difference; d. 
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however, is that the formulation of the catechetical tradition did not build on 

the wording of the paradosis, but rather independently preserved another 

phraseology, though not another meaning. That is likely, at least, with regard to 

the part which deals with bread and wine. And it could be a point against the 

possibility that Paul himself constructed this tradition, when he at the same time 

must count as the one who also passed on the paradosis and could thus be 

expected to make the catechetical material match with the other. 

Similarly "the cup of the benediction which we benedict461
' refers to the same 

cup and to the same act which 11:25 describes47
• The 7tOTIjpLOv which the 

)(UPLO~ >IYJcrou~ took and over which he prayed !J.£TcX. TO o£mv~cra.L.s is the 

7tOTIjpLOV ~~ £uAoyia.~ as it is fully designated in 1 Cor 10: 16, the iT~'J~ Z,W 0'0, 

which normally indicated the end of any Jewish meal49
• It is striking, however, 

that this technical term occurs in none of the other Eucharist traditions and 

nowhere else in the NT or even in the LXX50
• The only other Greek parallels 

are in JosAs 8:9 and 19:55
\ in a Jewish-Hellenistic novel, written in the first 

also Neuenzeit, EucharistieverstalldJlis, 56f; and the excursus in Str-B IV, 611-639. 

46 A proper translation of the phrase is fairly difficult. One can use either renderings like 
"thanksgiving", "blessing" and "praising" and then have a corresponding verb but lose the full 
meaning of £uAoyd'v/£UAOYLC1, or on the other hand choose the Latin equivalent of "benediction· 
and then invent the relevant verb which does not exist in English. 

47 The adverb wacxllTCuc; in 11:25 refers back to the preceding verse, so that one must add: 
£ACX~£V ... xa.t £uxcx£HaTi}aa.c;; cr. Hofius, "Paradosis", 211f, especially DD. 44 and 49; Jeremias, 
Abendmahlsworte, 169f; Wolff, 91. The article before rmTi)pwv (cf. the parallel but indefinite 
Q.pTOV) is another way in which this special cup could be emphasized in the rabbinic tradition as 
the cup (Hofius, ibid., 212; Jeremias, ibid., 106) . 

.s This adverbial phrase refers to the £ACX~£V ... xa.i £UXCX£HaTIJacxC; which must be added to 
complete the sense of wacxvT(.,)C; and cannot be a prepositional phrase qucllifying 1tOTIJptOV, for it 
would require another TO; see Hofius' detailed discussion of the phenomenon and of the meaning 
of the phrase ("Paradosis·, 208-216). 

49 In the Passover ritual that would be the third cup (cf. Str-B IV, 72). 

50 EUAoyd'v with accusative in the sense of a benediction before a meal is also rare. It depicts 
a rendering of the rabbinic phrase 1':1 (pi) + '~. See 1 Sam 9:13 and lQSa 2:19-20 (Hofius, 
"Paradosis·, 228). 

51 Burchard, "Importance", 125; cf. 110; Barrett further mentions JosAs 8:5; 15:5; and 16:6 

(231). 
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century before or after Chrise2
, which tells the story of the conversion of 

Aseneth, the daughter of the Egyptian highpriest, when she met Joseph (cf. Gen 

41:45, 50; 46:20) and left her pagan religion. Although there is apparently no 

literary relation between the occurrence of the term in the two works, it could 

still hint at a similar religious sphere of Hellenistic diaspora Judaism and at a 

Jewish background to our tradition, where the old terminology and distinct 

designation of the cup had been preserved more than in the other traditions53
• 

That "the cup of the benediction" is a fIxed phrase further indicates that the 

relative clause 0 £UAOYOU!l£v, which picks up the preceding concept of £uAoyicx., 

is not a superfluous tautoloif. Like the parallel )(AW!l£V the phrase has an 

important function as it stands for the whole ritual act of prayer over the cup, 

distribution and consumption of the wine55
• Whether it should further point 

particularly to the Christian eucharistic prayer, in opposition to the Jewish 

custom56
, is not obvious at least, and rather unlikel~. In general one can say 

that there were surely structural similarities, due to the Jewish setting in which 

the Christian rite was instituted, and probably a basic common understanding of 

the benedictions as "consecrating" the in itself profane elements of bread and 

52 See Burchard, "Importance", 104; and generally this whole article, his Untersuchungen; and 
the introduction in his edition of the novel in JSHRZ 11/4. See also Klauck (Kult, 187-196) who 
assumes the derivation of some of the "Schliisselbegriffe" in JosAs from the Hellenistic mystery 
cults (196), however. 

53 That on the other hand the full terminology was used in order to elucidate the actual origin 
and meaning of the cup for non-Jewish converts, who lacked the relevant knowledge, is not as 
likely. For, if in all the other traditions a mere TO 1tOT~PLOV could do, which is surely not as clear, 
there was seemingly not a great need for such distinctions of different cups. 

54 Contra Neuenzeit, Euc/taristieverstiindnis, 55; and Orr /Walther, 250; but see Wolff, 52; and 
cf. Hofius, "Paradosis", 228. 

55 It was not the cup that was the object of the benediction (contra Goppelt, who further finds 
here a deliberate differentiation from the Jewish rite: 17le%gie, 477) but rather the wine (mixed 
with water) w~ed; TO 1tO~PLOV is a metonymy where the container stands for the 
content (Hofius, "Paradosis", 224; Jeremias, Abendmahlsworte, 162) as is also obvious from the 
correspondence to aJj.LCX.. 

56 Goppelt, 171e%gie, 477; Grosheide, 231; Hofius, "Paradosis", 228; and Neuenzeit, 
Eucharistieverstiindnis, 56. Cf. Panikulam, Koin611ia in the NT, 21; Schlatter, 295f; and Wolff, 52. 

51 Not the verb &u).oyouf.L£v as such, but only its subject ("we", the Christian community), 
points to a Christian benediction. If the phrase was supposed to have an anti-Jewish nuance one 
would not expect such a particularly Jewish wording. 
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wine and lifting them into a somehow sacred status which they had not had by 

nature beforess
• The content, though, of the Christian prayers was different, of 

course, and apparently included a praising proclamation of Christ's work of 

salvation and maybe a reference to his body and blood.7}, so that bread and 

wine in the XUPLOCXOV O£L1tVOV accordingly conveyed something fundamentally 

different from what the participants of the Jewish me~l received. But XAwfL£v 

and £uAoyoufL£v alone are no basis for such assumptions. 

These two relative clauses, however, mark a most remarkable difference 

between 1 Cor 10:16 and 11:23-25. For the catechetical tradition does not report 

a past event as does the paradosis (note the aorist) but generally speaks of an 

actual and seemingly repeated event (present tense); it does not describe, either, 

an action of the "Lord Jesus" but of the congregation as a whole. So, the first 

parts of the parallelism do not refer to what happened at the Last Supper of the 

XUpLO~ >Il)C1ou~ £V -rii VUX-rL Tl1tOCpd)LO£-rO - that is rather assumed - but to what 

happens again and again when the congregation comes together to celebrate the 

Lord's Supper, the XUfHOCXOV O£L1t\IOV (11:20), at the -rpcX.1t£~OC XUPLOU (10:21). 

ss See for instance Burchard's considerations on parallel phrases in JosAs 8:5 (cf. 8:9; 15:5; 
16:14-16; 19:5; 21:13-14). According to him the CipTOC; EUAOYOUJLi'llOC; Cwjjc;, the lto-rTjptO'll 
EUAOYOUJLi'llOV Oc. va.oTa.oia.c; and the xpiolJ.l1 EUAOYOUJLi'llO'll Oc.<p&a.paia.c; are not special kinds of 
food, drink and ointment, but receive their distinct quality and effect of life and immortality 
through the EUAOyEL'II, thus through the ordinary benedictions which a Jew speaks over food, drink 
and oil, which is "the proper Jewish use of the things" ("Importance", 113; cf. 105-118). Concerning 
the Christian rite Burchard concludes: "what gave the cup its power to impart a share of the New 
Covenant was the blessing pronounced over it, just as in JosAs the blessing enabled the bread, cup 
and ointment to convey eternal life" (126). Cf. AlIo, 238; Banks, Community, 85; Goppelt, 
17ze%gie, 477f; Hofius, "Paradosis", 228; and Klauck, Kult, 260. How the Corinthians un4erstood 
that act of "consecration" in the Lord's Supper is therefore not clear; cf. for instance Wecfrburn's 
remarks on the terminology of 1 Cor 10:3-4 (ltVEuILa.nXO'll ~pWILa. and ltOIJ.l1) which might depict 
or allude to traditional or customary phrases (Baptism, 241-248) . 

.7} See Hofius' convincing interpretation of the meaning and function of TOUTO ltOtELTE d, Tijv 
£IL~v Oc.'IIcX.ILVllOtV in 11:24 and 25. He understands these phrases and likewise the Pauline statement 
in 11:26 as references to the eucharistic prayers which therefore were a proclamation 
(Xa.Ta.yyEAia.) of the &a.VcX.TOU TOU xupiou, "der seinen 'Leib' den Seinen zugute in den Tod 
gegeben hat und in dessen Siihnetod (= 'Blut') die eschatologische Heilsordnung konstituiert ist" 
("Paradosis", 230; see 227-238). Cf. Bornkamm, "Herrenmahl", 158-160; Goppelt, Theoiogie, 477[; 
und Jeremias, Abendmahlsworte, 241, 243f. 
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2.3.2.2 The Body and Blood of Christ 

Our next step is now to investigate the mearung of the elements which 

correspond to the bread and ~in 1 Cor 10:16, TO crWllcx. TOU Xpt:crTOU and TO 

cx.Lllcx. TOU XPLcrTOU. Although these concepts are merely the genitive attributes 

of the complement of the predicate (iCOLVCr.>vicx. EcrTLV) of the main clause, we 

deal with them at first apart from this relation, and we can do so because they 

originally existed on their own, as all the other Eucharist traditions in the NT 

show. So we can expect to come closer to an understanding of iCOLVCr.>vicx. which 

apparently was introduced into this context of the Eucharist, if we understand 

the concepts to which it was attached. The concept of iCOLVCr.>vicx. always describes 

a relation of two or more parts, and in order to explain the kind and quality of 

that relation an investigation of the connected objects or subjects is required 

first. 

In no other letter does the concept of crCr.>!lcx. occur so often as in 1 

Corinthians60
• And still, these other instances are of little help (apart from 1 

Cor 11:23-29), for they more or less reflect Paul's usage, and even the 

occurrence of crwllcx. in the immediately following verse cannot explain the initial 

meaning of the same word in the preceding pre-Pauline tradition which has its 

origin in the words uttered at the Lord's Supper, on which we therefore have to 

focus. In all the paradosis formulae in the Synoptics and in Paul we find Christ 

relating the broken bread to his body: TOUTO (lloU t EcrTL v TO crWllcX. (lou62
• In 

60 The 45 instances of aWJL« in 1 Corinthians are more than in all the other Pauline letters 
together (Rom, 13; 2 Cor, 8; Gal, 1; Phi!, 3; 1 Thess, 1; cf. Eph, 9; Col, 8). But this high frequency 
is also due to the topics which,Paul deals with in this letter, fornication in chap. 6 or resurrection 
of the body in chap. 15; and the large number in chap. 12 (18 times) has its reason in Paul's 
extensive comparison of the Christian community with an organism (cf. our excursus below). 

61 Only the Pauline version (1 Cor 11:24) has the possessive pronoun put first and thus 
emphasized; similarly the possessive adjective EIJ-{j) in the parallel clause (11:25). So, not the body . 
and the blood as such are important, but that they are the body and the blood of the XUpLO' 
1TjC10U,! The TOUTO instead of the correct OUTO, - according to the masculine &,pTO, - is an 
attraction to the neuter aWIJ-a. and might further express the close relation of the broken bread 
and Christ's body. 

62 Hofius emphasizes that Jesus' words are no interpretative words (Deuteworte - as for 
instance in the Passover liturgy) but that they are closely attached to Christ's distribution of the 
gifts of bread and wine; the participants at the mea) receive not only bread and wine, but actually 
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the catechetical tradition we accordingly have O"W!!a. XPLeJ'rOU, for it is not Christ 

but his church talking here (cf. "we" in the relative clauses). Yet, both types of 

tradition are referring to the same body, for the XUpLO<; 'Il)aou<; who, according 

to the paradosis, distributed the broken bread as his body £V 'rn VUK'rt fj 

7ta.PEOL~E'rO (11:23), is no other than the XPLO"'rO<; of 1 Cor 10:16, at least for 

Paul as the mention of the 7tOTIjPLOV KUptOU and the TpcX.7tE~a. Kupiou in 10:21, 

which is constructed in parallel to v.16, reveals63
• If we further consider that the 

use of KuptO<; 'ITjO"ou<; in 11:23b, which recalls the confessional formulae in 1 Cor 

12:3 and Rom 10:9, demonstrates the early church's conviction that the crucified 

Jesus is no other than the risen and exalted Lord (cf. Rom 14:14; 1 Thess 2:15; 

and 4:14-15), it is even more doubtful that the O"W!!a. of "Christ" could be 

another than the O"w!J.a. of the "Lord Jesus". So there is no reason, for instance, 

to interpret the body in 1 Cor 10:16 as a reference to the pneumatic body of the 

exalted Christ61
, as if it would not be one with the body of the martyred 

~ 

Christ6S
• Even more questionable is an explanation of O"W!!a. XptO"TOU as 

Christ's body and blood ("Paradosis", 224f). Cf. Bornkamm: "hier wird in direlcter Pradikation ein 
Dargereichtes bezeichnet" ("Herrenmahl", 156). Hofius opts for Gabeworte (words of giving) as the 
more appropriate term (ibid., 205, n. 10; following O. Bayer, Promissio. Geschiclzte der 
reformatorischen Wende ill Luther's 17zeologie, FKDG 24, Gottingen, 1971,212, n. 62), and refers 
to JosAs 16:4 (TOUTO TO lC'llPLOV EC!TL 'ItV£U~a. CwljC;) as the only actual and formal analogy to this 
phenomenon in 1 Cor 11:24-25 (and 10:16); ibid., 225. Cr. Burchard on this passage in JosAs 
("Importance", 114-118); and Klauck, Kult, 187-1%. 

63 Cf. 10:22; and 11:26-27; and cf. XPLC!TOC; in 10:4 and 9. See also XUPLOC; in Paul's own 
introduction to the paradosis in l1:23a. 

64 So Soden, "Sakrament", 26f; and Hainz, (Kirche, 21) for whom XOLVwVta. TOU 

OW~a.TOC;/oc.r~a.TOC; TOU XPLOTOU is a Pauline phrase. Cf. also George, Communion, 172; 
Kiisemann, "AnIiegen", 20, 33 (but cf. id., "Motiv", 192-194); Seesemann, Koinonia, 40; and 
Schmitz, who understands C!w~a. in V.16 and v.17 him Sinne einer einheitlichen GroBe, in der der 
XUPLOC; und die Seinen zu einer 'mystischen Einheit' geworden sind" (Ozristus-Gemeinschaft, 175). 

6S Yet it is also questionable to understand C!(;)~ as a reference only to "the once-for-all death 
of Jesus under Pilate" (Willis, Idol Meal, 200; bold type by G.H.), as if he would not be the risen 
and exalted Christ who is present in his church. Similarly doubtful is the interpretation which takes 
ow~oc. as a reference to Christ's 'selr and only oc.r~oc. as pointing to his death (Berger, "Kirche", 
204); see therefore Conzelmann's objections (1Jzeologie, 73); and especially Gundry's detailed 
examination of the meaning of OW~ in Biblical Theology. He concludes that OWf.r.oc.. can represent 
but never mean the whole person (SOMA, 29-80) and that the term generally "denotes the physical 
body, roughly synonymous with 'flesh' in the neutral sense" (SO). 
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referring to, or implying a notion of, the church as the body of Christ66
• In both 

Eucharist traditions which are quoted in 1 Corinthians the concept of aw(.La. 

rather means the one and only body of the d~ KUpto~ 'ITjaou~ XpLaTo~ through 

whom all things exist (1 Cor 8:6)67 and who cX.7t£9-a.v£v {J7tEP TWV cX.(.La.p·nw'J 

lJ(.Lw'J Ka.TcX. TcX.~ ypa.<pcX.~ Ka.L ... £Tci<pTj Ka.L ... £yi)Y£PTa.L -rll lJ(.L£p~ -rll TptTTl Ka.TcX. 

TcX.~ ypa.<pcX.~ (1 Cor 15:3b-4Y.s. That aw(.La. XpLaTou contains a special reference 

to the event of the crucifixion and thus to the vicarious death of Christ(9, 

however, is obvious in 1 Cor 10:16 from the parallel with a.L(.La. XpLaTou, and in 

the four paradosis formulae even more from their narrative context and from 

the various attributes which determine aw(.La. there: the setting of the meal in 

each version is the night of the betrayal and thus the night before the execution, 

so that bread and wine as Christ's gifts of his body and blood depict a prolepsis 

of, and have their basis in, what was going to happen the following day. Only in 

the light of the crucifixion and of the resurrection was the great significance of 

the Last Supper and of the eucharistic words of Jesus fully understood7D
• So, the 

prepositional attribute TO \J7tEP U(.Lw'J in Paul and Luke determines the aw(.La. of 

66 This position is held especially by those commentators who regard v.17 as a key for the 
interpretation of v.16, which is methodologically highly questionable as we showed above and will 
continue to do when we consider the relation of the two verses below. But see Barren, 233; Hainz, 
Kirche, 25f, 30-33,53-46, although for him the actual ecclesiological concept is XOLVWVta.; cf. also 
Conzelmann, 203; Ellis, "Traditions", 487; and Neuenzeit, Eucharistieauffassung, 6l. 

67 1 Cor 8:6 is a tradition as well. Similarly in 1 Cor 1:3, which also depicts traditional 
language, the attributes occur side by side without any difference in meaning (see Kramer, Christ, 
191£, who assumes Christian worship as the origin of such a full designation of Christ as the Lord 

Jesus:~). 

68 In this clearly traditional passage "XpLOTOC;" does not refer to the resurrected Christ only but 
to the one who suffered death and was buried as well. 

(9 See Bornkamm, "Herrenmahl", 164; Delling, "Abendmahlsgeschehen", 324; Grosheide, 232; 
Hofius, "Paradosis", 225; Klauck, Kult, 261; Schlatter, 2%f; and Wolff, 53; cf. Neuenzeit, 
Eucharistieauffassung, 173, but see also 61; Seesemann, Koillollia, 38; and cf. Conzelmann, 202; 
and Willis, Idol Meat, 198f,208. 

7D The paradosis is no report of one of the last events in Jesus' life, as the setting in the 
Synoptic passion narratives and likewise the few introductory words in 1 Cor l1:23b reveal; apart 
from 'XUpLOC; "'laou~" which we mentioned already see mXp£M~£To which might be a divine 
passive (see Wolff, 85), similar to Rom 4:25 - another pre-Pauline .tradition (cf. Rom 8:32; Gal 
2:20; but also 2 Cor 4:11; Eph 5:2, 25; and Isa 53:6, 10, 12). AJIy search for the original words of 
Jesus is therefore difficult, if not impossible, and maybe not really important. One cannot say 
more than that the paradosis tradition is presented as originating from the XUpLOC;, that Paul 
presumably did not intervene in the wording and that it could be translated back into Aramaic. 
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Christ and thus his death as an atoning and reconciling sacrifice7l
, which is 

further emphasized in Luke 22:1972 by the passive participle ~Eo6fLE"O", and by 

XAwfLEvO" in some MSS of 1 Cor 11:24, which is the only instance in the NT 

where the pre-supper ritual of breaking the bread is directly related to Christ's 

body as being "broken"73
• So, we may conclude that TO OWfLCl. TOU XPLOTOU in 1 

Cor 10: 16 refers to the body of Christ who was crucified for our sake and is yet 

the risen and exalted Lord74
• 

The concept of cx.LIlcx. occurs much more rarely in Paul than OWI-lcx.7S
, only two 

more times apart from the Lord's Supper passages (1 Cor 10:16; 11:25, 27), in 

Rom 3:25 - presumably also a pre-Pauline tradition76
, and in Rom 5:9. Yet if 

71 Cf. other passages in Paul which employ this or similar {11tEt>- phrases, such as Rom 5:6-8; 
8:32 (!); 14:15; 1 Cor 1:13; 15:3; 2 Cor 5:14-15, 21; Gal 2:20; 3:13; 1 Thess 5:10; but see also Eph 
5:25 (!); 1 Tim 2:6; Titus 2:14; and in the context of the Eucharist further Mark 14:24; and Luke 
22:20. According to Klauck the tradition of the Lord's Supper is the primary Sitz im Leben of the 
{11tEt>- phrases (Ku/t, 307); cf. Bornkamm, "Herrenmahl", 162f. 

Concerning reconciliation and atonement cf. especially Hofius' "Siihne und Versohnung", where 
he builds on H. Gese's investigation of the OT concept of atonement (H.Gese, "Oie Siihne", in id., 
Zur Biblisclzen 17zeologie. Alttestamentliche Vortriige, BEvT 78, Miinchen, 1977, 85-106) and 
convincingly objects to a common misunderstanding of Christ's saciifical death merely as an act 
of satisfaction and propitiation which should temper God's wrath. Yet it was not God that had to 
be changed, but the sinner. And atonement must be understood in terms of identification and 
inclusion where the "enemies of God" (cf. Rom 5:8-10) died with Christ and were thus made new. 
So Christ's vicarious death can be called an act of inclusive representation (includierende 
Stellvertretung; cf. "Siihne und Versohnung", 44); cf. also id., "Erwagungen rur Gestalt und 
Herkunft des Paulinische Versohnungsgedankens", in id., Pauluststudien, WUNT 51, Tiibingen, 
1989, 1-14; and Tannehill's, Dyi1lg a1ld Rising which also concludes that the death of Christ was 
understood as "an inclusive event" (70; cf. 110); see further H.-J. Findeis' detailed investigations 
and conclusions in his VersOltJIulIg - Apostolat - Kirclze. Eille exegetisclz-tlzeologisclze und 
rezeptionsgesclzichtliche Studie zu den VersoltJIungsaussagen des Neuen Testaments (2 Kar, Rom, 
Kol, Eph), FE 40, Wiirzburg, 1983. The wording of our traditions of the Lord's Supper, however, 
might reveal that this understanding of Christ's death as an act of atonement was not merely a 
Pauline speciality! 

72 Also in the coplic MSS of 1 Cor 11:24. 

73 The MSS which added lCAW!J£V are ~ C 0 2 F G 'f M and the Syriac tradition. The 
additional S-PUltTO!J£VOV in O· is a similar interpretation. All these participles seemingly must be 
understood as divine passives; cf. lta.pix.~o(n, in 1 Cor l1:23b. 

74 Paul further mentions the body of the crucified and resurrected Christ (as the mode of "our" 
dying to the law) in Rom 7:4; cf. also 1 Cor 11:27 (OWIla.TO, lCa.i a.LJlQ.TO, TOU lCUpLOU) and 29. 

7S For Willis this is another hint that 1 Cor 10:16 depicts a tradition (Idol Meal, 194). 

76 See Stuhlmacher, Rom, 57; and Eichholz, UmrifJ, 191, 196f, and Michel, who further 
presumes a connection to the Lord's Supper (Rom, 150-154). 
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one compares the formulations in Rom 3:25; 5:9; (Eph 2:13Y and in the 

paradosis formulae of Luke and Paul one can observe something like a common 

pattern of reference to the blood of Christ (£v -ri;) £!l<t>/cx.u'tou ex.ijtex.-rt 

!lou/cx.u'tou/'tou XPLcr'tOU) which could hint at a common origin of this £v with 

dative construction, presumably in the traditions of the Lord's Supper. 

Concerning cx.t!lcx. in the eucharistic traditions in the Synoptics and in Paul we 

can reconfirm what we emphasized for 'to crw!lcx. 'tou XPLcr'tOU already, that 

similarly 'to cx.t!lcx. 'tau XPLcr'tOU has no other subject and meaning in the 

catechetical tradition than the cx.t!lcx. of the KUpLO~ 'I'lcrouC; in the four paradosis 

traditions. These four aetiologies, however, differ much more from one another 

in their statements on Christ's blood than in the case of his body. Although in 

all of them cx.t!lcx. is an integral and fundamental part it has yet a different 

position and function; one can distinguish two main lines: Mark and Matthew 

have 'tou'to (ya.p) £cr'tL v 'to cx.l!!a. !!OU TIjc; OLcx.9-~X'l~ ... , in principle constructed 

analogously to the crw!lcx. word78
; but Luke and Paul have 'tou-ro -ro 7tO~PLOV il 

Kcx.L vn OLcx.9-ijKIl £cr'tL v £v 't<t> £!l<t> cx.L!lcx.'tL (!lou) ... , which is not parallel to the 

preceding crw!lcx. word79
• Which one of these two patterns (cup/blood of the 

covenant; or cup/new covenant in my blood) depicts the older version can 

71 Cf. Eph 1:7; Col 1:20. The blood of Christ is an important theological concept in the NT 
although it is generally not very frequent; cf. also Matt 27:4, 24-25; John 6:53-56; 19:24; Acts 20:28; 
Heb 9:12, 14; 10:19, 29; 12:24; 1 Pet 1:2, 19; 1 John 1:7; 5:6, (8); Rev 1:5; 5:9; 7:14; 12:11; (19:13). 

78 At least in this point the tradition in 1 Cor 10: 16 seems to show a certain relation to the 
traditions which these two Synoptic authors used. 

79 This difference in the wine word is just one of a number of differences which allow the 
conclusion that in general we have two strains of tradition reflected in the paradosis formulae, in 
which on the one hand Paul and Luke and on the other Mark and Matthew went together. The 
differences are most obvious in the eucharistic words themselves: see for instance the additional 
invitation .in Mark and Matthew to take (and in Matthew also to consume) bread and wine; or-ro 
imEp UlLw" as an attribute to aWlLcx in Paul and to awJLCX and cxfJLCX in Luke (expanded by 
aLMJL£"o" and £lCXU""OJL£"O'll) - where Mark has the imEp (Matthew ~£pL) ~OAAW" phrase as an 
attribute to cxflLcx only (plus £lCXU""OJL£"O" in Mark and Matthew); and further the anamnesis 
command which only Paul and Luke have in the bread word and Paul again (slightly expanded) 
also in the wine word, but which is missing ·completely in Mark and Matthew. Cf. finally also the 
eschatological outlook in the Synoptics, of which only a faint reflection can be seen in Paul's brief 
commentary following the paradosis (1 Cor 11:26). For further details and considerations of the 
traditio-historical background see the investigation - with helpful synoptic tables - in Jeremias, 
AbenilmaJl/sw011e, especially 90-99, 105-108, 132-195; and see also the good analysis in Delling, 
"Mahlverstandnis", 47-55. 
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hardly be reconstructedBO and probably the process of tradition went 

independent ways here quite early. Yet, the differences are not as great as it 

might seem at first glance. Both patterns of the Cx.LfJ-a. word in the paradosis 

formulae show a certain formal disagreement and expansionsl compared to the 

preceding statement about the bread and Christ's aWfJ-a., for they both employ 

a combination of blood and (ne~) covenant. Further, as regards content, the 

wine word in all four paradosis traditions and likewise in 1 Cor 10: 16 depicts a 

strong and clear reference to the sacrificial death of Christ, the crucified and yet 

risen and exalted Lord. Like the two (pre-) Pauline instances in Romans, a.[fJ-a. 

indicates atonement and reconciliation of the former enemies of God, who 

himself accomplished forgiveness for the sinners and thus realized their 

justification - "in the blood" of his Son, shed {HtEP ~fJ-wv at the cross (cf. Rom 

3:21-26; 5:8-1O)1t>. The various attributes of a.[fJ-a. in the Eucharist traditions 

80 See Delling, "Mahlverstandnis", 48,51; and Hofius, "Paradosis", 205. Among many, Jeremias 
(AbendmahIsworte , 165, 178, 181) and Goppell (171eologie, 261) decided in favour of the Markan 
tradition. That the Pauline paradosis could represent not only the oldest written version, but might 
have a certain primacy also in the history of the tradition must be emphasized, however, even 
more so as the debated TO imEp UIJ-WV could easily have derived from a Semitic ambience and 
language, as Hofius showed (see above); cf. Neuenzeit, EucharistieauffassuIIg, 168f. 

81 If one takes into account that between the two words with which Christ, according to the 
paradosis distributed bread and wine in the night before his execution lay a whole meal (note the 
IJ-ETcX. TO OEL1tVijOcx.L in 1 Cor 11:25 and Luke 22:20), such disagreements in the structure of the 
two words are not surprising. Even more so as the Lord's Supper was still celebrated in that way 
in Corinth (see Hofius, who convincingly objects to a common misinterpretation of 1 Cor 11:17-33; 
"Paradosis", 208-223; Lampe's most recent reconstruction of the background of that passage 
suggests an order according to the Graeco-Roman evening meal ["Mahlpraxis"], but is really only 
another variation of the old theories; his references to ancient writers sometimes seem to be a bit 
unsystematic and too little differentiated, and his conclusions seem to be highly hypothetical, 
neglecting the Jewish backg;) :'" 

(f6""und of the aetIOlogy in 1 Cor 11 too much; unfortunately he also does not discuss or mention 
Hofius). So a more parallel structuring of these words of distribution, as it is reflected in the 
formulae in Mark and Matthew, could hint at a later stage of the history of the tradition, when the 
Lord's Supper began to develop out of its origin in the setting of an evening OEL1tVOV (cf. Jude U; 
Did. 9 and 10; and cf. later for instance Hippolytus' Traditio Aposto/ica). Luke may, probably for 
some narrative reason, have preserved the more ancient form. The perfect parallism in the 
tradition which we fmd in 1 Cor 10:16 would then be due to its use presumably in the catechetical . 
instruction of the neophytes of the early church. Yet such considerations will remain more or less 
likely speculations. 

&2 The KCU"l) OLcx.&~)('l in Luke and Paul is an allusion to the promise of Jer 31:31-34; cf. also 
Exod 24:6-11; Lev 24: 7-8; Jer 32:40; and Zech 9:11. Cf. in 2 Cor 5:14-21 the close relation of 
Christ's death U1tEP 7tcx.VTWV (5:14-15,21; cf. 1 Cor 11:24) and the Kcx.,,,l) KTLOL<; (17). 

It> See Eichholz, Umrifl, 188-202; and Hofius, "Siihne und Versobnung", 33-39. 
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speak the same language, most obviously in Matt 26:28, where Christ's blood is 

characterized as -ro 7tEpi 7tOAAWV EXXUVVOfLEVOV d~ CicpEatV cX.fLcxpnwv84
• 

Comparing now the results concerning -ro CXrfLCX -rou Xpta-rou to our 

conclusions concerning -ro O"wfLcx -rou XptO"-rou and to our previous considerations 

on bread and cup, we find that the message of the two corresponding sentences 

in each of the five traditions of the Lord's Supper is basically identical and that 

the parallel clauses actually depict a union&5. So we may conclude that the 

catechetical tradition in 1 Cor 10:16 in agreement with all the other Eucharist 

traditions contains a statement on the significance of Christ's atoning death86 in 

the form of a synonymous paraIlelismus membrorumlfl
, although only in the case 

of 1 Cor 10: 16 we have a nearly complete parallelism not only in content, but in 

structure as well. 

Yet a word must be said about the striking feature that the two types of 

84 One has to note, of course, that this formulation is most likely due to the - presumably 
liturgical - shaping of the early church, as a subsequent and thus really more precise expression 
of Christ's words as they had been passed on. Mark's i.I1tEp 7tOAAWV might be older than 
Matthew's version for it is closer to the other strain of tradition ~d apparently alludes to Isa 
53:U-U. 

&5 Contra Conzelmann who doubts the correlation of awIW- and ar~ for Paul would already 
think of the ecclesiological aWl1-a (203) - that is how Conzelmann understands v.17. And see his 
17leologie where he points out that each of the two parts of the rite depicted "eine vollgiiltige 
Mitteilung" (73); cf. similarly Bornkamm, "Herrenmahl", 16lf. It is correct., of course, that the two 
statements need notbe added in a synthetic manner. Yet, that they do not differ in their intention 
and must not be understood separately either - although in the beginning still separated by a 
~£L7tVOV - is the obvious conviction of the early church's catechism (1 Cor 10:16). Still, Hahn wants 
to detect a kind of climax from arIW- (Christ'S sacrificial death) to aWl1-a (Christ'S resurrection) 
and finally in v.17 even to the "konkreten Wirklichkeit der eschatologisch neuen Schopfung". An 
important reason for such exegetical errors is obviously the disregard of the traditional character 
of v.16. Finally, Fee's doubtful assumption that the cup would refer to a vertical (Christ -
Christian), the bread to a horizontal ( Christians) dimension (467), may have similar roots. 

86 It must be emphasized, however, that none of the traditions of the Lord's Supper, nor the 
parenetical context of 1 Cor 10:16 as an argument against idolatry, allow the conclusion that the 
Eucharist was understood as "un rep as de sacrifice" (Allo, 237, 239). And the parallel concepts of 
awIW- and afl1-a in 1 Cor 10:16 do not reflect a development in the early church's understanding 
in comparison to 11:24-25 and thus a focus on the gifts as "Opfermaterien" (Neuenzeit, 
Eucharistieauf!assullg, 1691) or "geopferte Speisen" (Hainz, KirclJe, 34; cf. 24 where he concludes 
on the basis of the parallels with the pagan meals in 1 Cor 10 that the Lord's Supper similarly was 
understood as an Op!enllahlzeit). See therefore George who strongly rejects such assumptions 
(Communion, 173); and cf. also Fee, 468; Habn, "Thesen", 235; and Willis, Idol Meat, 207f. 

IfI See also DeUing, "Abendmahlsgeschehen", 324; Grosheide, 232; Hofius, "Paradosis", 225f; 
Lang, 127, 157; Scblatter: "eine einzige Handlung", 295; and Wolff, 53. 
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tradition which Paul quotes in 1 Corinthians, on two distinct occasions and only 

a few verses apart from each other, still differ so much in their wording88
• The 

best explanation, to us, however, is that they had in general a common origin, 

but a different function in a different Sitz im Leben. For the purpose of 

catechism a simpler form was created which was easier to memorize and 

understand, although it did not intend to reinterpret what had been passed on 

to the early church as the words of Christ. One must further note that the 

catechetical tradition actually dealt more with the Lord's Supper which was 

celebrated in the Christian Church than with the Last Supper of the Lord, as 

was the case with the aetiolo~. Therefore it is less likely, although possible, 

that the catechetical tradition should have derived from the different type of 

formula which Mark and Matthew also display and which then would have 

existed alongside the other strain which Paul and Luke have90
, so that Paul 

knew both kinds and combined them in the "arsenal" of his traditions91
• Yet, the 

most simple and conclusive explanation remains, for us, that the catchetical 

tradition and the paradosis have a singular background, but that their distinct 

form is due to a different function, and that Paul received them both at the 

beginning of his Christian life and later passed them on to his own converts. 

88 The differences are all in the wine word: the fuller designation of the cup, the appropriate 
concept for the benediction in the relative clause and a.r~a. as the parallel to OW~ instead of the 
reference to the new covenant. 

IJ} It is rather problematic therefore, to regard 1 Cor 10:16 as an "interpretation" of the 
aetiology, or of the 't"ou't"o EO't"tV in 11:24-25 - so Hainz, Kirche, 23; Klauck, Kult, 262; id., 
"Eucharistie", 333; Willis, Idol Meat, 172; cf. Kasemann, "Anliegen", 28; and Bornkamm who speaks 
of a "Kommentar" ("Herrenmahl",157), for the catechetical tradition does not actually deal with the 
paradosis, as the differences reveal, but might rather assume it. 1 Cor 11:23-25 explains more how 
the Last Supper was celebrated and why the church still celebrates the Eucharist; 10:16 on the 
other hand explains what the Eucharist actually means for the celebrating congregation, what 
significance it has for them. 

90 Note that there still remain quite a few differences between the Markan version and the 
catechism, which are all in the wine word as well: Mark has EUXCXopLonLv for the benediction of 
the cup where 1 Cor 10:16 has precisely the other term (EU)..0YELV) with the "cup of benediction" 
and further lacks the reference to the covenant. 

91 Wolff, who holds this second position of a common origin of the paradosis formula in 
Mark/Matthew and of 1 Cor 10:16 (cf. Klauck, "Eucharistie", 333). rightly notes, however, that 
Mark/Matthew was neither influenced by, nor derived from, the catechetical tradition (51). It is 
more likely and natural that a catechism builds on an aetiological tradition than the other way 
round. 
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2.3.2.3 The Concept of KOL'oIW'oILa. 

The lengthy approach to the concept of XOL\lW\lLa. in 1 Cor 10:16 was necessary 

in order to understand the particular meaning of this term, which is without 

doubt, in comparison to the other Eucharist traditions, the proprium here, apart 

from the tense and subject of the relative clauses, and which further appears as 

a keyword in the context in which Paul quoted this tradition (cf. XOL\lw'oIoi in 1 

Cor 10:18 and 20). A deduction of the meaning of XOL'oIw'oIia. was not possible via 

Paul or the actual context of 1 Cor 10: 16, because of the pre-Pauline origin of 

this piece of catechism, but only via a consideration of the concepts which are 

immediately related to XOL'oIW\lLcx. within the tradition and which we also found 

in the relevant and likewise pre-Pauline (and pre-Synoptic) paradosis formulae 

of the Lord's Supper. And one must further consider that the concept 

"XOL\lW'oIicx." - no different from its possible English renderings such as 

"fellowship", "participation", "association" or "communion" - is in itself a very 

undefined and somewhat colourless term which in itself describes no more than 

some kind of relation of one or more subjects and/or objects92
• The particular 

quality of that relation therefore largely depends ori the factors which are 

involved93
, and for this reason we examined those firsfC. Another problem, 

however, which must be considered because of the traditional origin of the verse 

is the further conceptual and traditio-historical background of XOL\lW\lLcx.. And we 

will return to this issue at the end of this chapter. But our first and next task 

will be to put together all the bits and pieces of our analysis so far, to consider 

92 KOL"W"LCl: is an abstract noun deriving from the verb XOL"W"£L" and from the adjective 
xOL"w,,6~. Even in those instances where XOL"W"LCl: depicts a more or less fIXed term and does not 
explicitly express a relation (cf. for instance Rom 15:26; or the absolute forms in Acts 2:42; Heb 
13:16; and cf. Gal 2:9), the relation of two parts is still the basic idea which is implied. 

93 Elert has pointed to the fact that XOL"W"LCl: is an ambigous and multifunctional word and 
that its meaning largely depends on the meaning of the concepts to which it is related 
(Kirchengemeinscha/t, 5, 9); and cf. Willis' statement that XOL"W\lLCl: is "not used in a univocal sense 
by Paul" (Idol Meat, 209). 

\le Cf. Schnackenburg who also emphasizes the importance of the relevant context of XOLV<U"LCl: 
as he considers it "eine noch nicht -ersch6pfte Aufgabe ... , die Verwendung des Begriffsfeldes im 
Neuen Testament gemiiB dem jeweiligen Kontext zu priifen und daraus Folgerungen theologischer 
Art abzuleiten." ("Koinonia-Ged~en·, 55). 
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the general grammatical and semantic structure of 1 Cor 10:16 and the 

particular position, function and meaning of xotvC.lnltCl. therein. 

We recall the grammatical structure first. The subject of the main clause is 6 

OCp't"O~9S. Yet, because of the close attachment of the attributive relative clause 

(0'11 XAW!J.£V) to this subject, by inverse attraction, one .should regard this first 

part of the sentence as a unit and take the whole phrase as the subject, although 

a certain emphasis remains on the bread. So the subject is actually more than 

just the noun, but, in combination with the relative clause where 't"ov ocp-rov is 

the object of an action of the congregation, the subject of the main clause 

eventually involves and includes the whole eucharistic rite - the bread which we 

break. The predicate of the main clause is formed by the verb £a't"t v which is 

complemented by the noun XOtvwv(Cl.. A bit controversial, however, is the 

analysis of the last part of the sentence, the attribute to XOtvwv(a., the genitive 

"mu aw!J.cx't"o~ ('t"ou Xpta't"ou), whether it is subjective or objective. The subjective 

solution which would make the body of Christ the subject - not ofaxOtvwv(cx of 

those who break the bread with each other96 but ofaxotvwv(cx of the body of 

9S Because of the parallelism and in order to simplify the following passage, we will refer to 
the "bread which we break" and to "the body of Christ" only, from now on. The results then 
include the corresponding statement about the cup and the blood as well. 

96 That is presumably the most fundamental error in Willis' interpretation of 1 Cor 1O:14-2l. 
He understands Xot vwv~ex. as an association of the members of the church as they are gathered 
together for the celebration of the Lord's Supper, an exclusive fellowship because of its peculiar 
qualification by the O'w\UX and ex.f""ex. of Christ. "Kot vwv~ex. means the relationship established 
among members of a covenant and the obligations ensuing from it" (Idol Meat, 209). Willis' 
conclusions build on the preceding exegesis of vv.18 and 19-20 where he finds XOtvwvo~ referring 
to associations among worshippers as well. Similarly impossible is Currie's suggestion to which 
Willis also refers and according to which XOtvwv(ex. is "a vehicle for that part of J.tesed which 
speaks of the claims of the fraternal bond within the covenant" (Literature, 42); Currie therefore 
renders 1 Cor 10:16 as "alliance of the body of Christ" (45). Both interpretations, however, are 
wrong. Their explanations and renderings in terms of a subjective genitive (that is at least what 
they apparently intended), would require another grammatical structure and wording: the 
association among the members of the church could be expressed for instance in an absolute use 
of XOtvwv~ex. (cf. Gal 2:9; and Acts 2:42) or with a dative construction (XOtvwv~ex. a.).).i)).otc:). But 
XOtvwv~ex. with a genitive always means that the subject or object which the genitive describes is 
a part of, and directly invo~, the relation of XOtVWVLex.. Therefore XOtVWVLex. TOU O'~TOC: can 
only mean a relation between O'w\UX and something/someone else, of whatever sort. Cf. Hauck on 
the constructions which are possible with XOtVWVL<X., and their meaning (TWNT, 798f). 
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Christ ~h the bread (which is brok..en)97, bears little probability. For such a 

construction usually requires that the object of XOtVWVtCl. is expressed either in 

the dative (XOtVWVtCl. Ttv6~ TtVO or by a prepositional phrase (with d~, !J.£TcX. or 

7tp6~)98, none of which we have here. And furthermore the subjective 

interpretation could actually not really escape objective consequences, because 

of the peculiar nature of the concept of XOLVWVtCl. which always describes a 

relation of at least two parts, so that the subjective or objective genitive merely 

lay emphasis on either side, and so that if we have XOLVWVLCl. of the body of 

Christ (subjective) it always implies something or someone else's XOLVWVLCl. with 

the body of Christ (objective)99. So xOLvwviCl. TOU GW!J.Cl.TO~ TOU XpLGTOU must 

be interpreted - in agreement with the majority of the commentators - as an 

objective genitive of the thingloo. 

And therefore we can now generally say that the predicate XOtvwVtCl. £GTtV 

relates the subject TOV CipTOV (6'11 XAW!J.E:V) to TO GW!J.Cl. TOU XptGTOU and on the 

basis of our results so far we can paraphrase the statement as follows: the bread 

which we, the gathered church, break and thus benedict, which we distribute 

among us and consume as we celebrate the Lord's Supper, this bread is 

xOLvwviCl. with the body of Christ crucified, in which atonement and 

reconciliation were achieved for the former enemies of God. 

It is a striking feature of the catechetical tradition that XOLVWVtCl. £GTtV does 

97 So Soden, "Sakrament", 8, n. 1; cf. 30; cf. KremerjCogel, 613. 

98 Cf. Hauck, TWNT,798f. 

99 Note that XOt'llW'IIta. is an abstract noun deriving from the verb XOt'llW'IIEt'll, which in 
construction with a genitive has ~~'y~some kind of objective genitive (BDR §169,1: a partitive 
genitive). Kot'llw'II£t'll is further very rarely used in the sense of an active "giving XOtVW'IIta." but 
rather denotes a state ("having XOt'llW'IIta."), as Seesemann points out; Koillollia, 3f. O . also his 
objection against Soden's position ("daB der Genitiv ursprtinglich das SUbjekt des (sich selbst) 
Mitteilenden oder des Mitgeteilten bezeichnet", "Sakrament", 8, n. 1) on 14. 

lOO O. for instance Hauck, TWNT, 798, 806; Cremer jKogel, 612; BAGD, 439; Seesemann, 
Koinonia, 41, cf. 14f; and Wood, "Fellowship", 37. Hainz, however, wants to understand it as an 
objective -genitive of the thing ("(gemeinsame) Teilhabe an") and at the same time of the person 
("Gemeinschaft mit"; Kirche, 20). That is, at least grammatically, impossible: TOU XptaTOU 

determines body and blood, but not XOt'llWVta.. There is further no need to let the genitive stand 
"in seiner offenen Vieldeutigkeit" without explanation (Blank, "Eucharistie", 178). 
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actually nDt relate persDns but !J.1i~SIO\ the bread which we break and the 

bo~y Df Christ. So. that, just as in the paradDsis in 1 CDr 11:24, the fDrmulatiDn 

lays a certain emphasis Dn the bread and Dn the act in which it is invDlved. The 

bread which is broken and the Dne who. Driginally broke it and gave up his bDdy, 

are ultimately cDnstitutive fDr the Eucharist, and Dnly in a secDndary pDsitiDn -

althDugh nDt less important - thDse who. cDnsequently broke and break it and fDr 

whDm it was and is broken102
• MDSt Df the many interpretatiDns Df that passage 

neglect this feature Df the statement and tDD quickly turn to. describe the 

KOLvwvicx. Df "us" and Christ crucifiedlO3
• But it is impDrtant to. nDte that Paul 

dDes nDt say "our breaking the bread is ... " but "the bread which we break is ... ". 

The stress is Dn the bread, althDugh the breaking (including the benedictiDn, 

distributiDn, etc.) essentially qualifies it. Such an emphasis Dn the eucharistic 

bread and wine in their relatiDn to. the bDdy and blDDd Df Christ, might reflect 

the early church's cDnvictiDn that it were actually nDt the Christians - althDugh 

they perfDrmed the rite - who. were the subjects Df this wDnderful act Df the 

Eucharist, that they were surely nDt the givers, but always no. mDre than the 

receivers Df such bread which cDnveyed the bDdy Df their crucified LordlO4
• The 

101 Or an act and a thing. The only other instance where we do not explicitly fmd at least one 
person involved in the relation which XOL'IIW'IILcx. describes is 2 Cor 6:14: ... II TL<; XOL'IIWVLcx. CPWTL 
ltpOC; axoTo<;; Interestingly enough it is also most likely a pre-Pauline tradition which the Apostle 
(or, as some hold, a later redactor) integrated in his paraenesis; cf. Wolff's excursus (2 Kor, 146-
149). 

102 Note also the position of the bread and the cup at the beginning of the two parallel 
statments of the tradition. 

103 Among many see for instance Klauck: "Es kommt eine personale Gemeinschaft mit 
Christus zustande" (Klll!, 261). 

104 It is highly interesting therefore also to note how Paul describes the eucharistic bread and 
wine as singular gifts which are always one and the same as those which the Lord once gave to his 
disciples as his body and blood in the night of his betrayal. That the bread in any celebration of 
the Eucharist is always the very bread which Christ himself broke and distributed before he died 
is an idea which is most obvious in 1 Cor 11:26, Paul's brief comment on the preceding paradosis 
tradition: 6acXxLC; ya.p EaV £a&LllTE TOV cX.pTOV Toiho'll l<cx.L TO ltOriJpLOV (Toiho) ltLVllTE ••• (the 
second demonstrative pronoun is only in p46 ~ c;J Dl 'I')Yfimd quite a few other MSS). So Paul 
holds the view that the Corinthians and seemingly any Christian community (note the bacXxL<; and 
the present tense) eat the bread which Christ broke and drink of the cup over which he spoke the 
benediction and therefore, even more important, eat the bread which he gave as his body and 
drink tbe wine which he gave as his blood. Similarly the parallelism in 11:27 points in the same 
direction, with another general statement on those who eat of the bread and drink of the cup of 
the Lord; cf. further ltOTl)pLOV and TpcXltECcx. ~ou in 10:20; Christ as the giver of typologically 
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main purpose of the tradition in 1 Cor 10:16 was therefore apparently to say 

how the eucharistic bread c9mes to be the body of Christ: According to the 

catechism it is because the bread is XOtV(a)VLa. with Christ's body! And this 

XOL "w"ta. is ~?g~L.. a~t, as EUAOYOU(.LE" and implicitly also UW(.LE" in the 

relative clauses of the catechism reveal, by the customary ritual prayerslQS 

which "consecrated" the ordinary bread and caused it to be eucharistic bread 

which was XOt"(a)"ta. with, and thus conveyed, the body of ChristlO6. 

Yet, according to these relative clauses, which essentially qualify the subject 

and which we identified as even belonging to the subject, one must also stress, 

that not just the bread is XOL"W"t(1 with the body of Christ, but "the bread which 

we break". And if the subject therefore involves the entire eucharistic rite, then 

this whole act of the congregation and eventually the congregation which 

performs it are included in the XOL"W"L(1 relation with the body of Christ 

crucified. So that, in the light of the relative clauses, one might even understand 

"the bread which we break" as a metonymy meaning: what happens when we 

celebrate the Lord's Supper, what "we" experience there as we break the bread -

that is XOL "w"i(1 with our Lord who died and rose tmEp U(.LW". 

Yet we are still on the way to explain the meaning of the predicate XOL"wvi(1 

£cr"dv, to explain what kind of relation "the bread which we break" and "the body 

of Christ" describe. It seems to be a helpful approach to an answer if we deal 

eucharistic food and drink in 10:2-4; and generally the designation of the ritual meal as the 
X\Jp'CXXOY ~EL7t"O" (11:20). But especially the emphasis of the E~ cX.pTOC; in 10:17, which does not 
refer to a single loaf but to the one eucharistic bread, strongly supports the view that the 
eucharistic bread and wine were understood in that way (see below). See Burchard, "Importance"; 
and especially Hofius, "Paradosis", 226f. 

IQS The Christian eucharistic benedictions presumably praised God for the creation of the 
bread which his Son gave as his body and thanked him for his work of salvation in Christ's death 
and resurrection. Creation and salvation history seem to have been essential elements not only in 
the eucharistic prayers in the Jewish tradition (especially in the Passover liturgy), but this structure 
occurs also in the Ancient Church's liturgies of the Lord's Supper; still our suggestion is certainly 
no more than:a guess at the content of these prayers. Yet note the XCXTcxyyiAAEt" TO" s-a."CX't'O" 

TOU XUPLOU in 1 Cor 11:26, with which Paul presumably refers to the eucharistic prayers; and see 

further Christ's anamnesis command in 11:24-25, where 't'OUTO 7tOtd"TE presumably points back to 
the preceding benedictions, so that these prayers from then on would have included an anamnesis 
of Christ; cf" n. 59 above and the references there. 

106 Cf. WeiB, 258. 
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with some other suggested, although rather questionable, interpretations first 

and reflect then on the various renderings which were given for the concept of 

KO L'IIW'II [cx.. So, via negationis, we might come closer to a solution. 

That KOL'IIW'II(cx. ECJTt'll does not refer to some sort of identificationlO7
, IS 

undoubtedly clear because of the complement "KOL'IIW'IItcx." which presupposes 

and describes a certain interrelation of two individual entities, not their entire 

absorption into one. The concept of KOL VW'II[cx. therefore prohibits any 

interpretation in terms of a (trans-) substantial realism in the Lord's supper, as 

if this meal were a Christophagy. Not Christ's body is consumed but the 

eucharistic bread which is KOL'IIW'II[cx. with his body and is not substantially or 

ontologically identical with ie08
• And it would not be adequate either to speak 

of the KOL'IIW'IILcx. between "us" and Christ crucified in terms of identification. Yet, 

on the other hand, KOL'IIW'II[cx. excludes also the notion that the verb ECJTL'II merely 

refers to a symbolism or an analogy (for instance in the sense of a signijicatY», 

for KOL'IIW'II[cx. refers to an actual and concrete relation, not just to the noetic 

compatibility or interpretation of the bread. Both extremes of looking at the 

Eucharist are therefore misleading and are not found in the NT but rather seem 

to belong to later and more rational and philosophical trends in Church 

historyllo. As a first result we can say: the two parts involved in the KOL'IIWVLcx. 

relationship keep their particular individuality in a real and close interrelating 

with each other. 

107 Murphy O'Connor emphasizes that bread and wine "are in fact the body and blood of 
Christ" and speaks of a "real participation" ("Community", 59; bold type by G.H.). 

108 Cf. the objections to the idea of identification in Burchard, "Importance", U4f; Conzelmann, 
202; Hofius, "Paradosis", 227; Lampe, "Mahlpraxis", 208; and Jourdan, "KOINONlA", Ul. 

lOO Cf. Orr/Walther: "the wine is like the blood of Christ ... only to the believer" (251; bold 
type by G.H.). See Wood who renders &c!TL'lI as "signifies", "represents" or "stands for" ("Fellowhip", 
36). Similarly problematic is Soden's suggestion for the translation of v.16: "Unser gesegneter 
Kelch bedeutet Teilhabe am Blute Christi .. ." ("Salaament", 8; bold type by G.H.); and similarly 
Bauer, 893. See also Calvin's interpretation of the wine as a "symbolum sanguinis Domini" (331); 
and Andenon Scott who speaks of the bread as a "symbol" for the unification with Christ and 
among the Christians ("KOL'lIW'lIL~ 567); cf. Meeks, Christians, 159-162; and Berger, "Kirche", 204; 
and Grosheide's statement about "a spiritual communion with the fruits of the work of the risen 
Lord" (232). 

110 See for instance the adoption of the Aristotelian distinction of substance and accident. O. 
Bornkamm, "Herrenmahl", 165f. 
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Further, the wording of v.16, especially the present tense of the verbs, does 

not allow the idea that the Lord or his body were specially r ifi~d or 

hypostasized through the eucharistic rite (we have XAW!-l£V and £cr't'tV not 

yiyv£cr&a.t). The tradition does not say tha\~md presumably Christ's presence in 

the Eucharist was not believed to go beyond his constant and continous 

presence among his believersll1
, although it could be experienced there in 

another way, by breaking and consuming the eucharistic bread according to the 

~~!~2Ie which the Lord had given in the night of his betrayal. The verb £cr't'tV 

rather implies a certain constancy of the xotvwvia. relation, a "having ---- --~- ----..--
XOtVWVia."1l2 of the bread which we break, i.e. of those who celebrate the 

--/,0- ' _ _ 

Eucharist, with the body of Christ. And finally, the predicate XOtVWVta. £CJ't'tV 

rejects all attempts to explain the Lord's Supper as a means of salvationU3
, or 

111 That is at least clear for Paul, if one considers his frequent application of b XP'aT<tl to all 
kinds of contexts, or his conviction that the Corinthians were called into the xo, \lW\licx.; the 
communion, with Christ, as a constant constitutive condition of their entire Christian existence, as 
we showed in the first part of this study. We cannot see, therefore, in which way Paul wanted to 
prove in our context that "das Herrenmahl die Gemeinde in eine lebendige Beziehung zum 
erh6hten Herrn setzt" (Wolff, 53); cf. Lampe, who holds that for Paul "die Quintessenz des 
eucharistischen Ritus" would be "die Vergegenwdrtigung des Todes Christi" ("Mahlverstandnis", 
208; bold type by G.H.) in the sense of a "kommemorative Aktualprasenz" (208; with Klauck, Kult, 
373f); and cf. Walter, "Christusglaube", 432. Rather doubtful is also Kasemann's idea of the 
Eucharist as a pneumatic epiphany of the exalted Lord ("Anliegen", 19-21; cf. 31-34). See Hofius, 
who objects that Paul knows "iiberhaupt keine besolldere Realprasenz Christi im Herrenmahl, die 
sich von seiner standigen realen Gegenwart in seiner Gemeinde unterschiede" ("Paradosis", 227, 
n.l36). 

112 Cf. also how the verb XO,\lW\I£L\I, from which the abstract noun xO,\lw\liCX, derives, generally 
describes a "having xO,\lw\liCX," rather than a more active "giving xO,\lw\liCX," (see Seesemann, 
Koinonia, 3f). 

113 The idea of salvation as a once-for-all event is generally fundamental for Paul's theology, 
as Eichholz shows: "So kommen wir in dieser Geschichte [of Christ] schon urspriinglich vor. Wir 
brauchen nicht erst nachtraglich [as for instance through the sacrament] in sie hineingenommen 
zu werden" (UmriJ3, 210; cf. 201-214). Cf. Wedderburn as he similarly emphasizes that Baptism was 
"no re-enactment of Christ's death and resurrection" (Baptism, 357f). But still such a sacramental 
soteriology is fairly frequent among scholars. See for instance Kasemann who thinks that the 
church would be "nachtraglich ... am Kreuzesgeschehen beteiligt" through the sacrament ("Motiv", 
197). Or Hainz who regards even the xO,\lw\liCX, to which one is called by God (1 Cor 1:9) as 
based (!) in the participation in Christ's blood and body in the Eucharist (](jrche, 35) and detects 
a "sakramentale Grundstruktur in der Paulinischen Theologie" (41). Cf. Wolff: "Es geht beide 
Male urn das Mithineingenommenwerden der Glaubenden in die Dahingabe des Christus in den 
Tod" (53); and see Barrett, 232; Berger, "Kirche", 203; Lampe, "Mahlverstandnis", 210; Lang, 161; 
and Waiter, "Christusglaube", 432. A bit problematic is further Neuenzeit's "Sakramentsrealismus" 
(Eucharistieauffassullg, 59f) and his idea that "in der Eucharistie das Heilsgeschehen (mehr a1s nur 
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even as the event where the essence or the reality of the church as a community 

would generally be transmitted - although this depicts a common idea among 

NT scholars114
• But the participants in the Lord's Supper ("we") are Christians 

~J 

already and had once been called by God into the communion with his crucified 

and risen Son (cf. 1 Cor 1:1-9), so that they did not at all receive an increase of 
~ 

their salvation in the Eucharist or something which they would not ~eJltad 

beforellS
• What actually "happened" there was apparently nothing more than 

~ 

what ~ . b~,ppened already once for all, and what the bread breaking 

community received was nothing else than what they had already received. The 

£'C)(ATj(JtCX, is therefore neither specially "realized" or created in the Eucharist - it 

is not even mentioned in this piece of catechism, apart from the subject of the 

relative clauses116
• And so, in a certain sense and with a glimpse at Pauline 

theology one might say that celebrating the Lord's Supper in the Christian 

community was understood like listening again to the saving and sanctifying 

word of the gospel. Its present and continous reality and effect do not go beyond 

what has bappened at God's first call and eventually not beyond what had 

effektiv) gegenwartig und zugeeignet wird, oboe daB die zeitliche Vorgangigkeit des ehemaligen 
Heilstodes Jesu dadurch angetastet wiirde" (173), so that for him the "neue Heilsordnung" is 
indeed "im Tode Christi begriindet" but "in der Eucharistie realisiert" (219). Cf. generally 
Conzelmann's considerations in §34 of bis Theologie (295-301). 

114 So for instance Schnackenburg, who speaks of a "neu im Herrenmahl verwirklichte 
Gemeinschaft der Christen untereinander ... roit gr6Berer Wirklichkeitsdichte" ("Koinonia
Gedanken", 67); and Hainz : "aus der Abendmahlsgemeinschaft durch Teilhabe am Leib Christi 
entsteht die 'Kirchen'gemeinschaft des gemeinsamen Anteilhabens im Leib Christi, der Gemeinde" 
(Kirche, 174); cf. Delling, "Abendmahlsgeschehen", 333; and Schlatter, 297. Conzelmann gives his 
chapter on Baptism and Eucharist in Paul the title, "Die Eingliederung in die Kirche durch die 
Sakramente" (77Je%gie, 295). 

11S But cf. for instance McDermott: "the union with Christ grows by the constantly renewed 
expressions of faith and love that the Eucharist demands" ("Doctrine", 221); or Hauck: "Das 
Teilhaben an Christ us, das grundsatzlich und vollstandig im Glauben erlebt wird, wird in 
gesteigerter Form .. , im Sakrament verwirklicht und erlebt" (TWNT, 805). Similarly questionable 
is Seesemann: "Die Gemeinschaft Christi ist nieht ein soweit abgeschlossenes Ereignis der 
Vergangenheit, daB der Glaubige nicht im Herrenmahl die XOL'IIW'IILCX XpLa't'ov immer aufs neue 
erleben k6nnte und rouBte" (Koinonia, 51); and further George: "it is surely possible to have some ' 
participation in Christ before one first receives the Holy Communion" (Communion, 176C); he 
further speaks of a "means of grace" (177). See also Schnackenburg: "So wird bier eine neue und 
eigentiiroliche Verbindung mit Christ us hergesteUt" ("Koinonia-Gedanken", 64C). Bold type by G.H. 

116 Fee also rejects that view (467); and see WeiB who speaks of the "langst £'11 XpLcr-rij) lebende 
Gemeinde" which does not enter the communion with Christ by consuming bread and wine in the 
Eucharist (258). 
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happened in the once-for-all event of the cross and resurrection of Christ. In 

this way the Lord's Supper is a tangible proclamation and documentation of 

Christ's {mEp u(J.w'J which the )cUpLO~ spoke at the Last Supper and which was 

addressed not only to the twelve but actually included the Christians of the 

following generations as they received Christ's body in the Eucharist117
• And in 

this sense the concept of )cO~'JW'JLcx' (£cr'd'J) in 1 Cor 10:16 relates the body of 

Christ - -ro crwllCX, -rou Xptcr-rou referring to Christ's 1tcx'p6c.~ocrt~ U1t£p UIlWV - and 

the celebration of the Lord's Supper of the Christian church - -rov a.p-rov ov 

)CAW(J.£'J. 

On the basis of our considerations so far, we can now test the variety of 

renderings which have been proposed for the concept of )cot'JW'JLcx' in 1 Cor 

10: 16 and make our own choice. There are basically two . main lines in the 

multitude of suggestions, a "vertical" (Christ-Christian) and a "horizontal" 

(Christian-Christian), which are differently emphasized, however. We start our 

critical survey on the more "vertical" side of the spectrum. 

a) The kind of relation between the bread which we break and the body of 

Christ is difficult to render in terms of an association. And concepts such as 

"partnership"1I8, "fellowship"1I9 or "alliance"l20 with the 'body of Christ express 

a notion of a side by side companionship which cannot sufficiently express how 

the bread which we break actually conveys the body of Christ crucified, i.e. how 

117 Cf. Banks who calls the eucharistic meal "a visible proclamation of the death of Christ to 
all who participated" (Community, 85); Neuenzeit: "die soteriologische Heilsgabe ist der erste Sinn 
der Eucharistie" (Eucltaristieauffassullg, 208) . Grosheide emphasizes that the Eucharist "does not 
bring the congregation in contact with Christ, ... but Holy Communion signifies the connection 
with Christ's suffering and death" (232). And see further Deissmann's conclusion that "the Lord's 
Supper is not ... the rea] cause of communion with Christ, but an expression of that communion 
... [which] brings it into prominence" (Paul, 145). 

118 So OrrfWalther, 250f; and Wood, "Fellowship", 37. 

119 Panikulam, Koinonia ill the NT, 18, 24 ("fellowship with the Lord"); and cf. Deissmann, 
Paul, 135, 140. 

120 So Currie (Literature, 45) and Willis (Idol Meat, 283), but they do not mean the relation to 
God anyway. Amongst the advocates of the associative interpretation, see Hauck who speaks of 
"Genossen" of Christ (7WNT, 805) and of a "ionige Verbindung" "m it dem himmlischen Christus" 
(806); and Meyer who renders similarly "Gemeinschaft mit" and understands it as "eine innerliche 
geistige Verbindung" (238); cf. Henrici, 263; Krause, "Frage", 40; Lam pe, "Mahlpraxis", 208; and 
Bauer's suggestion that we should render )COL \1(,,)\1(0: as: "Mittel zur Er/angung enger Beziehung mm 
Blut (Leib) des Christus" (893) . 
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the participants in the Eucharist are ultimately connected to, and included in, 

their Lord's salvific death. In our context )COLVWVLcx. means more than an 

associative being together of two entities, even if they do not become identical 

as we pointed out already. 

b) More promising is the rendering of "participation" in the body of Christl21
, 

although it contains the danger of being misunderstood in terms of 'l!!~titative ._---
calculations, as if those who break the bread would receive merely a part of the 

body of Christ and not the wholel22
• 

c) Some others actually combine the two ideas, the associative and the 

participatory123. 

d) Fairly doubtful, however, are the attempts to introduce a communitarian or 

ecclesiological idea into the concept of )COL VWVLcx., because the church is not 

mentioned here, apart from the "we" in the relative clauses, but rather 

presupposed. There is no word about the relationships among the members of 

the congregation but a strong statement about its relation to the body of Christ 

121 Most influential here is Seesemann who wants to give up the -partitive understanding of the 
concept only when it makes no sense at all (Koinonia, 41-43) and therefore translates "Teilnahme 
am Blut Christi" (and accordingly "Leib Christi"; 43; cf.47). But Seesemann further emphasizes, 
with a reference to Chrysostom, that lCOL'IIW'IILa. also implies the aspect of "Einswerden mit dem 
Blut und Leib Christi" (44). See also Bornkamm, "Herrenmahl", 156f; Brown, "Ecclesiology", 164; 
Conzelmann, 202f (because of fl&TEX0fJ.£\I in v.17; but he can also speak of "Gemeinschaft"); 
Delling, "Abendmahlsgeschehen", 323f, 333; Elert, Kirchellgemeinschaft, 18f; George, Communion, 
171-173; Hahn, "Gefahr", 116f; id., "Thesen", 235, 239; Hofius, "Paradosis", 224; Kasemann, 
"Anliegen", 12 (but cf. 25); K1auck, Kult, 260 ("Anteilhaben"); Murphy Q'Connor, "Community", 59 
("real participation in the body and blood of Christ"); Neuenzeit, Eucharistieverstiindnis, 55, 59, 62, 
178f; Schattenmann, TBLNT 1,498; Schlatter, 296; Schnackenburg, "Koinonia-Gedanken", 64 (he 
emphasizes that lCOL'IIW\lLa. is more than an association and refers to the synonymity with 
fl&T£XEL\I); Soden, "Sakrament", 8 (n. 1); Strobe!, 158; and also the translations of the NIV and 
RSV. 

122 Robertson/Plummer's critique of the term is justified therefore, as they point out the 
difference to the concept of fl&TEXEL\I in v.17 which expresses participation and remark that "in 
Holy Communion each recipient has a share of the bread and of the wine, but he has the whole 
of Christ" (2U). Hainz's conviction that XOL'IIW'II(a. should express "den Gedanken des miteinander 
[Christ and the Christian!] Teilhabens [in Christ's body and blood)" (Kirche, 25; cf. 19f) further 
raises the serious question of what kind the relation of Christ to his own body and blood must be, 
if he himself can participate in it. 

123 See Hainz who renders "Gemeinschaft mit Christ us durch Teilhabe an seinem Blut" (Kirche, 
20; cf. 23, 25, 32); or Roloff who assumes the point of XOL'IIW'II(a. "in der schwebenden 
Doppelbedeutung" ("Heil", 190); cf. Kertelge: "Teilhabe-Gemeinschaft" ("Kirchengemeinschaft", 
100); Lang, l27.; Waiter, "Christusglaube", 432. 
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crucified. Still, quite prominent are interpretations such as for instance 

"participation (with others)"I2A or "common participation"l25 III the body of 

Christ. 

e) Others lay even more emphasis on the Christian community, so that the 

relation to Christ's body seems merely to have an instrumental function for it, 

as they describe )(O~'VW'VLcx. as referring to a fellowship (with one another) 

throu2h participation in Christ's bodyl26. Yet the words and the structure of our 

tradition contain no evidence at all for that idea; on the contrary the first person 

plural of the relative clauses suggests that the community as a whole is 

performing the rite rather than resulting from it. Such interpretations mostly 

derive from a certain understanding of v.17 which is often made the clue for the 

preceding verse127. Looking at 1 Cor 10:16 as a piece of tradition of its own 

12A Campbell, "Cognates", 375; Jourdan's conclusions are very confusing as he speaks of "a 
company of 'sharers together'" and of a "Christian unity of association" ("KOlNONIA", 119; cf. 
120t); Cf. BAGD, 439. 

125 Barrett, 229, 231; cf. 232: a "share all Christians enjoy ... together"; cf. Bauer who suggests 
as a possible rendering of )(Ot\lWVLa.: "gemeins. GenuB v. Blut u. Leib des Christus" (893); and 
Weill,258. 

126 See for instance Hainz, who explains )(Ot\lWVLa. as "die reale 'Gemeinschaft mit Christus', 
die durch das sakramentale Mahl gestiftet wird und die Mahlgenossen auch miteinander verbindet" 
(Kirche, 26); id., EWNT 11, 753f. For him )(OL \lW\I(a. has both dimensions, the "vertical" and the 
"horizontal" at the same time, but the real aim is not the 'communion with Christ through 
common participation with him in his body and blood' - however that might be understood - but 
actually the communion among the Christians through their common participating in Christ's body 
and blood. See also Allo who concludes that v.16 (and 17) means: "entree en communaute avec 
le Christ, et entre nous, par laparticipatioll commune aus corps et le sang du Christ" (239). Calvin 
held the view that "fideles sociari per Christi sanguinem, ut unum fiant corpus" and spoke of an 
"inter nos )(OL\lW\I(a." (331). For Meeks the social intention of the Lord's Supper, which he calls the 
"Ritual of Solidarity" (Christians, 157), is revealed in 1 Cor 10:16 - "the transformation of a 
multiplicity of individuals into a unity" (159; cf. 157-162). See further Blank, "Eucharistie", 178-182; 
Dunn, Unity, 165; id., "Instruments", 206; Kertelge, "Kerygma", 337; id., "Kirchengemeinschaft", 104; 
and Wolff, 53. But see also Brown's categorical objection to such an interpretation of )(Ot\IWv(a.: 
"Paul does not use koillonia to express the 'horizontal' relationship between men" ("Ecclesiology", 
164, n. 32), but employed it "in an exclusively 'vertical' sense" (165). 

127 Schnackenburg explicitly speaks of an "Ausweitung des Koinonia-Gedankens in V.17 von 
der Gemeinschaft mit Christus zur Gemeinschaft der Christen untereinander" "(Koinonia
Gedanken", 66) and applies "Koinonia" also to the relationship Hunter den Mahlteilnehmem" (65); 
note how he previously strongly argued for the rendering "Anteilhabe", but that would of course 
not fit this latter conclusion so well. Cf. Panikulam who also holds the idea of a double XOt\IW\I(a. 
and concludes that "Pauline koinollia js at the same time Christocentric and communitarian" 
(Koinonia in the NT, 30, cf. 20). 
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first, however, would have helped to avoid such severe misinterpretations128
• 

And further, the connection of vv.16 and 17 is not necessarily of the kind which 

these commentators in particular have assumed (see below). 

The most appropriate term, to us, seems to be the concept of 

"communion"I29, for its ability to include all the aspects of XOLVWV(a. whIch we 

outlined above and to express a kind of relation where both the bread which we 

break and the body of Christ, the believers who break it and Christ crucified 
-

who once broke it and who gave his body tJ7tEP U~WV, are indissolubly and yet 

distinguishably connected - a kind of union therefore which transcends the 

restrictions of time as well as the boundaries of the ordinary character of the 

corresponding parts, although it leaves the bread which we break and the body 

of Christ completely what they are per sel30
• The concept of communion 

therefore combines both the aspect of association, a certain togetherness (com-) 

of the two individual parts which forbids the idea of a substantial identification, 

128 Highly questionable and rather fantastic is Fee's idea of assigning a vertical dimension to 
the cup and Christ's blood and a horizontal to the bread and Christ's body, for the two statements 
depict a synonymous parallelism. Fee understands the Eucharist as the celebration of the 
Christians' common life in Christ. See also Hahn's doubtful idea of a threefold climax from v.16a 
to b to v.17 ("Gefahr", 166f). 

129 See RobertsonJPlummer who advocate this translation (2U); and McDermott, "Doctrine", 
221. In LSJ "communion" is mentioned first among the possible renderings of )(OL'IIW'II(a. (970). 
Hamer who renders also "communion au corps de Christen understands it, though, as a reference 
"horizontale" (Eglise, 57); cf. AlIo, 237-239. 

130 George in his harsh rejection of that idea understands "union" in terms of a (substantial) 
identification or of a mystical fusion in which the individual character of either side would be lost 
(Communion, 174), and in this concern his critique is right. But the idea of a union must not 
necessarily be understood in this way, nor Chrysostom's statement on 1 Cor 10:16: "ov ycip Tij) 

I'£T£X£L'II ","0'110'11 )(a.t !J.ETa.).a.","~c1 'II£L '11, ci).).a. )(a.t Tij) £voua9-a.L )(OL'IIW'IIOUI'£'II" (quoted in Seesemann, 
Koinonia, 44; cf. Homilies on Corilllhians, 139£), to which George objects in particular. The 
terminology of marriage, for instance, can describe the relation between two individuals as Ilia. 
a~, a union in which the two persons involved still do not loose their distinct character and 
individuality (cf. the analogy to the Christ-Christian relationship in 1 Cor 6:16-17). Cf. also 
McDermott who understands )(OL'IIW'II(a. as a "personal union with Christ", although his idea that 
it is "established by baptism [and] finds both its fullest expression and the best opportunity for 
further deepening in the Eucharist" ("Doctrine", 221) is surely problematic. His sacramental 
understanding of soteriology and his idea of growth of "the union with Christ" (ibid., 221) cannot 
be accepted. Further, his terminology is a bit confusing when he renders this relation to Christ 
also as a ·share in Jesus Christ" (ibid., 70) or speaks of "the union in love of God and man 
through Jesus Christ" (ibid., 233; bold type by G.H.). A mystic notion of a union with Christ 
characterizes Schmitz's interpretation (in accord with his teacher Deissmann), for he understands 
)(OL'IIW'IILa. "im Sinne eines wirklichen Einswerdens" (Christus-Gemeinschaft, 172; cf. 172-177); cf. 
above chapter 2.2, D. 200. 
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and the aspect of a real union which could be described not inadequately in the 

paradoxical terminology of the symbol of Chalcedon, explaining and at the same 

time veiling the relation of the two natures of Christ cX.cruYXUTW~ and 

cX.OLa.LP£TWC;! KOL VWVLa., communion with Christ's body and blood, therefore 

means "our" inclusion in his work of salvation, which was achieved at the cross 

and efficaciously proclaimed in the gospel and confrrmingly received and 

experienced in the Eucharist as "we" break the bread. It is the constant 

constitutive condition of any believer's life, a relation to Christ which is always 

and entirely a gift (cf. the emphasis on the bread) and still a dynamic relation 

between two individuals which consequently includes our response to what we 

once for all received. 

Elert pointed out that the Latin concept of communio, like )(OLVWVta., "ist ein 

vieldeutiger Begriff, es kommt immer auf die Verbindung an, in der er 

gebraucht wird"131. In our case we found it sufficiently determined through the 

context in the tradition of the Eucharist, but now we still have to ask a final 

question which we already mentioned above: the question of the linguistic and 

socio-cultural context of )(OLVWVta.
132

, whether it occurred elsewhere probably 

in a similar context and maybe even with a similar meaning, which could then 

help explain its employment here - a question which is even more required in a 

traditional phrase for which the author is not known 133. 

The question of the derivation of the term )(OL\lWVta. m the catechetical 

131 Kirchengemeillschajt, 5; cf. 9. 

132 It is striking that Hainz does not deal with the usage of XOLVWVELV X't"/... in Greek literature 
outside the New Testament. 

133 The use of a certain concept in a tradition requires such questions much more than the use 
in a clearly Pauline passage like 1 Cor 1:9, in which the preceding verses culminate, ~us providing 
a reasonable and sufficient basis for the interpretation. But in the case of 1 Cor 10:16 one must . 
consider that the form of the tradition as such already points beyond itself to a certain history 
which is prior to the actual context and to an older and, within a certain group, commonly 
accepted authority. To seek for the origin of a tradition and its particular concepts is therefore a 
task which emerges eventually from the text in 1 Cor 10 itself. Yet it is also essential that we did 
not start with a survey of the variety of the usage of XOLVWVLcr. in popular Greek (that is the way 
which many works on tbe concept of XOLVWVLcr. choose), but tried to approach it from its particular 
context first, in order to prevent ourselves from introducing false assumptions. 
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tradition in 1 Cor 10:16 is, of course, closely connected to the question of the 

origin of the tradition of the Lord's Supper in general. The other concepts in 1 

Cor 10:16 could be traced back to a ~L Jewish background as the distinct 

terminology of the customary meal rites concerning the bread and, even more, 

the cup indicated, and as further the idea of the atoning sacrifice of Christ 

revealed. According to this circumstantial evidence we could exclude a Greek or 

Gentile-Christian origin of these concepts in the tradition in 1 Cor 10: 16, which 

we think was not compiled by Paul or his fellow workers for use in the 

Corinthian church (and other newly founded congregations), but which points, 

like the paradosis in 11:23b-25, to a presumably Jewish (-Hellenistic) Christian 

milieu such as Damascus or Antioch where Paul had initially learned both 

traditions himself and then spread them among his new converts. On this basis 

we now ask about the origin of XOL\lW\lLcx. and seek to test our previous 

conclusions. 

A brief survey of the many and diverse uses of the concept of XOL \lW\lLCl. in the 

contemporary and earlier (non-) biblical Greek must suffice now134
, for we can 

limit the number of comparable occurrences according to the two main features 

of our case: the context of a ritual meal; and the determination of XOL\lW\lLcx. as 

a communion where the two parts involved relate in a union in which they are 

one, though not identical. 

In various ancient sources the concept of XOL\lW\lLcx. and the other XOL\lW\I

derivatives occurs in the context of ritual cult meals, referring to a more or less 

associative relation either ''vertically'' between one or more persons and the 

relevant numen or deity orllS
, much more frequent, a relation among the 

134 For further general and much more detailed information see Campbell, "Cognates", 352-
360; Seesemann, Koinonia, 3-23; Endenburg's learned monograph on KOL\lW\lLa. in classical Greek 
(Koilloonia); and Willis, Idol Meat, 167-181. See further the articles in the dictionaries: Hauclc, 
TWNT Ill, 798-803; Cremer/K6ge~ 610-614; and BAGD, 438f. And cf. Jourdan, "KOINONIA", 
111-113; McDermott, "Doctrine", 64-69; and Klauclc, who mentiones KOL\lW\I[a. throughout his 
detailed examination of the various kinds of cuI tic meals in the environment of early Christianity 
(&It, 31-233). 

13S See the references in Willis, Idol Meat, 171f; Klauck, &It, 49 (n. 66), 133, 156 - above all 
the last two references from the mystery cults of Serapis and of Zeus Panamaros denote a real 
communion with the deity, yet the inscriptions are both from the second century A.D.! See also 
Hauck., TWNT, 799f; SeesemannJ Koinonia, 102£; and Endenburg, Koinoonia, 113-115; he also 
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worshippers who participate in the meaP36. Yet in comparison to the piece of 

tradition in 1 Cor 10:16 some significant differences emerge. For, in the 

catechetical tradition XOLVWVLcx. does not, at least not explicitly, relate persons, 

but a ritual act - the bread which we break - and the body of Christ, which is 

not just a designation of his person but a metonymy for his sacrificial and 

atoning death in which the recipients of his body are involved. And the concept 

of XOLVWVLcx. in our case does not therefore describe a certain "mystical" 

unification of a worshipper with a deity actually achieved in a sacrificial meal, 

but the term refers to the communion with Christ's body, i.e. to the inclusion in 

his atoning and sanctifying death and resurrection which had happened once for 

all and was a constant constitutive condition of the believers' existence since 

then, a communion which was tangibly expressed and confirmingly received in 

the Eucharist, not created, reenacted or even sacramentally repeated thereJ37
• 

Such an idea of XOL \/WVLcx. in terms of atonement and reconciliation has no real 

parallel in Hellenistic thought, not even in the mysteries which belong to 

another, later period anyway. The other possibility of a derivation of XOLVWVLcx. 

from Hellenistic cultic language, concerning the relation of the participants in 

objects to Seesemann's thesis of XOL'tIW'tlLa. as a technical term in Hellenistic sacrifices (Koinonia, 
102), and concludes that "kan men op grond van de bekende plaatsen niet bewijzen" (115). In the 
Jewish literature (LXX, Apocrypha, Rabbinics, etc.) the term is never employed for "vertical" 
relationships between JHWH and men, although the Jewish tradition also knows sacrifical meals 
in the presence of God (cf. Exod 24:11). Only in Isa 44:11 and Hos 4:17 is the Hebrew equivalent 
.,:In used in a somehow "vertical" sense, but negatively as a reference to the fellowship with idols. 
The only positive exception is Philo Vit Mos I 158; Spec Leg I 131,221; on the use in Judaism see 
Hauck, ibid., 800-804; Willis, ibid., 174-181; cf. McDermott, "Doctrine", 68. 

136 See Willis, Idol Meat, 172f; and Klauck's references, Kult, 63, 69, 71, 172; Hauck, TWNT, 
800; Endenburg, Koilloollia, 112f. See also the use of the concept in general for table fellowships, 
for which one can fmd also some examples in the Jewish tradition (Sir 6:10; and cf. the term 
i'i?~n for sabbatical or other festival table fellowships; see Hauck, ibid., 203). 

137 The kind of communion of the Hellenistic cultic table fellowships either with deities or 
among men was not a continuous determination of the life of the p~ticipant but actually had to 
be renewed in every new meal. "Gatt und Mensch werden zu Mahl- und Tischgenossen" (Hauck, 
1WNT, 800) "in het -hiemamaals verinnigd" (Endenburg, Koinoollia, 115), yet the Lord's Supper 
actually has no sacrifices which could produce the relation to the deity, but only one sacrifice 
once-far-all which the eucharistic bread confrrmingly conveys to those who break it. 
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a cultic meal, must be also excluded 138. We cannot agree therefore with 

Klauck's suggestion that "XOt \lW\ltcx. stammt aus der griechisch sakralen 

Mablterminologie, es wurde in der hellenistischen Gemeinde auf das 

Herrenmabl angewandt"I39. It is doubtful anyway that the Christians in the first 

century should have consciously imitated the terminology of their former cults. 

Wedderburn's conclusion on a similar issue is important therefore, according to 

which "Gentile Christians ... may have ... interpreted the Christian faith in terms 

of their own religious traditions, reading into it interpretations that had not 

previously occurred to their Jewish Christian teachers, who, once they realized 

them, repudiated them"140. And Paul did obviously not consider the concept of 

XOt\lW\lLcx. as a dangerous term, but rather made it the basis of his argument 

against any kind of relation to the former cults and its idols and demons. 

So, if a Hellenistic cultic derivation of the concept of XOt \lW\ltcx. can be 

excluded, the other feature of the tradition, the particular quality of XOt\lWVtcx. as 

a comm-union, remains. The only other compatible pattern one could think of 

for such a kind of communion, where the two parts are one though not 

identical, is the use of XOL\lW\ltcx. for the relation of marriage. This use is fairly 

138 This is Willis' view, however, who describes Paul in line with the associative idea of 
Hellenistic and especially Jewish meal traditions from which the latter points to "mutual obligation 
related to the worship of Israel's God" (Idol Meat, 181). That this interpretation is impossible for 
grammatical and many more reasons was shown above. 

139 Kult, 261; cf. 237-240. Klauck does not consider the problems which result from his 
assumption: the question of the origin of 10:16, for instance, which he also thinks is a tradition. 
Did the Corinthians themselves - the former idol worshippers (1 Cor 6:10-11; 12:2) - or Paul 
derive this tecbnical term (for Klauck; but cf. Endenburg, Koinoonia, 115) from the pagan cultic 
phraseology and apply it to the Christian rite? Or what kind of "hellenistische Gemeinde" would 
have had the authority to adapt a tradition which it apparently received from the Jewish Christian 
church to the standards of their own religous environment - and why then did they leave other 
Jewish terms (TO l'tO't'iJpLOV Tlj<; EUAOyLcx.<;) unchanged? (Klauck also notes the "Zusammenprall" 
of Jewish and Hellenistic categories; ibid., 262). One must further ask if Paul would have used 
precisely this tradition and the concept of )(.OLVWVLa. as the basis of his argument against any 
mixing of the Corinthians with pagan rites, if he would have had to fear being misunderstood 
according to these former idolatrous habits of his addressees. And one should finally not 
underestimate the proportion of Christians with a more or less Jewish background (including 
proselytes and Godfearers) in the Hellenistic churches. 

140 Baptism, 163. 
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frequent in Hellenistic sources as well as in Jewish sourcesl41
• But the use of 

KOLVwVtcx. in the tradition of 1 Cor 10:16 shows no sign of direct dependence on 

such a backgroundl42
• 

Yet we must be satisfied with a rather general assumption that the concept 

of KOLVWVtcx. like the other concepts of 1 Cor 10:16 derives from the ambience 

of Jewish Hellenism. So, Antioch or even Damascus co~ld well be the origin of 

this piece of catechism which Paul had taught the Corinthians and which he 

then quoted in his letter for the support of his paraenesis against idolatry. 

2.3.3 The Relation between 1 Cor 10: 16 and 17 

From the introduction to the catechetical tradition in 1 Cor 10:15 - the appeal 

to the Corinthians' competence to draw the correct and expected conclusions 

from the following argument - and from the interrogative particle OUXt which 

Paul inserted in the tradition and which requires an affirmative answer, one can 

deduce that the Apostle and his addressees agreed over the authority and 

meaning of this piece of catechism in 1 Cor 10: 16 and 'might have understood it 

more or less as we outlined above. Such an understanding of the Lord's Supper, 

at least for Paul, is obvious from the context of the paradosis tradition in 1 Cor 

11:23b-2514
\ but also from the context of the catechism, as particularly the 

141 See the references in Endenburg for whom this use of the lCOL\lW\I-words is the most 
prominent (Koinoonia, 27f, 62-65, 106-108); Hauck, TWNT, 799, 801f; Seesemann, Koinonia, 15. 
Cr. 3 Macc 4:6 (~LOU lCOL\lW\lLCX); and JosAs 7:5-6. See also how in the biblical tradition marriage 
is described in terms of a JtLCX a~ (Gen 2:24; Mark 10:8; Matt 19:5; 1 Cor 6:16; Eph 5:31), and 
further provides a prominent image for the relation of God/Christ and his people in the OT and 
NT (see lsa 61:10; 62:4-5; Hos 2:21-22; 1 Cor 6:16-17; 2 Cor 11:2; Eph 5:31-32; Rev 14:4; 21:2, 10). 

142 Cf. the aspect of continuity or the importance of the initial and binding act of the 
constitution of the relation. 

143 A~ve all 1 Cor 11:26 displays Paul's agreement with the preceding paradosis formula and 
contains notions which we found to be essential for the catechetical tradition as well: The bread 
and the cup over which the benediction was spoken and which are consumed at eucharistic meals 
are the same (TOUTO") which Christ once consecrated and distributed (cf. ·v.26a and vv.24a/25a); 
and the Eucharist is rooted entirely in the death of the x~o<; (cf. v.26b and the verba testamenti 
in vv. 24b/25b) which is proclaimed at the Lord's Supper (actually in the eucharistic benedictions; 
cf. the anamnesis in vv.24c/25c) until he comes (v.26c); see above n. 104. 
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following verse 17 reveals. 

The relation between the two verses has been a field of extensive scholarly 

debatel44 which was mainly centered around the question of the relation of 

sacrament and ecclesiology, whether the former forms a basis for the latter or 

not. That v.16 and the concept of xOLvwvicx therein could be understood on the 

basis of the community idea of v.17, as some commentators think, proved to be 

a false idea, as the traditional character of this originally independent phrase 

demonstrates. Yet the other question remains for consideration, how Paul's 

statement about the unity among the participants in the Lord's Supper relates 

to the preceding statement about the communion of those who break the bread 

and the body of Christ. 

As regards the syntactical integration of v.17, it is striking that its relation to 

both the former and the following verse is loose and asyndeticaP45. For the 

conjunction o'n introduces a causal protasis which depends on the following 

main clause, to which another main clause is allied by the conjunction ya.p: 

"Because (it is146) one bread, one body are we the many, for we all partake of 

144 The number of variations of the interpretation of these verses is immense and Weill's 
scholarly sigh, "iiberhaupt ist V.17 sehr schwierig" (258), is symptomatic of the struggling of 
generations of commentators with this verse. Our attempt to explain it is therefore probably not 
more than a provisional result of a fairly long process of considering alternative solutions. 

145 Some scholars, however, still hold the view that o'n depicts a causal or explicative 
connection to the preceding v.16. Heinz for instance regards v.17 as "eine weiterfiihrende 
Explikation des XOt\lW\lLa.-Gedankens von V 16" (Kircize, 25, 45); cf. Henrici, 266; Meyer, 241; 
Robertson/Plummer, 214; Roloff, "Heil", 189f; Schmitz, Christus-Gemeinschaft, 174; and Weill who 
eliminates £f~ cX.pTO~, so that v.17a becomes "eine versUindige Begriindung zu V. 16" (259). Yet 
such a causal function of the conjunction here is very unlikely, not only because v.16 is a tradition 
which in the case of a causal on would become the result of a Pauline statement and would thus 
lose its usual normative function - a kind of neglect of the authority of the tradition which can 
hardly be assumed for Paul. But such interpretations of OTt are further improbable because they 
raise some serious problems of structure, logic and comprehension: "on £r~ cX.pTO~" could 
principally depict an independent elliptic sentence, immediately and causally attached to v.16, so 
that £\1 O'WIla. XTA. would then appear as the beginning of a new sentence; but then it would 
disturb both the parallelism of v.16 and the chiastic structure of v.17. On the other hand, if the 
whole flIst part of v.17 (OTt ... £O'JlE\I) would be directly related to v.16, one would not only have 
to take £\1 O'WIla. but equally £f~ CipTO~ as the complement of the predicate £O'JlEv and would then 
still have to explain how "we are one bread" and how the unity of the many can result in, or 
explain the condition of, the bread which we break. 

146 See Turner: "It may be that we are to supply £O'TL\I in 1 Cor 1017 OTt d~ cX.pTO, (se. 
to'TLV) ... : because there is one bread" (303). 
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the one bread"147. Further, the syntactically independent and "somewhat 

parenthetical"l48 status of the verse is confirmed, if one considers the particular 

content and message which makes it even more appear as a digression of Paul's 

train of thought. For the statement on Christian unity in v.17 has no function in ---- ---. 
the course of the argument against the Corinthians' participation in idolatrous 

meals which is the Apostle's main concern, after all, and to which he returns in 

v.18, in a statement formulated in parallel to v.16! So, the only cause and point 

of integration of v.17 remains the preceding catechetical tradition to which, 

however, it is conceptually and formally closely related l49, especially to the 

statement about the bread l50. 

The verse itself has a chiastic structure where the subjects of the main clauses 

147 More or less such an explanation is given also by Barrett, 229, 234; Grosheide, 233; Hofius, 
"Paradosis", 221rfn. 135; Eicbbolz, Umrij3, 213; Klauck, KuIt, 264; Neuenzeit, Eucharistieauffassung, 
202; Panikulam, KoimJllia ill the NT, 25; Schlauer, 297; Scbnackenburg, "Koinonia-Gedanken", 66; 
Strobel, 159; cf. Allo, 240; and the translations of the NIV and RSV. 

148 Grosheide, 234; cL Fee who calls the verse a "sideswipe" (169); Wolff: "Assoziation" and 
"Zwischengedanke" (54); and Hofius, "Anmerkung" ("Paradosis", 22f, n. 135). See also George, 
Communioll, 172; Hauck, TWNT Ill, 806; Neuenzeit, EucharistieauffassulIg, 219; Seesemann, 
Koillonia, 45; WeiH, 258L Different Allo, 240; and Hainz who, because of his horizontal 
understanding of XOL\lW\lLa., accordmgly interprets the parallel XOL\lW\I- derivatives in vv.18 and 20 
as references mainly to horizontal relationships among the relevant groups of worshippers (Kirche, 
26-33), as do Currie and Willis. 

149 It could be that v.17 contains traditional material as well, or at least alludes to other well
known (catechetical) phrases (similar assumptions can be made for the context of the paradosis 
in 11:17-33; see Neuenzeit, Eucharistieauffassllllg, 121; and Bornkarnm, "Herrenmahl", 167). Here, 
the chiasm, the general kind of formulation with verbs in the first person plural and in the present 
tense, and the integrated composition around the idea of unity (d~/E\I/d~) and diversity 
(7tOAU~/7ta.~/I-'-£'t"£X£L\I) could point to a traditional background. 

150 That Paul did not alter the order in v.16 (the cup before the bread) for the sake of a better 
transition to his considerations on bread and body and the church in v.17, follows from the 
observation of the parenthetical character of this verse. If the well known and authoritative 
tradition in v.16 actually was the basic argument of the parenesis in 1 Cor 10:14-22, as v.15 and the 
parallel formulations in vv.18 and 20 demonstrate, then the bread was not put second in order to 
emphasize an idea which is not really relevant for the issue of "flee from idolatry"! Still, this is 
what a good number of commentators apparently think: Neuenzeit for instance assumes that v.16a 
would be only "m it angefiigt" (EuclzarislieauffassulIg, 175) for the sake of completeness and that 
Paul was actually interested mainly in aWf-La. and in the emphasis on Christian unity in the 
Eucharist (59-61, 175-180, 201-219); see also Barrett, 233; Bornkamm, "HerrenmahJ", 162; 
Conzelmann, 203; Delling, "Abendmahlsgeschehen", 322; Fee, 466, 469; Hainz, Kirche, 24, 33; 
Kasemann, "Anliegen", 13; Klauck, "Eucharistie", 333; Murphy O'Connor, "Community", 63; 
Panikulam, KoilllJllia ill the NT, 199; Waiter, "Christusglaube", 433; cf. Willis, Idol Meat, 195. But 
again we must postpone consideration of the reasons for the unusual order in v.16, until we deal 
with the context of the Apostle's parenesis against idolatry. 
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- two substantival adjectives (ot 1tOAAOL/ ot 1tcX.VTE~) - in the centre and £I<; 

CiPTO<;/TOU ho<; CipTOU at the edges of v.17 correspond151. Thus the unity of the 

bread and the plurality of those who eat it, are particularly emphasized and set 

in contrast, and are eventually combined in a syllogistic manner whose 

conclusion is the unity of the partaking people - they are one bodylS2. In order 

to understand the meaning and significance of that conclusion, it is essential to 

consider its dependence on v.16. 

The verb forms in the present tense and in the first person plural in v.17 

match with those of the relative clauses in v.16 and make this following verse 

appear to be a prolongation of the catechism. The verb ~ET£XO~EV, the 

partaking of the eucharistic bread, could even be subsumed into XAW~EV which 

refers to the whole ritual act at the Lord's Supperill; and the other verb, £0"-11£'11, 

recalls the EO"Tt v of the tradition. The subjects of the two verbs, however, ''we ot 

1tOAAOL" and ''we ot 1tcX.VTEC;", are quite significant, and in a sense could be 

regarded as a deliberate Pauline specification and interpretation of the simple 

"we" in the traditional formulation of v.16. For 1tcX.<; and 1tOAU<; allude - in the 

context of the Eucharist - not only to Mark 14:23-24 (E1tLOV E; a.UTOU ltcX.VTE<; ••• 

Exxuvv6~EVOV tmEpltollwv), but generally occur often in the context of basic 

151 See Fee, 469. 

IS2 See Neuenzeit who describes the syllogism as follows: the bread is one - we all partake of 
the one bread - we the many are one body (Eucharistieauffassung, 202); cf. Panikulam, Koinonia 
in the NT, 25. Rather questionable, however, is therefore Roloffs suggestion which builds on the 
assumption that ;JTL is a causal connection to v.16. For him the syllogism starts with v.l6b ("Heil", 
190). 

153 The concept of f.l£TEX&L" is here in this instance certainly no synonym to XOLVW"ta. -
although this view is fairly common among commentators - and is not fitted to explain the 
meaning of the latter. But see Barrett, 233; Conzelmann, 203f; Grosheide, 233; Hahn, "Gefahr", 
166; Schnackenburg, "Koinonia-Gedanke", 64; Waiter, "Christusglaube", 433; Willis, Idol Meat, 
1%f; cf. Campbell, "Cognates", 376; Hainz, Kirclze, 18f; Klauck, Kult, 224; Neuenzeit, 
Eucharistieauffassung, 179; and Seesemann, Koillonia, 43. If Paul wanted to express the same thing 
he could have used the same word. Still, there are serious differences. For the noun XOL"W"La. 
relates the eucharistic bread (and 'our" breaking it) and the body of Christ, whereas the verb 
f.l£TExO~" relates the eucharistic bread and its consumer. As the distinct construction with the 
partitive EX hints at (cf. 1 Cor 11:28!; and see Robertson, 508; Tur.ner, 231; and Radermacher, 
125) and as the other occurrences of ~T£X&L" in the immmediate context of the chapter show 
(w.21 and 30; cf. 9:10, 12), the verb means simply the act of partaking and consuming food at a 
meal and can therefore heJp to elucidate the meaning of XAW~" but not of XOLVW"La.. Cf. 
Robertson/Plummer, 212; and WeiB, 258. 
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soteriological statements, even more so In their substantival form 154
• These 

little nuances are the greatest conceptual difference between v.17 and the 

preceding words and shed some light on what Paul regarded as most central in 

the Eucharist and in its catechetical tradition. For the Apostle did not just focus 

on the number and diversity of the participants at the Lord's Supper, but he 

emphasized on de; tJ1tEP 1teX.,,'t'CJ)" cX.ltE&cx.V£V (2 Cor 5: 14), i.e. the soteriological 

significance of the Eucharist and its refef$~'ce to Christ's death. And so these 

two distinct subjects, OL ltOAAOL and OL lteX.v't'£e;, demonstrate the universal 

validity of the statement of v.17, which is, like v.16, relevant for the whole 

Christian community rather than being exclusively restricted to the local 

(Corinthian) congregation155
• This striking accentuation, however, of the 

soteriological and of a certain universal feature of the Lord's Supper have 

essential consequences for the interpretation of the other keywords of the verse, 

cip't'oc; and crw~cx., which are common with, and presumably picked up from, the 

wording of the preceding tradition. 

Ere; cip't'oe; is mentioned twice, at the beginning and at the end of v.17, as the 

ground for the many being one body and as the object of the partaking of 

aW56
• And if one considers the soteriological and universal/ecumenical aspects 

seriously, de; cip't'oe; cannot, at least not in first instance, mean a single (loaf of) 

bread or generally the bread which was concretely used at the Corinthians' or 

1S4 See for instance Rom 5:15; 12:5; 1 Cor 10:33; Isa 53:11-12. Burchard assumes that OL 
1tOAAOL is a veiled reference to the Gentiles ("Importance", 130, n. 51). For Ot mivT£C; cf. Rom 
5:12; and 2 Cor 5:14! 

155 'We the many" and "we all" do not mean therefore Paul and the Corinthians - Paul is not 
present in Corinth, but refer to the universal church - a motif which we could already observe at 
the beginning of the letter in 1 Cor 1:2. 

156 Cf. the additional Xa.L TOU £VOC; l'tOTllPLOU in some MSS (D F G (629) it vg- and 
Ambrosiaster). The addition stresses the parallelism in v.I6 and could point to the fact that these 
particular subjects, which in the catechism are connected to the bread, reminded the early church 
also of the wine word of the Markan tradition. And further the mention of the cup clearly 
indicates that the statement in v.I7 about the Christian community is not essentially bound to the 
eucharistic bread alone, and that the same could be said in principal with the terminology of the 
cup. It appears that bread and body are preferred merely for the sake of the better metaphorical 
suitability, and not because the blood would point more to the "vertical" and the body to the 
"horizontal" significance of Christ (cf. Fee, 467). 
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any other congregation's celebration of the Lord's Supper157. In this general 

statement, as in the preceding catechism, (d~) CiPTO~ rather principally means 

the bread over which the benedictions had been spoken as it was broken and 

distributed and consumed (!J.£T£X£LV), the eucharistic and consecrated bread 

which tangibly demonstrated the participants' communion (xoLvwviC1) with the 

body of Christ. And as such it is the one bread, the one bread which the 

believers received actually from the Lord at any Lord's Supper, actually the 

bread which he himself had broken and distributed as his body tJ7tEP u!J.wv (and 

U7tEP 1tOAAWV). There is always only one eucharistic bread and so it is not the 

singularity of the bread loaf that makes the many a single bodylSS, but their 

communion with the body of Christl59. 

Because TO lipTOV 0'01 XAW!l£V is communion with TO aW!J.C1 TOU XpLaTou and 

because those who break and receive it as such are accordingly in communion 

with the body of Christ, the commonly assumed conclusion that the partakers 

therefore would themselves form the ecclesiological body of Christ or that the 

church would generally be established at the Lord's Supper, is a rather dubious 

157 The idea that the emphasis on the unity of the bread corresponds to the mention of the 
breaking of the bread in many XAa.0JUl.TCl. in v.16 is merely another variation of this interpretation, 
according to which a single loaf of bread (Orr fWalther: "a flat, round, thick pancake" [250]) was 
used to express the unity of the partaking church. See for instance Robertson/Plummer's 
paraphrase :"Because the bread, although broken into many pieces, is yet one bread, we, although 
we are many, are one body" (214). Barrett ("Because there is one loaf; 229, 233f) also refers to 
1 Cor 5:7-8 as an analogy, but the stress in that piece is not on unity but on the purity of the 
congregation, and it further remains questionable what Barrett means with "they are ideally one 
and must become so in praxis" (234), for v.17 is not a parenesis (cf. E:olJi,,!) . Other commentators 
who think de; would denote a single bread are: Banks, Idea, 86; Dunn, Unity, 165; Grosheide, 234; 
Hainz, Kirche, 19f; Klauck, "Eucharistie", 334f; Krause, "Frage", 36; Meeks, Christians, 159; Murphy 
O'Connor, "Community", 64; and Neueozeit, Eucllaristieauffassullg, 203. OrrfWalther refer to the 
prayer in Did. 9:4 as a parallel (250), but the £UXCl.fILOTLCl. in this later source does not mean the 
Lord's Supper which is the essential background for v.17, and further deals with the eschatological 
unity of the church (cf. Did. 10:5). See Roloff's consideration of the differences ("Heil", 196f). 

158 Ere; should therefore be understood not numerically in the sense of "single", but more in the 
sense of "one and the same". 

lj9 See Waiter: "Der Akzent liegt also auf dem Gespeistwerden aIIer von dem Einen, von Jesus 
Christ us her (EX TOV £"oe; OCpTOU); das Bild geht also nicht von der Vereinigung vieler Komer zu 
einem Brot aus" ("Christusglaube", 433); see also Delling, "Abendmahlsgeschehen", 333; Wolff, 54. 
And cf. Allo, 241f; and Neueozeit, Euclzarislieauffassung, 203. 
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ideal60
• The communion of the Christians with the body of Christ is something 

completely different from their corporate identification with this body161. The 

fact that aW!-lcx' occurs in vv .16 and 17 should not blind us to the significance of 

the different attributes with which the term is used in each case and which, we 

think, indicate an important difference and deliberate distinction: TO aW!-lcx' TOU 

XpLaTou is not the same as ~\I aWI-lCl., and the relation of the two aWI-lCX,TCX, 

therefore requires further consideration. A brief survey of Paul's use of the 

concept in 1 Corinthians might be helpful for that purpose. 

Excursus: Paul's Use of LW(.Lcx' (XPLcrTOU) 

In no other letter the concept of crWI-lCX, occurs more often than in 1 Corinthians 

and we cannot, of course, look at all the various instances nowl62
• We must 

restrict ourselves to those passages where Paul employs the term in a corporate 

sense, which is the case particularly in 1 Cor 12: 12-13 and 12:27 where (£\1) 

160 But see for instance Conzelmann: "Die Kirche ist nicht 'wie' ein Leib, sondem ist 'der' Leib 
Christi. Der sakramentale Anteil am Leib Christi macht uns zum Christus-Leib" (203); cf. Fee, 
although he objects to Conzelmann's idea that the sacred meal makes the Christians "the body of 
Christ" (470); see further Bornkamm, "Herrenmahl", 163f; Chrysostom, Homilies on Corinthians, 
140; Goppelt, "Abendmahlsgemeinschaft", 24f; Hahn, "Gefahr", 167; Hainz, Kirche, 26-33,35-46; 
Kiisemann, "Anliegen", 13f; Kertelge, "Kirchengemeinschaft", 102f; Klauck, "Euchariste", 335f; id., 
&/t,264; Lang, 128,157; Neuenzeit, Eucharistieauffassung, 205-211,217f; OrrjWalther, 252; 
Panikulam, Koinonia in the NT, 25; Roloff, "Heil", 192; Schnackenburg, "Koinonia-Gedanke", 66; 
and Wendland, 73. 

161 See Murphy O'Connor who speaks of an "identification of the community of believers with 
Christ" ("Community", 66; cf. 63-69). For Percy the the ecclesiological body of Christ and the body 
of the crucified and resurrected Christ are "identisch" (XWf'/X, 44-46; cf. 6f). Hamer even stresses 
the point that "la theologie de corps de Christ [ecclesiological] doit s'expliquer ... suivant la ligne 
du realisme physique" (Eglise, 60; bold type by G.H.). See further Kiisemann, who holds the view 
that the church would be "der irdische Leib des auferstandenen Herrn" ("Moth"', 199; and passim). 
Cf. Neuenzeit, Eucharistieauffassullg, 212. 

162 Cf. n. 60. Among the other Pauline letters it is only Rom 12:3-5 where similar ideas of a 
corporate awJUX are found. In the debated (deutero-) Pauline epistles to the Ephesians and to the 
Colossians the concept of a corporate aWfLa. is much more developed and contains rather different 
notions of the relation of Christ as the head and of the church as his ecclesiastical body. Further, 
it is striking that the idea of a collective aWfLa. appears there in a doxological, not in a parenetical 
context as is the case in Romans and 1 Corinthians. Cf. Banks, Community, 65-67; Berger, 
"!Grehe", 205f; and Kiisemann, "Motiv", 204-208. 
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aw!J.a. further is connected to a Christological (and "sacramental") statementl63
• 

These two, however, appear to be the closest comparable passages and might 

shed some light on the meaning of £'11 aw!J.a. in 1 Cor 10: 17164
• 

In the structure of chapter 12, vv.12 and 13 have a central position and 

function, for they give an explanation (ya.p) to the preceding argument (vvA-11), 

and formulate the thesis which is developed in vv.14-26 and which is finally 

repeated in a pointed summary in v.27, before vv.28-31 concretely apply what 

was said to the Corinthians' use of the divine charisms1
<>5. The leading motif is 

apparently the idea of the unity among the many and variously gifted members 

of the congregation, a unity for which the £'11 xa.i 't'o a.u't'o 1t'll£u!J.a. is essential as 

the authority which unites the variety of gifts and thus the gifted (v. 11). This 

idea of unity is further developed and explained in v.12, in a comparison 

(xa.9-eX.1t£p ... ou't'wc; xa.i) of a bodyI66, consisting of many limbs, with Christ. It 

is important to note that the verse does not speak of Christ's body, but that "£'11 

aw!J.a." in relation to the 1tOAAeX. and 1ta.'II't'a.I67 !J.EATl remains a metaphor and an 

argumentative aid which intends to elucidate a certain feature of "6 XpLa't'oc;". 

163 In agreement with Wedderburn ("Body", 75) and Wolff (111, n. 225) we will not deal with 
1 Cor 6:12-21, for crWIJ.CX. has no collective meaning there. The relation of the individual's crWIJ.CX. to 
Christ (and to the prostitute respectively) is at stake there, not the relation among the Christians. 
Nor do we think that crw~cx. in 1 Cor 11:29 is a reference to the church (so Fee, 563f; cf. Banks, 
Community, 63; Bornkamm, "Herrenmahl", 169; Neuenzeit, Eucharistieauffassung, 38f; and 
Wedderburn, "Body", 77) or to the consecrated bread (so Weill, 291; and Robertson/Plummer, 
252), but to Christ's crucified body, like crwlJ.CX. in the preceding verses 24-and 27 (to which both 
variae lectiones in v.29 apparently point). Dishonoring the Christian brother (for whom the Lord 
died, cf. 1 Cor 8:11-12!) results from a false discerning of the Lord's body which he gave "tl1tEp 
Up.WY". See especially Klauck, Kult, 326f; and cf. Hofius, "Paradosis", 224, 240; and Schlatter, 328. 
Finally, there is also no reason to assert a corporate idea of "the body of Christ" in 1 Cor 1:13 (cf. 
for instance Klauck, Ku/t, 333; Friedrich, "Christus", 153), that would be rather eisegetical. 

164 On the whole issue see generally Banks, Commullity, 62-70; Gundry, SOMA; Kasemann, 
"Motiv"; Klauck, Ku/t, 332-346; Neuenzeit, EucharistieauffassulIg, 207-217; Percy, LWIJlI; Schweizer, 
"Leib Christi"; Wedderburn, "Body"; and Wolffs excursus "Die Gemeinde als 'Leib'" (110-114). 

1<>5 Cf. Wolff, 106-110. 

166 Cf. Rom 12:4-5, although it is a slightly different argument: there is for instance no 
reference to baptism. B.ut as in 1 Cor 10:17 Paul's statement "we the many are one body in Christ" 
(Rom 12:5) transcends local restrictions ("we" - i.e. including Paul) and apparently refers to the 
universal church. 

167 In comparison to v.17, it is striking that, apart from the concept of EV crwlJ.CX. we further find 
lto).u and mx.v here, although not in their substantival emphatic form; cf. also the ~I1£LC; ltcl:VT£c; 

in 12:13. 
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So, just as a body is one, despite the fact of the variety and diversity of its limbs, 

so Christ is the one who constitutes unity among the many and diverse members 

of the Christian communityl68. The conjunction (xCl.i) ya.p in v.13 then indicates 

a further step of the explanation of the Christological principle of Christian 

unityl(9, connecting it explicitly to a pneumatological statement (cf. v.11) on 

Christian baptism: "We were all baptized in one Spirit de; EV crwfLCl. •.. "I70! The 

aorist £~Cl.1t't'icr9-lJfL£V refers to the baptism of alP7
., Jews and Greeks, slaves 

and free men, and to the initial point of their being united through one Spiritl72 

and in a common relation to one particular body, a relation which is described 

by the preposition d~. In connection with the verb ~Cl.1t't'i~£LV this preposition 

occurs comparatively often in the NT (1 Cor 1:13, 15; 10:2; Gal 3:27; Rom 6:3-

4; Acts 8:16; 19:5; Matt 28:19), so that one can even assume a fixed phrase 

which is behind the use here - 'to baptize in (the name of)' - and can quite 

surely exclude a spatial interpretation: it does not mean 'to baptize into (one 

body)'m. The most intelligible explanation, for us, is that Paul in his 

168 See Wolffs translation of v.12b: " ... so (ist es) auch (mit) Christ us" (106). His later 
paraphrase, however, "so steht es auch dort, wo Christ us durch den Geist heilschaffend wirksam 
ist" (108), seems, to us, to go too far, for the admittedly close connection to v.ll still does not 
require us to introduce the 1t"EUI-ta. into v.U. 

1(9 V.13 should be understood as an explanation of the second part of v.12, of the o\h(a)~ xa.t 
o XpLcn·o~, not of the whole comparison in the preceding verse. 

170 The last part of the verse is presumably also referring to baptism and not to the Eucharist 
(so for instance Klauck, Kli/t, 334f), as the verb form, also in the aorist, indicates. See for further 
discussion Wolff, l08f; and d . Wedderbum, Baptism, 63. 

171 The reference to the baptism of all indicates that the verb i~a.1tTtaS-llfU:" depicts a general 
statement which points beyond the particular event(s) of the believers' individual baptism(s). 

172 The i" is instrumental here; see Wolff, 108. 

m The frequent ~a.1tTtCEL" £~ TO 0VOflcx, which presumably derived from the Hebrew CW~ 
(cf. BDR §206,2) or ctP.7 (d. Wedderbum, Baptism, 55-57), would suggest that one should render 
"baptize in" (the name of Christ; the Father the Son and the Holy Spirit; etc). Among the Pauline 
passages which apparently build on that language, 1 Cor 10:2 is particularly important for us, for 
obviously this passage cannot be explained in a spatial sense (see Wolff, 41; WedderbllrD, ibid., 
58f). Wedderbum also rejects an understanding of aw~ as "a spatial entity" ("Body", 79); see 
generally his detailed considerations, although mainly dealing with Rom 6:3, in his Baptism, 54-63. 
See also Wolffs general arguments against spatial interpretations of EL, (108). Yet in 1 Cor 12:13 
he prefers a consecutive EL, pointing to the aim and result of baptism, and accordingly he does not 
interpret awl-ta. as Christ's body. But his references to parallels in Matt 3:11 and Acts 2:38 are 
dubious. For in the first passage the preposition does not occur and the latter has another 
rendering for the Hebrew ctP.~ with an i1tt with dative construction, before an attributive EL, 
a.qlEaL" Tw;.a.fUX.PTLW" is added. 
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formulation with ~cx.1t't'£1;;Et'V d~ in 1 Cor 12:13, as likewise in Gal 3:27 and Rom 

6:3-4, omitted, but still presupposed, the reference to the name of Christ, for the 

sake of emphasizing a certain aspect of baptism. The phrase describes an act of 

transfer of the neophyte to Christ, pointing to a "union between the baptized 

and Christ ... [who] is none other than the Christ who died"174. And so E'V cr(;)~cx. 

in our passage refers to the body of the crucified and risen Lord, with whom the 

Jews and Greeks, the slaves and free men were united, who represented the sole 

basis of their living in unity and who connected them with one another just as 

inseparably as the limbs of a body175. So we have here the striking fact of a 

different meaning of E'V crw~cx. in the two parts of the comparison in vv.12-13. 

First, we have a reference to a common metaphor: the limbs of a body, although 

they are 1ta.'\I't'cx., still depict £'\1 crw~cx., a single organism (v. 12a)l76. And then, in 

the corresponding part (vv.12b-13) which shall be elucidated by the comparison, 

we find the same terminology and a similar relation of (~~EL~) 1ta.'\I't'E~ (the 

Christian community) and £'\1 crw~cx. (Christ's crucified body), yet with a slightly 

174 Wedderburn, Baptism, 60. CL Hainz, Kirche, 40. Yet Wedderburn also warns against 
focussing one-sidedly either on the crucified or the exalted Christ, for "it is one Christ, crucified 
and risen, with whom we are united" ("Body", 80); cf. Schweizer, "Leib Christi", 286L 

175 Wolff thinks rather of a metaphor also in v.13 (108, 110). But see Wedderburn who speaks 
of "the compelling focus of Christian unity in that one crucified and risen Lord to whom all 
Christians are committed" ("Body", 79). He also argues that the origins of the idea of the 
corporate crWf.La. (XpLcr't'OU) which received "more doctrinal development later" (79), may be found 
here in Paul's argument with the Corinthians, and that it might result "from a conflation of Jewish 
and early Christian ideas of solidarity with the Hellenistic metaphor of the body and its limbs, a 
conflation helped by the 'body' language of the Eucharist" (82; cL 79) . 

176 See Wolff: "M it seiner Verwendung des Bildes vom Leib kniipft Paulus an einen in der 
Antike verbreiteten metaphorischen Gebrauch von 'Leib' fUr eine Einheit in der Vielheit an: 
(111); and see his references to ancient and contemporary sources (including Philo and Josephus) 
and his discussion of the possibilities of another derivation of this metaphor in Paul (111C). 
According to Wolff and Wedderburn ("Body", 82-86) the origin from a Gnostic background and 
from a Jewish or Hellenistic (Adam-) Anthropos myth (cL Kasemann, "Motiv", 180-184; and id., 
"Anliegen", 12,17; Klauck,Kult, 337-345; Neuenzeit, EuciJaristieallffassung, 213-217; and concerning 
the latter cf. also Schweizer, "Leib Christi", 272-285) can be excluded for the lack of adequate 
source material and of a sufficient conceptual basis. The especially Jewish idea of "corporate 
personality" is favoured by Schweizer (ibid.) and considered by Wedderburn (ibid., 83-85); yet 
Wolff objects that the textual evidence is fairly narrow (according to Banks there is no evidence 
of a metaphorical crWf.La. in Jewish literature at all; Community, 69) and that the idea conflicts with 
Paul's belief in the presence of Christ and in his continuous work; cf. Berger, "Kirche", 205. Percy's 
suggestion, fmally, to derive crwf.La. XPLcr't'OU from £v XPLcr't'(fl (LWp.a, 43C), is rather speculative (see 
Klauck's objections in &It, 336). 
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different meaning - (~~EL~) 7tci'VTE~ are not one body but we were baptized d~ 

one body, that is, if we explicate the metonymy, baptized so as to be joined to 

Christ who died and rose and we with him. So, both the many limbs of an 

organism and the many and diverse members of the Christian community are 

united in one body, but the latter is not corporately identified with the uniting 

body. Even the fmal conclusion in v.271n
, U~EL~ O£ Eo"T£ a(;)l1C1. XptaTOU XCl.t 

~E:AlJ EX ~E:POU~, must not be understood like that. And one should not render it: 

"you are the body of Christ"178! For oW~cx' is not determined by an article or by 

_E1 and XPLOTOU should be understood parallel to the corresponding Ex: ~E:POU~; 

and the use of ~E:AlJ finally shows that the statement still rests on the 

metaphorical level. So we could paraphrase: "as you belong to Christ, you 

Corinthians are a body and individually you are its limbs"179, or, with Wolff: 

"Ihr seid als Gemeinde ein Organismus, der sich dem Heilswirken des Christus 

... verdankt; jeder einzelne hat darin seine gottgewiesene Funktion, so daB ihr 

untereinander unentbehrlich seid"lso. 

We can conclude that Paul does not use the concept of oWfLCX, in a collective 

Christo-ecclesiological sense in those passages of 1 Corinthians, where he deals 

with the relation of Christ and his church in the terminology of a body. His 

application of oWfLCX, to the community of the believers must be described 

throughout as metaphorical, although the members of the church derive their 

particular unity from the OW~CX, XPLOTOU, the body of Christ the crucified and 

resurrected Lord. But the two are not corporately or ecclesiologically identified. 

Returning to 1 Cor 10: 17 we find that these observations match well with our 

previous considerations. To O"W~CX, TOU XPLOTOU in v.16 and E'V O"wfLCI. in v.17 are 

In Vv.I4-26 return to the metaphorical language and apply it more concretely to the particular 
chaotic situation in Corinth. The concept of CJWI-La., in its relation to its various IJiAT}, stays 
throughout this narrative passage on the mfttaphorical level. And the members of the Corinthian 
community in their relation to Christ are not directly addressed before v.27. 

178 But cf. nn. 18 and 19. 

179 Cf. also Wedderburn, "Body", 80. 

18) Wolff, 110. 
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not the samel8\ just as £V OW!!a. in 1 Cor 12: 12 and 13 had to be 

differentiatedl
&2. The phrase £V OW!!a. in v.17 must therefore be described as a 

metaphor stressing not the relation of the Christians to Christ but the relation 

among the members of the Christian community,' as the subject "we the many" 

clearly indicates (cf.12:27 - U!!e:L~ EO-re:; cf.12: 12r83
• In the catechism on the 

other hand, the subject of the phrase -ro OW!!a. -rou XpLO-rOU is undoubtedly 

Christ crucified (cf. 12:13), not the congregation. So we have two kinds of 

OW!!a.-ra. side by side with two different subjects. Yet, just as we found a certain 

connection of the body of Christ to the corporate unity of his church in 1 Cor 

12-13, so 1 Cor 10: 16-17 similarly shows a connection of the two bodiesl84. The 

line of thought in 1 Cor 10:16-17, however, goes as follows (starting with the 

conclusion): We the many are one body because the bread of which we all 

partake at the Lord's Supper is the one eucharistic bread; and this is one 

because it is the bread which to the pa1cipants in the Lord's Supper conveys 

communion with the body of Christ crucified. V.17 is therefore basically 

concerned with soteriology much more than it might seem at first glance. For it 

is not the (single loaf of) bread which makes the unity of the Christian 

communityl~, but the individual and corporate communion with Christ's 

sacrificed bodyl86. The unity of the community as one body derives therefore 

181 So also Delling, "Abendmahlsgeschehen", 324, 333; Grosheide, 233; Gundry, SOMA, 238; 
Hofius, "Paradosis", 227, n. 135; Wedderburn, "Body", 76; and Wolff, 54, 110, 113. O. Walter, 
"Christusglaube", 433. 

1&2 It need not be confusing that the single phrase &\1 OWJ-La. can be used so differently, referring 
corporately to the unity of the limbs of an organism (12:12), figuratively to the unity of a group of 
people (10:17), and fmally, in a pointed statement on Baptism, individually to the unity of the body 
of the crucified and resurrected Lord (12:13), from whom alone all collective unity can derive. 
Apparently Paul did not use a fixed formula, but in each case employed the phrase for 
argumentative reasons, so that the relevant context must decide the interpretation. 

183 In 1 Cor 10:17; 12:12 and 12:14-27 the Christians (or according to the metaphor, the ,u:Al'l) 
are the subject of the collective oWjla.. In 12:13 God is the logical subject of the baptizing ££~ £\1 
oWjla.. the body of the crucified Christ. 

184 Interestingly enough we have in both cases a reference to a basic Christian rite, either to 
Baptism or to the Eucharist. 

I~ But cf. Neuenzeit, Eucllaristieallffassung, 203. 

186 See Rom 12:5 which is nearly synonymous with 1 Cor 10:17: oi TmAAo~ £'01 oWJJ4 £OfJ£" b 
Xp'o-rif). Cf. our excursus on £'01 XPLO-r4l in chapter 2.2.2 above. 
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from the communion with Christ's body which constantly constitutes the 

Christians' individual and collective existence. And so soteriology remains the 

basis of ecc1esiology, and the church roots in the body of Christ crucified which 

was given \J7tEP U~WVI87 when once for all one died for all. 

2.3.4 The Parenetical Context: 

nEpl OE -rW\I ElOWAOS.U"t'{,j\l (1 Cor 8:1-11:1) 

After paying so much attention to a pre-Pauline tradition and to the concept of 

XOtVWVLCX, therein (v.16), and after considering in some detail a brief and 

associative, yet weighty and instructive note which the Apostle attached to this 

catechetical statement of the Lord's Supper (v.17), we must now, of course, 

finally turn to the actual cause and context of this traditional reference. For 

Paul obviously did not intend to provide some kind of teaching on the issue of 

the Eucharist, but rather for argumentative reasons reminded them of this 

commonly held doctrine. Still, it was right to examine the initial meaning of the 

tradition first, as it existed prior to the letter and was a previously known and 

accepted authority for both the author and his addressees. And Paul's 

instructions on the issue of idol-meat, in the course of which this piece of 

catechism was employed, can only play ~s~(UY..J:.ole in explaining it. 

In the context of the particular subject of this whole study - the concept of 

XOtVWVLCX, in 1 Corinthians - we are mainly interested, of course, in the other 

Xotvwv-derivatives in vv.18 and 20 of chapter 10 which are constructed, as it 

seems, in parallel to v.16. Yet, before we can examine those, we have to 

187 Quite interesting are Bornkamm's considerations of this phrase in the paradosis of 1 Cor 
11:24 ("Herrenmabl", 162f, 169). Christ's salvific gift \J7tEp ulLwV always implies, and appeals to, an 
appropriate existence and behaviour \J7tEp ci.AA1)AWV on the part of the gifted. The conformity of 
the Christians to Christ is a fundamental pattern in Paul's theology, and in connection with the 
Eucharist seems to be the key to the interpretation of 1 Cor 11:17-33 (cf. Klauck, Kult, 327) and 
depicts also an essential notion of the Apostle's argument against the consumption of idol-meat 
as for instance 1 Cor 8:11-12 reveals. This topic of mutual obligation in the course of 1 Cor 8:1-
11:1 might also help to explain Paul's unexpected parenthesis of v.17 in the context of an argument 
against idolatry and might count as another argument in favour of the integrity of these three 
chapters in 1 Corinthians. 
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describe Paul's line of thought in the argument of the immediate context of 1 

Cor 10:1-22 and actually of 1 Cor 8:1-11:1. None other of the many problems 

which the troubled community in Corinth had put on the Apostle's agenda was 

considered in such length and detail and seems to have been as urgent as the 

question 7tEPL OE TWV dOWA09-UTC.,)VI88
• 

2.3.4.1 The Problem: Idol-Meat in Corinth 

The Christians in Corinth had given up their former idols (1 Cor 12:2) and had 

been washed clean from their old depraved existence (1 Cor 6:11), but still they 

continued living in their former environment as members of the same 

unchanged society in which they had their families and friends, their tasks and 

duties just as before. They had become a new creation in Christ (2 Cor 5:17), 

clearly distinct from those "outside" (1 Cor 5:12-13), and still they were not 

about to leave this world, but kept on dwelling among 7tOpvotc;, 7tAEOVE>CTa.t<;, 

Cip7ta.~tv and even £LOWAOAcX.Tpa.tC; (1 Cor 5:10). The task of how to relate these 

two spheres was laid before each Christian convert, although it was obviously 

solved in different ways. And particularly in a church as young as the Corinthian 

it bore a great potential for conflicts and confusion, as not only 1 Cor 8:1-11:1 

demonstratesl89
• Apparently Corinthian Christians had participated in meals 

where meat was served which had been ritually offered in a pagan sacrifice 

beforel9O
• They felt free to do so, because of their conviction that the pagan 

188 Apart from the commentaries and some rather specific studies of particular aspects of these 
chapters, cf. generally the investigations of this topic by Barrett, "Things Sacrificed to Idols"; Hahn, 
"Teilhabe am Heil und Gefahr des Abfalls" (and cf. the whole volume to which Hahn contributes: 
Freedom and Love. TI,e Guide for Christian Life (1 Cor 8-10; Rom 14-15), Monographic Series of 
"Benedictina" 6); Klauck, Kult, 241-285; Soden, "Sakrament und Ethik bei Paulus"; Theillen, "Die 
Starken und die Schwachen in Korinth"; Waiter, "Christusglaube und heidnische Religiositat"; and 
especially Willis' fundamental study on Idol Meat ill Corinth. 

189 Cf. for instance 1 Cor 4:9-13; 5:1, 9-13; 6:1-11, 12-20; 7:12-16; 14:23-25; 2 Cor 6:14-18. 

190 It is not clear whether 1 Cor 8:10 and 10:20-21 refer to the same kind of meals (cf. Hahn, 
"Gefahr", 154), and whether Paul distinguishes between unofficial o,ccasions, maybe in a temple 
dining room, and official participation in an obviously cultic sacrificial meal (cf. Walter, 
·Christusglaube", 427). Yet, as Willis showed, a strict separation of religious and non-religious 
meals in the Hellenistic society is hardly possible anyway, and the various kinds of meals with 
family members, friends or business partners presumably involved at least some element of formal 
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deities and idols did not exist and had no power anyway (1 Cor 8:4-6; d. 

10:19)191. But for other members of the congregation such a behaviour was 

highly offensive, presumably not so much because they could not afford to buy 

meat, but because they felt it involved them too much in their former paganism 

and in the idolatrous habits of the past (1 Cor 8:7)192. The question at stake in 

1 Cor 8-10 is therefore not so much a conflict of different social status, 

particularly between Jewish and Gentile Christiansl93 or between rich and poor, 

but it appears to be rather a personal matter of the individual's conscience and 

a theological matter of the Christian's relation to idolatry; that is where Paul at 

least lays the emphasis in his discussion of the topic. That does not exclude the 

worship (cf. Idol Meat, 7-64; 165f). 

191 If Theillen's analysis is right, it was primarily the wealthy Christians, who could afford to 
buy meat and had a certain position in society which made it impossible for them not to attend 
official meals which were often held in a temple (cf. 1 Cor 8:10); TheiBen, "Die Starken", 275, 279-
282; but see his whole article; and cf. Riesner, "Korinth", 818. Yet Willis' observation should be 
considered here as well, that Paul nowhere explicitly refers to a faction of the "strong". Willis 
therefore further assumes, quite different from Theissen's position, that the more liberal Christians 
simply were the majority of the believers in Corinth (Idol Meat, 89, 118) and that "weak" implies 
also the notion of a minority status. 

192 This verse makes it difficult to believe that the picture which TheiBen draws can show more 
than tendencies in the Corinthian congregation. Of course it was much easier for poorer people 
with less important positions to withdraw from their former relationships and responsibilities, and 
of course Christians of a lower status level and of lesser wealth did not and could not eat meat as 
often ("Die Starken", 279-286) - only after great festivals was more meat available for lower prices 
or even freely distributed among the people (cf. Murphy O'Connor, Corinth, 161-167), so that 
poorer people could have eaten meat in a more explicitly cultic context. But 1 Cor 8:7 assumes 
that the opponents of idol-meat were formerly used to it! Further, Theillen's social description of 
the congregation builds too much on the scanty information which the letters provide only for a 
few members of the Corinthian church, and therefore his conclusion of two groups fairly opposed 
in the range of social hierarchy, a small wealthy and influential upper-class patronizing a majority 
of lower-class people, is not fully convincing. See also Meeks' remarks on the significance of status 
inconsistencies in Corinth (ChristiaJls, 70-73, 79, UO, 191; cf. Hurd, OrigiJlS, 123-125). And cf. our 
considerations above in chapter 2.1 ("The Community in Corinth") where we found Hengel's 
presumption of a larger middle class (Christianity, 185) more appropriate and better fitting the 
evidence, also concerning the issue of the consumption or rejection of idol-meat. 

193 See Meeks, Christialls , 98; and TheiBen, "Die Starken", 273f. Barrett's suggestion, however, 
that the whole problem was imported to the Corinthian church by a kind of counter-mission of 
Jewish Christians from Jerusalem who wanted to spread the Apostolic Decree among the Gentiles 
and demanded . that they obey it ("Idols", 53), is problematic, although Barrett's general thesis is 
surely right, that Paul can hardly be counted as a co-author of this decree (ibid., 46) which is so 
important in Luke-Acts (15:20, 29; 21:25). But Paul's mentioning of concrete situations of conflict 
(in the temple, on the market, at private invitations) for which the possibility of a consumption of 
idol-meat is considered, and the fact that the Apostle nowhere directly reacts to these Jewish 
Christian grOUpS or explicitly objects to their false teaching, make Barrett's idea rather unlikely. 
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possibility that the problem had a social significance for the Corinthians as they 

"had many social obligations from family or business (marriages, funerals, 

puberty rites) which would have involved sacrificial meals normally in or near 

the temple"I94, yet Paul's concern for these social aspects is comparatively small 

(cf. 10:27-30)195, so that one treads on a hypothetical terrain here, if one 

follows these tracks only. 

In the course of the argument in 1 Cor 8-10 one can distinguish several parts 

which could be described more or less as follows: 1 Cor 8; 9; 10: 1-22; and 10:23-

11:1 196
• 

2.3.4.2 The Argument in 1 Cor 8 and 9 

Chapter 8 takes up, and presumably even verbally builds on, the argumentation 

of the Corinthians as it had reached the Apostle in their letter, and in which the 

194 Willis, Idol Meat, 63. See generally Willis' investigations on the relation of "Sacrifice, Cultic 
Meals, and Associations in Hellenistic Life" (ibid., 7-64), where he points out that cultic meals 
generally were understood not as sacramental or communal meclIs stressing the relation to the 
relevant deity, but that they "were generally regarded fundamentally as occasions for social 
association and conviviality" (ibid., 49) and were as such "characteristic expressions of Greek public 
life" (ibid., 63). That he later wants to interpret the Lord's Supper and the concept of XOt\lW\lLa. 

in these terms (ibid., 167-181, 182-209), however, is far less convincing and may result from an 
approach to his subject which did not necessarily have a starting point in the analysis of the 
relevant NT texts. Cc. also Klauck, who examines in much detail all kinds of sacred meals in the 
environment of early Christianity (Kult, 31-233), although for the sake of understanding the Lord's 
Supper in its cultural and historical context, not so much concerning the problem of idol-meat 1 
Cor 8-10. 

195 Even in this passage which deals with (public) invitations of Christians to a meal with Tt,; 

T(;)\I Cl.1tLcrTW\I, the major concern is not so much social matters, but the question of an official 
a4'»uncement of the idolatrous origin of the meat, and the instruction not to offend the other's 
conscience. 

196 Although recently questioned again by Klauck (Kult, 241, 250, 252, 283 - he assumes a 
compilation of two sources: 9:1-18; 10:1-22; and 8:1-13; 9:19-23; 10:23-11:1) the integrity is no 
more doubted by the majority of the commentators (cC. above chapter 2.1, n. 7). Willis for instance 
explains the different features of the basically similar argumentation in 8 and 10 as follows: "In 
chapter 8 Paul begins as he does because of the way the Corinthians had made their points. In 
chapter 10 Paul works more from his own agenda" (Idol Meat, 112); cf. Meeks, Christians, 98-100. 
Soden's interesting idea that 1 Cor 8:1-11:1 depicts a typical pattern of Pauline argumentation 
("Sakrament", 20; cf. 8), an exposition (8-9) - a scriptural proof (10:1-22) - and a resolution (10:23-
11:1), has the difficulty that 10:1-22 is not a scriptural proof, but a typological \/ou&&crioc. of the 
dangers of idolatry (1-11) and an argument for the incompatibility of Christians' attending the 
Lord's Supper and pagan rites (15-22). And there are statements of resolution also in 8:1-10:22. 
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Christians consuming idol-meat might have appealed to their YVWo"LC; as 

convicted monotheistsl97
• Paul's discussion, however, concludes with a 

Christologically and soteriologically based statement and principle, that the 

Christian £~ouO"[cx., which admittedly allows the consumption of idol-meat, is 

actually limited by, and essentially fulfilled only in, mutual consideration of the 

weaker brother whose conscience may under no circumstances be offended 

(8: 11-13r98. 

Chapter 9 has nothing to do with idol-meat or idolatry and appears to be a 

digression in the train of thought which returns to this topic explicitely in 

chapter 10199
• However, this excursus is an integral part of the whole argument 

and reveals Paul's assessment of the debated problem, as it illustrates and thus 

emphasizes the antecedent fundamental principle of self-denial and of 

renunciation of one's £~ouO"(cx. for the sake of another's welfare, according to the 

Apostle's own good example200
• Above all vv.1S-23 demonstrate and stress the 

197 Cc. Willis' detailed exegesis of this chapter, Idol Meal, 65-122. He stresses Paul's direct and 
immediate confrontation of the Corinthians' arguments taking ·up their slogans, but showing 
neither any intention to educate the "weak" nor explicitly favouring the position of the "strong". 
However, Willis' interpretation of £LC; XpLcn·ov in 8:12 as a reference to the church as the 
ecclesiastical "body of Christ" (ibid., 107) might be in line with the main thesis of his study, but has 
no basis in the text itself. 

198 Note the introduction and four-fold emphasis of the term (; a.~£).cpOC; in 8:11-13 which is 
Paul's more precise and pointed identification of (; a.cr9-£vwv! These verses are particularly sharp 
in their formulation - "destroying the brother for whom Christ died!" - even more so on the basis 
of all what Paul had previously said about the significance of Christ's death on the cross and of 
God's own "weakness" and his election of Ta. a.cr9-£vlj (1:25, 27; cc. 2:3 and generally 1:17-2:5; see 
also 2 Cor 13:4, 9; and Rom 5:6; 8:3). The first person singular in v.13 is paradigmatic and does 
not explicitly mean the Apostle. 

199 There might be a relation between Klauck's nearly complete disregard of vv.l1-13 in his 
discussion of chapter 8 (KlIlt, 241-249) and his judgement of 9:1-18 as a "harter Bruch" to the 
preceding chapter (249f). See Willis who calls the structure of the argument in 1 Cor 8-10 "a 
common Hellenistic rhetorical device" showing "skillful planning and placement" (Idol Meat, 272) 
and who points to 1 Cor 12-14 as another example of such a structuring with an excursus (chapter 
13). 

200 Note the terminological and internal connections between the two chapters: the Apostle 
refers also to his right to eat certain food (although of another kind), cf. 9:7-14. Cf. also ~OUOLa. 
in 8:9 and 9:4-5,12,18; and a.cr9-EV- in 8:7,9,10,11, 12 and 9:22 (£yEVO!J-llv .TOtC; a.O&i:v£OLv 
a.o9-£v~C;, tva. TOUe; a.cr9-£VEtC; ~~crw). It is essential to note that Paul does not say 
correspondingly that he became "strong" for the "strong". Cf also 7tpbcrxOIJ-fUX. in 8:9 and Eyxo7tljv 
~L~WIJ-L in 9:12. 1 Cor 9 is no ~.efen~ of Paul's apostlesrup (with Willis [Idol Meat, 272] contra 
Barrett ["Idols", 53]), although in the context of the preceding chapters (cf. 1:12; 3:5-6, 22; 4:6) 
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Christological and soteriological basis of Paul's preceding parenesis in their 

revealing the very same basis of the Apostle's own paradigmatic existence which 

he wants the Corinthians to imitate just as he himself imitates Christ (11:1)21:)1. 

The gospel which Paul was commissioned - and even forced - to proclaim (9: 16), 

and thus Christ himself as he became weak and died to save sinners, made the 

Apostle become all things to all men and therefore weak for the weak, in order 

to save some (9:22)21:)2. Paul transcends the "must" of his office as Christ's 

messenger inttte.. way that his whole life displays the character and essence of 

the message. Because of the gospel he, the EAe:U9-e:pOC;, gave up defending his 

personal rights and made himself everyone's servant (9: 19)203, aiming for a 

complete conformity to the gospel as a cruYXOL \lW\lOC; 'rou e:Ucx.yye:ALOU (9:23)204. 

Paul's statf'nents imply yet another reference to his exclusive claim of the fatherhood of the 
"-

Corinthian church (9:1-6; cf. 4:14-15). 

21:)1 Cr. 1 Cor 4:16; and 1 Thess 1:6-7. See further PhiI3:17 (crU!-,-!-,-Lfl-£Lcr9-a.L); and Gal 4:12. The 
distinct structure of 9:19-23 (WeiI3: "ein Kabinettstiick iiberlegtesten Aufbaues" [242]) is well 
explained in Eichholz's article, "Der missionarische Kanon des Paulus. l.Kor.9,19-23". Cf. id., 
UmrifJ, 48-55. 

21:)2 The "weak" of chapter 8 are different, though, referring to Christian brothers, not to 
unbelievers who are obviously meant here in v.22. Stili, in line with' Paul's soteriological deepening 
of the actual problem in 8:11-13, there is a close connection of both kinds of cX.cr&£\I£L~. For the 
"weak" of 9:22 are presumably not a particular group in the spectrum of the Apostle's missionary 
clientele (10UOa:LOL and a.\lO!-'-OL), but in general (note the omission of WC; which is used before in 
9:20-21) mean the "weak" and "godless" for which Christ died (Rom 5:6) and to which the Apostle 
was sent; Eich~lz's interpretation (UmrifJ , 50, 53-55) is doubtful therefore 011 , this point. 
Concerning the topos of the Apostle's "kerygmatic" weakness and its Christological motivation 
(Weder calls it the "Kreuzformigkeit der apostolischen Existenz"; Kreuz, 238) cf. especially 1 Cor 
2:3, where Paul describes himself as weak just as God (1:25) and in accordance with the divine 
election of the weak (1:27); this feature is further explicit in 2 Cor 13:4,9; and Gal 4:13. See also 
1 Cor 4:10; and 2 Cor 11:30 (w.21 and 29 are ironical); 12:5, 9-10. The various reports of Paul's 
suffering belong to this theme too (cf. for instance 1 Cor 4:9-13; 2 Cor 1:5-7; 6:4-10; or 1 Cor 
15:31; 2 Cor 4:10; Rom 8:36; Phil 3:10 [XOL\lW\lLa: Tta:&'l!-'-eXTW\I a:UTOU]). 

203 It is essential to note that Paul does not renounce his ~oucrLcx, but that he uses it properly -
he is free to restrict himself. Hainz's interpretation is questionable therefore as he regards Paul's 

behaviour as a requirement of the Apostle's salvation and accordingly as a soteriological demand 
for the Corinthians (Kirclze, 121f). It seems to be exactly the opposite: those who are saved and 
liberated no longer defend their own rights, but are free to give their lives for the salvation of 
others. 

204 That is how we understand the final clause of v.23, not as a reference to Paul's 
(eschatological) salvation. That Paul wants to become a cruyxOL\lw\l6~ of the gospel (actually of 
Christ, as the context reveals) must be understood as a consequence flowing from the cause of all 
his actions which Paul mentions at the beginning of the same sentence - ~LcX. TO £Ua:YYEALOV; Phil 
3:8 displays a similar idea with similar ~LcX. TO and L\la: construction. See also Eichholz who 
renders: "Eben indem er [Paul] das Evangelium verkiindigt, wird er selbst des Evangeliums 
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The last verses then (9:24-27) lead on from the paradigmatic part to a more 

parenetic conclusion which is concretely directed to the Corinthians again2QS 

and employs the common and at that time well known image of the sportsman's 

self-restriction and total dedication for the sake of winning his fight206. And 

thus the ground is prepared for the following passage, disturbing false security 

in those who are too sure about their safe and firm stand (cf. 10: 12)207. 

2.3.4.3 The Argument in 1 Cor 10 

Chapter 10 can be divided into two subsections again: in 10: 1-22 Paul deals with 

the danger of idolatry, and in 10:23-11:1 he gives concrete advice on how to 

manage situations where idol-meat could be bought or consumed 

unintentionally, before he finally concludes the whole debate with a general 

resume (10:31-11:1). 

1 Cor 10: 1-22 should be regarded as an argumentative unit, centered around 

Paul's warning to "take care not to fall"208 and his command to "flee from 

teilhaftig" ("Kanon", 120). He also emphasizes the normative function of the gospel: "Der IlIha/t 
der Botschaft und die F0n71, in der es mitgeteilt wird, elltspreciten eillander" (ibid., 115). 
LUYX:OLVWVO~ must therefore describe more than a mere "sharing in", for it existentially involves 
the whole person and is also more than some kind of companionship (despite the emphasizing 
cruv-; the few occurrences of crUY)(OLVWV- words in Paul seem to refer to particularly close 
relationships - see Phil 1;7; 4:14; Rom 11:17). The gospel determines its cruyx:oLvwv-relation to 
Paul rather in terms of a total claim on the entire existence of the Apostle. 

2QS Yet the close relation to the preceding statements must be noted too, especially in vv.26-27 
which fmally point to the Apostle's example again. CL 80UA<XYWYELV with 9:19 and see the 
reference to Paul's x:~puYJ.L<X· 

206 See Murphy O'Connor who assumes that the Isthmian games might have been celebrated 
in Corinth also during the time of Paul's stay in the city (Corinth, 15-17). 

207 See Hahn, "Gefahr", 15H, cf. 162; Waiter, "Christusglaube", 226; and Willis, Idol Meat, 161-
163. 1 Cor 9:24-27 is therefore the crossing point where the two main lines of Paul's argument 
merge: the consideration of the weaker brother's conscience, and the personal danger for those 
who freely consume idol-meat in a cultic context, to be caught eventually in idolatry. Burchard's 
statement is right, however, that the general theme of chap. 10 is not so much "sacrament and 
ethics· (Soden) but "conversion and perseverance" ("Importance", 123; cf. KIauck, Kult, 252; and 
Waiter, "Christusglaube", 431). The reference to the Lord's Supper (and to Baptism) has only 

argumentative reasons. 

208 CL Willis' interpretation of this verse (Idol Meat, 153, 155f) which is for him "the point of 
the entire pericope" (ibid., 155). Dubious, however, is his speaking of the Corinthians' "faithfulness 
to God" (ibid., 156), where the text mentions only God's faithfulness to the Corinthians (v.13). 
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idolatry" (1O:12-14)2D9. These imperative phrases provide the basic message and 

the common parenetical intention of both the excursion into the typological and 

scriptural past of the Christian community (10: 1-11) as well as of the comparison 

of pagan cult meals to the Lord's Supper (10:15-22) which turns more concretely 

to the actual situation of the Corinthians21o
• It is important, however, to note 

that the Apostle's urgent appeal to his "beloved" Corinthians, cp£uy£'t"£ cX.1tO -rii~ 

dOWAOAcx.'t"pLcx.~, results from the statement of God's faithfulness 2l1 which does 

not allow temptations beyond human strength and provides a way to escape 

them (v. 13): Therefore you Corinthians - for whom the dealings with idol-meat 

2D9 That the break which most Greek editions (including Nestle-Aland) and translations have 
after v.13 is rather misleading and contradicts the grammatical evidence, has rightly been pointed 
out by Hahn ("Gefahr", 165; cf. Waiter, "Christusglaube", 430; and Willis, Idol Meal, 162). The very 
rare ~L07tEp in v.14 (the only other occurrence in the NT is 1 Cor 8:13; cf. some Mss of 14:13) is 
an emphasized version (7tEp) of OLD (from Ot' 0) - a conjunction which introduces a subordinate 
relative clause: "just because of this" (Grosheide, 229); cf. Robertson/Plurnmer: "wherefore" (211). 
See also Moule: "OL07tEp, with apparently much the same meaning as ~LO, but with perhaps a 
greater stress upon the logical connexion between the clauses it connects" (164; cf. BDR §451,5). 
V.14 is therefore tied much more to v.13 than to v.15 which follows asyndetically, and it does not 
introduce a new thought or step in the argument which could justify a break. It is further not 
correct to describe ~L07tEp as a conclusive reference back to all of vv.I-13 (so for instance AlIo, 
236; Fee even argues for a conclusion of 8:1-10:13 [464]; see also Klauck, Kutl, 258; Neuenzeit, 
EucJlaristieauffassullg, 54; and Willis, Idol Meal, 165), for Paui did not choose this rare and 
distinctive conjunction without intention, and if he wanted to have expressed a more collective and 
summarizing "therefore", he had other and much more adequate possibilities (d. for instance ~L(x. 
ToiiTo/Ta.UTa.; OV\I; or cipa.). But OLD7tEp subordinates v.14 strictly to the preceding v.13 and maybe 
further to v.12, although vv.12 and 13 are not explicitly connected. And so, one can regard vv.12-14 
as the centre of the argument of 1 Cor 10:1-22, the nucleus which provides the thesis which is 
carried out in vv.l-11 and 15-22. Conzelmann's strict separation of vv.I-13 from 14-22 (201) 
therefore has no reason at all in the text. 

210 Hahn notes the parallel structure of the two parts, where in each case the (typological) 
mention of the Lord's Supper (10:3-4 and 16-17) is contrasted with an inadequate behaviour of the 
recipients of the eucharistic gifts ("Gefahr", 153). 

211 Cf. 1 Cor 1:9! In both passages God's faithfulness is described as his present and future 
attitude towards the Corinthian Christians. The future tense here (EcX.O£L and 7tOL~O£L) does not 
refer particularly to an eschatological event of 7t£Lpa.OJLO<; (but see Habn, "Gefabr", 164), but on 
the basis of the preceding general statment it rather includes the Corinthians' actual conflict and 
temptation, too. Presumably the occurrence of XOL \lW\lLa. after ltLOTO<; 0 &EO<; in 1 Cor 10:16 is not 
a deliberate allusion to 1 Cor 1:9, although it generally displays the same order, and in the 
parenetic argument against idolatry the two topics are also closely related: God's faithfulness 
bridging the gap to the T£).O<; of times and - more fundamental - the XOL\lW\lLa. with Cbrist('s 
atoning body and blood) as the constant constitutive condition of Christian existence, are the two 
basic principals on which Paul's argumentation and strict demands build (d. the imperative forms 
in vv.14, 15, and 18; but also the conclusion in v.21). Klauck's reference to Deut 7:9 (Kull, 257) is 
quite revealing, because there the statement of God's covenant faithfulness follows a warning of 
idolatry (Deul 7:4-5; cf. Deut 4 and 6) and is then related to the flrst commandment (cf. Deut 5:9 

and 7:10). 
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depict a situation of serious temptation212
, and for whom God opens up a way 

to escape being caught again by the sin of idolatry and all its malicious 

consequences, therefore flee from idolatrt13! You are not as safe as you think 

you are (v.12), as you are still running the race (9:24-25), and so you should 

learn from your forefathers ' failure on their journey to the promised land214
• 

The interpretation of the exodus events in 1 Cor 10:1-11 is more than merely 

a negative example from the history of Israel, for it describes the typological 

relation215
, which God established between the Israel of the Old Covenant and 

the Christian community of the New Covenant at the end of times - according 

to scripture (vv.6 and 11; cf. 1 Cor 9:9-10; Rom 4:23-24; and 15:4yJ6. And it is 

only for that reason that Paul can talk so inclusively of OL 1tCX:t'EPE~ ip,wv 

212 Not God is the initiator of the temptation (contra Weill, 255), but presumably Satan or 
other evil forces (cL 1 Cor 7:5; 2 Cor 2:11; 1 Thess 3:5); see Hahn, "Gefahr", 164; and Wolff, 49. 

213 More or less such an interpretation is also held by Grosheide, 229 (although it remains 
enigmatic why v.14 shall be directed to the "weak" in particular); Jeske, "Rock", 252; 
Robertson/Plummer, 211; WaIter, "Christusglaube", 427; Willis, Idol Meat, 158f; and Wolff, 48-50. 

214 Note the ya.p in 10:1, which apparently indicates a link to the preceding argument. Ou Si).w 
ut-«ic; ciY'olO£L'oI (BDR §495,2: "bitte bedenkt!") normally introduces an important statement which 
is fairly new to the addressees (cf. Rom 1:13; 11:25; 1 Cor 12:1; 2 Cor 1:8; 1 Thess 4:13); see 
Willis, Idol Meat, 126; and Wolff, 40. Jeske's conviction that Paul would refer to a well known 
tradition here (especially in 10:4) is therefore quite surprising ("Rock", 251, cL 246f). 

21S The link between the type (here for instance the food and drink in the desert) and the 
antitype (~Lor.d'~Su~per) "ist weder eine bloBe auBere Gleichartigkeit von Vorgangen bzw. 
Person en noch eine sie verbindende geschichtliche Kontinuitat, sondern das Handeln Gottes in 
seiner Idenlitat" (Roloff, Neues Testament, 172). The absolute and qualitative difference between 
the two parts is essential, however: "Das Herrenmahl ist gegeniiber der Mannaspeise das Mahl des 
'Neuen Bundes' (l.Kor 11,25)" (see Goppelt, "Typologie", 250; bold type by G.H .). Hahn's thesis 
that "Exodus und Wiistenwanderung gewinnen soteriologisch dieselbe Qualitat wie die Zeit seit 
Ostern" ("Gefahr", 159) is therefore fairly questionable. Yet he rightly points to the fact that the 
typological method is not the only way of referring to the OT in this passage: vv.6-11 are 
paradigmatic (158f) . See generally also Goppelt's article on "Apokalyptik und Typologie bei 
Paulus· and cf. his "Paulus und die Heilsgeschichte. SchluBfolgerungen zu Rom 4 und l.Kor 10,1-
13" in NTS 13 (1966/67), 31-42. 

216 Apart from the accounts in the books of Exodus and Numbers, Paul's presentation of the 
exodus events seems to follow mainly Pss 77; 104; and 105 (LXX), at times even verbally. 
Concerning vv.l-4 for instance see Ps 77:U (Fathers); Ps 77:13; 104:39; 105:7-9; Exod 13:21; 14:19-
22 (the cloud and the miracle at the Red Sea); Ps 77:24-25; 104:40; Exod 16:4-35 (bread from 
heaven); Ps 77:15-16; 104:41; Exod 17:16; Num 20:7-11 (water from the rock). Or see concerning 
the issue of idolatry Ps 105:19; and Exod 32 (32:6!). 
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7t<X.V"t'E<;217 and that this haggadic midrash218 can have such a significance and 

authority for a Gentile Christian community in Corinth. The first part (vv.1-S) 

describes the people of Israel, the refugees from Egyptian slavery on their flight 

through the salvific waters of the Red Sea and on their wanderings in the desert, 

as receivers of the types of the two basic Christian rites, Baptism and Eucharist. 

Just as the Corinthians, the former captives of "dumb idols" (1 Cor 12:2)219 and 

of various dreadful sins, had been liberated and washed clean (1 Cor 6:9-11), so 

had the Israelites in a sense been baptized "into" Moses (vv.1-2)220. And just as 

the Christian congregation in the course of their "race to glory" (cf. 9:24-27) 

received Christ's fortifying gifts of bread and wine as his body and blood when 

they celebrated his, the Lord's Supper, so had the "fathers" been fed221 on their 

journey, by Christ (vv.3-4)222. Whether the adjective 7tVEU~cx."t'LiC6<; which 

217 Quite a few members of the congregation might really stem from a Jewish background, 
including former proselytes or Godfearers; as concerns their ethnic origin, however, most likely the 
majority were Gentile Christians (see above chapter 2.1). 

218 So Wolff who holds the view of a Pauline authorship of that passage (39). Hahn assumes 
that the Apostle picked up some kind of early Christian tradition in which Baptism and Eucharist 
had already been connected ("Gefahr", 1541); cf. Wedderburn, B~ptism, 244. Meeks thinks of a 
midrashic homily which had been composed independently (Christians, 99). 

219 "OpOC; TeX. &L'OWAcx. TeX. a.rpW\lcx. we; &\1 ~YEOS-E cX.1tcx.yOIlE\lOt"; note the passive voice which 
describes the Corinthians as former subjects of the evil forces (cf. 1 Thess 1:9). But the 
terminology of slavery is also a general feature of Paul's referring to the old life under the 
dominion of sin (cf. for instance Rom 6:6-23), and liberation is connected to the idea of belonging 
to another Lord (cf. Baptism dc; Moses/Christ). 

220 Concerning the phraseology of ~cx.1tnoS-ij\lcx.t de; (TO O\lOIlcx. ... ) see our considerations 
above on 1 Cor 12:13 in the excursus on OWIlcx.· Cr. also 1 Pet 3:20-21 where Noah's salvation 
"through water" is interpreted typologically in terms of Baptism. 

221 The two different forms of 7HEt\l side by side in v.4 are surprising. Yet the aorist (E7HO\l; 
cf. Erpcx.yO\l in v.3) might refer to the singularity of the event which established the Eucharist (the 
Last Supper and actually the crucifIXion and resurrection), while the imperfect form (E1tt\lO\l) 
reflects the continuous and repeated celebration of the Lord's Supper (cf. a.XOAOUS-OUC1ljC;). 

222 That need not mean identification of Christ and the rock (see Wedderburn, Baptism, 242f; 
and Wolff, 421). But the pre-existence of Christ seems to be presupposed also in v.9; cf. Gal 4:4; 
Phil 2:6; and Rom 4 where Paul apparently argues from Abraham's and David's belief in Christ. 
Wolff notes the fundamental difference between type and antitype here, for the "sacramental" gifts . 
of the pre-existent Christ are, of course, of another kind than those from the crucified and exalted 
Lord (ibid., 43). The tradition of the wandering rock, in allusion to Num 20:7-11 and 21:16, is also 
a rabbinic motif (see Str-B lll, 406-4(8). Highly dubious, however, are Jeske's ideas about v.4: 
1tETpc1 ~£ ~\I 0 XptOTOC; means for him "a real identitiy" between Christ and the historical referent 
("Rock", 247) and "refers to the pre-existence of the corporate body of Christ, the church" (ibid., 
248). He completely neglects the allegory in v.4 and the typological character of the whole passage, 
thinking that v.11 ("rU7HxwC;!) would presuppose "the partnership of the Christian generation with 
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determines the special food and drink and the rock which conveyed it, reflects 

also a certain understanding of the Lord's Supper, is difficult to sa~. Fairly 

clear, however, from what follows is that the divine gifts of Baptism and 

Eucharist are no guarantee for a holy future and do not function as an 

efficacious protection from all temptations, as the final destruction of the 

majority of Israel in the desert vividly illustrated (V.5)22A. But it is important to 

note the qualitative nuance of the typology here, that Paul does not analogically 

say that the Corinthians might loose their salvation too (cf. v.13)22S; rather to 

warn them and to make them stand up to the £m9-U!lLCX which had caused their 

fathers' dramatic fall , had the narrated events become types for them (w.6, 11). 

For £m9-u!lLcx, the cardinal sin and powerful determination of man (cf. Rom 

1:24; 6:12; 7:7-8; 1 Thess 4:5), although it had been overcome at the cross (Gal 

5:24), remained the constant opponent of the 1tVEU!lCX which had become the 

new determination of the Christian (Gal 5:16-26; Rom 8:9-17; cf. 1tVEU!lCXTLXOC; 

in w.3-4). The following verses (7-10)226 show examples and consequences of 

the wilderness generation in one body" (ibid., 249). But ot :rt<X."t"£pE~ l]ILw\I are not the same as ot 
a.~£ArpOL (10:1) . . 

223 See Wedderburn's detailed considerations about the several possible meanings of 
:rt\l£UIL<X."t"LX6~ in w .3-4 (Baptism , 241-248). Although for him "the exact sense of 'spiritual' here ... 
must perhaps remain uncertain" (ibid., 247) he thinks it is likely that the Corinthians understood 
the eucharistic gifts as substantially imparting the Spirit (cL Klauck who interprets the food and 
drink as "geisthaltig" [Kult, 255, cf. 257]) - a conviction which Paul wanted to correct (cf. Soden, 
"Sakrament", 26); yet surveying the use of the adjective elsewhere another possibility, which can 
be combined with the first, might be preferred, that the term indicates simply the spiritual origin 
(cL Willis, Idol Meat, 141; Wolff, 41). But see also Hofius' careful assumption of an epicletic 
element in the liturgy of the Eucharist ("Paradosis", 236). 

22A The harsh contrast between God's gifts and the disobedience of the gifted is expressed by 
the position of OU)( (a hyperbaton; cf. BDR §477,1) and the litotes in v.5. 

22S Contra Hahn, "Gefahr", 157. Considering Paul's decision in the case of the :rtop\l6~ in 1 Cor 
5 might be helpful here. According to the standards of 1 Cor 10:8, if taken analogically, the 
offender would have deserved death. Yet Paul demands his exclusion from the church, so that he 
might eventually be saved on the day of the Lord (5:5), and thus the Apostle in a remarkable way 
reinterprets the command of Deut 17:7 which he quotes in 5:13 and where the exclusion means 
the stoning of the guilty person (actually an idol worshipper). It could be for similar reasons that 
Paul did not mention a punishment for idolatry in 1 Cor 10:7 (cf. w.8-10), in order to avoid being 
misunderstood in terms of an analogy. 

226 Willis notes the rhetorical concern of these 4 verses which display a chiastic structure 
(imperative - subjunctive - subjunctive - imperative) and where the stereotype ILl)~£ ••• xa.~ 
(xa.&cX.:rtEp) "t"L"£C; <X.u"t"W\I seems to correspond to the repeated ()«Xi) :rtcX.\I"t"£C; in w .l-4 (Idol Meat, 
147; cf. Hahn, "Gefahr", 160). 
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obeying the £m8-uIlLcx., among which £l~wAoAcx."t"pLcx. is the first (v.7), not so much 

because of the particular context here in 1 Cor 8-10, but traditionally and 

principally because idolatry violates the first commandment227 and thus paves 

the way for all the other sins, such as 7topvdcx. (v.8) and further incidences of 

rebellion against God (vv.9-10)228. Yet it is striking and revealing that the sin 

of idolatry is still specially made to stand out, by the only explicit quotation from 

the OT in this passage, Exod 32:6, which mentions Israel's sacrificial eating (of 

£l&wAo8-u"t"ov) and drinking when they worshipped the Golden Calf at Mount 

Sinai229. This cpcx.yELV and mELV of idolatrous food and drink in v.7 is, of course, 

related to, and contrasting with, the eating and drinking of the spiritual food and 

drink in vv.3-4. And so the OT quotation indicates the special concern for 

sacrificial meals and the significance of the Eucharist in this context. But further 

it creates a prolepsis of the particular topic and structure of the following part 

(10:15-22) which intends to demonstrate the incompatibility of the Eucharist 

with idolatrous cult mealsZ30 and which develops the same argumentative 

contrast: Not only that the Lord's Supper does not guarantee absolute protection 

from the consequences of idolatry, in some sort of magical-substantial way as 

227 See Exod 20:2-6; Deut 5:6-10 and note how JHWH introduces himself there as the God 
who led Israel out of Egyptian slavery! And cf. Rom 1:22-24 where idolatry is the actual reason 
for God's giving men up to the E:ltL&UIJ-Lcx. of their hearts. 

228 See the Pauline lists of vice (Lasterkataloge); cf. 1 Cor 5:10-11; 6:9; Gal 5:20; Rom 1:28-31; 
see also Eph 5:5; and Col 3:5. Generally, the four sins mentioned in w.7-10 need not have 
occurred in Corinth as well; they are merely examples of the result of E:7tt&UIJ-Lcx.. See Willis, Idol 
Meat, 145f; cf. 150-153; and generally Barrett's considerations on the traditional combination of 
idolatry and fornication ("Idols", 41-45). 

229 llcx.'C£LV had been understood as indicating idolatry also in the rabbinic tradition (cf. Str-B 
III, 409f). Interestingly enough v.7 is the only one of the four examples of Israel's sin which does 
not mention the relevant punishment for committing such a crime. Did Paul want to indicate that 
the Corinthians who had already been somehow involved in idolatrous meals need not have to fear 
final destruction (v.13: mo-ro<; 0 9-£0<;)? 

Z30 The example of idolatry among the elect people of Israel who had been liberated from 
slavery, led through the sea and fed in the desert, and who had thus seen and received God's 
gracious gifts - the example of idolatry among these privileged people certainly weighs more and 
fits the actual situation of the liberated, baptized and eucharistically fed Corinthian church much 
better than any general considerations about the wicked cults and meals of pagans could do. Cf. 

Hahn, "Gefahr", 152f. 
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some of the Corinthians might have believed231 
- it even excludes idolatry 

completely! 

After the appeal to his audience's attention (v. IS) for a well known catechetical 

tradition about the Lord's Supper (v.16), and after a brief excursion into some 

of the further aspects of this rite (v.17), the Apostle eventually turns to Israel 

again and in v.18 compares its sacrificial meal with the Christian meal of the 

Eucharist. For that purpose the second part of this verse is obviously formulated 

in parallel to v.16 and thus calls for the reader's comparing the two occasions 

and drawing his conclusions. Yet, before we can accept this invitation of the text 

to consider the agreements and differences, it seems essential to find out of 

what kind the Israel xcx:ra. acipxcx. might be which the Corinthians are called to 

look at: whether it means still, theologically and typologically as in vv.l-11, the 

Israel of the wilderness committing idolatry at Mount Sinai, or rather generally 

the actual people of Israel as a religious and ethnic entity among others -

Christians (vv.16-17) and pagans (vv.19-20), each with its own cultic meal 

tradition which involves some kind of XOt vwv-relation. A decision is not easy to 

make and is a matter of weighing up arguments which can be assessed quite 

differently concerning their significance. To us, however, the first option finally 

appeared to be the more likely for the following reasons which we briefly 

outline232: 

231 Wolff assumes that this sort of ideas might have derived from (mystery-) cults in the 
environment of the Corinthians (39). Cf. Bornkamm, "HerrenmahI", 143; DeIIing, 
"AbendmahIsgeschehen·', 320; Kasemann, "Anliegen", 18-21; Klauck, Kult, 257; Lang, 122; and 
Wedderburn, Baptism, 241-248, 293f. Willis' strict objection to the idea that Paul would react to 
some kind of "sacramentalism" in chap. 10, is right in so far as the overall theme is still idolatry 
and idol-meat and not a correct understanding of the Eucharist (Idol Meat, 139-141). 

232 Unfortunately this question has only rarely been reflected in the relevant literature, 
although it has important consequences for the understanding of the whole passage; not that it 
would change the basic message - the exclusivity of the communion with Christ - but in the case 
of a reference to Israel's idolatrous sacrificial meal at the Golden Calf, the argument would be 
remarkably strengthened and quasi ... archetypologicaIly deepened in a most significant way. 
Advocates of this interpretation are Bornkamm, "Herrenmahl", 138, 164; Hahn, "Gefahr", 168; 
Meeks, Christialls, 99f; Schattenmann, TBLNT I, 498; and Soden, ·Sakrament", 9. Among the 
majority of commentators who interprete the passage in a different way only a few considered the 
other as well: only Burchard, the idea has at least "some truth" for him ["Importance", U4]; and 
Wolff (54f). But see Allo, 242; Barrett, 235; Calvin, 405; Conzelmann, 204; Dunn, Unity, 164f; 
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As regards the structure of 1 Cor 10:15-22, a particular connection of vv.16 

and 18 is apparent and clearly indicated by the indusio which v.15 (x.ptVa:t'E 

U!lEr~ 0 CPlJ1t) and v.19 (-rt ouv CPlJl1t) as a framework formm , the latter phrase 

leading on to Paul's own considerations in vv.19-2<F which are followed by an 

emphatic conclusion in vv.21-22. And according to formal agreements, not v.20b 

but only v.18b is really a parallel to v.1623S
, and thus marks the actual 

comparison and counterpoint to the X.Ot vwvta-relation which the Corinthians 

were asked to considef36. It is further striking that vv.16 and 18 in principal 

match with the structure of vv.l-11 where Israel's reception of spiritual food 

(vv.3-4) was contrasted with their later consumption of other, sacrificial, food 

(v.7), save that v.16 now explicitly refers to the Christian Eucharist, not to its 

typeZ37. One can add that the concepts of £cr9-(EtV (cpaYErV), 9-ucrtcx., and 

Grosheide, 234; Hainz, Kirche, 27-29; Hauck, TWNT Ill, 805; Jourdan, "KOINONlA", 122f; 
Klauck, Kult, 264-266; Lang, 128; McDermott, "Doctrine", 220f; Murphy O'Connor, "Community", 
58; Orr (Walther, 252; Panikulam, Koillonia ill the NT, 28; RobertsonjPlummer, 215; Schlatter, 
298; Seesemann, Koillollia, 52f; Strobel, 159; WaIter, "Christusgemeinschaft", 433-435; Weill, 260; 
and Wendland, 73. 

m Cf. Burchard, "Importance", 124; and RobertsonjPlummer, 215. 

234 That would imply that the subject of 9-uoua~v in v.20 is also the Israel )UXTa. acipxa:, as no 
other subject had been introduced (see Soden, "Sakrament", 9, n. 4). The varia lectio in a number 
of Mss might then result from the same (mis-)understanding of v.18 which the majority of modem 
commentators follows; see Barrett who notes that the subject of v.20 is "certainly ... not" 'the Jews' 
(236) although he does not really say why not; and especially RobertsonjPlummer, 216. 

23S Contra Hainz who, for whatever reasons, thinks that w.19-20 would be "eine vollere 
Analogie zu V.16f" (Kirc/te, 29). But compare in v.18: the question (oux; cf. ouXi in p46 W B 'f and 
1d), the reference to the consumption of some ritual food (oL Ea9-iovTEe; Ta.e; 9-uaia.e;), the 
predicate as a form of XO~VW'II- + £rva.~, and the position of the parts of the sentence - none of 
these features can be observed in v.20, however. Barrett rightly stresses that v.18 depends on v.16, 
not vice versa. 

Z36 V.20b is not a question but clearly a statement formulated in an accusative with infinitive 
construction; and Paul's ultimate demand (ov 9-EAw ~E ... !) attacks the possibility (-yi v£a9-a.t; cf. 
EaTi" in w.16 and 18) of Corinlhian idolatry and is not concerned with the features of the pagan 
cult (only v.20a could principally be understood as referring to pagans, but the tertium 
comparationis, the xo~"wv-relation, does not occur there). 

Z37 One could argue that after the typological interpretation of Israel's exodus in the first part 
(10:1-11) One would expect that the application to the actual ,problem in Corinth (10:15-22) would 
turn more explicitly to the sacrificial meals in paganism with which the believers were confronted. 
Yet maybe for Paul the basic problem were not so much the pagan sacrifices, but the participation 
of Christians in such occasions, and the serious consequences of such a behaviour could not be 
illustrated and considered more appropriately than by looking back to what happened 
(typologically) to the forefathers (v.U), to 1apa:i}A lCa.Ta. acipxa. (the term contains no negative 
notion here; contra Flew, Church, 209f; see Rom 4:1, where Abraham is called ltpoltc1TWP iJ~" 
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&uaLa.ariJpLOv in v.18 belong to the terminology of Exod 32:5-6 which was 

quoted in 1 Cor 10:7238
, and that v.20 - offering to demons and not God -

verbally picks up a piece of Deut 32: 17 which speaks of Israel's apostasy in the 

desert239
, not of pagan doings in general. And so, apparently, v.20 provides the 

interpretation of v.18];10 and contains Paul's conclusion from the contrast of the 

two xOLvwv-relations in w.16 and 18w , not another third (and in this case 

negative) example ofaxoLvwv-relation in a cultic meal];l2. On the other hand, 

a reference to the sacrificial cult of the contemporary Israel would be quite 

surprising, because the temple in Jerusalem was far away (~AE:1t£"t"£!)];I\ and not 

Israel xa."t"cX. acipxa. but actually just its priests participated in the sacrifices at the 

altar (cf. 1 Cor 9: 13 )];14. Surprising further, because the positive reference to 

xa:ra. 0'cX.pl<a. [in a letter to a church in which the majority were also Gentile Christians!]; d. Rom 
1:3). And besides, the text still shows quite a few allusions and references to the kind of idolatry 
in Hellenistic paganism which the Corinthians were struggling with, most obviously in v.2l. 

238 Burchard notes that the interpretation of Exod 32 as an example of eating £i~WA69-uTO" 
occurs also in the rabbinic literature (Untersuchungell, 132); cf. Str-B Ill, 409f. But 9-UO'La. and 
9-uO'ta.O'rijpw" certainly also belong to the customary terminology of Israel's cult (cf. for instance 
Lev 1-7; and 1 Cor 9:13). 

239 Cf. Bar 4:7 and concerning the topic of offering to demons, see generally Lev 17:7; and Ps 
105:28, 36 (LXX). It might be that Paul had not only the Greek but also the Hebrew text of the 
Song of Moses in mind. For only in the MT does one find references to the "rock of his salvation" 
(Deut 32:15 - in~w; ,,~) and the "rock who fathered you" (32:18 - ;r;t'r ,,~), which might help 
explain 1 Cor 10:4. 

2AO Note Paul's picking up the concept of 9-uaia./9-uO'ta.O'T~pLO" (v.18; cf. £L~WA69-UTO" in v.19) 
in the verb 9-uOUO'LV in v.20a. 

];11 The subject of v.20b, ufLii,;, corresponds to the subject of the relative clauses in v.16 (d. 
v.17), and the predicate, XOLVWVOU'; TWV oa.LfLoVLWV yLv£a9-a.t, refers to the XOt"W"OL TOU 
9-uO'ta.O''TTIpLOU of v.18, who were identified as idol-worshippers in v.20a. 

];12 That Paul wanted to discredit the sacrificial cult not only of Hellenistic paganism but 
similarly of Judaism, as Klauck thinks (Kult, 265), is fairly implausible. The Apostle, who in the 
preceding chapter referred neutrally or rather positively to the Jerusalem cult (9:13), does not 
suddenly employ the same example in a negative way. If v.18 would refer to the contemporary 
Israe~ this could only be understood as another positive example ofaxotvwv-relation, which 
would then be confronted with the pagan sacrificial meal in v.20. 

2A3 "BA£7t£T£ ruft zum Reflektieren eines unmittelbar wahrnehmbaren Sachverhaltes auf', so 
Waiter ("Christusglaube", 434, n. 56) who points to further examples in 1 Cor 1:26; 3:10; 8:9; 10:12; · 
and 16:10. If the imperative ~AE7t£T£ can only have a figurative meaning - the majority of the 
Corinthians presumably had never even travelled to Jerusalem - there is no reason why it should 
not mean: consider the Israel of our fathers, i.e. the Israel of the wilderness (10:1); d. n. 237. 

244 According to Fee's interpretation v.18 refers to the ancient Israel, but not to its idolatry at 
Mount Sinai nor to the priests' share in the sacrifices of the altar, but to the command of Deut 
14:22-27, that Israel should sacrifice annually and consume the tenth part of its goods in the 
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cultic )(ot,,<..>,,-relations in Israel would be pointless in the discussion of a conflict 

between Christianity and pagan idolatry and would be quite a big jump from the 

apostasy of the disobedient Israel of the wilderness which was broadly developed 

just a few verses above. And finally, concerning the most serious objection to 

our understanding of vv.18-20, the present tense in v.18 could be explained as a 

historic, dramatizing present245 and could also - parallel to the £<l'd" of the 

catechism - indicate the actual relevance of the typological "ou9-£<lta.. And so 

Paul's argument in vv.15-22 is even sharper and stronger than it would be in the 

case of vv.18 and 20 referring to the contemporary cults of Israel and Hellenistic 

paganism. For, as the example of the fathers revealed, the danger of idolatry is 

not just coming from outside, but rather is a constant temptation emerging from 

"inside" the Christian community; and the basic horror of Christians committing 

such a crime is that they do it as God's chosen people who had formerly 

received God's gracious and saving gifts, just as the fathers did. 

And so the argument in vv.18-20 can be described as follows: those who eat 

the sacrifices, the £LOW).o9-U't"a., are )(Ot,,<..>"Ot of the alta~ of the £10<..>).0" (vv.18-

temple (470f). This suggestion is problematic, however, because the concepts of &uatcx and 
&uatcxa"t'ijptov do not occur in the torah passage, and it is doubtful whether the Jewish donation 
of the tithe could really be compared to the Christian eucharist or to pagan offerings. 

245 See BDR §321. 

2A6 If &uatCXaT~pLOv does not mean the altar in Jerusalem where the customary Jewish 
sacrifices were offered, then a severe and long debated crux illterpretum would be solved also, the 
question whether &uatcx"t'ijpLOv might be a circumlocution for the divine numen, for "ein 
pers6nliches Wesen [JHWH], dessen Genosse der Mensch werden kann" (so GreBmann in his "iJ 
XOLVWVtCX TWV OCXL~ovtwV", 225; among those who followed GreBmann see George, Communion, 
177; Neuenzeit, Eucllaristieauffassullg, 63; OrrjWallher, 250; Seesemann, Koinonia, 52; and Soden, 
"Sakrament", 9 and 27). Such an idea of fellowship (Gellossellschaft) between God and man, 
however, would be completely alien to Jewish thinking (Philo Spec.Leg. 1.221 is the only, 
hellenisticaIly influenced, exception) as other commentalors convincingly have pointed out 
(CampbeII, "Cognates", 376f; Hainz, Kirclle, 27; Jourdan, "KOINONIA", 123; McDermott, 
"Doctrine", 220; Willis, Idol Meat, 185f). And so, one could understand the phrase only as a 
deliberate allusion to the pagan idea that a cultic meal establishes some sort of fellowship with the 
relevant deity, although XOLVWVtCX would then have to mean something else, not fellowship but 
merely Israel's exclusive belonging to JHWH (cf. Walter, "Christusgemeinschaft", 434t). It is much 
easier and less confusing, however, if v.I8 speaks of Israel's idolatry. 0uate('Tijptov then can be 
understood as a metonymical reference to those who receive the sacrifices which are offered on 
the altar, the demons as v.20 reveals. 
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19). That means, however, that they are actually XOLVWVOt of the 

demons247
, who are the true receivers of the sacrificed meat and who associate 

with those who eat it (V.20)2A8. In the Jewish tradition the concept of xotvwv6~ 

(or the semitic equivalent of the root i:ln) usually describes relations between 

men, rarely the relation of men and idols (cf. the MT of Hos 4:17; and Isa 

44:11), and never the relation of men and JHWH249
• Quite interesting for the 

interpretation of our passage, however, is the use of xOLvwv6~ in the context of 

table fellowships2S0, a use which is also frequent in profane Greek sources, 

especially concerning cultic meals, although in the pagan sources the concept 

can be extended in terms of a table fellowship where men are invited "zum 

Tisch der Gatter ... als ihre Mahlgenossen (xOtvwv6~t~SI. A similar notion 

247 The singular ELOWAOV and the plural ~cx.LflWvLOL show that idols and demons are not the 
same. According to ancient demonology the demons are rather mediating between the worshippers 
and the worshipped deity, the idol. And so the demons were participating in the sacrifices by 
which they joined with those who sacrificed and consumed them. In Judaism it is a frequent idea 
that the addressees of idolatry are actually the demons. See for further detail Klauck's excursus on 
this topic (Kult, 266-268). Paul does not say that the sacrifices would constitute the demons as 
gods and dominions (so Conzelmann, 205), he argues exactly the other way round and explains 
that the other gods actually conceal the demons. 

2A8 The two genitives which qualify the lCOLVWVOL in vv.18 and 20 (TOU 9-UCJLcx.CJTlJPLOU and TWV 

~cx.L/lOVLWV) are certainly objective, just as lCOLVWVLcx. TOU cx.r/lcx.TO~/CJW/lcx.TO~ in v.16. See BAGD, 
439; Cremer /Kogel, 610f; Hauck, 1WNT m, 798, 805; and Seesemann, Koinonia, 19; cf. also our 
considerations on the grammatical function of genitives TOU CJW/lIX.TO~/ cx.r/llX.TO~ in v.16 above (n. 
%). For the same reasons we must again object to Willis' suggestion that )(OLVWVOL would mean 
a "religious fraternity" (Idol Meat, 187) and might describe the "communal relationship among the 
participants" (ibid., 191). Rather enigmatic and grammatically wrong is further Hainz's 
interpretation as he renders v.18 as: "Stehen nicht die Opfer Essenden in Gemeinschaft (durch 
gemeinsame Teilhabe) am Altar" (Kirche, 28; bold type by G.H.), and also that he wants to 
understand )(OLVWVOL ~cx.L/lOVLWV in v.20 as "Gemeinschaft ... mil denen, die teilhaben an den 
Gotzenopfern und dadurch in Gemeinschaft stehen mit den Damonen" (ibid., 29; cf. 102f). He 
might have been trapped in his presuppositions about the concept of )(OLVWVLcx. again. O. also 
Campbell, "Cognates", 376-378. 

]A9 See Hauck, 7WNT Ill, 800-803; and cf. Seesemann, Koillonia, 19-21. 

2SO See for instance CPLAO~ )(OLVWVO<; Tpcx.1t~WV in Sir 6:10 (cf. Sir 41:19); in post-exilic Judaism 
m~n "p was used for table fellowships at the Passover meal (bPesah.89ab) or other festival 
~eal~' (~~e Hauck, 7WNT rn, 803; and cf. Willis, Idol Meat, 174-181). 

251 Hauck, 7WNT Ill, 800. Cf. Endenburg, Koilloollia, 202; cf. Seesemann, Koinonia, 54f. Even 
Willis admits in his survey of the meaning of )(OLVWVLcx. in Greek sources that "the use of )(OLVWVLcx. 

[presumably he could have said the same for )(OL vwvo<;] in describinR cultic meals was well known 
in Hellenistic society" (Idol Meat, 173). However, he does not think that such cultic aspects could 
help elucidate Paul's intention here. For him and, as he thinks, for Paul, the social aspects of 
sacrificial meals are the real problem at stake in 1 Cor 10:14-22, according to the Hellenistic 
understanding of cult meals "fundamentally as occasions of social association and conviviality" 
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might be intended here in 1 Cor 10: 18 and 20 referring to the disastrous 

association of the Israel of the wilderness with the demons as they worshipped 

the idol of the Golden Calf and ate and drank of the sacrificial food. Here lies 

the main concern of Paul's discussion of the issue of idol-meat and of the 

relationship which participation in idolatrous meals established between those 

who attended them and the idol (the demons). And therefore the Apostle 

quoted the well known piece of catechism on the Eucharist as an unambigous 

and unbeatable argument252
: The communion with Christ crucified which the 

Eucharist tangibly documented and which the participants experienced in a 

unique way when they celebrated the KUPLC1KO\l o EL7t \I 0\1, such a communion is 

something totally different from the association with a pagan deity and with its 

underground demons respectively. And for those who had once for all received 

the gift of Christ's vicarious and sacrificial death and who confirmingly received 

this gift again as they broke the bread at his, the Lord's, Supper, for those it was 

completely unacceptable to go and eat sacrificial meat which had been offered 

to a pagan deity. How could the former enemies of God who had been 

reconciled by his Son's atoning death at the cross and by his resurrection still 

participate in sacrifices to the idols and thus return under the dominion of the 

former 3-EOL 7tOAAOL KC1L KUPWL 7tOAAO( which the e:r~ KUpW~ 'IlJO'ou~ XpLO''t'O~ (1 

Cor 8:5) had overcome and from which he had once for all liberated his people 

(1 Cor 12:2)253? Living in KOL\lW\I(C1 with Christ who gave his body and blood 

t)7tEP ufLw\I has a fundamentally different quality than being a KOL\lW\l6~, a fellow 

and associate of the demons. For the communion with Christ is not a temporal 

(ibid., 49; and see generally 7-64), and according to the mainly horizontal understanding of 
XOL'IIW'IILCX in Judaism (ibid., 174-181). But such a horizontal interpretation of XOL'IIW'IILCX and 
XOL'IIw'II6~ in 1 Cor 10:16-20 proved to be wrong for reasons of grammar alone. And even if the 
social aspect had been important in the Hellenistic society and for some of the Corinthians as 
well, it need not necessarily be Paul's way of judging and solving this problem. The Apostle, 
however, argues strictly theologically, and not sociologically with the exclusiveness of different cult 
aIliances (but cf. ibid., 215-222). 

2S2 Cf. the emphasis 'on the eucharistic food in the formulation of the tradition. It is also 
obvious now from the context, that Paul understood the tradition as maintaining in particular the 
XOL'IIW'IILCX of the participants at the Lord's Supper with (the body of) Christ crucified. 

253 Cf. WaIter, 'Christusglaube", 435. 
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matter, established by a common (sacrificial) meal or by a certain kind of food 

(ELOWA09-U"t'O\l) and need not be renewed or deepened in further meal 

fellowships, but it is rather a total determination - the constant constitutive 

condition of the believers' entire individual and collective existence. Any other 

relationships with any of the "so-called gods in heaven or on earth" (1 Cor 8:5), 

even if it were merely temporal or occasional associations with demons, are 

therefore completely irresponsible and absolutely unacceptable. The Lordship of 

the crucified and resurrected XUPLOC; ultimately excludes any of such attempts. 

The weighty words of v.21 even exceed the direct and sharp command of 

v.20b - not only because of the Apostle's declared will shall the Corinthians flee 

from idolatry, but rather because it in principle impossible to drink the cup of 

the Lord and then the demons' cup, to participate in the Lord's table and then 

in the demons'~. The verse applies concretely to the situation of the 

Corinthians and could confirm the previous assumption that Paul in 1 Cor 10: 1-

22 is arguing especially against attending such meals with pagans which are 

clearly and officially cultic events. For the concepts of 7t0TIJPLO\l 

XUpLOU/ocx.LfLO\lLW\I and "t'pcX.1tE~cx. XUpLOU/ocx.LfLO\lLW\I are presumably not Pauline 

or early Christian formulations but derive from Jewish apologetics2S5. And the 

emphasis on the cup before the general reference to the table - a metonymy for 

the whole meal of the Christians and of the pagans respectively (the bread is 

not mentioned)256 - can be explained best by the distinctive_ ritual significance 

2S4 Seesemann's statement that the connection with the demons "eine so enge ist, daB sie die 
XOL'tIW'tlLCl "WU ClLflClTO<; bzw. TOU (H~)flClTO<; TOU XpLo"TOU gefahrdet, ja unmoglich macht" 
(Koinollia, 55) is doubtful. Paul seems to intend exactly the reverse. Not the fellowship with 
demons is so close that it would make communion with Christ impossible - how could the former 
idol worshippers in Corinth (cf. 1 Cor 12:2) then had ever been saved? But the communion with 
Christ as it is expressed and confirmed in the Lord's Supper is so exclusive and indivisible that it 
makes any fellowship with the demons impossible. Therefore the Lord's Supper appears before the 
mention of idolatry in 10:3-4 and 7; 16 and 18-20; and 2l. 

2SS Cf. JosAs 8:5; 11:9; 12:5; and 21:14. See Burchard, "Importance", 123; id., Untersuchungen, 
132' Wolff 56' and Willis: "the Tpa.7t~Cl OClLflO'tlLW'tI mentioned in 1 Cor 10:21 refers to a common 
fea;ure of Gr:ek sacrifice" (Idol Meat, 17; cf. 189). In Mal 1:7, 12 and Ezek 41:22; 44:16, TpcX7t£CCl 

XUPLOU presumably means the table for the bread of the Presence or the altar of incense. A table 
of the demons occurs in lsa 65:11. . 

256 Again Fee's exegesis of the cup as pointing out particularly the vertical (cf, v.16a) and the 
table the horizontal (cf. vv.16b-17) dimension (473; cf. the interpretation of v.16 on 467), must be 
rejected. The parallelism does not at all indicate such a division. And the reference to the table 
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which wine and wine-libations had in pagan meals2S"7 whereas bread had no 

particular function 2S8
• Here we may finally also find the reason for the peculiar 

order of the parallel statements in v.16, simply because the cup was more 

obviously a common feature of both the Lord's Supper and pagan (sacrificial) 

meals. Yet not only the wording, but also the form and the parallel structure of 

the verse are most striking and shape it as some kind of slogan which should be 

easy to remember2S9
• One cannot serve two masters (cf. Matt 6:24; Rom 

6:16260
) and whoever tries it will provoke the Lord's jealous~ and might 

become a victim of his own megalomania (v.22)262. 

The last part of the chapter (10:23-11:1) sums up the whole debate of 1 Cor 8:1-

11:1 and gives some concrete advice concerning situations in which idol meat 

instead of the bread which occurs at the relevant position in v.16, might rather count as another 
argument against the thesis of a Pauline focus on the eucharistic bread and its eccelesiological 
significance. What the Apostle failed to mention in his urgent and powerful conclusion (v.21) can 
hardly have caused the alternative order of the basic argument (v.16). 

2S7 In Rabbinic Judaism the consumption of libation wine was a sign of apostasy; cf. Str-B Ill, 
419. Concerning the important part which libations played in sacrificial meals, see Willis, Idol 
Meat, 9, 48; and Lampe's reconstruction of a Graeco-Roman ~£L1t\lO\l which shows that even in 
such ordinary meals a ceremonial cui tic element was applied to the wine crater from which 
libations were poured accompained by some religious chanting ("Mahlpraxis", 187f; d. 188-191). 

2S8 See Klauck, Kult, 269-27l. 

2S9 The parallelism is synthetical (the reference to the table includes the cup), though, not 
synonymous as in v.16 (d. BDR §490: a Greek-rhetorical parallelism). The symphloce and the 
homoioptoton stress the parallelism even more (BDR §491,1). 

260 Rom 6 in principle deals with the same topic and similarly employs a "sacrament", baptism, 
as an argument and document of the fundamental change in the believers' existence as they were 
freed from slavery under the dominion of sin, and became £I.£U9-EpOL T1j ~L)(a.Loaull (6:20) and as 
such ~OUI.W9-E\lT£C; 't"ij) 9-Eij) (6:22) - a status which forbids turning back to obey the demands of sin 

and £1tL9-u/lia.. Cf. also 1 Cor 3:21-23. 

261 Cf. 1ta.pa.ClJAW \I in Deut 32:21; cf. 32:16, - another allusion to the Song of Moses. See Fee, 
who assumes that the OT motif of God's jealousy ref lects his self-revelation and prohibition of 
other gods in the first commandment (Exod 20:1-2). " 

262 It is remarkable that Paul warns, not of the power of the demons, but of the attempt to 
compromise the incompatible. See Wolff, 57; and d. Robertson/Plummer, 217. 1axuPO't"EpOL does 
not allude to a special group of "the strong" in Corinth; see Conzelmann, 206; Fee, 474; and Willis, 

Idol Meat, 215. 
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might be bought or consumed unintentionall~. The XUpLO~ had ultimately 

freed the Corinthians from idols and demons, so that l11ey_ needed to fear them 

or_ their influence on food no longe~, for "the Lord's is the earth and 

everything in it" (v.26; Ps 24:1). But at the same time the new freedom certainly 

also excluded any kind of further involvement in an apparent occasion of 

idolatry. For this freedom was exemplified and determi.ned by Christ himself as 

he had selflessly died tmEp uflw'tI and had accordingly made all the members of 

his church brothers and sisters who were now responsible \mEp a.AA~AWV in 

mutual brotherly considera~ion - especially for the weak consciences. Another 
~ --

distinct reference to Paul's own evangelical existence as an entirely devoted 

Apostle of Christ (cL 1 Cor 9; especially vv.19-23) finally concludes the lengthy 

discussion 1tEpi OE 'tW'tl dOwAo9-U'tW'tl. 

219 See generally Willis' interpretation o~ this.passage (Idol Meat: 223-263), alth?ugh we cann~ 
agree with his conclusion that the eccleslOlogIcaI ~.eme of the communal alliance of God s 
people" would bind this passage to 1 Cor 10:14-22 (Ibid., 263). 

264 The different terminology (LE:p09-UTO'tl instead of E£~(')A09-UTO'tl) could indicate that Paul 
wants to mark the different case and that he does not mean an obvious occasion of idol-worship 
here; see Barrett, "Idols", 49-52; and Willis, Idol Meat, 259f. 
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2.3.5 Conclusion 

The concept of KOL'IIW'IILcx. in 1 Cor 10:16 occurs in a presumably catechetical 

tradition of the Lord's Supper which Paul employed as an argument against 

idolatry and participation in pagan cult meals in the context of his answer to the 

Corinthians' question how they should handle the issue of idol-meat with which 

they were occasionally confronted and which had split their congregation. It is 

important to note that v.16 is not a Pauline formulation, apart from some minor 

arrangements (cf. OUX L; and the al ternative order of the parallel statements), and 

that the Apostle chose a traditional and commonly accepted piece of catechism 

on the Eucharist in order to establish it as a counterpoint to the idolatrous cult 

meals. Such a powerful argument could hardly be rejected. Yet besides such a 

formal aspect and besides the general and material comparability of the 

different types of meals, especially concerning some kind of KOLvw'II-relation of 

the participants either with Christ or with the demons, Paul's reference to the 

Lord's Supper also contains a strong theological argument which consequently 

qualifies the whole section and conveys an unambiguous soteriological message 

to the addressees of the letter: Your receiving Christ's body and blood, which 

Christ proleptically instituted in the night of his betrayal, which he realized and 

confirmed at his cross and resurrection, and which you confirmingly experience 

in every celebration of the Lord's Supper as your breaking the bread and 

blessing the cup is communion with his body and blood - this ultimate 

connection to Christ the crucified and resurrected Lord, is the constant 

constitutive condition of your entire existence and therefore ultimately excludes 

any fellowship with the demonic dominions which Christ had defeated once for 

all. 
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3 Summary and Conclusion 

Paul's concept of XOL'IIW'IILcx. in 1 Corinthians has been the subject of this study. 

We examined an~, in agreement with, and opposition to, the relevant literature, 

discussed the two occurrences of this term in the letter, and we considered the 

meaning of the word and its significance for the context in which it was used. 

On the basis of our results which shall be briefly summarized again, we will 

finally draw a few conclusions on the issue of communion with Christ and 

Christian community in 1 Corinthians. 

1 Cor 1:9 contains an important and highly instructive statement at the 

beginning of the letter. According to the position of the verse as the 

summarizing climax of the letter-opening, the immediate context provides a fully 

sufficient basis for the explanation of v.9 and for the concept of Xot'llW'IILcx. 

therein. There is thus no justification for approaching this first occurrence of the 

term, not only in 1 Corinthians but generally in Paul, on the basis of an 

interpretation of the other passage in 1 Cor 10: 16, although this is precisely 

what quite a number of scholars suggested in their works1
• Following not only 

the customary thanksgiving (1 Cor 1:4-8 + 9) - its all over laudatory tone is 

1 See especially Hainz whose assertion that in 1 Cor 1:9 "nicht angedeutet ist, wodurch sie 
[XOLVWVLcx.] entsteht und worin sie besteht" (Kirche, 17) remained totally incomprehensible to us. 
We can only assume, as the brevity of his examination of the occurrence might confirm Gust 3 
pages, compared to 30 pages for 1 Cor 10:16), that his statement stems from a severe disregard 
of the context and its climactic structure. Hainz's subsequent explanations of 1 Cor 1:9 on the 
basis of his foregoing considerations on 1 Cor 10:16 (ibid., 33-35; cf. 18) are therefore highly 
questionable. And his conclusion that the XOLVWVLcx. to which we are called (1 Cor 1:9, however, 
has an aorist!) is based on the eucharistic participation in Christ's body and blood (ibid., 35), 
appears to us to result from a total ignorance of the textual and exegetical evidence. But see also 
Seesemann who included his brief investigation of 1 Cor 1:9 in the lengthy exegesis of 1 Cor 10:16 
(Koinonia, 34-56), although he does not relate the two passages so much. But still, his dubious 
clinging to the "Tatsache" of two parallel Hei/swege (ibid., 51) obvio~ly emerged from an 
inappropriate mingling of the two passages. Cr. CampbeU who also exammes 1 Cor 10:16 before 
1:9 ("Cognates", 375-380); and cf. George, Communion, 176f. 
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surprising enough in view of the Corinthian disasters which are to be addressed 

in the body of the letter - but following also the remarkably enlarged proemium 

(1 Cor 1:1-3), v.9 proclaims God's faithfulness and thus the continous and 

unaffected validity of his initial and salvific call. The Corinthians were called 

into the communion with God's Son Jesus Christ their Lord, that is, they were 

given all the sanctifying riches of God's grace in Christ according to the gospel 

which Christ's Apostle had once proclaimed among them, the gospel which had 

no other message than Christ crucified, as the beginning of the letter 

unmistakably makes clear (1 Cor 1:17-2:5). And so the communion with Christ, 

the crucified and resurrected Son of God and Lord, is proclaimed again and 

thus confirmed as the constant consitutive condition of the Corinthian believers' 

entire existence, induding all possible individual and communal problems of 

which this particular church had plenty as the following chapters reveal. The 

significance of such a statement for a letter full of exhortation and at a point 

which one could well compare to Rom 1:16-17, can hardly be underestimated, 

taking into account also the epistolary function of the proemium passage. 1 Cor 

1:9 hints at Paul's estimation of the social, moral and doctrinal problems as 

some kind of "soteriological disobedience", and at the same time 

programmatically demonstrates the Apostle's conviction as to how they might be 

solved, as he reminds this community of their being in communion with Christ. 

This pattern of a soteriologically based argumentation can be observed also 

in Paul's handling of a question concerning the consumption of idol-meat which 

seems to have been a highly explosive subject in the Corinthian church, 

occupying three chapters of the letter (1 Cor 8-10). At several decisive points in 

his discussion of the issue and in various ways the Apostle returns to the event 

of salvation and reminds his "children", whom he had fathered through the 

gospel (cf. 1 Cor 4:15), of the normativity of Christ's death and of the absolute 

authority of the gospel as a total determination not only for the life of its 

Apostle but actually for all believers (most explicit in 1 Cor 8:11-13; 9:19-23; 

10:31-11:1). Such ideas may have been a crucial factor motivating also Paul's 

reference to the Eucharist in 1 Cor 10:16 (cf. 10:3-4), although the original 
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intention of this piece of tradition was presumably not parenetical but rather to 

give some teaching on the meaning and significance of the Lord's Supper which 

the early church celebrated in consequence of the Last Supper of the Lord. And 

so our first task was not the analysis of the context2 in which the catechism and 

therein the concept of )(OL'IIW'IILCX with Christ's body and blood were employed, 

but to reconstruct the shape and meaning of the tradition itself, in order to 

understand how Paul could come to employ it as an accepted and authoritative 

argument against participation in idolatrous meals and other )(oL'IIwv-relatiollS. 

The argument is that, breaking the bread and "benedicting" the cup of 

benediction, is communion with Christ's body and blood, a tangible document 

and confirmation of the fundamental event of atonement and reconciliation in 

dying and rising with Christ. This is a communion, however, whi ch has be.en 

ever since so constantly and exclusively the constitutive condition of the 

believers' individual and community life that it allows no kind of even formal 

respect to another competing "religious" entity. 

What is common to both incidences of )(OL'IIW'IILCX in 1 Corinthians, is, first of all, 

the strong soteriological significance of the term and i~s ~eferring to the ultimate 

communion with Christ the crucified and resurrected Lord, which the Christians 

had once for all received when God had called them through the gospel and 

which they confirrningly received in every celebration of the Lord's Supper. We 

do not maintain, however, the idea of a uniform Pauline principle of the concept 

of )(OLVW'IILCX in 1 Corinthians (nor generally in Paul), which the majority of the 

studies surveyed initially suggested. We rather found our doubts about such a 

2 This was Willis' approach (see above). Similarly misleading and doubtful, however, are 
McDermott's and Panikulam's ways of explanation which build on their understanding of 1 Cor 
1:9. McDermott presupposes a certain development of "the Pauline doctrine of XOLV<.)\lLCX" 

("Doctrine", 232; bold type by G.H.) according to the chronological order of the occurrences (ibid., 
70, 219-233). He also holds the view of an internal development starting from the baptismal 
"sacramental union" with Christ - 1 Cor 1:9 (ibid., 219) and experiencing "a further deepening in 
the Eucharist" where "the union with Christ grows" - 10:16 (ibid. 221; see our critique above). For 
Panikulam the essence of XOL\lW\lLCX in Paul is rather described in a call-and-response scheme, 
which makes 1 Cor 1:9 the key for all the other incidences of the term which are merely different 
modes of responding to the initial call (Koillollia ill the NT, passim; but cl; especially 16 and 108; 
see also our critique above). 
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uniformity confirmed, considering only the non-Pauline origin of 1 Cor 10:16 

which hardly had been taken into account by our predecessors. The concept of 

XOLVWVLa. itself contains no single and specific idea of relation3 but rather 

appears to be a multifunctional term, principally suitable for a wide range of 

relations between two or more parts. The particular kind and quality, however, 

of a )COLVWVLa. relation largely depends on the relevant context and on the 

attributes with which the concept is connected and which in our case is (the 

body and blood of) Christ. And so, it is not the concept of XOLVWVLa. which is 

uniform in the two passages in 1 Corinthians, but its distinct qualification 

through Christ, God's Son, the crucified and resurrected Lord - in Paul's own 

formulation (1:9) as well as in the tradition which he presumably quoted to a 

large extent because of the KOLVWVta. phrase (10:16; cf. w.18 and 20). Further, 

what the mention of Christ's body and blood explicitly indicates concerning the 

meaning of KOLVWVLa. as the communion with the Lord's atoning death and 

resurrection is implied also in the first occurrence, as we have demonstrated. 

The kind of relation which KOLVWVLa. describes in both occurrences must 

therefore be identified as strictly soteriological, meaning the salvific 

communion4 with Christ as a constant constitutive co~dition. 

3 See Seesemann's study which is entirely dominated by the "urspriing/iche Bedeutung des 
Wortes XOt\lW\lLCX ... : 'die Teilhabe, das Anteilhaben'" (Koillonia, 47), which he extracted from the 
non-biblical Greek sources and found confIrmed in Paul (ibid., 3-21, 100), although he thinks that 
the Apostle understood it differently and filled it uniquely (ibid., 99-103); cf. Campbell and Brown. 
But see also Hainz's "Gemeinschaft (m it jemand) durch Teilhabe (an etwas)" (J(jrche, 34 and 
passim) which he regards as "einheitliches Grundmuster" of all XOt\lW\l-words, including 
(auy-)xot\lW\l6~ and (auy-)xOt\lW\lE:L\I (ibid., 173). It is fairly difficult to comprehend Hainz's 
objection to Seesemann's explanation of XOt\lW\lLCX as too limited and too much focussed on a 
single rendering, and fmd him then establishing "das paulinische Prinzip XOt\lW\lLC1, das Prinzip der 
kirchlichen Gemeinschaft" (ibid., 86; bold type by G.H.) which he derived from his interpretation 
of Gal 6:6 (cf. ibid., 85-124). His exegesis of this passage in Galatians was fairly convincing for us, 
yet we cannot imagine any reason why this particular verse should be the key to all, Qf Paul~s_ ~e 
of XOt\lw\l-words. So both major monographs on XOt\lW\lLCX similarly appear to be occupied too 
much with confirming a single and principal explanation for the term and therefore seem to have 
failed to recognize the contextuality and relationality which lh:e concept itself indicates. The neglect 
of detailed exegetical work is further particularly apparent ~ and might be responsible for 
some of his dubious results. Cf. generally our survey in chapter 1 and the discussion above. 

4 Our decision to render xot \lW\lLCX in both cases with the same term "communion" is the result 
of similar considerations, of course, and does not represent a general suggestion for the concept 
of XOL\lW\lLCX. The term can certainly mean ·participation" or "fellowship" or the like in other 
contexts. 
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Whence Paul derived the term, is difficult, if not impossible, to say. 

Concerning the tradition in 1 Cor 10:16 we presumed a background in 

Hellenistic JUdaism, maybe Antioch or Damascus. But the question, whether this 

piece of catechism generally initiated all of Pau~e of the concept, as some 

scholars thinJcS, remained rather speculative to us, even more so in the light of 

Paul's varied use of the concept in the comparatively few instances in his letters. 

Finally, a word must be said about the striking feature of the exclusively 

"vertical" meaning of the concept of KOt'Vc.)'VLCX in 1 Corinthians, denoting the 

communion with Christ and not the community of the (Corinthian) Christians. 

It is striking not only in view of the frequent "horizontal" understanding of the 

term in the Christian literature of the decades and centuries after Paul6 and in 

view of a nearly exclusively ecclesiological use in tOday's writings, particularly in 

the inter-denominational dialogue7
• But it is striking and surprising also in view 

of the many social and ecclesiological topics which are addressed in 1 

Corinthians8
, so that one might have expected Paul to use and develop this 

concept as a key term for his ecclesiology. Yet, although a great number of 

scholars claimed to have detected ecclesiological connotations also in our two 

5 See Seesemann, Koillonia, 103; and McDermott, "Doctrine", 232, although they do not 
consider 1 Cor 10:16 as a tradition, but think of an origin of XOLVWVLa. in particular in the cultic 
terminology of the Christian church (in Corinth). 

6 Cf. Currie's dissertation dealing with KOINONlA ill Christian Literature to 200 A.D., apart 
from his results on Paul. But see also Elert's investigation on the issue of "TWV ci:YLWV 
XOLVWvLa."j"sanctorum communion, as he shows that this partiCUlar phrase which occurs in various 
ancient Christian authors and which is part of the Apostolic creed, refers not to the communio of 
the saints but of the eucharistic gifts (Kirchellgemeillschaft, see especially his excursus I-ill on 166-
181). 

7 Quite revealing, for instance, is the title KOINONlA for a compilation of Arbeiten des 
Oekumenischen Ausschusses der Vereinigten EvallgelisclJ-LutheriscJlen Kirche Deutschlands zur Frage 
der Kirchen - ulld Abendmahlsgemeinschaft; or see Dunn's article on "Instruments of Komonia" in 
an ecumenical magazine (OiC) dealing with the topic of church community and only briefly 
referring to the actual meaning of the NT concept. Cr. Kertelge's "Kerygma und Koinonia" which 
describes the early church as qualified by a "Koinonia-Struktur", i.e. "gemeinsame Erfahrungen und · 
kommunikative Lebensvollziige" (329); cf. also Schnackenburg's "Die Einheit der Kirche unter dem 
Koinonia-Gedanken". See further Fischer's article "Zum Koinonia-Charakter christlicher 
Gemeinde" (particularly 39f). Fischer also refers to P. L. Lehmann's Ethik als Antwort, MUncheD, 
1966, for whom "koinonia" similarly means the "Gemeinschaft des Leibes Christi" (ibid., 51) or the 
"gemeinschaftsbildende Wirklichkeit der Gegenwart Christi in der Welt" (ibid., 42). 

8 The concept of i:xxA'laia. occurs as often in 1 Corinthians as in all the other Pauline letters. 
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instances of )(OLVWVLcx., especially in the case of 1 Cor 10:16 which became the 

locus classicus for the issue of sacramental and church community9 - partly 

because of an overestimation and misinterpretation of 1 Cor 10: 17 - the 

exegetical evidence, however, did not confirm such ideas. We can rather 

conclude with Seesemann, at least for 1 Corinthians: "Der B~griff )(OLvwvLcx.laBt 

si ch daher zu dem Begriffe £)()(Al)CJLcx. nicht in Parallele stellen"lo. The concept 

of )(oLvwvicx. in 1 Corinthians is therefore not at all "ein Schliisselbegriff rur die 

paulinische Christologie wie rur die paulinische Ekklesiologie - und rur die 

Beziehung beider zueinander" in the sense of "zwei Seiten ein und derselben 

Sache"ll. According to Paul Christology and soteriology on the one hand and 

ecclesiology on the other are not the two parallel sides of a single coin, but are 

essentially related in a certain theological and material order, in which the 

church, the Christian community, derives itself from its members' individual and 

corporate communion with Christ the crucified and resurrected Lord. And so 

9 See the vast number of studies which explicitly deal with this subject, as for instance: Blank, 
"Eucharistie und Kirchengemeinschaft nach Paul us"; Bornkamm, "Herrenmahl und Kirche bei 
Paulus"; Brunner, "Koinonia. Grundlagen und Grundformen der Kirchengemeinschaft"; Elert, 
Abendmahl Ulld Kirchengemeil1schajt il1 der Alten Kirche hauptsiichlich des Ostens; Goppelt, 
"Kirchengemeinschaft und Abendmahlsgemeinschaft nach dem Neuen Testamant"; Hahn, "Thesen 
zur Frage einheitsstiftender Elemente in Lehre und Praxis des Jirchristlichen Herrenmahls"; 
Kertelge, "Abendmahlsgemeinschaft und Kirchengemeinschaft im Neuen Testament"; Klauck, 
"Eucharistie und Kirchengemeinschaft bei Paulus"; Krause, "Was sagt das Neue Testament zur 
Frage der Kirchen- und Abendmahlsgemeinschaft?"; Murphy O'Connor, "Eucharist and 
Community in First Corinthians"; and Roloff, "Heil als Gemeinschaft. Kommunikative Faktoren 
im urchristlichen Herrenmahl". 

10 Koinonia, 99; the second part of his conclusion, however, "die Kirchenidee des Paulus ist von 
ihm [the concept of XOL\lW\lLa.] aus nicht zu beleuchten" (ibid.), cannot be accepted. For the 
£lCXAl'Jaia. TOU &£OU is the community of the XAl'JTOi ciYLOL, of those who were called into the 
communion with Christ (cf. 1 Cor 1:2 and 9), and their unity as a community derives essentially 
from their continuous communion with Christ as the Lord's Supper tangibly demonstrates (1 Cor 
10:16-17). But cf. also Brown's statement that "the elaboration of koin6nia ekkiesiastike is a 
patristic development", and that XOL\lw\lia. "is used by Paul in an exclusively vertical sense" 
("Ecclesiology", 165); and George, Communion, 160, 188. 

II Contra Hainz, Kirche, 175. For him the community of the church is even sacramentally 
based in the Eucharist which is supposed to lie "logisch-theologisch ... all dem 'voraus', sogar in 
Bezug auf die Verkundigung und die daraus erwachsenden Gemeinschaftsverhaltnisse" (ibid., 176). 
This position and the results of Hainz's Habilitatio11Sschrijt must be strongly opposed. Neither does 
the concept of XOL\lw\lia. allow such a conclusion as we have demonstrated concerning the 
occurrences in 1 Corinthians, nor could we generally think of any passage in Paul which could give 
evidence to such an idea of a church-creating sacrament or of the Eucharist being prior to the 
proclamation of Christ crucified. 
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Christology and soteriology are ultimately prior to ecclesiology. Paul's concept 

of )(OL'tIW'tltcx. in 1 Cor 1:9 and 10:16 with its strict and strong emphasis on the 

soteriological communion with Christ is rather a bright and clear example of a 

common principle of Paul's theology and ethics - of the distinct priority of what 

God has done in Christ to what men could do l2
• That means, as regards 

ecclesiology, that the church remains a consequence - though not merely a 

possible but certainly an essential, yet still not more than a consequence - of 

God's work of atonement in Christ, of his unconditionally reconciling the 

godless to his fatherly love. For it demonstrates how a deeply disturbed and 

disobedient church such as that in Corinth might be cured as it is told again 

about its origin in Christ who remains its only source and norm. And as such the 

concept of )(OL'tIW'tlLcx. in 1 Corinthians is highly significant indeed for the 

Christian community, proclaiming the reality of its communion with Christ. 

12 Cf. E. JiingeJ, "Erwagungen zur Grundlegung evangelischer Ethik im AnschluB an die 
Tbeologie des Paulus", in id., UIIlerwegs zu, Sache. 171eologische Bemerkungen,BEvT 61, Miinchen 
1972, 234-245. See also Friedricb's article "Christus, Einheit und Norm der Christen"; and generally 
Eichholz's considerations on Paul's Christology and ethics (UmrijJ, 265-268). 
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